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Abstract 

Previous research has mostly focused on various literary genres such as poetry, short 

story and novels. In contrast to the great concern shown for these genres, little attention 

has been given to an interesting genre of literature that is worth appreciation and 

deserves examination and care, this is ' Travel Literature '. Therefore, I preferred to 

approach this under explored and vibrant field, which is concerned with al-Rihlät 

compiled by the pilgrims known as al-Rihlät al-Hijäziyya, during the 11-12th/17-18th 

centuries, and to the Rihlätof the Moroccans, specifically of Far Morocco, (al-Maghrib 

al Aq ). The target texts that are analysed are from the following Rihlät of Abü 

Madyan, al-cAmiri, al-, Ayni, al ̀Ayyäshi, al-Hashtüki, al-Ijudayki, Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, Ibn 

Abi Mahli, Ibn al-Tayyib, Ibn Malib, Ibn Näsir, al-Ishägi, al-Muräbit, al-Qädiri, al-Räfidi, 

al-Shawi, al-Yüsi and al-Zabddi. 

This study is divided into two major parts. In the first part, which constitutes the 

first half of the focus of this study, the poetry composed by Moroccan travellers is 

analysed and investigated in terms of two main methods. The first is a descriptive 

thematic study. The descriptive method is represented in the analysis of the poetic texts 

according to its poetic themes, such as religious verse, brotherly poems, estrangement, 

longing, yearning and complaint, description, elegy and other themes. In addition to this, 

there is an outline of the significant role of Süfis with special emphasis on al-Zäwiya in 

all aspects of life, and more specifically academic activities as well as literary life for the 

period in which the travellers lived. The second is an analytical artistic study. The 

poetry is analysed and discussed according to the following artistic features: poem 

structure, content (meanings and ideas), imagery, the language (words and syntax), 

emotion and experience. 

The second part, which is considered the second half of the focus of this study, is 

prose material, where the same method is applied. It is classified according to two main 

sections. In the first the prose material is analysed according to thematic features. These 

are religious, geographical, academic, political and security, commerce, social, literary 

and humorous content. In the second, the prose is examined in terms of its artistic 
features. These are Rihla structure, the language (style and vocabulary) and the content. 
In addition, this study provides a summary of the most significant motives and aims, 

which led, or encouraged travellers to journey from one place to another. It includes a 

brief summary of the biographies of the most famous Arab travellers of non-Moroccan 

origin and their travels from the pre-Islamic period until the 10th/15th century, as well 

as details about the Moroccan travellers, including their biographies and Rihlätin the 

centuries prior to the main period studied. In addition, there is a section concentrating 
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on the main period studied within this thesis, and due to this, more details are given 

about Moroccan travellers and their Rihlätrecorded in the 11`h and 12th/18`h and 191h 

centuries. In addition to this, there is a brief summary of the political and educational 

aspects and al-fla_, 6 as a main motive for travel. The final chapter is the conclusion and 

epilogue. It outlines the findings of the research, and suggests further areas of study for 

future research in the light of the results obtained. 
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Introduction 

This introduction is divided into four sections. Section One explains the reasons leading 

up to this study and its significance. Section Two investigates the concept of' Travel 

Literature '. Section Three discusses the methodology that I have followed in 

investigating and analysing the poetic and prose material of the travellers' Rihlät. 

Section Four provides a brief overview of the content of each chapter. 

1. Reasons leading up to this study and its significance 
A number of incentives led me to approach this kind of literature, and this topic in 

particular, which include but not are limited to, the following: 

Previous research has mostly focused on various literary genres such as poetry, short 

story and novel. Researchers have continued to read them, extract their beauties and 

compete to present a constantly updated and novel critical treatment, which may make 

the observer imagine that there remains nothing deserving study. Such studies have 

looked at these genres through their different ages, and the literary personae of poets 

and prose writers. In contrast to the great concern shown for these genres, which is 

represented by these publications and researches, which follow in close succession, there 

remained a genre of literature that is worth appreciation and deserves attention and 

care. It is an art that has witnessed a number of compilations and has been tackled by 

several distinguished Arab writers, and this is ' Travel Literature '. Therefore, I preferred 

to approach this under explored and vibrant field and more specifically the "Travel 

Literature of Moroccan Pilgrims during the 11-12`''/17-18`I' centuries. " 

The travel books (al-RiiiJät)' of Moroccan Pilgrims are considered, as the erudite Hamad 

al-Jäsir stated, "Among the most adequate, reliable and inclusive references regarding al- 
l; lijäz region's historical, social, economic and geographical aspects since the beginning 

of travel recording up to the present time. " 2 

Since al-Rihlät contain diverse knowledge and sciences, they include a blend of literary, 

religious, historical, social, economic and geographical information. For this reason, each 
team of scholars concerned has to extract from these Rihlät what falls within their 

' Rihla [p1. al-Rihlät] will be used instead of travel books. 
ZHamad al-Jasir, Mulakhas Rihlatay Ibn °Abd al-Saläm a1-Dra`i, (Riyadh: Dar al-Rafili, 1982), p. 11. 
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interest, and study their part in a specific science or specialization, whose works have 

become a public property which no one could claim for himself. 

It became necessary for Arabic literature specialists to define the genre, "Travel 

Literature" (as will be discussed later) in its strict form and to adopt a scientific stance 

towards it, and set certain criteria to be applied to this kind of literature, by those 

concerned with travel literature. 

Such travels are considered a fundamental literary source equivalent to poetical 

collections and compilations and the original versions (ummahätal-kutub) of literary 

books. Those great travellers were poets of literary taste, who recorded in their Rihlät 

their poetry and that of those whom they met on their travels. cA'id al-Raddädi, for 

example depended in his study, "al-Shi`r al-Hijäzi fii a1-Qarn al-Nadi cAshar" upon a1- 

Rihlät, specifically those of the Moroccan pilgrims studied here, and considered them as 

one of the most significant sources of his research. He says: 

Nothing has been written on travels to my knowledge about a region in all 
centuries like that which was written on al-Hijäz, and it is a rich topic, suitable 
for being a subject for independent study, if the research was not limited to the 
study of Rihlätof certain travellers, like that of Moroccan travellers. ' 

This study, simply, is an attempt to express appreciation for the travellers' deeds, in 

recording their journeys in relation to multiple aspects and how they expressed their 

viewpoints on all issues. In addition, most of them were poets who embellished their 

Rihiät with marvelous, fine and genuine poems that disclose their loves and longing for 

their people, brothers and homeland, in addition to many other themes. All these poems 

originate from real experience and true affection. Often these poets composed their 

poetry during their journeys only; yet these Rihiät were the main reason for the 

appearance of a particular scholar or poet and propagation of his poetry. Al `Ayyäshi, for 

instance, was a highly educated scholar, poet and critic who manifested this through his 

Rihia. 

"A'id al-Raddädi, al-Shira! -Hýjzi fial-Qarn al-Hädi Ashar, (Jadda: Matba'at al-Madina, 1984), vol. 1, p. 
3. 
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The significance of this study arises from the fact that this research is a vital and under 

researched topic that has not been studied methodically at universities or elsewhere. ' In 

addition, this study is an attempt to serve this kind of literature, especially as most of 

these Rihläthave not been completely edited, ' with three exceptions, two of which were 

edited as a lithograph tens of years ago and are out of print at present time, the third 

being edited in 1968. Therefore, one of the main difficulties I have encountered in this 

3 study is collecting these manuscripts kept in different remote places. 

Many writers have drawn attention to the significance of this field. Shawqi Dayf 

described al-Rihlät as ' precious treasures ', saying that we would not exaggerate if we 

said that al-Rihlät are one of the most important Arabic literary genres for a simple 

reason, namely that it is the best reply to the accusation that always targets this 

literature, i. e. its deficiency of narrative art. ' Ignatii Krachovski asserted that travel 

literature presents a rich multiform subject, unique among the literature of any nation 

contemporary to the Arabs. ' 

2. The Concept of Travel Literature 

Travel Literature simply means such graceful artistic prose as it takes as its subject the 

affairs and sorrows of the journey; or that journey when as written in a unique literary 

prose form, especially when the style of the author progresses to a certain level of 

expression, in which rhetorical devices are manifested. In addition, it is characterised by 

'Muhammad Mak5m5n studied these Rihlätobtaining a Diploma in History in 1986 at the University of 

Muhammad al-Kh5mis in Fes. This study is a historical study including the travellers' biographies with a 
descriptive study of some thematic features of the prose material. I am gratefully indebted to this study in 

some aspects of which I benefited referring to this reference. 
21n fact, Hamad al-Jäsir was greatly concerned about the Moroccan Pilgrims' Rihlärin all centuries. He 

was eager, when visiting libraries, during his trips to the countries of North west Africa, to get copies of 
these Rihlät and study them, and collecting a considerable number. Then he published a summary of 
topics relating to al-Hijäz region in his renowned magazine' al-Arab 'in various issues under the title of 
' Fi Rihäb al-Haramayn'. (See for examples, year 3, vol. 6,1968, p. 442; year 3, vol. 5, p. 507; year 9, vol. 5 

and 6,1975, p. 321). Once more he published a summary of some topics relating to al-Hijäz region 
recorded in al-'Ayyashi's and Ibn `Abd al-Saläm's Rih1a (see for details about these two books in the 
bibliography, under al-J5sir name). Although these considerable efforts are highly appreciated, these 
individual efforts are not enough because they are confined to the topics relating to al-Hijäz region which 
represent only part, while many parts are still awaiting for someone to continue publishing, studying and 
extracting their beauties and invaluable contents. 
3For complete details about these Rihlit, see chapter two, section two, pp. 51-73. 

AShawgi Day 1, al-Rihlir, 4''' edn (Cairo: Där al-Ma°ärif, 1987), p. 6. 

5lgnatii Yulyanovich Krachkovski, Tärihh al-Adab al-JughräR al-Arabi. trans. Sall al-Din °Uthman 

Hashim, 2"" edn (Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-lslami, 1987), vol. 1, p. 24. 
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the author embellishing his Rilhla and decorating it with graceful poetic verses, whether 

composed by him or by others. In our case, we have found that some of these travellers 

are poets of literary taste who embellished their Rihlätwith marvelous, fine and genuine 

verses, originating from real experience and true affection. In addition, they recorded 

poems of others whom they met throughout their journeys. We entirely agree with I. R. 

Netton, who commented that, "The Rihla in mediaeval Islam must be conceived of, and 

appreciated as, a literary genre... "' He asserts that, "It is a species of Adab, rather than 

TJ'-Bch [sic] or Djugräfiyr [sic]s2 considering that, "With the Rihlaof Ibn Battuta we 

reach the peak in the articulation of a genre, which should be perceived much more in 

terms of a literary art form than a formal geography. "' This work is an attempt to prove 

that the travel books are a distinct literary genre. 

3. Methodology of the Study 

The technique being used in this study can be summarised as follows: 

The methodology followed in this study as mentioned above is the descriptive and 

analytical approach. Therefore, this study is divided into two major parts. In the first 

part, which constitutes the first half of the focus of this study, the poetry composed by 

Moroccan travellers is analysed and investigated in terms of two main methods. The 

first is a descriptive thematic study. The descriptive method is represented in the 

analysis of the poetic texts according to its poetic themes, such as religious verse, 

brotherly poems, estrangement, longing, yearning and complaint, description, elegy and 

other themes (see, chapter three, the poetry: thematic study). In addition to discussing 

and drawing attention to some ideological issues at variance from Islamic teachings (see, 

chapter three, the Religious verse and these issues are discussed in more details in 

chapter four, section two, parts 1,2 and 3). The second is an analytical artistic study. 

The poetry is analysed and discussed according to the following artistic features: poem 

structure, content (meanings and ideas), imagery, the language (words and syntax), 

emotion and experience. 

'I. R. Netton, ` Rihla ' in The Encyclopaedia ofIslam, ed. C. E. Bosworth and others (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 

1995), vol. VIII, p. 528. 
2lbid., p. 528. 

3Ibid., p. 528. 
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The second part, which is considered the second half of the focus of this study, is prose 

material, where the same method is applied. It is classified according to two main 

sections. In the first the prose material is analysed according to thematic features. These 

are religious, geographical, academic, political and security, commerce, social, literary 

and humorous content. In the second, the prose is examined in terms of its artistic 

features. These are Rihla structure, the language (style and vocabulary) and the content. 

In order to limit the scope of the study to a manageable corpus, I have confined myself 

to a1-Rihlät compiled by the pilgrims known as al-Rihlät aJ-Hi, jäziyya during the 11- 

12'''/17-18``' centuries in terms of time, and to the RihJdtof the Moroccans, specifically 

of Far Morocco, (al-Maghrib al-Agsä), in terms of geographical boundary. 

The source text that is analysed is, in essence, a selection of poetic texts and prose taken 

from Rihlat of the travellers compiled by the travellers themselves. Therefore, these 

texts studied here, as examples, are carefully examined to ensure that they were actually 

compiled by the travellers and are not quoted from other sources (see the introduction 

of chapter three). 

The target texts that are analysed are from the following eighteen Rihlät by Abü 

Madyan, al-cAmiri, al-cAyni, al ̀Ayyäshi, al-Hashtüki, al-Hudayki, Ibn Abd al-Saläm, lbn 

Abi Mahli, Ibis al-Tayyib, Ibn Näsir, al-Ishägi, al-Muräbit, al-Qädiri, a1-Räfidi, al-Shäwi, 

al-Yüsi and al-Zabädi (see chapter two, section two). 

All the findings based or extracted from either the descriptive thematic or analytical 

artistic study of these texts are supported by sufficient examples to clarify the 

conclusions drawn. 

4. Overview of the Contents of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of seven chapters in addition to this introduction. For the reader 

who wishes to have a rapid representation of the contents of each chapter, the following 

outline is provided: 

Chapter One is divided into two main sections, each with a brief introduction and 

conclusion. Section One displays a summary of the most significant motives and aims, 

which led, or encouraged travellers to journey from one place to another. Section Two 
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deals with the most famous Arab travellers of non-Moroccan origin and their Rihlät. 

The travellers are classified chronologically from the pre-Islamic period until the 

10`h/1 5th century, which is the period preceding that which is the main focus of this 

study. 

Chapter Two deals with the history of the Moroccan travellers, including their 

biographies. It consists of two main sections; each section begins with a brief 

introduction and ends with conclusion. Section One is devoted to the Moroccan 

travellers and their Rihlätin the centuries prior to the main period studied. Section Two 

concentrates on the main period studied within this thesis. Due to this, more details are 

given about Moroccan travellers and their Rihlätrecorded in the 11" and 12th/18`h and 

19th centuries. In addition to this, there is a brief summary of the political and 

educational aspects and al-Haff as a main motive to travel. 

Chapters Three and Four deal with the poetry of the Moroccan travellers in the two 

centuries studied in this research. 

In Chapter Three the poetry is analysed according to its thematic features such as 

Prophetic praise, Sufism, other panegyric poetry, description, yearning and complaint, al- 

Ikhwäniyät (brotherly poems) and other themes. This thematic analysis is preceded by a 

brief introduction, an outline of the significant role of Sufis with special emphasis on al- 

Zawiya and its role in all aspects of life, and more specifically academic activities as well 

as literary life for the period in which the travellers lived. There is also a general 

conclusion to this chapter. 

In Chapter Four the poetry is discussed according to its artistic features. It is divided 

into five sections. The first concerns poem structure. The second section discusses the 

poetry's meanings and ideas. The third section analyses the use of imagery. The fourth 

section investigates the language of the poems, including words, syntax and style. The 

last section analyses the emotion and experience depicted in the poetry. Each section is 

preceded by a brief introduction. There is also a general conclusion to this chapter. 

Chapters five and six deal with the prose material in a1-Rihlät, 

In Chapter Five the prose is analysed according to its thematic features. The chapter is 

divided into nine sections. Section One is devoted to the religious aspect of the prose. 
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Section Two analyses the geographical aspect. Section Three analyses the academic 

aspect. Section Four discusses the economic aspect. Section Five analyses the political 

and security aspect. Section Six is about the social aspect. Section Seven studies the 

literary aspect. Section Eight analyses the humorous aspect. In addition to this, there is 

also a general conclusion. 

In Chapter Six the prose is investigated according to its artistic features. It is divided 

into three main sections. The first studies the structure of al-Rihlät. The second analyses 

the language (style and vocabulary). The third discusses the content of a1-Rihlät, i. e. 

profundity of learning. Each section is preceded by a brief introduction, and there is a 

general conclusion at end of the chapter. 

Chapter Seven is the conclusion and epilogue. It outlines the findings of the research, 

and suggests further areas of study for future research in the light of the results 

obtained. 

Finally, it is hoped that this research will be a useful contribution to this specific 

invaluable field, which I feel is worthy to be served. 
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Chapter One 
The Travels: their Aims, Motives and Prominent 

Travellers and their Rihlät 

This chapter consists of two main sections; each section begins with a brief introduction 

and ends with a conclusion. The first section displays the motives and aims, which led to 

or encouraged travellers to journey from one place to another. The second section deals 

with the most famous Arab travellers of non-Moroccan origin and their travels. 

Section One 
The Travels: their Aims and Motivations 

In fact, it is rather difficult to mention here all the motives and aims which led to or 

encouraged travelling, because our aim is to give only a brief summary of the most 

significant motives. This approach will also be applied to the travellers themselves. It 

should be noted that both motives and travellers are classified chronologically. 

1. The Pre-Islamic Period 
1.1. Trade 

For years before the coming of Islam, Arabs had been known as travellers and 

merchants. They reached, by sea and land, places located far away from their homelands 

such as China, Persia and India in Asia, as well as Somalia and Zanzibar on the Eastern 

coast of Africa. Chinese historical documents have demonstrated that Arabs were living 

in China at the time of Täbikh rule, which began in 618 AD. ' 

The strategic location of most Arab countries has heightened their mercantile interests 

and led to communication and commercial exchange with other nations. For instance 

Yemen, which is located in the south of the Arabian Peninsula and whose coast is longer 

than its inland border, was a great trade market as a result of its strategic location; it has 

been considered a connecting link between Africa and Asia and more specifically, 

between India and Egypt since the fifteenth century BC., if not before. Besides its 

strategic location, Yemen, and more specifically Hadramawt was a unique producer of 

incense, i. e. al-`Od, of which huge amounts were burned in ancient temples as part of 

major religious ceremonies. Therefore, it was exported to many countries including 

Masan lbrähim Hasan, Tärikh al-`Arab qabla al-Islam, (Cairo: [n. pub. ], 1961), vol. 1, p. 30. 
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Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Greece and Italy. This was a clear reason for the emergence of 

civilized states in ancient times such as Saba', l limyar and Ma`in. ' For these reasons, 

Yemeni Arabs specifically a1-Had1 rima and also the inhabitants of `Umän were well 

known to be among the world's earliest seafarers. ' They sailed through the Indian 

Ocean to Persia, India, China and through the Red Sea in the opposite direction to 

present-day Somalia, Eritrea and other African countries, until they reached places on 

the east African coast such as Rahäbätä near Zanzibar. They supplied these countries 

with valuable commodities such as gold, brass, precious stones and raw ingredients, 

which were used in the manufacturing of perfumes and ointments. The Saba' and Garhä 

tribes from Yemen were responsible for everything that was carried from and to Asia 

and Europe during the third century BC., according to the Greek historian 

Ajäthärkhidis. 4 

Civilized Arabs before Islam such as al-Anbär lived in Baträ city located between 

Palestine and the Sinai peninsula (sometimes between 169 BC. and 106 AD. ), were well 

known as travellers, exporting and importing mercantile commodities between the east 

and the west. ' 

Quraysh Arabs who were living in Mecca made two famous journeys during the year, as 

stated in the Qur'än; one in the winter towards the south of the Peninsula and the other 

in the summer to the north, towards biläd al-Shäm. G 

1.2. Travel for Fundamental Life Needs 

The Arabs of the central Peninsula living in the arid deserts of Najd were forced 

constantly to move from one place to another, within their borders and beyond, in 

'Niqülä ZiySda, a/-Gughräfiyä wa a/-Rihlgr °inda al-Arab, 3" edn (Beirut: al-Ahliyya Ii al-Nashr wa al- 

Tawzi`, 1982), p. 201. 

2`Ali Jawäd, Tgrikh a/-'Arab qabla al-Is/gm (Baghdad: Matba'at al-Majma° al -1Ilmi al ̀ Irägi, 1959), vol. 8, 

p. 75. 
31t is located now in the northern branch of the Zambian Delta. 

"Ahmad Abü Sa`d, Adab al-Rib/5t wa Tatawwuruhu Ra/-Adab al-`Arabi (Beirut: Där al-Sharq al-Jadid, 

1961), pp. 14-5. 
"Ali Muhsin °Isa Mäl Allah, Adab al-Rihlgt `inda al-Arab Ii al-Mashriq, Na. sh'atuhu wa Taiawwuruhu 

harrä Ningyatal-Qarn a/-Thwnin a/-Hjri(Baghdad: Matba`at al-Irshäd, 1978), p. 11. 

6SüratQuraysh, verse 2. 
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search of the fundamental needs of life such as water and pasturage. But details of these 

travels have not come down to us, except what was included in al-Jähili (pre-Islamic) 

poetry and language books. Indeed the description of a journey is considered an 

important component of the pre-Islamic poem. 

1.3. Travel for Gifts and Rewards 

Some Arabs, especially poets living in the Arabian Peninsula, travelled outside their land 

in order to gain gifts from the governors of rich countries. For instance, al-Näbigha al- 

Dhubyäni travelled to al-Nu`män b. al-Mundhir, the governor of 1-lira, and praised him 

in a famous poem known as al-Mu`allaga. At that time, Hira's governmental palace 

hosted other Arab poets such as Aws b. Hajar, al-Muthaqqab al-`Abdi and Labid b. 

Rabi`a. ' Al-A`shä travelled frequently to Yemen, Hira, Persia, cUmän, Abyssinia and biläd 

al-Sh5m, 2 as reflected by his poetry and news. ' 

1.4. Travel for Knowledge 

Some Arabs travelled from one country to another in search for knowledge. Zayd b. 

cAmr b. Nufayl, for instance, had doubts about the worship of idols; so he travelled to 

bilad al-Sham and Yemen to seek guidance on the true religion of lbraham. " 

2. The Islamic Period 

The founding of Islam was a significant turning point in Arab history. Within just a few 

years from the Prophet's mission of calling people to embrace Islam in 610 AD., Islam 

expanded extremely rapidly towards East and West as Pier Giovanni Donini says, 

explaining this in the following summary: 

`Alllr ibn Al ̀ As conquered Egypt in 641 AD and by 711 AD Tariq [sic] [b. 
Ziyäd] ... reached Spain, ... Soon the whole of Spain or al Andalus up to the 
Pyrenees, was under Islamic rule and by the time the battle of Poitiers ... in 
732 AD, the Arab Caliphate had reached its maximum extension towards 
Europe and the west. Progress was equally rapid towards the east, where 

'Shawgi Dayf, al-Asral-Jähili, 7°' edn (Cairo: Där al-Ma°ärif, [n. d. ]), p. 269. 

'Present-day Syria, Lebanon and Palestine. 

'Dayf, al-Asr al-Jähili, p. 336. 

"Abü Sa°d, Adab al-Rihlät, p. 15. 
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lower Iraq had been conquered as early as 633 AD: the Persians were 
defeated at Qadisiyyah [sic]in 636 AD, the whole of Iran was under Arab 

rule by 642 AD, and Muslim armies kept pushing eastwards during the 
following decades. By the beginning of the eighth century AD, Qutaybah 
[sic] Ibn Muslim was deeply entrenched in Central Asia, and the battle on 
the river Talas fought in 751 AD was to mark the boundary between the 
Arab and Chinese empires, putting a stop to Chinese westward expansion. ' 

Islam created a considerable number of motivations, which led to increase travel. For 

example, Muslims have been urged by the Qur'än to travel by land and sea in order to 

consider the creation of Allah. Thus, a Muslim's belief could be strengthened by seeing 

and discovering creatures, which were unknown to him before, or to learn lessons from 

what happened to extinct nations. ' Muslims also travelled to recognise and identify 

places, mountains and countries, which were mentioned in the Qur'än and «adith. 

Thus, numerous writings were compiled about these subjects, particularly descriptions of 

the Arabian Peninsula, such as al-Hamadäni's SifatJaziratal-Arab. 

In addition, the experience acquired by seeing other lands and other nations provided a 

great opportunity, particularly to the scholars who completed their journey and returned 

home, not only with expanded religious knowledge, but also - and perhaps more 

importantly - with the experience of other lands and other Muslims. This went to 

heighten their appreciation of their native land, and increase their reputation. 

Thus, Islam not only encouraged the faithful to travel, but in some cases it made travel a 

religious duty, for instance, to call other nations to embrace Islam, or for other reasons 

which will be mentioned below: 

2.1. Spreading the Message of Islam 

The mission of Islam is universal; it is not just for Arabs, but for all nations. Therefore, 

the most important duty of Muslims is to invite other nations to embrace Islam by 

wisdom and sermon, as the Qur'än stated. ' A number of the Prophet Mohammed's 

'Pier Giovanni Donini, Arab Travellers Geographers, (London: Immel Publishing, 1991), p. 42. 

'There are number of verses such as, " Have they not travelled through the earth, and seen what was the 

end of the those before them? Allah destroyed them completely and a similar (fate awaits) the 
disbelievers. " Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Qurän, trans. Muhammad Muhsin Khan and 
Muhammad Taqi-ud-Din [sis]al-Hilali, 17"' edn (Riyadh: Dar-us-Salam [sic] Publications, 1997), sürat 
Muhammad, verse. 10, p. 727. 
3Allah said in , sürat al-Nahl, verse. 125, "Invite (mankind, 0 Muhammad) to the Way of your Lord (i. e. 
Islam) with wisdom (i. e. with the Divine Revelation and the Qur'an) and fair preaching, and argue with 
them in a way that is better. " Ibid., pp. 397-8. 
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messengers were sent abroad to spread Islam and invite people from other countries to 

embrace the new faith. For instance, cUmar b. Umayya was sent to the King of Abyssinia, 

Usäma b. al-Abjar. The second messenger, Hätib b. Baltaca was sent to Muqawqas the 

Vicegerent of Egypt. The Prophet sent other envoys to Caesar, King of Rome, to the 

Governor of Bahrain, Mundhir b. Sawä and to al-Härith al-Ghassäni, the King of 

Damascus. ' The Prophet's four Caliphs and the governors who came later continued to 

promulgate the message. 

Thus, messengers continued performing the same duty of introducing Islam to other 

nations. Ahmad b. Fadlän, for example, was sent by the Abbasid Caliph al- Muqtadir bi 

Allah in 309/921 as the leader of a deputation to the King of Bulgaria, in response to his 

request to instruct him in Islam after embracing the religion. 2 

Arab Christians were also performing the same duty for their religion. lbn al-Nadim 
mentioned in al-Fihrist that he had obtained news of China from a monk from Najrän3 

who had been sent with five priests to care for Chinese Christians. ' 

2.2. AI-Ha., jj, al-Umra and al-Zryära 

In the 2/624 al Kajj was made compulsory on Muslims, as one of the five pillars of 

Islam. This means that every Muslim who can afford the cost of conveyance, provisions 

and residence and is physically capable must go to Mecca to perform a1-Haft on specific 

days once during his lifetime. Thus, thousands, or rather millions of Muslims now travel 

from various places around the world to Mecca every year. Furthermore, the motivation 

of al-Hajj has encouraged pilgrims to travel to other places. For example, the two 

famous travellers, Ibn Jubayr and Ibn Battüta, first travelled to perform al-Hajj and then 

continued to travel extensively for many years. ' 

IFor details see Safi-ur- Rahman [sic] al-Mubarakpuri, Ar-RaheegAl-Makhrum[sic], (Riyadh: Dar-us- 

Salarn [sic] Publications, 1996), pp. 350-63. 
ZAl}mad Ramadan Ahmad, al-Rihla wa al-Rahlläla al-Muslimün (Jadda: Dar al-Bayan a1-`Arabi, [n. d. ]), 

pp. 45-7. 
3A historic city located in the south of the Arabian Peninsula. 

4Ousayn Nassar, Adab al-Rihla (Cairo: al-Sharika al-Misriyya al ̀ Alamiyya li al-Nashr, 1991), p. 25. 

5For details about Ibn Jubayr and Ibn Battüta and their Rm/l r,, see supra, pp. 30-1,40-2. 
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AI-cUmra is considered as the lesser pilgrimage. It is permitted at any time, even during 

al-Hajj season; in addition a1-Umra can be combined with al-Ijajj. Although al-`Urnra 

does not have the same significance as al-Ilajj as a main pillar of Islam. However, 

performing a1-cUmra, especially during Raman (the fasting month), is equal to al-Hajj 

in reward. ' 

Moreover, all Muslims have been recommended to visit the Prophet's mosque' (al- 

Ziyära) in order to pray in his mosque, ' then to bless or invoke peace upon the Prophet 

and his companions. 

Arab Christians also went on pilgrimage to Jerusalem, but unfortunately nothing of 

these early travels has reached us. The earliest such journey recorded was made by an 

Egyptian called Afräm in the last few years of the tenth/sixteenth century. ' In addition, 

Muslims have also been recommended to pray at a1-Agsä Mosque in Jerusalem. ' 

2.3. Seeking Knowledge (talab al-11m) 

Islam has strongly urged Muslims to travel for the sake of acquiring religious 

knowledge. It is a necessary duty of all Muslims specifically with respect to learning the 

main doctrines related to the five Islamic pillars. There are a number of prophetic 

traditions, which encourage Muslims to seek knowledge, such as the following prophetic 

Hadith: "He who follows a road seeking knowledge, God will make the path to heaven 

'As the Prophet (peace be upon him) said, `Umra in Ramadän is equal to a -Jajj in (reward). " See 
Muhammad Muhsin Khan (trans), al-Bukhari, The Translation of the Meanings ofSahih al-Bukhari, 3`d 
edn (Chicago: Kazi Publications, 1977), vol. 111, pp. 4-5; 'Abdul Hamid Siddigi (trans), Sahib Muslim, 
(Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf Publisher, repr. 1990), vol. 11, pp. 636-7. 
2ln addition to al-Masjid (mosque) al-Haräm in Mecca and al-Masjid al-Agsä in al-Qüds (Jerusalem) as 
the Prophet said, "Do not undertake journey but to three mosques: this mosque of mine, the mosque of al- 
i; Iaram and the mosque of Agsä. " Siddigi (trans), Sahib Muslim, vol. 11, p. 699. 
3The Salät [prayer] in the Prophet's Mosque as he (peace be upon him) said, "Is a thousand times more 

excellent than a prayer in any other mosque, except al-Masjid al-Haräm [in Mecca]. " Ibid., p. 697. 
"He recorded in his Rihla detailed information about churches, the life of the saints and a description of 

the road stages between Cairo and Jerusalem, see Nassär, Adab al-Rihla, pp. 23-4. 
SAs in the Hadith mentioned in the above footnote. 2. Therefore, some of the travellers such as al- 

'Ayyäshi visited Palestine to pray in al-Masjid al-Agsä and visit some of its cities such as al-Qüds and al- 
Khalil (Hebron) and Bayt Lahm (Bethlehem), see supra, pp. 95,98,193. Also al lAmiri visited and advised 
pilgrims to do so, see supra, p. 132. 
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easy for him... "' Thus, travel for the sake of scholarship was given the intense interest in 

al-Hadith literature and became a normative feature of Medieval Muslim education. ' 

Moreover, attending scholars' classes was one of only two methods of learning during 

the first two centuries of Islam, due to the scarcity of books; the alternative was written 

correspondence with a selected scholar. Therefore, Muslims were forced to travel from 

one city to another in order to attend famous scholars' classes which sprang up in 

various remote centres, as result of the rapid growth of the Islamic State. ' This study 

displays how the travellers studied here exploited their journeys effectively to perform 

al-Hajj to seek knowledge. ' 

2.4. The Collection of yadlth (Prophetic Sayings) 

Prophetic Hadiths were written down with extreme care to ensure that they were 

indeed accurate and correct, as enjoined by the Prophet Muhammad, and in addition, to 

ensure that Hadith narrators were trustworthy. ' For instance, the most famous 

traditionist al-Bukhäri6 was examined by the scholars in order to ensure that his 

memory was sound. ' As a result of the expansion of the Islamic State and the spread of 

'Ibn Mäja, Sunan Ibn Mäja, ed. fu'äd `Abd al-Bäqi ([n. p. ]: Där lI yä' al-Kutub al-'Arabiyya, 1952), vol. 1, p. 
81. l adlth, no. 223. there are many Hadithsthat urge Muslims to travel in search of knowledge which 
are often singled out on a separate chapter in the Prophet traditions, see, for example, Sunan Ibn Mäja, 
vol. 1, pp. 80-98. 

'Sam I. Gellens, ' The Search for Knowledge in Medieval Muslim Societies: A Comparative Approach 

in Muslim Travellers. - Pilgrimage, Migration, and the Religious Imagination, ed. Dale F. Eickelman and 
James Piscatori (Berkeley. Los Angeles: the University of California Press, 1990), p. 55. He also refers in 
this invaluable study in p. 59 specifically to the significance of al-Rih/a as a central feature of Spanish 
Muslim intellectual life, which has been concluded from several thousands biographies furnished by rich 
biographical literature compiled by Ibn al-F564, Ibn Bashkuwäl, al-Dabbi and Ibn al-Abbär. 
3Ahmad, al-Rihla wa al-Rahli la al-Muslimün, pp. 8-10. 
'See supra, pp. 217-24. 

5'Awatif Muhammad Yüsuf Nawwäb, al-Rihlat al-Maghribiyya wa al-Andalusiyya: Masdarmin Masädir 

Tarikh al--/ýaz ti al-Qarnayn al-Sabi` wa al-Thimin al-Hjnyayn: Dirasa Talililiyya Mugarina (Riyadh: 
Maktabat al-Malik Fahd al-Wataniyya, 1966), p. 45. 
6His full name is Muhammad b. Ismä`il b. Ibrähim al-Bukhäri. He was born in 194/810 in Bukhärä. His 

most famous work is the Sahih, which took sixteen years to compile arranging in 97 books with 3450 bibs 
(chapters) containing 7397 traditions with full isnads. Al-Bukhäri died in 256/870. J. Robson, ' al-Bukhäri 

in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1960), vol. 1, p. 1296. 
7When a group of traditionists heard that al-Bukhäri arrived to Baghdad they got together and resorted to 

one hundred Hadiths putting one Hadith' s isnad (chain of authorities at the beginning) to another 
Hadith's math (the main text). These Hadiths were given to ten men in order to be delivered in al- Bukhäri's lesson. When they did al-Bukhäri just replied: 'I do not know it 'after each Hadith was 
delivered. When they finished, al-Bukhäri managed perfectly to correct them putting back the correct 
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centres of learning, moreover, there was a dispersion of the Companions of the Prophet 

who had memorized these Hadiths, to distant centres of learning. Hadith collectors 

were therefore forced to travel from a place located in the east to another in the west, 

just to write down one Hadith, or to check the veracity or accuracy of a certain Hadith. ' 

Hadith science books in particular al-Tabaq tworks relate many stories of how hard the 

Hadith collectors' travels were as they strove to do their duty and achieve their goal. ' 

Al-Bukhäri, for example, " Travelled widely in search of traditions, visiting the main 

centres from Khuräsän to Egypt, and claimed to have heard traditions from over 1000 

shaykhs. i3 Moreover, while Abü al-Dardä', a younger contemporary of the Prophet, was 

teaching one day in the mosque of Damascus, he was interrupted by a man from Medina 

who had come to ascertain the validity of a Prophetic Hadith, which Abü al-Dardä' had 

transmitted, and he went back to Medina after attaining what he came for. ' 

2.5. Religious and Social Facilitation of Travel 

Islam paid special attention to the traveller in regard to his religious observances and 

worship. For instance, Muslin travellers were exempted from fasting during the day in 

Ramadan, provided that they fast an equivalent number of days after arriving home. ' 

In addition, the traveller is permitted to shorten the Zuhrand Ayr prayers to two rakc t, 

instead of four Rak`ätwhile travelling. Not only that, but two prayers such as the Zuhr 

and Asr or Maghrib and `Ishä'can be combined, so the traveller prays only three times 

instead of five times a day. ' 

isnäd to its right main. See Ahmad b. 'Ali al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, Tärikh Baghdad aw Madinatal-Saläm 
(Beirut: Dar al-Kitab al ̀Arabi, [n. d. ]), pp. 20-1. 
1Nawwab, al-Rihlätal-Maghribiyya wa al Andalusiyya, p. 45. 

2Fu'ad Sizkin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, trans. Mahmüd Fahmi Hijazi (Riyadh: the University of Imam 

Muhammad b. Sa`üd al-Islamiyya, 1983), vol. 1, p. 136. 
3J. Robson, ' al-Bukhari ', in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, p. 1296, 

'S. I. Gellens, `The Search for Knowledge p. 54. 

'Allah said in the Qur'an, sürat al-Baqara, verse, 185, "Whoever is ill or on a journey, the same number [of 

days which one did not observe Sawm (fasts) must be made up] from other days. Allah intends for you 
ease, and does not want to make things difficult for you. " Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble 
Qur'an, trans. M. Khan and M. al-Hilali, p. 49. 
`'Allah said in the Qur'an, siratal-Nisa', verse. 101, "And when you (Muslims) travel in the land, there is 

no sin on you if you shorten As-Salär [sic] (the prayer). " See Ibid., p. 144. 
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Zaki Muhammad Ilasan believes that probably one of the reasons for allowing marriage 

to four wives at the same time is to relieve the traveller of the hardships of his journey 

and prevent him from doing forbidden actions. ' Ibn Battüta, for example, married six 

wives [not at the same time] during his sojourn in the Maldive islands. ' 

The expansion of Islam over such vast areas was another factor encouraging Arabs to 

travel, because the traveller does not feel that he is a stranger in any of the Islamic 

countries he visits. He finds his needs easily met and receives a warm reception and help 

in each region, which cements his ties to the international Muslim community of which 

he is a member. Sam 1. Gellens confirms Ross Dunn's observation, noted in his study of 

the renowned Muslim traveller, Ibn Battüta, whom he contrasted with the European 

traveller Marco Polo who: 

visited China as a stranger and alien, whereas his Muslim counterpart compiled a 
Rihla on the basis of distant journeys to lands either wholly or to some degree 
Muslim. Ibn Battüta may not have known the local language of the places he 

visited, but he did know the cultural language of Muslims and hence felt at 
home. ' 

In addition, the traveller, as a stranger, was treated respectfully and given special 

attention by the rulers and inhabitants of the countries he visited. Hotels and houses of 

hospitality (some of them free of charge) specialized in catering for such travellers. Ibn 

Jubayr, for instance, counts the virtues of the benefits available to the travellers in 

Alexandria under the aegis of the Sultan Salah al-Din including: 

... the colleges and hostels erected there for students and pious men from other 
lands. There each may find lodging where he might retreat, and a tutor to teach 
him... and allowance to cover all his needs. The care of the Sultan for these 
strangers from afar extends to the assigning of baths in which they may cleanse 
themselves when they need, to the setting up of a hospital for the treatment of 
those of them who sick, and to appointment of doctors to attend to them. At their 
disposal are servants charged with ministering to them in the manner prescribed 
both as regards treatment and sustenance. Persons have also been appointed to it 

who may visit those of the strangers who are too modest to come to the hospital, 

'Zaki Muhammad Hasan, a]-Rahhäla al-MuslimUn /1al-`Vsüral-Wustä (Cairo: D5r al-Ma`i rif, 1945), p. 

14. 
'Ross E. Dunn, The Adventures of Ibn Battuta (sic]: A Muslim traveller of the I4' century (London: 

Caroom Helm, 1986), p. 237. 
3S. I. Gellens, ` The Search for Knowledge ', p. 51. See also R. E. Dunn, The Adventures ofIbn Battuta, 

pp. 5-6. 
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and who can thus describe their condition to the doctors, who would then be 

answerable for their cure. ' 

3. The Demands of the New State 

3.1. Description of New Islamic Countries 

The new Islamic state, which extended over a sizable area of the world, as mentioned 

above2, was in urgent need of important information for its immediate requirements, 

because substantial decisions would have to be made according to the nature of the 

gathered information, such as the application of a1-Sharlca (Islamic law) in these 

countries. `Umar b. al-Khattäb, the second caliph, who ruled between 13-23/634-644 

was the first Muslim Caliph to write to learned men for descriptions of the conquered 

towns in terms of their climate, their position, and how the people were affected by the 

land and the climate. 3 Muslim rulers who came later, "Had to know what the recently 

conquered lands were like, which crops they grew, how much they could yield in taxes, 

what kind of people, and how many, lived in them. "' Important decisions had to be 

taken on the basis of this information. For instance, how Islamic law was to be applied 

in these countries according to the faiths of the inhabitants, and how much tax should 

be paid, which was determined according to the quantity of wealth they possessed. 
Furthermore, it was necessary to pave and facilitate the roads and establish the mail 

system. 5 Therefore, the, "Arab travellers and geographers left us valuable descriptions of 

the four corners of the earth, of the life and customs of the remotest tribes with which 

they had contacts. " 6 

'R. J. C. Broadhurst, (trans. & ed. ), The Travels of Ibn Jubayr (London: Jonathan Cape, 1952), pp. 33-4. 
See also, the indication of Ibn Battüta that, "There are [in Damascus] endowments for travellers, out of 
the revenues of which they are given food, clothing, and the expenses of conveyance to their countries. " 
H. A. R. Gibb 

, 
Ni Batuta: Travels in Asia and Africa, p. 69. 

'See infra, p. 10. 
3Abit al-Hasan 'Ali b. al-Husayn al-Masl6di, Murüj al-Dhahab wa Ma`ädin al-Jawhar, ed. Muhammad 

Muhiy al-Din 'Abd al-Hamid, 4'h edn (Cairo: Matba'at al-Sal5da, 1964), vol. 2, p. 61. 

'P. G. Donini, Arab Travellers Geographers, p. 20. 

'Ahmad, al-Rihla wa al-Rahhäla al-Muslimün, pp. 8-10. 

6P. G. Donini, Arab Travellers Geographers, p. 97. See examples of the travellers' work in the next section. 
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3.2. The Postal Service 

The post office was established by the founder of the Umayyad state, Mu`äwiya b. Abi 

Sufyän (ruled between 41-60-/661-680), who had realized the significance of the post 

as a means of speedy communication between central government and distant 

territories. This, "Required an elaborate list of routes showing distances, stages and so 

on. "' Indeed, it has been noted that some of the earliest travellers and geographers were 

originally Postmasters, such as Ibn Khurradädhaba, as will be mentioned later. ' Ibn 

Khurradädhaba himself in al-Masälik wa al-Mamälik, "Does not deal only with overland 

journeys, but there is a very interesting section that deals with sea-route to the East. "' 

Thus, establishing the postal system was one of the most important means of increasing 

the number of journeys. This led to an increase in the travels of learned men who were 

gathering information required by the state. Then, travel became easier later, 

encouraging travellers who were now able to find their way clearly because the mail 

routes were marked by milestones, showing the distance from one place to another. ' 

Abmad Ramadän urges those who concern themselves with writing about travel to start 

by studying the mail system because it was the first administrative purpose for which 

the roads were paved, encouraging Muslims to travel' 

3.3. Increasing Trade 

Arabs were well known as traders, even before the advent of Islam, as has been 

mentioned above. ' These activities were doubled when Islam emerged, because the 

Islamic state created considerable commercial opportunities for Arabs, which led to the 

prospering of trade and greatly increased the trading expeditions both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. Indeed the new Islamic state's reach extended over great distances: many 

countries were conquered and came under Islamic rule, such as China in the Far East, 

'Ibid., p. 26. 

'See, supra, p. 27. 
'P. G. Donini, Arab Travellers Geographers, p. 30. 

'Nassär, Adab al-Rihla, p. S. 

'Ahmad, a/-Rih/a iva a/-RahhJ/a al-Mus/inn7n, p. 8. 

6See infra, pp. 8-9. 
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Spain in the West and large tracts of Africa. In addition to that, Arabs were able to 

develop extensive trade relations with Russia, known as, "The land of al-Rüs; " "because 

it lay on the important trade route to the Baltic and was the source of many valuable 

commodities. "' In addition to the extremely important and heavily travelled routes 

connecting China to the Mediterranean, known as the `silk route, ' via countries including 

Turkestan, Samarkand, Bukhara and Iran, then past Rayy, near present-day Tehran, the 

route reached a fork at Qazavin, where the northern branch leading to Tabriz and 

Trabzon on the Black Sea. The other led on to Hamadan and Baghdad, and then 

upriver to Mawsil (Mosul), Nisibis and Antioch on the Syrian shore of the 

Mediterranean. 2 Donini indicates that trade along this route continued to prosper under 

Islam, and its benefits were felt far and wide, to an extent that even a town such as 

Quasar in Baluchistan, located on a branch route, became extremely wealthy. Moreover 

the goods travelling increased in value and number and some new items were added. ' 

Ibn Battiita refers to the existence of Muslims in China, observing that in, "Every 

Chinese city there is a quarter for Muslims in which they live by themselves, and in 

which they have a Mosque both for the Friday services and for other religious purposes. 

The Muslims are honoured and respected. "' 

For that reason it has been noted that Arab merchants travelling along the silk route 

were, "Invaluable sources for geographical descriptions of central Asia. "' 

The second example of trade route is in another continent. "After conquering North 

Africa, Arabs found themselves in control of the seaward end of an extensive network of 

trade routes linking Sub-Saharan Africa with the Mediterranean, ̀  such as the 

T. G. Donini, Arab Travellers Geographers, p. 43. 

'Ziyäda, al-Gughrdfiyä wa al-Rihlät, pp. 205-6; P. G. Donini, Arab Travellers Geographers, p. 47. 

3P. G. Donini, Arab Travellers Geographers, p. 48. 

"Ibid., p. 49. 

5H. A. R. Gibb (trans. & selected. ), Ibn Batuta [sic): Travels in Asia andAfrica 1325-1354,3"' edn 

(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1953), p. 283. 
'P. G. Donini, Arab Travellers Geographers, p. 49. 

'Ibid., p. 53. 
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important trade routes connecting the Lake Chad area with Mediterranean, ' and the one 

from Egypt to Ghana. 2 

Arab merchants also increased their trading activities in Europe, particularly in biläd al- 

Sagäliba (present-day Russia), as already mentioned, to which they exported the 

commodities of southern countries such as dry fruits, cloths and perfumes, and from 

which they imported commodities of the northern countries such as furs, amber, honey, 

and various woods. Furthermore, some Arab traders reached as far as Brague, which 

contained the biggest slave market in Europe. Indeed, many Arab coins have been found 

along the Baltic coast, in the islands of Denmark, in Sweden and in other European 

countries. ' 

3.4. Reconnaissance Travels 

By this, we mean travel organized for discovering the hitherto unknown. One of the 

earliest journeys for this purpose was undertaken by a team sent by Härün al-Rashid 

(ruled between 170-193/786-809) to Yemen to find out the source of al-Anbar 

(ambergris), which was used as a medicine and a perfume and played a crucial rule in 

the economy of the state. ' 

3.5. Escape from War and Political Turbulence 

Some travellers were forced to travel in order to escape from war or political turbulence. 

For instance, "From the late 5'h/11`h century, Muslim Spain was increasingly threatened 

by a militant crusading movement, fervently Spanish Catholic in orientation. Spanish 

Muslims had every reason to seek spiritual refreshment in areas where Islam was the 

majority culture [such as Morocco and Egypt]. "' 

'Ibid., p. 59. 

'Ibid., p. 60. 

3°Abd al-Rahman Hamida, Ahm al-Jughräfiyin al-Arab wa Mugtataf, ýt thin AthTrihim, 2"d edn 

(Damascus: Dar al-Fikr, 1980), p. 54. 
'Krachkovski, TJ'rikh al-Adab a1-JughrTfi vol. 1, p. 132. 

S. 1. Gellens, `The Search for Knowledge ', p. 59. 
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Conclusion 

This section has discussed the most significant motives and aims which led to, or 

encouraged travelling in the pre-Islamic period and Islamic period. The Arabs had been 

known as merchant travellers for years before the advent of Islam having reached 

remote places such as China. The strategic location of most Arab countries as a 

connecting link between Asia, Africa and Europe, heightened their mercantile activities, 

exporting and importing goods between the three continents. Hadramawat in Yemen 

was the unique producer of incense of which huge amounts were exported to many 

countries to burn in ancient temples as part of their religious ceremonies. The Arabs 

living in the arid desert of the central Peninsula were forced to be constantly on the 

move in search of the fundamental needs of life such as water and pasturage. In 

addition, some of them travelled to seek knowledge, or to gain gifts from rich governors. 

Islam created a number of motivations which increased travel. Some of them were 

religious duties such as spreading the message of Islam, performing a1-Hajj, a1-U177ra, 

visiting the Prophet's mosque and grave, seeking knowledge and collecting the Prophetic 

Hadith. Islam urges Muslims to travel to consider the creatures of Allah. The Islamic 

state which extended over a sizable distance of the world in a short period was in urgent 

need of significant information for its immediate requirements, therefore Muslim rulers 

urge learned men to travel to gather information on the basis of which important 

decisions would be taken, such as how the Islamic law, al-Shari'a, was to be applied in 

these countries according to the faith of the inhabitants, or how much tax should be 

paid according to the quantity of the inhabitants' wealth. Establishing the postal service 

also required an elaborate list of routes showing distances and stages, which must be 

made by travelling. Then this service increased the number of journeys because it 

became easy for the travellers to find their way clearly. The expansion of the Islamic 

State also created considerable commercial opportunities for Arabs where important 

routes became available and flourished. The renowned merchant route `the silk route' 

connecting China to the Mediterranean, flourished after the Islamic conquering of 

Central Asia, and the Arabs found themselves in control of an extensive network of trade 

routes linking Sub-Saharan Africa with the Mediterranean after conquering North 

Africa. Travellers were accorded special treatment, such as exemption from fasting and 

being allowed to shorten and combine prayers. In addition, the expansion of Islam over 

such vast areas was another factor encouraging Arabs to travel because they easily 

found their needs met and received a warm reception and assistance in each region, 
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whether it was an Islamic country, or had an Islamic minority, which cemented their ties 

to the international Muslim community of which they were members. The last two 

motivations, which led to travel, were to discover the hitherto unknown and escape from 

war, or political turbulence. 

The next section is an attempt to cover the most famous travellers of non-Moroccan 

origin from the pre-Islamic period/before 622 until the 10`1/15`h century. 

Section Two: Prominent Travellers and their Rlhlät 

Since it is impossible to discuss all the Arab travellers with respect to their biographies, I 

will choose the most renowned of them in order to focus and concentrate on the topic of 

Arab travellers. It is worth noting here that this section will cover the most famous 

travellers of non-Moroccan origin. These travellers will be classified chronologically 

from the pre-Islamic period/before 622 until the 10`h/15`h century, which means the 

period preceding the studied period of Moroccan Pilgrims during the 11"'/16"' and 

12 ̀h/ 17"' centuries. 

1. The Pre-Islamic Period/prior to 622 

Arabs were known as travellers for hundreds of years before the advent of Islam. 

Historical evidence confirms that Arabs lived in China during that time: Arabs were 

mentioned in Chinese history at the time of the founding of the Täbikh state in 618 

AD. ' Unfortunately, we cannot obtain any of these travels, whether they were recorded 

or recorded as they have not reached us. All we know about them comes from Arabic 

poetry, where the description of travel constitutes one of the main components of the 

Pre-Islamic poem. Arab poets of the Arabian Peninsula such as ̀ Algama, al-Näbigha al- 

Dhubyäni and al-Acshä, were moving from one place to another seeking gifts and 

rewards from the rich governors of Hira, and Ghassän. Some Arabs travelled to other 

countries to seek knowledge. For example, Zayd b. Nufayl who entertained doubts about 

the worship of idols travelled to biläd al-Shäm and Yemen to seek out guidance on the 

true religion, as mentioned previously? 

'Hasan, Tarikh al Arab qabla al-Islam, p. 30. 

ZSee, infra, p. 8. 
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2. The Early Islamic Period/622-662 

Two renowned journeys were made in this period, [of the Prophet Muhammad and his 

four Caliphs], the first one took place during the era of the Prophet. It is ascribed to 

Tamim al-Däri who had been given an estate near Hebron, in Palestine by the Prophet. 

He relates that while he was sailing along the Mediterranean, he was driven by a storm 

onto a desert island where he saw al-Dajjäl, ' who will appear at the end of time? 

The second journey, which occurred in 11/632, is said in two different versions to have 

been made by `Ubäda b. al-Sämit. The first story was related by al-Mas`üdi as it was 

told to him by `Ubäda, who relates that he was sent by the first Caliph Abü Bakr in the 

first year of his caliphate to the king of the Byzantine in order to invite him to embrace 

Islam. The king received them in Constantinople, and after a period of silence he started 

questioning them on several matters concerning Islam. On the following day he 

summoned them again, and called a servant who went and fetched a small box with 

many partitions, each of them was closed by a little door. He opened one of the little 

doors and drew out a black cloth enclosing a small white statue, the image of the most 

handsome among men. He asked them if they know who it was? When they replied 

"No, " he told them, "That is our father Adam". Then he opened another small door 

showing them other prophets including the Prophet Muhammad. ' 

This story, with additional details, was ascribed also to the traveller Ibn Wahb who lived 

during the second half of the third/ninth century, by the traveller al-Siräf. 4 

cUb5da b. al-Sämit tells us in the second story that when they were about to reach 

Constantinople on their way to the King of the Byzantine, the travellers saw a red 

mountain within which, it was said, lay the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. Then they asked 

the inhabitants of the Abbey about the cave men, and were shown a vault in the 

'Al-Dajjäl means ̀  the Cheat or the Charlatan '. His appearance is one of the proofs of the end of the time. 
He will have miracles including killing and bringing to life again. His era will be distinugished by injustice 
and tyranny until he eventually will be killed at the hand of the Prophet Jesus according to correct of 
natrration of Hadiths. For more details see, A. Abel, the Encyclopaedia oflslam, (1965), vol. 11, pp. 76-7; I. 
R. Netton, A 'popular Dictionary of Islam, p. 66; Yiisuf b. `Abd Allah al-Wäbil, Ashrätal-55'3,131" edn 
(Dammam: Där Ibn al-Jawzi, 2000), pp. 275-335. 
2Muhammad b. Jarir al-Tabari, Tärikh al-Uniani wa al-Mulük (Leiden: [n. p. ], 1892), vol. 1, p. 178. 

3This is a summary of the translation made by P. G. Donini, Arab Travellers Geographers, pp. 19-20. 

4 Mä1 Allah, Adab al-Rihlit, p. 18. 
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mountain. They again insisted on seeing the cave men, and after giving the inhabitants 

one Dinar, they entered with them, and opened an iron door showing them a huge cave 

dug into the mountain. Inside it were thirteen men lying on their backs. ' 

In the caliphate of the second caliph Umar b. al-Khattäb, no reference was made to any 

travel, except some journeys carried out by armies, such as the extensive attack carried 

out by the subordinate ruler of Bahrain al-cAlä' b. al-lladrami who crossed Persia and 

penetrated deeply as far as Astakhar but his ship was wrecked there, and he was forced 

to cross enemy land back to Basra in 15/615, in a journey full of risk. ' 

3. From the Ist - 5th/7th - 11th century 

In spite of establishing the first Islamic navy in the first/seventh century, leading to an 

increase in the number of sea journeys, no travels are known except some events from 

the journey of al-Masri. There are however some accounts of travels to China which 

were written in the second/eight century such as those of Ibn al-Qäsim and Ibn 

Maymiln, in addition to the famous travels of al-Sindibäd. Two kinds of travellers 

emerged in the third/ninth century. They were non-geographer travellers such as a]- 
Ghazäl, al-Turjurnän, Ibn Wahb and al-Täjir, and geographer travellers such as Ibn 

Khurradädhaba, Ibn al-Yacgübi and Ibn al-Faqih al-Hamdhlni. Also a great number of 

renowned travellers appeared in the forth and fifth/ tenth and eleventh centuries, such 

as Ibn Hawgal and al-Maqdisi. The fifth/eleventh century witnessed the appearance of 

renowned travellers such as al-Bayrüni and Ibn al-Harawi. 

Although Mu`äwiya b. Abi Sufyän, the founder of the Umayyad state (ruled between 41- 

60 /661-680), established the first Islamic navy, thus giving rise to an increase in the 

number of sea journeys, no travels are known to have been written down except some 

events from the journey of al-Magi. We know nothing regarding al-Magi except that he 

was as related by al-Tanttkhi, 3 arrested by the Byzantine authorities in the era of 

IYi qüt b. °Abd Allah al-Hamawi, Mujanl al-Buldän, ed. Farid °Abd al-`Aziz al-Jundi (Beirut: Der al-Kutub 

al dIlmiyya, 1990), vol. 3, pp. 70-1. There is a separate süra named al-Kahf (the Cave) in the Qur'än to 
relate the story of these men. 
2M51 Allah, Adab a/-Rib/ät, p. 19. 
3 Al-Hasan b. 'Ali al-Tanükhi, al-faraj ba da al-Shidda, ed. °Abüd al-Shälji (Beirut: D5r Sädir, 1978), vol. 2, 

pp. 191-205. 
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Mucäwiya b. Abi Sufyän, and then freed during the era of `Abd al-Malik b. Marwän 

who ruled from 65-86/685-705. ' 

As mentioned before, trade relationships between the Arabs and other nations 

flourished, especially between the Arabs and Chinese, for whom the Arab market 

became the main market, especially at the beginning of the second century. ' So, some 

accounts of travels to China were written, such as those of cAbd Allah b. al-Qäsim al- 

CUmäni before 141/758.3 Al-Tabari, also, reports that an Iraqi trader from Basra called 

al-Nadr b. Maymün visited China at the end of the second/eighth century and described 

the route between Canton (Kuang-Chou) and Baghdad. ' 

The famous travels known as the voyages of al-Sindibäd presumably occurred in this 

period, specifically during the reign of Härün al-Rashid (170-193/786-808). Their 

events took place in India, Malayo and Arkhabil Islands. ' Therefore, Mäl Allah considers 

that the spread of travel literature began in the second century, not the third as other 

researchers believe. 6 

In the third/ninth century, there were two kinds of travellers. The first were renowned 

non-geographer travellers such as Yahyä b. al-Hakam al-Bakri, nicknamed al-Ghazäl, 
Saläm al-Turjumän and Sulaymän al-Täjir. The news of these travellers' Rihljt have not 

reached us by the travellers themselves, but by succeeding travellers, historians or 

geographers including Abü Zayd, al-Mascüdi, al-Tanükhi and al-Astakhri, who depended 

on them as the most significant sources regarding description of remote countries. 

Yahyä b. al-Hakam al-Bakri known as al-Ghazäl was sent as an ambassador by the 

Umayyad Caliph in Andalusia, cAbd al-Rabman b. al-Hakam, to the Norman after their 

attack on Ishbiliya in 208/824. This journey was recorded by some Andalusian 

ýNassär, Adab al-Rih1a, p. 24. 

2Hasan, Tarikh al-Arab gabla al-Islam, vol. 1, p. 30. 

'Krachkovski, Tärikh al-Adab al-Jughräri al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 155. 

4 Al-Tabari, T5rikh al-Umam wa al-Muli-ik, vol. 3, p. 272 

Krachkovski Týrikh al-Adab a/-Jughr5fi al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 142. 

6 MäI Allah, Adab al-Rihljr, p. 25. 
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historians including Ibn Duhayya al-Sibti in al-Mutrib min Ashc rAhl al-Maghrib and 

al-Maqarri in Nafh al-Tib. ' 

Sam al-Turjumän was sent by the `Abbasid caliph al-Wäthiq bi Allah (ruled between 

208-213/842-847), who dreamed that the wall built by Dhü al-Qarnayn to separate the 

Yäjüj and Mäjüj from their neighbors, had been breached, and so sent Saläm to visit and 

report on its condition. 2 

Sulayman al-Täjir was a great traveller. The account of his voyages is considered one of 

the most significant Arabic references, regarding travel through the China seas and 

Indian Ocean, during the third/ninth century. It remains perhaps the only reference 

which is an account of personal experiences. ' Sulaymän's Rihla was collected by the 

traveller Abü Zayd Hasan, who added a postscript in the forth/tenth century. 4 

The second kind of travellers were the geographer-travellers who were not content to 

read Greek geographical books translated into Arabic but travelled and recorded their 

personal observations about the places they visited. They were successful in obtaining 

much extra information and correcting the mistakes made by some Indian and Greek 

geographers. The first ten years of this century (third/ninth century) witnessed for the 

first time the emergence of writings about their travels by geographers such as lbn 

Khurradädhaba, Ibn al-Yacqübi and Ibn al-Faqih al-Hamdhäni. Their books were largely 

devoted to the description of countries, while the political and social aspects were kept 

'Muhammad al-Hsi (ed. ), Muhammad Ibn 'Uthmän al-Miknäsi, al-Jksir f Fikäk al-Asir (Rabat: al-Markaz 

al-Jämi`i li al-Balith al ̀ llmi, 1965), p. ), and Nassär, Adab al-Rihla, p. 42. 

2Ahmad, al-Rihla wa al-Rahhäla al-Muslimün, pp. 38-9. The appearance of the Yäjüj and Mäjüj, (Gog and 

Magog), is one of the proofs of the end of time. The Qur'än related their story in sdraral-Kahf, verses. 93- 
9, which can be summarised as follows, "When a righteous man called Dhü al-Qarnayn reached in the 
East (the rising place of the sun), he was told by people living near two mountains that Yäjüj and Mäjüj 

were doing great mischief in the land and they helped each other to build a barrier between them and 
Yäjüj and Mäjüj. Therefore, they could not scale it or dig through it, but one day Allah will level the 
barrier down to the ground and they will come out. See M. Khan and M. al-Hilali, Interpretation of the 
Meanings of the Noble Qur an, pp. 431-2. 
3Husayn Fawzi, Hadith al-Sindibad al-Qadim (Beirut: Där al-Kitib al-Lubnäni, 1977), p. 33. 

4Some of this journey's events were recorded by al-Mas udi in Murüj aI-Dhahab, and this Rihla was 

published by Langles in 1811, then published again with French translation by Reinaud in 1845, as Hasan 

says in al-Rahhäla al-Mus/im R, p. 23. 
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to a minimum. ' These books are known as the books of al-Masälik wa al-Mamälik or 

Tagwim al-Buldän. 

cUbayd Allah b. Khurradädhaba (205-272/ 807-873) is considered one of the earliest 

geographer-travellers who worked in this field. His writings, al-Masälik wa al-Malnälik, 

described the sea roads from Dijla (Tigris) in Iraq to India and China. He demonstrated 

that Arabs had settled in the southern Chinese port of Canton (Kuang-Chou) since the 

z last years of the second century AH. 

Ahmad b. al-Ya°giibi (died in 284/897) was a traveller, geographer and historian. He 

travelled to Persia, Khurasan, Armenia, India, Egypt and Morocco. His book Kitäb al- 

Buldän is one of the oldest in descriptions of countries that have reached us, 3 it, "Claims 

to be based on wide travels in the author's youth and first-hand questioning of 

information. "' 

Abmad b. Muhammad b. al-Faqih al-Hamdhäni travelled to many countries, and 

composed his famous book Mukhtasar Tärlkh al-Buldän in 279/ 892. The book contains 

significant information regarding China and India as well as Arab countries, and 

scholars who came later, such as al-Magdisi and al-Hamawi, quoted much information 

supplied by his book. ' 

Also a number of geographer-travellers appeared in the fourth/tenth century and left 

great books such as Ibn I-Iawgal and al-Magdisi. 

Muhammad b. I-lawgal al-Nasibi started traveling in 331/942 and continued for thirty 

years. Ibn Ijawgal first travelled to Morocco, Andalusia and Sudan, then to Egypt, 

Armenia and Azerbaijan; after that he travelled to Iraq and Khurasan and finally, he 

visited Sicily in 362/972. Ibn Hawgal left an accurate description of the cities and 

'Abmad, al-Rihla wa al-Ra¢hela al-Muslimün, p. 53. 

'Ibid., p. 58. 

3Hamida, Aýljm al-Jughräfiyin al-Arab, p. 141. 

4D. S. Richards, ' al-Ya`gübi ', in Encyclopedia ofArabic Literature, ed. Julie Scott Meisarni and Paul 

Starkey (London and New York: Routledge, 1998), vol. 2, p. 811. 
sAhmad, aI-Rihla wa al-Rahhäla al-Muslimün, p. 85. Mukhtasar Tärikh al-Buldän was edited by De Goeje 

and printed in Leiden in 1885. 
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countries he passed through in his writing entitled al-Ma. sälik wa al-Mara lik or Sürat 

al-Ard. ' 

As to Muhammad b. Abi Bakr known as al-Maqdisi (335/946- 390/1000) travelled to 

many countries and he did not compose his book, Ahsan al-Taq sim I Mä`rifat al- 

Aq lira in 375/986, until he had attended boards of governors, judicial hearings and the 

lessons of scholars, enjoyed the companionship of ascetics and Sufis and worked as a 

trader. Because of visiting so many countries, he was forced to disguise himself, adopting 

many names and characters, in order to be able to gain the information he wanted about 

the many countries he visited, as he confesses in his book. As a consequence he was able 

to describe in detail the languages, accents, faiths, currency, foods and many other 

aspects of the inhabitants of the countries he visited. 2 

Also there were a number of renowned travellers in this century such as al-Bayrüni and 

al-Harawi. 

Al-Bayrüni (died in 440/1048) travelled to many countries in the Far East learning their 

languages and correcting mistakes made by other geographer-travellers. He composed 

some books as a result of his travels such as al Athär al-Bägiya an al-Qurjn al-Khäliya, 

Kitäb Tärikh Khuw, rizm, Tärikh al-Hind, as well as others. ' 

'Ali b. al-Harawi was born in Mosul but his family was originally from Herät. He spent 

his life travelling to many countries including India, Sicily, Morocco, and Constantinople. 

Ibn Khalikän confirms that al-Harawi never left unvisited any land, or sea or mountain 

or anything, which could be visited and which had hitherto been unvisited. ' He 

composed al-Ish,! rät IIMacrifat al-Ziy, rat, as a response to the demand of his colleagues 

and friends to record his travels and observations of the countries he visited. He died in 

611/1214 in Aleppo in Syria. ' 

I Ibid., pp. 117-8, al-Masälik ka a1-Mamälik or Sürat al-Ard was edited by De Goeje in 1783 and reprinted 
1938. 
ýHamida, Aýläm al-Jughräfiyirt al-`Arab, p. 131. 

'Ibid., p. 137. 
°Ibn Khalikan, Wafay5t al-A yän wa Anbä'u Abng'al-Zamän, ed. Ihsan `Abbas (Beirut: Dar al-Thagafa, 
1970), vol. 3, p. 346. 
sI-lamida, A`läm al-Jughi-ifi}in al-`Arab, pp. 382-4; Ahmad, al-Rihla wa al-Rahhäla al-Muslimr7n, pp. 283-5. 
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4. From the 6 th -10th/12th -16th Centuries 

While the sixth, seventh and eighth/twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries 

witnessed the appearance of a great number of distinguished travellers such as al- 

Samcäni, Umära al-Yamani, al-Hamawi, al-Qazwini, Ibn Khaldün and al-Balawi, in 

addition to Ibn Jubayr who is regarded as one of the two most famous Arab travellers in 

all history. In contrast, the ninth and tenth/fifteenth and sixteenth centuries witnessed a 

decline in travel in general because fighting enemies was given priority even over 

performing al-Hajj. Of these rare travels are those of al-Qalsädi and al-Juzayri. 

cAbd al-Karim al-Sam`äni was born in Marti (capital of Khurasan) in 506/1112 and was 

from an educated family. He travelled for the sake of knowledge to many countries such 

as Iraq, al-Hijäz, and biläd al-Shäm, Isfahän, the countries of East Asia and others. Al- 

Samcäni wrote important accounts of his numerous travels. His most important and 

famous work was undoubtedly al Ansäb which he began to compile in 550/ 1155. ' 

Umära b. `Ali al-Yamani was born in Yemen in 515/1116. He was one of the 

distinguished travellers who left the southern Peninsula and travelled to many countries 

for pleasure. He was known as a famous poet and not as a traveller, although he did not 

record all the incidents of his travels in one work, he devoted a book to each country he 

visited. `Umära started his travels when he was 16 years old. He travelled to Zabid 

where he attended some academic lessons. Then he travelled to Aden in Yemen, after 

which he travelled to al-Hijäz to perform a1-IIajj in 549/1154. The ruler of Mecca sent 

him to the Caliph of Egypt as a peace messenger. One year later he returned to Mecca. 

He compiled several works, one of which was aI-Mufiid /iAkhbärZabid He died in 

569/1173.2 

Y5güt b. cAbd Allah al-Rümi al-Hamawi was born in . 575/1179. He belonged to a 

Byzantine family living in a part of Anatolia held by the Byzantines where, "He was 

taken captive and sold as slave at Baghdad, "' to a trader named al-Harawi who, 

'Abmad, al-Rifhla wa al-Rahhäla al-Muslimün, pp. 265-6 

lbid., pp. 271-81. 

D. S. Richards, ' Yäqüt ', in Encyclopedia ofArabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 811. 
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"Educated him and employed him on trading visits to the Gulf, `Umän and Syria, "' then 

freed him later. ' He attained a huge reputation through his famous compilation Mujam 

a1-Buldän. He loved travelling to such an extent that he never settled down in any 

country, visiting many lands including the Mongol, Asia Minor, Iran, Egypt and 

eventually dying in Aleppo in 626/1228.3 

Zakariyyä al-Qazwini was born in Persia in 600/1203. As a youth he moved to 

Damascus where he spent some time. He then travelled to Iraq, where he was appointed 

as a judge. He benefited from his communication with many other travellers and their 

works in the composition of his own Rihla Athär al-`lbj7d wa Akhbaral-Biläd. His 

writings not only included the incidents of his travels, but also news of other travellers 

whom he met or read about, or who came before him. Thus, the value of his book lies in 

his inclusion of news of other travellers that otherwise would have been lost, or written 

down in other books. For instance, he wrote down some accounts which he heard from 

their own mouths, by Saläm al-Turjumän, Abü Dalaf al-Khazraji (his journeys to China 

and India) and Ibrähim al-Tartüshi. Al-Qazwini was very concerned to mention 

everything he could about the countries he visited, in order to give his readers the 

whole picture. ' 

In the sixth/twelfth century the traveller Ibn Jubayr (Mulzanunad b. Abmad al-Kinäni) 

emerged, who is considered one of the most famous travellers, or rather one of the two 

most famous travellers, not only of this century but of all centuries until now. He was 

born in 540/1145, in Valencia. He was undoubtedly the foremost pioneer traveller 

particularly among Andalusian and Moroccan travellers. His Rihla has been published, 

edited and translated into many languages including English, Russian, French and 

Italian. ' He travelled from Andalusia to the East three times, performing al-Flajj on each 

journey. On the first journey, he left his hometown in 578/1.183 and returned in 

581/1185 where he recorded his renowned Rihla, which gave lasting fame to him. The 

reason for this journey to perform al-Haff as a penance for drinking wine, which he was 

I Ibid., vol. 2, p. 811. 

ZA1-Zirkli, al-Ä7im, vol. 8, p. 131. 
'Ahmad, al-Rihla wa a! -Rahhäla al-Muslimi17, pp. 177-8. 

°Ibid., p. 301. 
sIbid., pp. 323-7 
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forced to do by the governor of Granada, Abü Said `Uthmän b. cAbd al-Mu'min. His 

second journey was to al-Qdds (Jerusalem) when it came under Islamic rule in 

585/1189, and his last and third journey was to relieve the great sorrow caused by his 

wife's death in 601/1204. He spent more than ten years moving between Mecca, al- 

Qüds, Cairo and Alexandria, where he died in 614/1217. Unfortunately, we have no 

account of the latter journeys. ' I. R. Netton agrees with Pellat who has described the 

Rihla of Ibn Jubayr as: 

`The first and one of the best of the works of this kind' which has `served as 
model to many other pilgrims' and asserted that not only is the work a mine of 
valuable information but, in J. N. Mattock's words, it `is interesting simply written 
and well-detailed; it does very well that it is intended to do: describe the places 

that he [Ibn Jubayr] visits, so that their main features are clear to his audience. )2 

Khälid b. cIsä al-Balawi, he was born in 713/1322 in Qantüria, present-day Canteria, in 

Andalusia. His Rihla entitled Täj al-Mafriq Ii Tahliyat cUlamä'al-Mashriq, is regarded as 

one of the greatest Andalusian Rihlät, and it indeed gives an impressive picture of all 

educational and intellectual aspects of the Islamic nations and specifically of Andalusia. ' 

As for cAbd al-Rahmän b. Khaldün was a descendant of a Hadrami family (from Yemen) 

as it is supposed and settled in Seville in the eight century AH. Afterwards they 

emigrated to Ceuta and shortly thereafter to Tunis, where he was born in 723/1332.4 

He traveled and stayed in Fes between 1345 and 1362, then he moved to Granada in 

1361, where, "He was given sundry duties including an embassy to Pedro El Cruel in 

Seville in 1364, but had to leave Granada soon afterwards because of obscure 

disagreement with [al-wazir] Ibn al-Khatib, s5 to return to Morocco, then to Qalcat Ibn 

Saläma (near the contemporary Tawghzut, close to Mouaskr, in Algeria), where he 

wrote al-Mugaddima, which he completed in November 1377. Then he left to Tunis at 

I Hamida, A`Jim al-Jughräfiyin al Arab, pp. 322/4. 

21. R. Netton, ' Ibn Jubayr: Penitent Pilgrim and Observant Traveller' , in Seek Knowledge. - Thought and 
Travel in the House of Islam, ed. Ian Richard Netton (Richmond: Curzon Press, 1996), p. 100. Netton 

states also that Ibn Jubayr's Rihla established a genre in Arabic literature which would be pursued by 

other author-travellers, most notably Ibn Battüta. 
3Mahmüd Raddäwi, al-Rih/ät al-`Arabiyya wa a/-Is/ämiyya wa Allmuhä Ha/-Adab al-`Arabi al-Qadim wa 

al-Mu°äsir. Diräsa wa Nusüs (Riyadh: Matibi° al-Farazdaq al-Tijitriyya, 1995), p. 45. AI-Balawi's Rihla was 
edited 

by 
al-Hasan al-Sä'ih in Tunisia. 

4 Aziz al-Azmeh, Ibn KhaldUn (London & New York: Routledge, 1990), p. 1. 

5lbid., p. 3. 
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the end of 1378, traveling eastwards to Egypt (Alexandria and Cairo), where he 

undertook duties including the position of grand Mäliki judge in 1384 and a professor of 

al-Madhhab al-Mäliki. ' He was to travel four times during his stay in Cairo, twice on 

pilgrimages to Mecca, then to Jerusalem, and one to Damascus. Ibn Khaldün died in 

Cairo in 808/1408.2 He recorded many incidents in al-Tarifbi Ibn Khaldün wa Rihlatihi 

Sharqan wa Gharban. 

In contrast, the ninth/fifteenth and the tenth/sixteenth centuries witnessed a decline in 

travel in general. Even travel for performing al-Hajj, became extremely rare because of 

scholars' inviting the faithful to fight their enemies, which was given priority even over 

al-Hajj. 3 Of these rare journeys are those of al-Qalsädi and al-Juzayri. 

cAli Al-Qalsädi was born in 815/1425 in Busta in Andalusia. He travelled to many cities 

within and outside Andalusia including Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, and the Arabian 

Peninsula, spending 15 years on his journeys. He died in B5ja in Tunisia in 891/1486.4 

The only traveller in the tenth/sixteenth century as far as we know, was cAbd al-Qädir b. 

Muhammad b. cAbd al-Qädir al-Juzayri born in Egypt in 911/1512, but he was a 

descendant of an Iraqi family lived in al-Farräniyya (near Baghdad). He was brought up 

in a educated family, where his father was a doctor, in particular as a ophthalmologist, 

at al-Mansiri Bimärst, n (Hospital), then became the director of the Bimärstän. Al- 

Juzayri studied under the most famous scholars of Egypt, until he was granted #äzät5, 

which enabled him to teach and give fatwa6. He was appointed as a Kätib (clerk) at the 

pilgrimage Office in 940/1549 and remained there until 976/1585. His date of his death 

'A/-Madhhab a/-Mäliki is one of the four main schools of law in Sunni Islam [see supra, pp. 202 and 226], 

named after [the Imäm] Mälik b. Anas [94-179/716-795]. Mäliki law gained a dominance in North Africa 
as well as the West and Centre of that continent. I. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary offs/am, p. 159. 
2Ibid., pp. 3-6. 

3Al-iiasan al-Sä'ih (ed. ), Khälid b. `Isa al-Balawi, Tif a/-Mafriq /1 Tahliyat °Ulama'al-Mashriq, (al-Lijna al- 
Mushtaraka bayna al-Maghrib wa Dawlat al-Imärät, [n. d. ]), vol. 1, p. 55. 
4Muhammad Abü al-Ajfän (ed. ), Abü al-Hasan'Ali al-Qalsädi al-Andalusi, Rihlatal- Qa/sadi (Tunis: al- 
Sharika al-Tünisiyya li al-Tawzi', 1978), pp. 30-52. 
5ljaza [pl. ijäzät] is a certificate authenticating the holder's mastery of an Islamic text, conveys the right to 

teach text to others, see R. E. Dunn, The Adventures oflbn Battuta, p. 321. For other types of ýäzjt given 
by Süfis, see supra, p. 209 and 218. 
6Fatwä [pl. fatäwal is, "A technical term used in Islamic law to indicate a formal legal judgement or view. " 
I. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary ofls/am, p. 82. 
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is unknown and in thought to be somewhere between 976/1585 and 981/1590. ' He 

travelled to many countries and compiled al-Durar al-Farä'id al-Munaddama it Akhbär 

a1-ti wa Tarlq Makka al-Mukarrarna. Hamad al-Jäsir considered it among the most 

significant sources with terms of studying the history of Egypt during the Ottoman era 

(approx. from 920/1521 until 975/1576). Despite this, this invaluable source was 

neglected which might due to, as al-Jäsir says, the fact that it contains severe criticism of 

the Ottoman rulers and their officers including judges and scholars. 2 

Conclusion 

This section dealt with the most renowned Arab travellers of non-Moroccan origin. They 

have been classified chronologically from the pre-Islamic period until the tenth/fifteenth 

century. Although, Arabs travelled to remote countries such as China before the coming 

of Islam, as the historical evidences confirm, no news of these travellers have reached 

us. All we know from this period is some names of poets of the Arabian Peninsula, such 

as `Algama and al-Näbigha, in addition to Zayd b. Nufayl who travelled to seek 

knowledge. In the period of the Prophet and his four Caliphs, two renowned journeys 

were ascribed to Tamim al-Däri and cUbäda b. al-Sämit, while travels were carried out 

by armies during the era of the second Caliph Umar b. al-Khattäb. In spite of 

establishing the first Islamic navy in the first/seventh century, leading to an increase in 

the number of sea journeys, no travels are known except some events from the journey 

of al-Masri. In the second/eighth century, some sources indicate that an Iraqi trader 

called Ibn Maymün and another called Ibn al-Qäsim visited China. The famous travels 

known as the voyages of al-Sindibäd presumably occurred in this period [the 

second/eighth century]. In the third /ninth century two kind of travellers emerged. The 

first were renowned travellers such as Saläm al-Turjumän and Sulaym5n al-Täjir, whose 

travels have reached us through other travellers, or historians. The second were 

geographers-travellers such as Ibn Khurdädhaba, al-Ya`qübi and Ibn al-Faqih al- 

Hamdhäni. A number of geographer-travellers such as Ibn Hawgal and al-Maqdisi 

appeared in the fourth/sixth century and left great books. Al-Bayriuii and Ibn al-l-Iarawi 

are regarded as representatives of travelling in the fifth/eleventh century. The sixth and 

seventh /twelfth and thirteenth centuries witnessed the appearance of a great number 

'Hamad al-Jäsir (ed. ), °Abd al-Qädir b. Muhammad b. °Abd al-Qädir al-Juzayri, al-Duraral-Farä'id al- 
Munaddama fMkhbär al-H9jj rva %ariq Makka al-Mukarrama (Riyadh: Där al-Yamäma Ii al-Bahth wa al- 
Taijama wa al-Nashr, 1983), vol. 1, pp. 9-21. 
21bid., vol. 1, p. 25. 
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of distinguished travellers such as Ibn Jubayr, al-Sam`äni, al-Yarnani, a]-I-Iamawi and al- 

Qazwini. Ibn Khaldºin and al-Balawi are representative of the travellers in the 

eighth/fourteenth century. In contrast, the ninth and tenth/fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries witnessed a decline in travel in general. Of these rare journeys, one of the most 

famous travellers is al-Qalsädi. Al-Juzayri was the only traveller mentioned in the 

tenth/sixteenth century. 

The forthcoming chapter is divided into two sections; the first of which is devoted to the 
Moroccan travellers and their Rrhlätfrom the pre-Islamic period until the main period 

studied, while the second concentrates on Moroccan pilgrims in the main period studied 

within this work. 
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Chapter Two 

Moroccan Travellers and their Rlhlät 

This chapter deals with the history of Moroccan travellers including their biographies. It 

is divided into two main sections, each with a brief introduction and conclusion. Section 

one is devoted to Moroccan travellers and their Rihlätin the centuries prior to the main 

period studied. Section two concentrates on the main period studied within this thesis, 

so more details are given about Moroccan travellers and their Rihlätin the eleventh and 

twelfth /eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In addition to this, there is a brief 

summary of the political and educational aspects and al-Haff as a main motive to travel. 

It has been mentioned in the foregoing chapter that Arabs generally wrote about their 

experiences and observations during their various long journeys across the world. The 

Moroccan travellers especially, left behind them a tremendous contribution to this 

particular genre of literature. The Travel Literature reached the peak of creativeness 

through the Arabs of Morocco and Andalusia. ' With them, Travel Literature became a 

fully-fledged art as it was written down in a unique literary prose form and specific 

language, including the date of leaving and arriving at each city. Each work gives ample 

description and detail about the cities and stages of the road, ill addition to the various 

social, educational and political aspects of countries they visited or passed through. ' The 

Moroccans' excellence can be proved by mentioning that one of the most renowned 

travellers, who is proverbial for carrying out the longest journey was Ibn Battüta, a 

Moroccan traveller, who spent twenty eight years of his life travelling around countries 

known to him. It is agreed that the traveller who initiated the genre of Travel Literature 

was [the Andalusian traveller] Ibn al cArabi (468-543/1076-1146), 3 then later, "With 

the Rihla of [the Moroccan traveller] Ibn Battüta [703-70/1304-68 or to 779/1377] we 

reached the peak in the articulation of a genre which should be perceived much more in 

term of a literary art form than a formal geography. "' 

'Al-Shähidi, Adab al-Rihla f! al-Maghrib, vol. 1, p. 47. 

2Nawwäb, al-Riblät a/-Maghribiyya wa al-Andalusiyya, p. 71. 

3AI-Shähidi, Adab al-Rihla Ra/-Maghrib, vol. 1, p. 60. 

41. R. Netton, ` Rib/a' in The Encyclopaedia oflslam, vol. VIII, p. 528. 
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It has been noted that Moroccan journeys to the East are considered to have been more 

frequent than those of Easterners travelling to the Arab West, in consequence of the 

existence of some significant religious and academic centres in the East. Such as centres 

include the two holy cities and centres of learning: Mecca where the pilgrimage centre is 

and Medina where the Prophet's grave and Mosque are. Then Baghdad, Damascus and 

al-Qüds (Jerusalem), the home of al-Masjid (Mosque) al-Agsä. Furthermore, Moroccan 

travellers travelled to Asia, Africa and Europe for merchant purposes, benefiting from 

their strategic location which is considered a connecting link between Europe and 

Africa, enabling them to establish tremendous mercantile relationships with them. 

Moroccan caravans reached many European and African countries. Moroccan travellers 

contributed in spreading Islam in some parts of Africa and Asia. For instance, Ibn 

Battüta in his Rihia reports that the inhabitants of the Maldive Islands embraced Islam 

in the middle of the twelfth century by a Moroccan traveller, a pious Berber called Abü 

al-Barakät. ' Islam was spread in Indonesia in the eighth and ninth/fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries by a Moroccan family known as al-Kattäniün, whose names can be 

seen on their graves. ' Moroccans journeyed for other purposes as well. However, very 

few Rihlärhave reached us, as will be discussed. 

Section One: the Period Prior to 11"'/16"' Century 

This section consists of three sub-sections. Section one is devoted to the earliest 

Moroccan travellers in the centuries prior to the seventh-eighth /thirteenth-fourteenth 

centuries. Section two deals with the travellers from the seventh/ thirteenth century 

until the first half of the eighth / fourteenth century. Section three concentrates on the 

Moroccan travellers from the second half of the eighth/fourteenth, until the 

tenth/sixteenth centuries. 

1. Prior to the 7th/13`h Century 

It is rare to read a renowned Moroccan or Andalusian's biography without finding that 

he had journeyed somewhere. For instance, al-Maqarri in Nafh a]- Tib referred to more 

than three hundred Andalusian travellers who travelled just to seek knowledge, (talab 

a1-'ilm), saying, "Counting travellers can be impossible, no one can count them except 

'R. E. Dunn, The Adventures of Ibn Bamita, pp. 229-30. See, also, the Arabic text of Ibn Battüta's Rihla 

(Cairo: al-Matbala al-Azhariyya, 1346), vol. 2, pp. 125-6. 
2Makämän, al-Rihlät al-Maghribiyya, p. 10. 
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Allah, so I will mention some of them without exaggeration leading to weariness, or 

conciseness, leading to blame. "' If al-Maqarri could not count the number of travellers at 

the time of the composition of his work in Egypt, relying on his memory, how can we 

imagine the number of Moroccan travellers, especially if we consider that the interest of 

Moroccans in travel, as Krachkovski asserts, surpassed even Andalusian interest, which 

was in itself prolific. ' Despite this, nothing is known about the travellers and their 

journeys, whether they were recorded by them or by others, prior to the fifth/eleventh 

century. Through the whole of the two succeeding centuries, we know of just two 

Moroccan travellers: Abü Härün al-Aghmäti and al-Sharif al-Adrisi respectively. 

Abü Härün al-Aghmäti is the earliest Moroccan traveller whose biography reports has 

come down to us. He left his country in the last years of the fifth century AH., when he 

travelled to Egypt, al-I; IIijäz, Iraq and some countries in Asia Minor. ' 

Muhammad b. al-Sharif al-Idrisi born in Sebta (Ceuta) in Morocco in 493/1100 and is 

considered to be one of the earlier Moroccan traveller-geographers. He started his 

journey when he was youth of sixteen years old. He travelled to France, Spain, Greece 

and the British Isles in Europe. He journeyed to most of the northern African countries 

as well. He travelled to al-I; lijäz, and some Asian countries. Al-Idrisi stayed at the 

Norman court where he was invited by King Roger II King of Sicily in 1138/1739, on 

whose behalf he compiled in 548/1154 the famous work known as Nuzhatal-Mushtäq 

Ikhtiräq al -, 9fäq, also known as Kitäb Rujar or the "Book of Roger, " spending about 

fifteen years completing it. Al-Idrisi remained in Sicily even after Roger's death and 

compiled another renowned book, al-Masälik wa al-Mamälik. Al-Idrisi surpassed other 

travellers in his accurate detailed writing about Europe as a result of the considerable 

information he obtained from the pioneers sent by King Roger to far Europe to report its 

conditions and positions, or from the travellers, traders and pilgrims coming to Sicily. 

This in addition to the documents and information he managed to obtain information 

about Christian countries due to being close to King Roger. So most of the travellers 

I Ahmad Al-Maqarri, Nafh al-, Tib min Chu, sn al-Andalus al-Ratib, ed. Ihsän 'Abbäs (Beirut: Där SAdir, 

1968), vol. 2, p. S. [my translation]. 
2Krachkovski, Tärikh al-Adab al-Jughräfi', vol. 1, p. 382. 

3Al-Hsi (ed. ), al-Iksir/IFikäkal-Asir, p. 

I fFDS UNIVFFiSITY l1BRARY 
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who came after al-Idrisi utilised from his works. Al-Idrisi returned to his hometown of 

Sebta (Ceuta) and died in 560/17.66. ' 

2. From the 7th - 1St half of the 8th/1.3th - 14th Centuries 

Travel flourished and the number of travellers increased dramatically during the first 

period of the Marinid2 era in Morocco which lasted between 613-869/1216-1465. 

Indeed, there is no comparison between the Marinid era and the preceding period. 

Whereas in that period as has been mentioned above, only two journeys were recorded, 

a considerable number of Rihlät were recorded in just less than one century of the 

Marinid era, which are considered unique examples of travel literature in both Western 

and Eastern Arabian countries. In consequence of that, it is very difficult to have 

complete knowledge about those who travelled in this age, and whether their travels 

were known or not. ' There were a number of renowned Moroccan travellers in this 

period such as Ibn Rashid, al cAbdari, al-Tajibi, Ibn Battüta as well as others. 

Muhammad b. cUmar b. Rashid al-Fihri was born in 657/1258 or 659/1259 in Sebta 

(Ceuta), in Morocco. 4 After gaining a basic education in his hometown, he continued his 

study in other Moroccan cities, including Marrakech and Fes. When he reached his mid 

thirties in 683/1284, he travelled to the East to perform al-Hajj, and attend scholars' 

lessons in Mecca and Medina, which took three years. Through his journey he visited 

many Arabian countries including biläd al-Shäm, Egypt and Tunisia. Ibn Rashid moved 

to Granada in Andalusia in response to an invitation from his friend Ibn al-Hakim, 

where he because of his academic repute, was appointed as an inäm5 in the Grand 

Mosque and teacher of Prophetic Hadith, as well as being appointed Qdi (Judge). The 

Hamida, Alam al-Jughräfiyin aJ-Arab, pp. 316-9. 

? The first appearance of Banü Marin was when they participated with Almohad army in battle of Alarcos 

in Spain in . 591/1195 where their chief leader Muhyü b. Abi Bakr died from wounds received in this 
battle. A few years later his son `Abd al-Hagq managed successfully to lead Banü Marin into Morocco, first 

occupying the north-eastern area, then Täzä in 613/1216. Occupation of Qasr al-Kabir and Tangier by the 
Portuguese in 1458 and reliance on Jewish officials, led to the rebellion which ended of Sultan `Abd al- 
Hägq's reign and the Marinind dynasty in 869/1465. See Jamil M. AbGn-Nasr, A History of the Maghrib, 
2i' 

edn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971-8; repr. 1980), pp. 120-35 
3Al-Sh®hidi, Adab al-Rihla / aI-Maghrib, vol. 1, p. 108 
'Muhammad b. Täwit, al-Wäfi bi al-Adab al-Arabi f! al-Maghrib a1-Agsä, (Casablanca: D5r al-Thagäfa, 

1983), vol. 2, P. 385. 
5bn nr, "Has the primary meaning of prayer leader. Islam has no priests and thus the imäm attached to a 

mosque is not ordained. However, any male Muslim may lead the prayer in the absence of mosque imam. " 
I. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary oflslam, p. 121. 
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death of his close friend Ibn al-Hakim in 708/1309 led him to relinquish his position 

and return to Marrakech, where he was appointed once again irnäm and Khatib' of the 

Juinca prayer in the Grand Mosque. After this Ibn Rashid was invited to Fes by its ruler, 

where he stayed until he died in 721/1322.2 It seems that Ibn Rashid's Rihla entitled 

Mi1'u al-cAyba bimä jumica bi tr11 al-Ghayba, consists of seven parts but unfortunately, the 

first, fourth and sixth parts are still missing. ' Ibn Rashid's Rih1a has occupied a 

prominent position among the significant references, which are indispensable to any 

study of academic activities in that period, and has become a great source and 

trustworthy reference until the present. ' 

As for Muhammad b. Muhammad al cAbdari al-Hihi, he was a descendant of cAbd al- 

Där from Qusayy, of the tribe of Quraysh in Mecca. Although he had a great reputation 

and was renowned, nothing is known about the dates of his birth and death or his 

origin. Even Ibn al-Qädi, the only author who in Jadhwat al-Igtibäs, when recording al- 

`Abdari's biography, he extracted it from his Rihla. Al-Fäsi, the editor of al-Rihla, 

suggested that al-`Abdari's death probably happened shortly after arriving at his city 

Häha, after his journey in 691/1292.5 Al-`Abdari was born in Häha in Morocco, but 

some references have incorrectly traced him to Valencia in Andalusia. ' Al-Abdari 

travelled extensively and stayed in Marrakech. He travelled to perform al-1Iajj while he 

was still a youth in 688/1289. 

The high value of al cAbdari's Rih1a and its influence are described by the Encyclopedia 

of Islam as follows, 

I Khatib is the person who deliver a religious speech on Fridays at the time of ? Uhr, or meridian prayer as 

well as to the two payers of lid (festival) al-Fitrand al-/dhä in the morning after sunrise. 
2AI-Shähidi, Adab a/-Ri/ila /i al-Maghrib, vol. 1, pp. 143-5. 

3Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 153-4. While the second and fifth parts were edited by Muhammad al-Habib b. al-Khüja 
in Tunis in 1402/1982, the third and seventh parts are still in manuscript form in the Escorial library in 
Spain. See Ibid., vol. 1, p. 165 and 168. 
`Ibn T5wit, al-Wafibi al-Adab al-Arabi fi al-Maghrib, vol. 2, p. 385. 

5Al-F5si (ed. ), al-`Abdari, Al-Rihla al-Maghribiyya (Rabat: J5mi`at Muhammad al-I<hämis, 1968), p. 

. 
Al-Rihla was also edited by Ahmad b. Jaddü in Algiers/Constantine. See I. R. Netton, ` Basic Structures 

and 
Signs 

of Alienation in the Rihla 
of Ibn Jubayr ', in Golden Roads: Migration, Pilgrimage and Travel 

in Medieval and Modern Islam, ed. Ian Richard Netton (Richmond: Curzon Press, 1993), p. 70, notes, 4. It 
is also published in Seek Knowledge, pp. 127-44. 
GAl-Fdsi (ed. ), al-Abdari, al-Rihla al-Maghribiyya, p. 
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Can be traced in the geographical and historical literature of the 14"' to the 
18`'' centuries. For instance, Ibn Battüta's description of the Pharos of 
Alexandria (I, 29-30) was derived from it; other travellers, e. g. al-Balawi, and 
also biographers like Ahmad Bakri and Ibn al-Kadi used it extensively. [In 

addition]... its moral purpose, to lay bare the material and spiritual 
shortcoming of contemporary Africa and Middle Magrib makes the Rihla a 

document of considerable interest. ' 

Al-Qäsim b. Yüsuf al-Tajibi was born in Sebta (Ceuta) in 670 /1271, but his family was 

originally from Valencia in Andalusia. Little is known about his early life and family in 

Sebta except the information specific to his scholarly life included by him in his 

Barnämaj, which shows the high standard of education he gained in Sebta prior to 

travelling to the East to perform al--Iajj. 2 This journey, which lasted from 696/1296 to 

700/1300, was an extremely significant stage in his life. It was a tremendous 

opportunity for him to meet renowned scholars and attend their lessons in the most 

famous learning centres in Andalusia, Moroccan countries, Egypt, biläd al-Shäm and al- 

Hijäz. His Rihla Mustafäd al-Rih1a wa al-Ightiräb consists of three volumes but 

unfortunately, the first volume and parts of the second and the third are missing. 3 

The most well known of the travellers of this period is Abü `Abd Allah Muhammad b. 

cAbd Allah al-Lawäti known as Ibn Battüta. Although he, "Has been celebrated as the 

greatest traveller of premodern times", 4 and "the traveller of the travellers', or `the Marco 

Polo of Islam", 5 little is known about his life except what we have been told by his 

Rihla's editor, Ibn Juzzayy, that he was born at Tangier in 703/1304", and what the 

traveller himself tells us, or from a brief reference in a later book of biographies. From 

these we know that he was appointed qa (judge) in Delhi, Maldive Islands and in a 
Moroccan city after returning, and died there in 770/1368-9 or 779/1377. In addition to 

'Muhammad Ben Cheneb-W. Hoenerbach, ` AI ̀ Abdari ', in The Encyclopedia oflslain, vol. 1, p. 96. 
2Al-Shähidi, Adab al-Rihla Iial-Maghrib, vol. 1, pp. 212-3. 

The existing part of the second volume was edited °Abd al-Häfiz Mansur in Libya in 1975. 

R. E. Dunn, The Adventures of Ibn Battüta, p. I. 
5R. E. Dunn, ' International Migrations of Literature, Muslims in the Later Middle Period: the Case of Ibn 

Battüta ', in Golden Roads, p. 75. 
6See the Arabic text of al-Rihla (Cairo: [n. pub. ], 1928), vol. 1, p. 5. 
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this we know that he belonged to a Berber tribe. ' It appears from his first journey that 

he was already a learned man when he started travelling which, can be concluded from 

the fact that he was given full honour and respect wherever he visited or passed 

through, in addition to the fact that he was chosen to be the gädi of a pilgrimage 

caravan after leaving Tunisia. 2 

lbn Battüta undertook three journeys which, especially the first, were wider and richer 

than previous Moroccan journeys, because he journeyed not just to the Eastern Arabian 

countries, which Moroccan travellers normally passed through on their way to al-Hijäz 

to perform al-Hajj, but he also journeyed into Asia and Europe. He left his native town 

on the first journey, which lasted for twenty-five years, when he was a youth of twenty- 

two in 725/1325, with no aim other than that of performing a1-Hajj to Mecca, as usual 

visiting Tunisia and Egypt on the way. In order to avoid the war in `Idhäb (a port on the 

Red Sea) he was forced to depart from the normal route to al-I, Iijäz and decided to join 

the pilgrim caravan from Damascus. After performing the first Haff in 725/1326, he 

accompanied the Iraqi caravan to Iraq then visited Persia, then returned to Mecca 

performing aJ-Hajj three more times. He travelled to Yemen and across to some 

countries in Africa as far as modern Tanzania, turning to Yemen and al-Hijäz. He 

intended to travel to India but, "The journey was to be longer and more adventurous 

than he anticipated. "' This was due to the fact that there was no ship travelling through 

the normal ocean route across the Arabian sea to the western coast of India. Instead, he 

travelled through Egypt and Syria to Asia Minor, crossing the Black Sea to the West 

Central Asia, gaining a great opportunity to visit Constantinople, capital of the Byzantine 

Empire, in the company of the wife of the Mongol Sultän who was returning to visit her 

father the King. At last he entered India in 734/1335 by the north-western gateway, 

visiting many cities on his way in Central Asia, Transoxiana, Khurasan and Afghanistan. 

In India, he was received with honor and escorted to Delhi, where he obtained a full 

share of the Sultän's bounty and was appointed to a rich secure position as Malikite4 

gads of Delhi. For eight or ten years Ibn Battüta remained in this position until he had 

'H. A. R. Gibb, Ibn Battüta: Travels in Asia and Africa, p. 2. See, also 1. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary of 
Islam, p. 111. 
2See the Arabic text of al-Rihla, vol. 1, p. 7; H. A. R. Gibb, Ibn Battüta: Travels in Asia and Africa, p. 45. 

3H. A. R. Gibb, Ib77 Batrüra: Travels in Asia and Africa, p. 6. 

4For details about a1-Madhab al-Mäliki, see infra, p. 32. 
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gained a great reputation, to such an extent that he was trusted to lead a diplomatic 

mission to the most powerful ruler at that time, the Emperor of China. However, he 

could not complete his duty and was forced instead to go to the Maldive Islands, where 

he was once again appointed as a gädi, then he journeyed to China across Bengal, the 

coast of Burma and the islands of Sumatra, and thence to Canton, the renowned 

merchant port for foreigner traders. After performing his last Hajj, Ibn Battüta decided 

to return to his native land. It seems that Ibn Battüta loved to travel extensively because 

after just a short while in Morocco, he decided to travel again, but this time not so far 

away and not for as many years as the previous journey. He travelled to the south of 

Andalusia visiting some cities including Granada, Malaga and Marbela. Ibn Battüta 

undertook his final adventure to Mali in West Africa. ' 

The Rihia of Ibn Battüta has been translated into several languages and as R. E. Dunn 

states, it is: 

Cited and quoted in hundred of historical works, not only those relating to 
Islamic countries but to China and the Byzantine empire as well. For the history 

of certain regions, Sudanic West Africa, Asia Minor, or the Malabar coast of India, 
for example, the Rihla stands as the only eye-witness report on political events, 
human geography, and social or economic conditions for a period of century or 

more. 2 

3. From the 2 °d half of the 8th -10th/14th -16th Centuries 

The death in 759/1357 of the famous Marinid Sultän Abü `Inän3 who had encouraged 

journeys for gathering news and to learn of conditions in other countries, led to the 

weakening of the academic movement, specifically travel literature. ' In addition, it is 

considered a crucial turning point in Moroccan history, which led to a division of the 

State of Morocco. Many small and weak emergent divisions began to fight each other, 

and this instability was coupled with disease and starvation, which spread particularly in 

'R. E. Dunn, The Adventures oflbn Battüta, pp. 1-3. Dunn estimates in p. 3 and footnote no. 2, that Ibn 

Battüta travelled of a total distance of approximately 73,000 miles, while others estimate 75,000 or 77,000 
miles. 
2R. E. Dunn, The Adventures of Ibn Battirta, p. 5. 

3His full name is Faris b. al-Hasan, and was born in 729/1328 becoming Caliph in 752/1351. He managed 

to impose his authority beyond Moroccan borders where Constantine in Algeria came under his rule in 
758/1357. See Ibrähim Harakat, al-Maghrib Abra al-Tärikh, 3"' edn (Casablanca: D5r al-Rash5d al- 
Haditha, 1993), vol. 2, pp. 44-7. 
`Muhammad b. Shagrün, Mazahir al-Thaggfa al-Maghribiyya min al-Qarn al-Thälith Ashar 0 al-Qarn 

al-Kh, mis 'Ashar, ([Rabat]: Matba`at al-Risäla, [n. d. ]), pp. 48-9. 
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the northern part of Morocco. This produced a great opportunity for the ruler of 

Granada to intervene in Moroccan internal affairs. Eventually, the final blow came from 

the Spanish and Portuguese, who found a great opportunity to occupy strategic places 

along the Moroccan coast of the Atlantic Ocean. The discovery of the Indian sea around 

the Horn of south of Africa had led to an increase in the significance of the Atlantic 

Ocean because it became the new trading route connecting the trading markets of India 

and the Far East. So, for the first quarter of the ninth/fifteenth century, Moroccan coasts 

were subjected to many attacks, which were carried out by the Portuguese and the 

Spanish. The Portuguese occupied some important coastal cities such as Sebta (Ceuta) 

in 821/1415, al-Qasr al-Saghir in 865/1458 and Tangier in 878/1471.. The Spanish 

occupied Mall in 903/1497, then Aqadir in 911/1505. These woeful events also led to a 

weakening of the strong trade relationship between Morocco and West African 

countries. ' 

Obviously, travel for any purpose, even travel to perform religious duties such as al-Hay 

under these circumstances became very rare because Moroccans, including scholars, 

were preoccupied with the defence of their own country against invaders, which was 

regarded as more important than religious duty (al Hajý). 2 Thus, from 759/1357 until 

almost the end of the ninth/sixteenth century, travels became very rare. Nothing is 

reported known during these two and half centuries, as far as we are aware, except for 

three journeys recorded by Alhmad b. Zarrüq, al-Hasan al-Wazzän and al-Tamkrüti. 

Abü al-`Abbas Ahrnad b. Zarrüq was born in Fes in 846/1457, and started his studies 

when he was 5 years old. When he became a youth of twenty-four years he travelled to 

the East to perform a1-Hajj and attend scholars' lessons in Mecca and Medina. On his 

way to Mecca, he stayed in Egypt for more than one year to attend some academic 
lessons at al-Azhar al-Sharif in Cairo. Ibn Zarrüq journeyed extensively after 880/1491 

as a renowned Süfi' scholar, to al-Hijäz and Egypt where as it is said, about six thousand 

°Abd al-Karim Karim, al-Maghrib H 'Ahd al-Dawla a1-Sa diyya: Diräsa Tahliliyya Ii Ahammi a! - 
Tatawwurät a1-Siyäsiyya wa Mukhtalaf al-Ma7 hir al-Hadäriyya (Casablanca: Sharikat al-Tab` wa al- 
Nashr, 1978), pp. 5-15. 
2Al-S5'ih (ed. ), al-Balawi, Täj al-Mafriq, vol. 1, p. 55. 

he derivation of Sufism was in dispute. Most Sufis have derived it from an Arabic root which conveys 

the notion of ' purity '; this would make' Süfi' mean' one who is pure in heart' or' one of the elect. ' 
However, Noldeke showed conclusively that the name was derived from 

. 517f (wool), [in reference to the 
garments worn by the early Sufis]. The earliest Sufis were, in fact, ascetics rather than mystics who had an 
over whelming consciousness of sin, combined with dread. In the 3"/9''' Sufis who were influenced by 
Greek theology and philosophy, began to regard asceticism as only the first stage of a long journey, the 
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students attended his lessons in al-Azhar. Then he eventually settled down in Libya, 

where he spent the last four years of his life in Misräta (Misurata), and his Zäwiya 

became a destination to a number of his muridin (Sufi disciples). The Sufis order al- 

Zarrügiyya' affiliated to him spread extensively to such an extent that his tomb has 

become a sacred shrine for Sufis, ' after his death in 899/1509.3 Ibn Zarrüq's Rih1a 

known as Zarruq's Kannäsha is found in al-Khizäna al ̀ Amnia in Rabat under the 

number 1385 , as an unedited manuscript. 

Another traveller to be known in this period is al-Uasan b. Muhammad al-Wazzän 

belongs to the Banü Zyyät al-Zanätiyya tribe which lived in the far west of Ghumra in 

the Rif Mountain located in the north of Morocco near the Mediterranean Sea. 

However, his family moved to Granada in Andalusia, where he was born in 888/1483. A 

few years later he moved with his family to Morocco, and in particular to Fes, where he 

began his study at the famous centre of learning Jämi` al-Qarawiyin. He distinguished 

himself academically, especially in the literary and juristic fields, to such extent that he 

was summoned by the Sultän al-Wattäsi Muhammad al-Burtughäli, 4 who took him as a 

close companion and entrusted him with political and mercantile duties. ' These required 

him to travel extensively to many places including cities in the West and Middle of 

Morocco in 914-5/1508-9, Sudan in 917/1511, Atlas Mountains, Hähä and Sills in 918- 

20/1513-5, East Arabian countries in 922-3/1516-7 and North Africa in 923-6/1517-20.6 

In 927/1520 al-Wazzän intended to travel to other parts of the world but he was 

preliminary training for a large spiritual life than the mere ascetic is able to conceive. Therefore, ideas 
such as light, knowledge and love, were the keynotes of the new Sufism. See R. A. Nicholson, The Mystics 
of Islam (London: G. Bell and Sons LTD., 1914), pp. 3-8. It must be noticed here that the extremist Sufis 
such as Ibn `Arabi, al-Halläj and Ibn al-F5rid, are the only once who believe in the theory of pantheistic 
and other extreme theories such as al-Itihäd and al-Hulül (which are discussed in p. 82). While other 
Sufis including the travellers studied here in particular, did not believe in these theories. More details 
about Sufi orders, scholars and rituals will be given later on, see supra, pp. 202-11. 
It is a main branch of al-Shädhiliyyaorder (see supra, p. 62. ). 

2As will be discussed later, Zarruq's tomb is one of the most sacred shrines, which the Moroccan travellers 

used to visit to seek a baraka (blessing), see supra, p. 204. 
3Al-Shähidi, Adab al-Rihla Fal-Maghrib, vol. 2, pp. 348-51. 

4He became the ruler after his father's death in 910/1505. In his era the Portuguese continued to occupy 
other cities such as Azmur (Azemmour) in 919/1513 and al-Mahdiyya in 921/1515. However, he was 
able to retake al-Mahdiyya in 926/1520. He died in 932/1524. Harakiit, al-Maghrib flbra al-Tärikh, pp. 
172-3 
. Muhammad Hijji and Muhammad al-Akhcjar (ed. ), al-Uasan b. Muhammad al-WazzSn, Wasflfrigiyä, 2"`ý 

edn (Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islami, 1983), vol. 1, pp. 6-8. 
6Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 8-11. Also see Muhammad al-Harrari 'Abd al-Salam, ` Libya min Khilal Kitabat al- 
Rahhalin al-Maghariba f al-Qarnayn al ̀Ashir wa al-HMI °Ashar Ii al-Hijra, 16 and 17 AD ' (unpublished 
diploma dissertation, Jami`at Muhammad al-Khamis, 1993), p. 37. 
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arrested in 927/1520 by Italian pirates who handed him over to Pope John X in Rome. 

The latter treated him with honor and gave him the title "Lion of Africa". Al-Wazzän 

remained in Rome, very close to the Vatican, where he became the professor of Arabic in 

Bologna University in Italy. ' There are various narrations about the last years of al- 

Wazzän's life; the first indication is that he returned to Tunisia in 934/1528 956/1550. ' 

The second indicates that he stayed in Rome, where he died in 965/1550, while the 

third indicates that he died in Tunisia in 967/15523 and the fourth believes that al- 

Wazzän returned to Fes where he died in 944/1537.4 His Rihla, WacfAfrlgiyä compiled 

in Rome in 932/1526 included his experiences and observations during his journeys in 

the countries he visited and it is considered by European Scholars to be one of the main 

sources regarding the history of Africa throughout the modern age. ' Al--Rihla was edited 

and translated from French into Arabic by Muhammad Hijji and Muhammad al-Akhdar 

in Morocco in 1980. 

As to Abü al-Hasan `Ali b. Muhammad al-Tamkrüti. He was born about 967/1560 in 

Tamkri"it located south of the High Atlas Mountains where he attended the famous 

Zäwiya6 known al-Zäwiya al-Näsiriyya. ' In this Zäwiya, al Tamkrüti studied various 

disciplines under a number of scholars, until he became one of the most famous scholars 

of his time. He travelled to Constantinople in 997/1589 as the ambassador of the Sacdi 

'Ibrahim Harakat, al-Siyäsa Iva al-Mujtan7a° Il al-°Asr al-Saldi (Casablanca: Där al-Rashdd al-l-Iaditha, 
1987), p. 440. 
2°Abd al-Salam, ' Libya min Khilal Kitabat al-Rahhalin al-Maghariba ', p. 37. 

'Harakat, al-Siyä. sa wa al-Mujtamal, p. 441. 

4Nuqülä Ziyäda, ` Libya min al-Hasan al-Wazzän i1ä al-Tamkriti ', in l ibyä f! al-Tärikh (Tripoli: al-Jämi`a 
al-Libiyya, 1968), p. 256; `Abd al-Saläm, ' Libya min Khiläl Kitäbat al-Rahhälin al-Maghäriba ', p. 37, 
footnote. 87. 
5Hijji and al-Akhdar (ed. ), al-Wazzän, Wasflfrigiyä p. 6; Harakät, al-Siyäsa wa a]-Mujtama`, p. 441. 

6A1-Zäwiya [pl. Zawäyal can be defined as a small house or mosque in which Süfis gather to worship and 
teach the rituals of the order, in addition, it is sometimes as a guest house. A1-Zäwiya named Dar al- 
Karäma was known in Morocco just after the fifth/eleventh century, and the oldest Zäwiya which carried 
this name were al-Zawäyä established by al-Shaykh Abü Muhammad $alih al-Mäjiri (d. 631/1234) 
which reached forty-six Zäwiya. See Hijji, al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya: wa Datvruhä al-Din! wa al-111112i wa al- 
Siyäsi, 2' edn (Casablanca: Matba'at al-Najäh al-Jadida, 1988), p. 24. In case of al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya 
and al-Nasiriyya, for example, they started as small houses or mosques, then expanded until they became a 
whole town or big village, as well as renowned academic centres., Seekers of knowledge travelled vast 
distances to reach them as mentioned above. See Ibid., p. 60. 
'AI"Nä; siriyya was founded by AbU Hafs `Umar al-Ansäri in 983/1576 in Tatnkrüt located in Wadi Dra`a, 

then al Zäwiya was known as a/-Zäwiya al Näsiriyya when al-Shaykh Muhammad b. Näsir al-Dra°i (the 
father of the traveller Ibn Näsir) became the leader. See I-Iijji, al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya, pp. 60-1. 
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Sultan Ahmad al-Mansur' to the Ottoman Sultan Murad 111.2 Al-Tamkruti died in 

1003/1594.3 He compiled his R1! 718 entitled al-Nafha a1-Miskiyya H al-Sifära al- 

Turkiyya, when he returned to Morocco in 999/1591, recording the educational and 

political relationships between Morocco and Turkey in addition to numerous historical, 

geographical and literary aspects and events. ' AI-Tamkruti's Rihla was published and 

translated into French by the French Oreintalist, Henry De Castries, in Paris in 1929. ' 

Conclusion 

This section is devoted to the Moroccan travellers and their Rihlät in the centuries prior 

to the studied period. Although we find that renowned books of biography including 

Nath al-Tib compiled by al-Maqarri refer to hundreds of learned men and writers who 

undertook journeys in the centuries prior to the seventh/ thirteenth century, al-Aghmäti 

and al-Idrisi are the only two travellers whose news have reached us. On the other 

hand, the period lasted from the seventh/thirteenth until the first half of 

eighth/fourteenth centuries, witnessing the appearance of a number of renowned 

travellers, including Ibn Rashid, al-`Abdari, al-Tajibi and the most renowned traveller Ibn 

Battüta. Afterwards, the period lasted from the second half of the eight /fourteenth 

until the tenth /sixteenth centuries, witnessed a decline again in the travel for any 

purpose, even travel to perform religious duties such as al-Hajj became very rare as 

result of the ruinous civil wars and foreign attacks. Nothing is known during this period, 

as far as we are aware, except for three journeys recorded by Ibn Zarrüq, al-Wazzän and 

al-Tamkrüti. 

The next section concentrates on the main period studied within this work. Due to this, 

more details are given about Moroccan pilgrims and their Rlhlat. 

'Al-Mansur was born in 956/1548 in Fes. His rule lasted from 985/1578 until 1010/1603. He imposed his 

authority beyond the borders of Morocco until Sudan came under his rule in 999/1591. Harakät, al- 
Maghrib 'bra al-TJrikh, pp. 262-76. 
2Muhammad b. al-Tayyib al-Qädiri, Nashr al-Mathäni li Ahl al-Qarn al-Hädi Ashar wa al-Th, ýTni [Ashar], 

ed. Muhammad Hijji and Ahmad al-Tawfiq (Rabat: Der al-Maghrib, 1977), vol. 1, p. 49. 
3Ibid., vol. 1, p. 49. 

°Muhammad Hijji, al-Harýýka al-Fikriyya bi al-Maghrib fi ýAhd al-Saldiyin ([Morocco]: Matba°at PadAla, 

1976), vol. 1, p. 26. 
'Muhanunad al-Mannüni, al-Mas, qdir al-`Arabiyya /i Tirikh al-Maghrib (Rabat: Jämi`at Muhammad al- 
Khämis, 1983), vol. 1, p. 138. 
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Section Two 
Moroccan Pilgrims and their RLh1ätin 11th-12th/17th_ 

18th Centuries 

There are two important points, which are worth stressing at the beginning of this 

section. The first is that it is preferred to start this section with a brief summary of the 

political and educational aspects in these two centuries, before discussing the Moroccan 

travellers and their travels. This is because of the flourishing or decline of the journeys, 

whether to the East to perform al-flajj, or for seeking knowledge (talab al-`iJm), was 
influenced by political and educational circumstances. In addition to this, we need to 
know the social and contemporary conditions experienced by the travellers. Another 

significant point to be mentioned, is that some of these political and educational 

conditions, were debated and recorded by the Moroccan travellers, as will be studied in 

the next two chapters, so it is preferred to draw a clear picture of these events prior to 

the study of these journeys. In addition to this, there is a brief summary of al-I-Ia., lj as a 

main motive to travel. 

1. Political and Cultural aspects 

The battle of Wadi al-Makhazin, led by the most renowned Sa`di Caliph, Ahmad al- 

Mansür, 2 against the Portuguese in 986/1578, is regarded as one of the most famous 

battles in Moroccan history thus far. This significant Moroccan victory led to valuable 

results including the re-opening of Morocco to the external world. This victory also 

increased the power and the experience of Sultan al-Mansür's army, who found it a 

great opportunity to occupy Sudan. ' For political and economic purpose al-Mansür's 

army achieved a significant victory against the Sudanese army in 999/1591, near Kaghü 

(the capital of Sudan), which became a rich country under Moroccan rule. ' Thus, Sultan 

al-Mansür's era (which lasted from 985/1578 until 1012/1603), witnessed great stability 

The Sa°di State was established by Abü 'Abd Allah Muhammad al-Qa'im bi Aniri Allah who ruled from 
915/1510 to 923/1517). The most significant achievement by this state was freeing the Moroccan cities 
occupied by the Portuguese invaders. This state lasted until the last caliph Abü al-`Abbäs b. Muhammad 
al-Shaykh was killed in 1069/1658. For more details see, Harakät, al-Siyäsa wa a/-Mujtama', pp. 41-101 
2For some details about al-Mansur, see inra, p. 46. 
'Sudan extended over a vast area of western Africa between the African desert in the north and the 
tropics forests of Negro tribes in the south. See Karim, al-Maghrib fi Ahd al-Dawla al-Sa diyya, p. 145. 
1Ibid., p. 162. 
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and prosperity, both economically and politically. ' This led to pilgrimage caravans 

benefiting from the care of the government, who desired to build a substantial 

relationship with the Eastern Arabian countries. ' Moreover, because al-Mansur aspired 

to replace the Ottoman Caliph as the caliph of all Muslims, he prepared a suitable 

atmosphere for travellers, so that they would be honored representatives of his external 

politics, spreading news of his remarkable deeds and his fairness, in contrast to the 

injustice of the Ottoman Caliph. ' For instance, the traveller Abroad b. al-Qädi, who is 

regarded as the most famous Moroccan traveller, was sent twice to the East for that 

purpose. ' 

With the death of the powerful Sultän al-Mansur in 1012/1603, the travellers lost a 

strong supporter and a wise guide. With this a completely different era began, an era 

where trouble spread over the country as a result of the long civil wars between al- 

Mansür's three sons and later, his grandsons. This lasted for a century, until the last 

Caliph of the Saldi State, Ahmad b. al-Shaykh Zaydän, was killed in 1069/1658. 

However the academic movement was not affected by these painful circumstances 

because the academic learning centres known as a1-Zawäyä, many of which were 

founded during this period, were far away from cities, in safe places such as the bedouin 

territories of Süs, Tadla, Tamkrüt and the Atlas Mountains. These Zawäyä, became safe 

havens and not just alternatives to the traditional famous academic centres of learning 

in such places as Fes and Marrakech, which were blown away by these woeful troubles, ' 

but these Zawäyä played a notable role in academic life in this troubled period. For 

instance, al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya6 in Tadla, played a prominent academic role, and 

attracted a great number of notable scholars. It became not just a vital centre of the 

'Muhammad Hijji, a/-Zawiya a/-Di/äi}ya, p. 19. 
Z`Abd al-Saläm, ' iiby5 min Khiläl Kitäbär al-Rahhälin al-Maghäriba ', p. 14. 
3Detailed description are given by the travellers about the political and security situation at that time, 
when most Arab countries were under Turkish rule, which did not help to provide stability and security, 
see supra, pp. 224-9. 
4Ibn T5wit, al-Waft, vol. 3, pp. 706-12; Makämän, ' al-Rihlät al-Maghribiyya ', pp. 27-9. 

SHijji, al-Zäwiya a/-Dilä iyya, p. 21. 

61t was founded by Abüi Bakr b. Muhammad al-Dilä i about 974/1566 century, in al-Dilä' located to the 

southwest of the Middle Atlas Mountains overlooking the Tadla plains. See Hijji, al-Haraka al-Fikriyya, 
vol. 2, p. 499. 
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academic and educational movement but the main cause of the academic revival, after a 

period of long decline, as demonstrated by historians. ' 

Then, Sultan al-Rashid founded al-`Alawiyya State in 1075/1664, when he became the 

ruler after the assassination of his brother Muhammad. Al-Rashid managed to unify the 

Moroccan territories gradually and the most difficult task he faced in order to achieve 

his great aim was defeating his mortal enemies the men of al-Zäwiya a1-Di1ä'iyya after 

some quarrelsome battles. Therefore, al-Zäwiya a1-Di1ä'iyya was demolished in 

1081/1670, and its men transferred to Fes. This led to the flourishing of educational 

activities as a result of the marvelous scholarly competition between the native scholars 

of Fes and the new scholars of al-Zäwiya. 2 

When al-Rashid died in 1084/1674, his brother Ismädil assumed the caliphate. He faced 

many rebellions, which he managed to suppress. Thus, he succeeded in recapturing 

some of the occupied coastal cities, such as Tangier in 1091/1681 and Asila in 

1112/1700. He was considered one of the greatest caliphs of the al cAlawiya state 

because his long era lasted more than half a century and witnessed considerable 

prosperity in the educational, social, structural and security aspects. ' The movement of 

the travellers prospered as a result of the Sultän Ismä`il's concern to build friendships 

with the rulers and scholars of Eastern Arab countries. ' 

After the death of the Sultan Ismail in 1139/1727, Morocco entered an era which is 

similar to that following the death of the Sultan al-Mansur, where the seven sons of the 

Sultan Ismacil began another civil war which lasted 15 years. Each one fought the other 

in order to be the ruler, until Sultan cAbd Allah eventually ended these wars by holding 

power from 1154/1740 until 1171/1757. However, education remained unaffected by 

these difficult events. ' 

The Sultän Muhammad came to power following the death of his father cAbd Allah in 

1171/1757, and ruled the country until 1204/1789. Educational activities reached their 

'°Abd al-Jawäd al-Sagg5t, al-Shi`r al-DO Y (Rabat: Maktabat al-Ma°ärif, 1985), pp. 36 and 49. For more 
details about the social, political and literary role of a1-Zaw9yä see supra, p. 76-9. 
2Muhammad al-Akhdar, al-/Iayät al-Adabiyya /IaI-Maghrib 'alä Ahd al-Daw1a al-Alawiyya (Casablanca: 

Där al-Rashäd al-Haditha, 1977), pp. 67-9. 
'Ibid., p. 74. 
4Mak5m5n, ' al-Rihlät al-Maghribiyya ', p. 30. 
'Al-Akhciar, a! -Haygt a! -Adabiyya 5 al-Maghrib, p. 269. 
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peak as a result of his great concern to encourage scholars, as he himself was a great 

scholar and author of many books. ' 

2. AI Haj as a main motive for travel 

A]-Rihlat a1-Hýaziyya surpassed all kinds of a1-Rihlät in quantity in these two centuries. 

Almost all recorded travels were regarding the journeys to al-Hijaz, particularly to 

Mecca to perform al-Hajj and to Medina to visit the Prophet Muhammad's grave and 

Mosque. The few exceptions to this were journeys made by travellers for diplomatic 

purposes. For example, Rihlat al-Wazir fl Iftikak al-Asir compiled by al-Wazir a]- 

Ghassani (d. 1119/1707) which were written to record his journey made on the behalf 

of Sultan Ismadil to King Carlos II of Spain in 1102/1690. He made this journey as a 

negotiator regarding the exchange of captured prisoners by both countries and the 

recovering of Arabic manuscripts and works, which remained in the Andalusian mosques 

after the Muslims were forced out of Spain. Other examples are Rihlat Nati at al-Ijtihad 

f! al-Muhadarla wa al-Jihad compiled by al-Ghazal and Rihlat al-Iksir fi Fikäk al Asir 

compiled by al-Miknasi, who both were sent to King Carlos III in 1179/1766 and 

1193/1779 respectively, for the same purpose. In addition to this there was an internal 

Rihla whose title is unknown compiled by al-Zarhini. z 

The number of al-Rihlät al Hijäziyya, on the other hand, is much larger as mentioned 

above, compared with the other kinds of travel because al-Hajj was still considered the 

main religious motive for Moroccan travels. In addition to its being one of the five 

Islamic pillars, al-Hajj is the best occasion for pilgrims from various places to exchange 

religious, intellectual and social experiences, serving as a cultural and educational annual 

conference. ' 

The yajjseason constitutes an inspiration supplying libraries and academic schools with 

numerous benefits and new experiences by virtue of pilgrims recording their 

observations about various aspects, including educational, constructional and social 

features. Furthermore, they record biographies of the scholars they meet and the 

Ibid., p. 271. The royal journey of Sultan Muhammad while he was youth and his grandmother 

Khunatha to perform al-Hajj was recorded by the traveller al-Ishagi as will be discussed later on p. 68. 
2lbrahim Harakat, al-TayySrära1-Siyäsiyya wa al-Fikriyya bi al-Maghribi KN/äl Qarnayn wa NisfQabla al- 

Himäya, 2"" edn (Casablanca: Dar al-Rashad al-Haditha, 1994), p. 209 and pp. 215-6. 
3 Shawqi °Ata Allah al-Jamal, ' Adwa' `ala Riblat al-Tijani fi al-Bilad al-Tünisiyya wa Tarablus: wa 
Ahamiyatuha al-Tarikhiyya wa al-Adabiyya ', al-Manähi/, March 1976, p. 123. 
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academic issues they discuss, whether in Mecca and Medina, or other cities they visit 

during their journeys to perform al-Hajj. ' Although the strategic location of Morocco 

enabled them to travel to various countries, the journey to the East, in particular Mecca 

and Medina dominated their interest and attracted them. Thus, when they just arrived 

to their homeland they yearned to go back once again to al-Hijäz and some of them 

stayed as long as they could or may settled down for the rest of their lives. ' Ibn Khaldün 

states that Moroccan travel was mainly to al-l1ijäz, which was the end of their journey 

and Medina, as a centre of learning. ' Under the influence of a great desire and the 

appreciation of this journey, Moroccan travellers felt that these great experiences were 

worth recording. This was done to acquaint their compatriots (who shared their desire 

to visit the holy places) with news of these holy places and also to serve as a religious, 

social and economic guide for future pilgrims. Thus, informing them the easiest and 

safest roads which should be followed and the dangers which should be avoided, as will 

be mentioned later. ' Therefore, al-H## certainly was the main reason led to the 

prosperity and distinction of the Moroccans in recording these specific journeys. This is 

contrary to the view of Krachkovski, who states that travel for knowledge, (talab al-`ilm), 

dominated other kinds of travel in Morocco from the seventh/thirteenth century. ' 

3. Moroccan Travellers and their Rlhlätin 11t"-12t"/17t"_18t" 
Centuries 

In contrast to the preceding centuries the counting of written Rihlät in these two 

centuries is difficult, due to the fact that documented Rihlätare kept not only in public 

libraries but also in private collections. They could be the property of al-Zawäyä or that 

of the travellers' families, or relatives who might restrict them to limited circle of 

readers. There is also reference to a number of Rihlatrecords which have been lost. For 

instance, `Abd a]-Saläm b. Süda counted some Rihlätrecords such as al-Rihla aI-Shjfiya 

compiled by Ahmad al-Dra`i; and al-Rih1a al- -IU ziyya by Muhammad al-Salläwi who 

was sent to al-Hijäz and Constantinople in 1179/1655. This Rihla was mentioned by the 

'Makämän, ' al-Rihhc al-Maghribiyya', p. 88. 

zUnun Sa1m5, ' Sürat al-Sharq fi al-Rihla al-Maghribiyya ', al-Faysal, issue 199, July 1993 AH., p. 48. 

3Ibn Khaldün, al-Mugaddlma, (Beirut: Där al-Kitäb al-Lubnäni, 1961), p. 805. 

4 See supra, pp. 115-6,124,214-5. 
5See Krachkovski, al-Adab al-Jughräll, p. 168. 
GcAbd al-Saläm b. Süda, Dalil Mu arrikh al-Maghrib al-Agsä, 2"" edn (Tatuan: al-Matba°a al-Husayniyya, 

1965), vol. 2, p. 346. 
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author of Ithäf Ishräfal-Mala' In addition, al-Kattäni indicates that Muhammad b. al- 

Qäsim al-Qädi (died in 1040/1630) compiled a i-Iziyya Rih1a. 2 The traveller al-Zabädi 

also stated that he saw the text of Muhammad al-cAyyäshi's Rihla' in the Moroccan 

Riwäg4 in al-Azhar Mosque in Cairo. ' In addition, some of the documented travels, 

although not lost completely, exist as a few fragments or paragraphs included in some 

general works. The first example to be cited is that of Ahmad al-Hajari known as 

Avügäy. He compiled two accounts of travels; The first, which recorded his journey to 

al-II Iijäz to perform al-Haji is entitled al-Shihäb ilf Liq 'al-Ahbäb, has been lost, except 

for some parts which were cited in other works. An example of which is a paragraph 

with reference to his escape from Azmür (Azemmour) to Marrakech, in Morocco, which 

was included in al-Bustän 11Aiwj1 Mawlärlä Zaydän by Abü cAbd Allah al ̀ Ayyäshi and 

Nuzhat al- -I d/by Abü Muhammad al-Afräni. Avügäy's second missing Rihla was about 

his journey to Europe where he visited France and met some French writers and poets. 

He travelled also to the Netherlands where he entered into debates about religion. ' 

Many more travel records are missing, such as the Rihla of Ahmad al-Fäsi al-Fihri (died 

in 1137/1784), recording his journey to al-l-lijäz. The all of it have been lost except the 

biography of lbrähim al-Shäwi which was quoted in Nashr al-Mathän! by al-Qädiri. ' 

As mentioned above, an accurate count of al-Rihlat al-Hýäziyya is extremely difficult. 

However, the number of recorded travels in these centuries have reached 18 being 

classified chronologically, according to the date of the first journey to al-Hijäz. This 

order is extremely significant by which we know the chronological development of 

common features, which the travellers recorded in their Rihlät, such as the security 

aspects along a1-Ha., lj road, which will be discussed later. 7 In addition, our concern is 

I Ibid., p. 348. 
ZMuhammad b. Ja`far al-Kattäni, Salwatal-AnMaS iva Muhj'dathätal-Akyäs birnarr Ugbira min al-°Ulamä' 

wa al-Sulahä'bi Fas (Fes: al-Matba`a al-Hajariyya, 1316), vol. 3, p. 137. 
3 A1 -'Ayyäshi performed al-HaLfin 1134/1624 and died in Cairo in 1149/1639. 

'Living quarters, dormitories and workrooms of the students are divided according to provinces and 

nationalities. See Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic; Arabic-English, ed. J. Milton 
Cowan, 3" edn (Beirut: Repr. Librairie du Liban, 1980), p. 368. 

.5 Al-Zabädi's Rib/a, p. 288. Al-Zabädi is one of the Moroccan travellers studied here, see supra, pp. 70-1. 

6Mubammad al-Fisi, ` al-Rahl}äla al-Magheriba wa Athäruhum ', Da`wat al-Hagq November 1985, pp. 
21-2. 
7Ibid., January 1959, p. 32. See also Ibn Slida, Dalil Muärrikh al-Maghrib al-Aqs, ýi, vol. 2, p. 345. 
7See supra, p. 229. 
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mainly to discuss the material recorded in these Rihlat, not the travellers themselves. 

Moreover, putting the travellers in order according to their dates of birth or death, for 

example, would be impossible because some traveller's dates of birth or death are 

unknown, as will be noticed later. However, information about the travellers themselves 

is of prime importance. 

3.1. Ibn Abi Mahll and his Rihla 

Ahinad b. `Abd Allah b. AN Mahli al-Sijilinäsi was a renowned Sufi scholar and one of 

the leaders of the rebellion movement against the Sacdi State. He was born in 967/1560 

in Sijilmäsa, from an educated family distinguished in knowledge and the undertaking of 

judgeship, he was therefore known as Ibn al-Qädi (son of the judge). ' Ibn Abi Mahli 

started his basic studies in his hometown under the strict supervision of his father. As a 

youth of thirteenth, he moved with his father to Fes to continue his study in Jämic al- 

Qarawiyin. He remained there for five years between 961/986-1573/1578, 

concentrating on the study of grammar and philology, as advised by his father. ' Then 

Ibn Abi Mahli took the significant decision to convert to Sufism and lived in isolation 

from 987/1579 until 1001/1594, which was a critical stage, from the age of nineteen 

until the age of thirty-three. One of the most important reasons which led to his taking 

this decision might be his feeling of guilt for not-participating in the battle of Wädi al- 

Makhäzin, 3 in which the Moroccans achieved a crucial victory against the Portuguese in 

986/1578. Therefore, Ibn Abi Mal)li, left Fes to Täsut where he joined al-shaykh 

Muhammad b. Mubärak al- Za`ri's Zwiya, remaining constantly with him and learning 

from him for fourteen years, joining the Sufi order known as al-Jazvliyya. 4 In this 

Zawiya, Ibn Abi Mahli obtained a wide knowledge of Sufism. He did not however, 

confine himself merely to Sufi knowledge, but learned various kinds of knowledge. Then 

he moved to Fajij to study under the learned Shaykh Abmad b. cAbd al-Jabbär, who 

I'Abd al-Majid al-Qaddüri, Ibn AN Mahli al-Fagih al-Thä'ir wa Rihlätuhu al-I. slit al-Khirrit (Rabat: 

Manshürät 'Ukäz, 1991), p. 39. 
2Ibid., pp. 39-42. 
3Ibn Abi Mahli justified this saying that he was a youth keen on seeking knowledge in Fes in 986/1578 

until the cost of living became extremely high and the Christians army blockaded the city at the same 

period. Therefore, he consulted one righteous student about what he should do, and the latter advised 
him to leave to bedouiu territories. See his Rihla ed. al-Qaddüri, pp. 84-5 

4'Abd al-Majid al-Qaddüri, ` Ibn Abi Mabli: Namüdhaj al-Fagih al-Thä'ir `alä al-Wad`iyya wa al-Munädi bi 

al-Wihda ' in Fi a/-Nah4/a wa al-Taräkum: Dirisät i Tärikh al-Maghrib wa al-Nahda al-Arabiyya 
(Casablanca: [n. d and pub. ]), pp. 286-7. Ahlazüliyya is order named after Shaykh Muhammad b. 'Abd al- 
Rahman al-Jazüli (d. 870/1465-6), and is a main branch of al-Shddhiliyya order [see supra, pp. 62 and 
76]. Hijji, al-Zäwiya a1-Di/ 'iyya, p. 51. For details about al-Jazüli, see supra, p. 76. 
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gave him an ýiäza' for prophetic Hadith. 2 After his return from the first Hajj in 

1002/1596, the life of Ibn Abi Mabli entered an entirely different phase because he did 

not just abandon and regret adopting that kind of Sufism but he attacked it and 

recanted his previous deeds and sayings.; Ibn Abi Mabli settled in the villages of Banu 

al-`Abbas' situated in Wadi al-Säwira in the east of Morocco, where he embarked upon 

teaching until he became well-known to such an extent that a great number of pupils 

and muridins (disciples) from various places attended his lessons. This strong position 

among the inhabitants of Wadi al-Säwira arising from his educational role enabled him 

to impose his spiritual authority upon the eastern territories. ' Therefore, Sultan Ahinad 

al-Mansur appointed him as a counsellor of Tawat and Tikürarin territories. ' When Ibn 

Abi Mahli returned from his second Half in 1014/1605, he found a tremendous 

opportunity to achieve his political ambitions and increase his authority by exploiting 

the security and economic destruction which, resulted from the civil wars between the 

sons of Sultan al-Mansur. Thus, he claimed to be al-Mahdi al-Muntaza/' and called the 

tribes to revolt against the state, especially after Larache was handed over to the 

Spanish by Sultan al-Ma'miin in 1019/1610. He managed to gather a number of 
fighters to begin his rebellion against the state and achieved the first victory against 
Sultan Zaydan b. al-Mansur's army and captured Sijilmasa in 1611/1020. Then in Draca, 

Ibn Abi Mahli continued his victories by defeating Sultan Zaydan whom he removed 
from his government centre in Marrakech, where Ibn Abi Mahli became Sultan of 
Marrakech. It was not long before he was killed by al-Hab!, whose assistance was 

required by Sultan Zaydan in the battle of Jaliz in 1613/1022.7 

Ibn Abi Mahli left a great number of works, among them his Rihla known as Is1it al- 
Khrrit IJ Qatc Bal`üm al-`Ifrit al-Nafrit or, as he also named it, Adhrä'al-Wasä'il wa 

1For the definition of al-iiäza, see infra, p. 32. See also other types of ýäzäron pp. 209 and 218. 
2Mak5rn5n, ' al-Rihlat al-Maghribiyya ', p. 143. 

3Al-Qaddüri, Ibn Abi Mahll al-Fagih al-Thä ir, p. 81. 
4Hijji, al-Haraka al-Fikriyya bi al-Maghrib, vol. 2, pp. 625-6. 
sIbid., vol. 2, p. 626. 
GAppearance of al-Mahdi is one of the main proofs of the end of time. He will rule for seven years of 
justice after the impurity and tyranny of the rule of al-Dajjäl (for details about al-Dajjäl, see infra, p. 23). 
Al-Mahdi will help the Prophet Jesus to kill al-Dajjäl. For more details, see al-Wäbil, Ashrät al-Sä°a, pp. 
249-62. The point which worth noticing here that Ibn Abi Mahli is not the only leader who claimed that 
he is al-Mahdi, but this title as I. R. Netton indicates in A popular Dictionary of Main, p. 156 is, "Often 
claimed by diverse leaders throughout Islamic history. " 
7Muhammad b. al-Afräni, Nuzhat al-Nadi 6 Akhbär Mulük al-Qarn al- l df f sharJ 2', d edn (Rabat: 
Maktabat al-Tälib, [n. d. ]), pp. 200-9. See also, Hijji, al-Haraka al-Fikriyya bi a/-Maghrib, vol. 2, p. 626. 
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Hawdaj al-Rasä'i1. This work is a kind of unorganised Rihlätin which the news of his 

two journeys to al-Hijäz to perform al-Hajj in 1002 /1593 and 1012/1602 respectively, 

constitute a very small part among other topics, being compiled to send to scholars in 

Egypt. ' Ibn Abi Mahli's Rihla was compiled in response to the request of his two-friend 

cAbd al-Hädi al-Marsadi and Muhammad al-Sharif. It contains four sections; the first two 

sections are about scholars and writers under whom he had studied. The news of his 

journey to al-Hijäz are included in the third section and in this section Ibn Abi Mabli 

relates how he encountered, on his first journey to al-Hijäz, terrible circumstances such 

as illness, hunger and thirst, to such an extent that he was close to death. Furthermore, 

when he entered Cairo, he was wearing a ragged gowns and for that reason no one paid 

attention to him, as he mentioned in his Rihla. In contrast, when he performed his 

second Hajj he was a respected scholar and scholars of the East paid attention to him 

and he forged a strong relationship with the scholars of Egypt in particular. The fourth 

section is about a variety of incidents, some of which occurred in his lifetime and others 

of which he had been told. There are four copies of manuscripts of his RihIa; three of 

them are found at al-Khizäna al cAmma in Rabat in Morocco, under no. 100,4442 and 

4009 respectively and the fourth is found at Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya in Cairo under no. 

431. The part in which Ibn Abi Mabli recorded his Shuyzrkh's2 biographies was edited 

by `Abd al-Majid al-Qaddüri, together with a study of the traveller's life. ' 

3.2. Ibn Mal-lb and his Rihla 

Ibn Malih would be unknown if his Rihla had not reached us, which unfortunately 

contains nothing about the various aspects of his life, except his name and descent. ' 

Even al-Marräkishi, the only biographer to mention Ibn Malih, who might be expected 

to tell us about some aspects of Ibn Malih' life in al-Achim biman Halla bi Marräkish wa 
Aghinät min al-A`Iäm, as he specialised in the inhabitants of Marrakech, confined 
himself to transferring Ibn Malib's name exactly as cited in his Rihla, with no other 

'A1-Qaddüri, Ibn Abi Mahli al-Faqih al-Thä'ir, p. 95. 

2A title is given to scholars. 
3For more details about al-Qaddüri's book, see infra, p. 53, footnote, no. 1. 

'Muhammad al-Fäsi (ed. ), Abü °Abd Allah Mullammad b. Ahmad al-Qaysi, Uns al-Sari wa al-Särib min 
Agtär al-lIIagh . Trib iljA4untahja/-Ma arib Sayyid al-A ajim wa al-A ärib 1630-1633 (Fes: [n. pub. ], 1968), 

p, i. 
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information. ' He is Abü cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad b. cAbd al-cAziz b. 

Muhammad al-Qaysi, nicknamed known as al-Siräj and Ibn Malih, being from 

Marrakech, in addition to this he was an educated man as appear from his Rihla. 2 it 

might be concluded from the Rihla that he was a Süfi writer and a governmental officer, 

who was appointed to accompany the pilgrimage caravan because he was very 

interested, in discussing the most significant, governmental officers as appear in his 

Rilila. 3 

In his Rihla entitled Uns al-Sari wa al-Särib min Agtär al-Maghärib i1ä Muntahä al- 

Ma'arib Sayyid al A`äjim wa al A`ärib, Ibn Malib recorded the events of his journey to 

al-Hijäz to perform al-Haff in 1040/1631. The significance of his Rihla stems from the 

fact that it might be the only Rihla to reach us from an inhabitant of Marrakech, which 

occupied a strong academic and political position at that time. ' In addition, Ibn Malih's 

Rihla is regarded as unique with regard to its character because its author journeyed to 

al-Hijäz through the desert road passing through Draca and Tedikalt. Although it had 

been a pilgrim route before that time, none of the Rihlat that have reached us describe 

this road, the dwellings and watering wells, which pilgrims passed through to the East 

(al-Hijäz), as accurately as Ibn Malib's Rih1a. Even the famous Rihla of al-`Abdari, 5 

which described this desert road, did not give such a detailed description as in Ibn 

Malih's Rihla. 6 It was edited by Muhammad al-Fäsi in Fes in 1968. 

3.3. Al cAyyäshi and his Rihla 

cAbd Allah b. Muhammad b. Abü Bakr b. Yüsuf al-cAyyäshi known as Abü Sälim al- 

cAyyäshi was descended from al-Adärisa. His father moved between some villages until 

he eventually settled down in Tazrouft village, which lies on the bank of river Ziz south 

of Midelt in the Eastern High Atlas Mountains south of Midelt. In 1044/1634, he 

I Ibid., p.. - . 
2Ibid., p. 
3Mak5m5n, ` al-Ril}lät al-Maghribiyya ', pp. 147-8. 

4lbid., p. 147. 

SFor more details about al-`Abdari and his Rib/a, see, infra, p. 39. 

GAl-Fäsi (ed. ), Ibn Malih, Uns a/-Säri wa a/-Särib, p. 
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founded al-Zäwiya a1-cAyyäshiyya, ' known today as Zäwiyat Sidi Hamza. In this small 

village al-cAyyäshi was born in 1037/1628, but his family was originally from Fajij. 2 He 

was educated under his father and scholars from their Zäwiya such as his uncle `Abd al- 

Jabbär b. Abi Bakr al-cAyyäshi. Then he desired to extend his knowledge by travelling to 

other academic centres, such as al-Zäwiya al-Näsiriyya in Tamkrüt in 1053/1643-44, to 

attend Shaykh Muhammad b. Näsir al-Näsiri's lessons. Then he went to Marrakech 

where the Süfi Shaykh Abü Bakr al-Saktäni taught and performed al-dhikr, 3 the Sil i 

ritual, awarded him al-Khirga4 (the robe) and seated him on the mat, 5 which means that 

al-`Ayyäshi became capable to teach and educate. 6 Al-`Ayyäshi became the head of al- 

Zäwiya al-Ayyäshiyya after the death of his father, and began teaching and educating 

his adherents, whose numbers increased within a few years, which made him expand his 

Zäwiya in 1066/1656. AI-Zäwiya however, was close to being closed down, as had al- 

Zäwiya a1-Di1ä iyya before it, by the Rulers of Morocco who felt fear of al ̀Ayyäshi and 

his great number of followers. They expelled him twice, first to Fes during al-Sa`di era in 

1063/1652, when he refused to be a Qadi(judge) in Marrakech, as he was directed by 

Nafisa aI-Dhahabi (ed. ), Igtifä'a1-Athar Ba da Dhahäb Ahl al-Athar. " Fahras Abi Salim al-Ayyäshi 11-17 

(Rabat: Jami`at Muhammad al-Khämis, 1996), p. 21. 
' 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad al , Ayyashi, al-Ihyä' wa al-Intl ash H Taräjim SadätZäwiyarAyar Ayyäsh, 

(Fes: al-Khizana al ̀ tlmma, unpublished manuscript, under no. 1433 .. ), p. 9. 

3Dhikr is, " Literary, ' remembrance ', ` recollection ', 'mention '. In tasawwuf the word has acquired a 

[the] technical sense of ' litany ' in which the name of God, or [a] formula like' God is most great' 
(Allahu Akbar), are repeated over again in either a high or a low voice, often linked to bodily movement 
or breathing [as in the example given in chapter five, p. 210]. " I. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary of Islam, 

pp. 70-1. We can add to this definition that al-dhikr in al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya, to which most of the 
travellers belonged repeated a certain prayer one hundred times, twice a day, such as saying, "La ilaha ilia 
Allah", there is no deity but Allah", "ask Allah forgiveness, and 0 Allah, pray and peace be upon 
Muhammad". See 1Iijji, al-Zäwiya al-Dilä iyya, pp. 54-6. A. Knysh refers in Islamic Mysticism; A Short 
History (Leiden: Brill, 2000), p. 176, to that, "The important of the dhikr formulae for the self- 
identification of the order's members is attested to by the fact that on admission into the order the teacher 
solemnly disclosed it to the novice in a special ceremony called the "recitation of the dhikr" (talgin al- 
dhikr). " See also J. Spencer Trimingham, The Su/IOrders in Islam (Oxfored: Clarendon Press, 1971), p. 
182. 
4According to a Sufi scholar al-khirqa is a symbol of the radical aspect of Sufi life, and the granting of a 
khirqa was categorised by him as: one awarded in recognition of a disciple's personal spiritual 
achievement [named khirgatal-suhba], or one given by a shaykh to a person seeking the blessing [named 
khirqat al-Tabarruk], and might lead to a total acceptance of the mystic path. See, Saiyid Athar Abbas 
Rizvi, SGfism in India (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers Pvt. Ltd, 1978), vol. 1, p. 92. In fact, 

obtaining the robe of blessing, "Is open not only to "full-time" Sufis, but, in principle, to any Muslim, 
thereby dramatically expanding Sufism's popular base and facilitating the recruitment of new members. " 
Alexander Knysh, Islamic Mysticism p. 177. See the examples of wearing al-khirga in chapter five, 

pp. 209-10. 
5Seating on the mat has as much significance as granting of al-khirga mentioned above, which means that 

disciple completed his training and was capable to instruct his own disciples. More examples given about 
these Sufi rituals and discussed according to the Islamic teaching in the fifth chapter, pp. 202-11. 
`Muhammad Amahzün, al Madina al Munawwara >I Rihlatal Ayyäshi. Diräsa wa Tahgiq (Kuwait: Dar 

al-Arqam, 1988), pp. 51-2. 
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Sultan Muhammad al-Shaykh and he remained in Fes for a whole year. ' The second 

time was in the al ̀ Alawiyin era, by Sultan al-Rashid in 1079/1668, who expelled al- 

`Ayyashi and his family to Fes, where he remained until Sultan Ismail came to power in 

1083/1672 and allowed them to return to their home-town. 2 His expulsion to Fes was a 

great opportunity for him to learn under the most famous scholar in that time, cAbd al- 

Qadir al-Fasi. He then took part in vigorous academic debates, both in learning and 

teaching and gained a notable position. ' Al-`Ayyashi died in 1090/1679. " 

Although al ̀ Ayyäshi travelled three times to al-Hijäz in 1059/1649,1064/1653, and 

1072/1661 respectively, to perform al Na, jj and deepen his knowledge, he recorded the 

news of his three journeys only on his return from the last journey. He explains that he 

felt none of the previous journeys deserved recording, except for a few reports of 

scholars, which was not enough. Although he intended to record the second journey, he 

dismissed the idea after compiling Igtifä' al Athar bacda Dhahäb Ahl al Athar, in which 

he recorded the biographies of the scholars, who taught him or he met. ' Then, he 

recorded his Rihla entitled Mä'u al-Mawä'id, which was printed as a lithograph in 

1316/1898 and reprinted in two volumes in 1397/1977, with an index by Muhammad 

I Iijji. 6 Al-Jäsir summarised and published some topics related to al-Hijäz in his magazine 

al-Arab, ' then he published the part of al-Hijäz region. " Indeed, the accumulated 

experiences and knowledge al ̀ Ayyäshi obtained during his three travel periods enabled 

him to compile the most significant Moroccan Rihlät. Al-cAyyäshi's Rihla therefore 

became an example to be emulated. In addition to this, it is considered an essential 

source for many Moroccan travellers who have extensively drawn from it, such as Ibn 

Näsir, Aba Madyan and Ibn Khyrän. Orientalists have paid a great attention to al- 

`Ayyäslii's Rihla and translated some parts of it into their languages. Such scholars 

include the French author Berbrugger in 1846 and Motylinski, in 1990.9 

I Ibid., pp. 47-5. 
sHijji, al-Zärviya al-Di15'iyya, p. 69. 

'Al-Dhahabi (ed. ), Igtifi? 'al-Athar, p. 33. 

aAl-Akhdar, a/-Hayäta/-Adabiyya lial-Maghrib, p. 90. 

SAl 
-lAyyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. S. 

6Printed by Där al-Maghrib li al-Ta'lif wa al-Tarjama wa al-Nashr in Rabat. 

7See al-Arab, year 12, October and September 1977, vol. 3 and 4, pp. 211-83. 

BSee the bibliography, under al-Jäsir's name. 
9Amahzün, a/-Madina al-Munawwara, pp. 76-80. 
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Al-`Ayyäshi in 1068/1657 also wrote a small report known as Rihlat al-Ayyäshi al- 

Sughra and submitted it as a gift in the form of a report, which contains valuable advice 

to his close friend Abü al cAbbäs Abmad b. Said al-Makildi. The reason for compiling 

this small Rihla was that he had hoped that his friend al-Makildi would postpone his 

journey to al-Hijäz to the following year, (1069/1658) so they could journey together. 

However, when this wish was not fulfilled for some reason, al-`Ayyäshi wrote down his 

experiences gained from the two previous journeys to al-Hijäz. His account covers the 

geographical, social and economical aspects of countries the traveller would pass 

through and contains invaluable advice, such as the things the traveller must carry with 

him and the difficulties he may encounter. This Rihla is still a manuscript and has not 

been published, ' but it was as Muhammad al-Akhdar says, translated into French by his 

[al-Akhdar's] father. ' 

3.4. Al-Muräbit and his Rihla 

His full name was Abü `Abd Allah Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Muräbit b. 

Muhammad b. Abü Bakr al-Dilä'i. In the last few years of the tenth/sixteenth century, 

his grandfather Abü Bakr founded the renowned Zäwiya known as al-Zäwiya al- 

Dilä'iyya, which played a significant religious, educational, political and literary role, as 

will be mentioned. ' Al-Muräbit was born in this academic environment in Tadla in 

1021/1611.4 The date of his birth is unknown, but al-Saggät suggests that it was most 

likely during the fifth decade of the eleventh A. H. Since he grew up in this Zäwiya, 

where he found a great opportunity to attend the famous lessons delivered by his father 

and scholars of al-Zäwiya such as'Abd al-Qädir b. `Ali al-Fäsi, then under those of Egypt 

and al-Hijäz such as Ibrähim al-Kurdi and Abü al-Masan al-Shabämalsi. 5 Eventually, he 

himself became a renowned scholar, in particular in the explanation of the Qur än, 

"Abd al-Qädir Zumäma, ` Ma`a Abi Sälim al-°Ayyäshi tº Rihlatihi ilä al-Mashriq (2) ', al-Malrihil, July 

1984, pp. 114-24. 
zAl-Akhdar, a1-Hayäta! -Adabiyya fial-Maghrib, p. 100, footnote, no. 24. 

'See supra, pp. 76-9. For more details about al-Zäwiya al-Diläij'ya, see infra, pp. 45 and 48. 

4 A1-Q5diri, Nashra/-Mathini vol. 2, p. 240. 

'Ibid., p. 239. 
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prophetic Hadlth, jurisprudence and the Arabic grammar. ' This religious and linguistic 

education, associated with literature, enabled him to polish his poetic talent, which is 

apparent in his poems. Thus, A1-Muräbit was one of the most famous scholars in al- 

Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya and gained a wide reputation, to the extent that he was chosen by 

the inhabitants to be imäm and khan7b2 for the prayers, in particular prayers for rain. 3 Al- 

Muräbit also witnessed the disaster which occurred to a1-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya when it 

was demolished by Sultän al-Rashid in 1079 / 1668. He and his family were forced to 

leave his home-town and move to Fes, they then were ordered to leave Morocco to go 

Algeria, where they settled down in Tlemcen, until they were allowed to return to Fes in 

1085/1674, by Sultän Ismä`il. 4 Al-Muräbit remained in Fes where he continued teaching 

until he died in 1089/[1678]. 5 

Al-Muräbit performed a]-Majj accompanying his father in 1069/1659,6 and compiled his 

Rih/a entitled al-Rihla al-Mugaddasa in the form of a long poem, containing 136 lines. 

His Rihla included a description of the road stages from Morocco to al-Hijäz, with 

advice and directions for pilgrims who might pass through these roads. This poem was 

included in a collection, which gathered the poetry of both the son and the father. Al- 

Muräbit's Rihla is still in manuscript form at al-Khizäna al-°Amma in Rabat under no. 

3644 D. 

3.5. Al-Räfidi and his Rihla 

Abü cAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAli b. Muhammad al-Rdfi`i was born in 1040/1630 in 

Tatuan but he was originally from Andalusia. ' He was regarded as one of the most 

'Abü al-Rabi` Sulaymin b. Muhammad al ̀ Alami al-Hawwät, al-Budr7ral-Diwi}, a fii al-Ta`rifbi al-Sädät 

Ahl al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya (Rabat: al-Khizäila al 'Amma, no. 261 p. 448. 
2 See infra, pp. 38-9. 

3Al-Sagg5t, ' Abü'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Muräbit', pp. 197-9. 

'Hijji, al-Zäwiya al-DiM'iyya, pp. 252-60. 

SAl-Qädiri, Nashr al-Mathäni, vol. 2, p. 240. 

Glbid., p. 238. 

7 Ibn Süda, Dalil Mu arrirkh al-Maghrib al-Ag, sj, vol. 2, p. 365. 
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renowned scholars and writers of Tatuan during the eleventh-twelfth /seventh- 

eighteenth centuries. ' 

Al-Räfi`i started his journey to al-I-lijäz to perform al-H4 in 1196/1685 and returned in 

1197/1689. Al-Räfici recorded this journey in his Rihla entitled al-Macärij al-Margiyya fi, 

al-R/hla al-Mashrigiyya. It is the only Hijäzi Rihla, which has reached us from the 

residents of Tatuan before the modern period, as far as we are aware. ' AI-Rilhla was 

printed on a typewriter and found in the library of the historian of Tatuan, Muhammad 

b. Däwüd, who summarized it in TärD h Tatwän. 

3.6. Al-Hashtüki and his Rihlät 

Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Däwi-td al-Jazüli al-Tamall known as al-Hashtiiki was born in 

1057/1647. He travelled frequently between Moroccan cities seeking knowledge, (talab 

al-'llm). Then he worked as a teacher in the renowned Zäwiya, known as a1-Zäwiya al- 

Näsiriyya in Tamkrüt. Al-Hashtüki was also appointed as a teacher and judge in Taghäzi 

in Sudan, which was under Moroccan rule during Sult5n Ism5lil's era. He spent his life 

as a teacher, judge, rnufW and author, until he died in 1127/1715. ° 

He performed al-Ha#twice, accompanying his Shaykh, the traveller Ahmad b. Näsir al- 

Dradi. The first was in 1096/1685 and compiled this journey in his Rih1a named Hidäyat 

al-Malik al-A. lläm ilä BaytAllah a1-Haräm. The second was in 1119/1707, as he stated5 

and not in 1121/1709, as some references quote. 6 He compiled another RihJa about this 

second journey. The two Rihla are both still in manuscript form in al-Khizäna al ̀Aroma 

in Rabat under no. 190 v and 147. 

'Hasan al-Warräldi, ' Asdä' min Hayät Tatwän al IIlmiyya fi Riblat Tatwäni min Ahl al-Qarn al-Hädi 

`Ashar al-Hijri ', in A°mäl Nadwat Tatwän Khiläl al-Qarnayn 16-17,9-11 March, p. 152. 
2lbid., p. 153. 

3The person who issues legal opinions according to al-Shari a (Islamic law). For the definition of fativä 

see infra, p. 32. 
4Makäm5n, ' al-Rihlät al-Maghribiyya ', p. 171. 

'See the preface of his Rihla, p. 22. 

6See, For instance, Makämän, ' al-Rihlät al-Maghribiyya ' p. 172; `Abd al-Saläm, ' Libyä min Khiläl 

Kitäbät al-Rahbälin al-Maghäriba ', p. 52. 
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3.7. Ibn Näsir and his Rihla 

Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Näsir al-Dradi was born in 1057/1647 in Tamkrüt, ' where the 

renowned al-Zäwiya al-Näsiriyya lies. He was therefore born in an atmosphere of deep 

academic and Süfi activities, where he belonged to an educated and well-known family. 

His father was a famous scholar and the leader of al-Zawiya al-Näsiriyya, where Ibn 

Näsir and the two famous travellers a1 cAyyäshi and al-Hashtüki started their studies 

under his father, then under the most famous scholars of southern Morocco such as Abü 

Sälim a1-`Ayy5shi, Muhammad al-Talmasäni and Abü al cAbbäs al-Jazüli al-Hashtüki. 2 

Ibn Näsir followed in his father's footsteps and his reputation widely spread, particularly 

after the death of his father in 1085/1674, when he became the leader of al-Zäwiya al- 
Näsiriyya. Thus, he became the Shaykh of al-Näsiriyya Sufi order, which branched from 

the renowned al-Shädhiliyya3 order. ' In addition to this, he became the leader of the 

pilgrimage caravan of Süs and Draca. 5 Ibn Näsir founded a Zäwiya known as Zäwiyatal- 

Fad], as well as other schools and mosques. He died in Tamkrüt in Draca in 

1129/1717. 

Ibn Näsir travelled to al-l-Iijäz to perform al-Haff four times. There are three different 

points of view as to whether Ibn Näsir compiled just one Rihla or more. Some 

references state that Ibn Näsir compiled just one Rihla after the last flajj, 8 whereas, Ibn 

Süda indicates that Ibn Näsir first compiled two short Rihla, and then compiled another 

Rihla in which he gathered the news of the previous two Rih1a. 9 Ibn Näsir's relative, 

Muhammad al-Makki al-Näsiri reports that Ibn Näsir compiled a short initial Rihla, in 

'a village lies on the river bank of Wädi Dra`a, in southern Morocco. 
2Muhammad al-l; -ladiki, Tahagar al-Hadiki (Casablanca: al-Matba°a al , Arabiyya, 1357/1938), vol. 1, 

pp. 82-3. 
3AI-Shädhiliyya is a, "Major süfi order named after Abü 'l-Hasan `Ali al-Shädhili (593/1196-656/1258). 
The order, which achieved popularity in North Africa, Arabia and Syria, gave rise to numerous offshoots 
and sub-groups [such as al-Jazühyya and al-Zarrügiyya (see infra, pp. 44,53)]. " 1. R. Netton, A popular 
Dictionary oflslam, p. 228. For details about the spread of AI-Shadhiliyya in Morocco, see supra, p. 76. 
°Levi-Provencal, Muärrikhü al-Shurafä; trans. 'Abd al-Q5dir al-Khalläwi (Rabat: D5r al-Maghrib, 1977), 

P" 207. 
5`Abd al-Sa15m, ̀ Liby5 min Khi]äl Kitäbät al-Rahhälin al-Maghäriba ', p. 50. 

'Al-Akhdar, al-Hayätal-Adabiyya jlJ al-Maghrib, p. 173. 

'Al-Qädiri, Nashral-Mathäni, vol. 3, p. 235. 

"For example, see L6vi-Provenýal, A4uärrikhü al-Shurafa; p. 207; al-Akhdar, al-Hayätal-Adabiyya, p. 172. 

9lbn SOda, Dalil Mu ärrikh a/-Maghrib, vol. 2, p. 344. 
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which he recorded the news of his second Najjafter 1096/1685. After this he compiled 

a marvelous Rih1a, which was longer than the former, after the third Hajj in 1109/1697. 

After performing the fourth Hajj in 1121/1709, he compiled a wonderful Rihla in two 

volumes, in which he gathered the news of the former two Rihlät. ' Obviously, we tend 

to accept al-Makki al-Näsiri's view, since he was an eyewitness and he himself saw the 

three Rihlät and identified their editors, saying that the first two Rihlätwere edited by 

al-Jazüli and al-Makki al-Näsiri's father, respectively. However, the last Rihla is the one 
by which Ibn Näsir became widely known. It has been cited and quoted extensively by a 

number of travellers and historians, including Ahrnad al-Salläwi al-Näsiri in Tal`at al- 
Mushtar% the Algerian traveller al-Warthiläni in his Rihla entitled Nuzhat al Anzär/ 

fail 11m al-Tärikh wa al Akhbä? and the Tunisian traveller al-Hashä'ishi in his Rihla 

named Jalä'u al-Kurab can Taräblus al-Gharb. 3 In addition, it was summarized and 

translated into French by Briga, as Levi-Provencal states, considering it of similar value 

to al-`Ayyäshi's Rihla. 4 It was printed as a lithograph in two volumes in 1320/1902. 

3.8. Al-Qädiri and his Rihla 

Abü al-°Abbäs Abmad b. cAbd al-Qädir b. `Ali b. Muhammad al-Qädiri al-l; -Iasani al-Fäsi 

was one of the most renowned scholars of Fes. He belonged to ? I-SI7urafä'aI-Qädiriyin, 

living in Fes, where he was born in 1050 /1640.5 Al-Qädiri grew up and learned ill Fes, 

then he moved to al-Dilä' to continue his study under the scholars of a]-Zäwiya aJ- 
Di1ä'iyya in its heydays such as [the travellers studied here] al-Masan aI-Yüsi and 

Muhammad al-Muräbit. He remained there until he was forced, together with the 

inhabitants of al-Zäwiya, to leave after it was destroyed by Sultän al-Rashid in 

1079/1668. He then jourineyed to Zäwiyat aJ-5'awma'a in Tadla. 6 AI-Qädiri travelled to 

al-Hijäz to perform al-flajj twice, the first was in 1083/1672. Before his return to 
Morocco, he stayed in Cairo for seven years, where he studied under the scholars of al- 
Azhar al-Sharif such as Ali al-Ajhüri and 'Abd al-Bägi al-Zargäni until he became well- 

'See, al-Durar aI-Murassaa bi Akhbjr Ayän Dra`a (Rabat: al-Khizäna al ̀Anuna, manuscripts centre, 

under no. 265 `3), pp. 24-31. 

zMakemän, ' al-Rihlet al-Maghribiyya ', p. 169. 

3°Abd al-Salem, ' Libye min Khilel Kitebet al-Rahhelin al-Magheriba ', p. 51. 

°Levi-Provencal, Mu arrikhü al-Shurafa`; p. 207. 

'Ibid., p. 209. 

6 Hijji, al-Z, 7wiya al-Dilä'iyya, pp. 133-4. 
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informed about the famous Sufi order known as al-Qdiriyya'. Then, he performed the 

second Haj in 1100/1.688.2 A1-Q5diri died in Fes in 1133/1720.3 

When he performed the second Hajjin 1100/1688, al-Qädiri was a companion to his 

Shaykh, Abü al ̀ Abbäs Ahmad b. Muhammad b. `Abd Allah al-Andalusi, who was a 

famous Süfi scholars. He desired to record the news of this journey, in particular the 

virtues of his Shaykh, in a Rihla named Nasrnat al-Aas fit Hajjati Sayyidin Abi al- 

Abbäs. AI-Rihla is still in manuscript form in three copies. Two of them are kept at al- 

Khizäna a1 ̀Emma under no. 1418 .6 and 3216 3 respectively, and the third at al- 

Khizäna al-Malalciyya under no. 8787 in Rabat. 

3.9. Al-Yüsi and his Rihla 

Abü 'Ali al-Hasan b. Mascüd b. Muhammad b. 'Ali al-Yüsi was from Ait Yüsi, the Berber 

tribe, living in southern Fes. ' He was born in 1040/1630, in Malawiyyat al cUlaya where 

he started his study by joining the village Kuttäb (school). Then he got permission from 

his father to travel to seek knowledge, (talab al-'ilm), to bilad al-Qibla, i. e Mecca and 

Medina, and then returned to his village. His teacher Abü Ishaq taught him SUFI books 

particularly Ibn al-Jawzi's work al-Mawrid al-vldhb. A few years later he journeyed to 

various places in the south of Morocco, where he studied under the scholars of Tafilat, 

Süs, Marrakech, Dukala and Tarudant such as Muhammad b. Nasir al-Dra`i, clsa al- 

Saktani and cAbd Allah b. `Ali al-Sijilmäsi. There, he was appointed as a teacher, while 

he was still a youth of nineteen years old. He left for Draca to join al-Zäwiya a1-X siriyya 

where he delved deeply into Sufism, then he moved to al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya and 

remained there for twenty years until he became well-known. When al-Zäwiya a1- 

Dilä'iyya was demolished by Sultan Ismail in 1079/1668, he was forced to leave with 

the inhabitants of al-Zäwiya to Fes, then Tlemcen in Algeria. He returned to Fes and 
left it when its inhabitants revolted against Sultan al-Rashid in 1083/1672 and then he 

travelled to Zäwiyat Tatuan. Later he founded a Zäwiya in Khalfun to teach the 

bedouins, but he was ordered by Sultan Ismail to leave Khalfun immediately, because 

'It is a, "Major süfi order named after 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani who, when more than fifty years old, 

established a reputation by his preaching in Baghdad. " For more details, see I. R. Netton, A popular 
Dictionary of Islam, p. 201. 
'1evi-Provencal, Mu'rrikhü al-Shuraf§, p. 209. 

3A1-Q5diri, Nashral-Mathäni, (Rabat: Maktabat al-Talib, 1986), vol. 3, pp. 250-1. 

'Muhammad Hijji (ed. ), al-Hasan al-Yüsi, al-Muhädarät (Rabat: Dar al-Maghrib, 1976), p. 4. 
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he feared that if al-Yüsi settled down in a certain place for a long time, he would gather 

a strong group around him, particularly as the Sultän at that time was waging war 

against al-Yüsi's tribe and others. Al-Yüsi moved to Marrakech in 1085/1674, where he 

taught in the grand mosque for five years, until he was permitted to return to Khalfün in 

1090/1679. Then he was asked to move to Meknes (the government centre), but after 

only five months he was forced to leave for Marrakech, where he spent three years. 

Then he was ordered again to leave to the demolished al-Zäwiya al Dilä'ryya, where he 

remained exiled for 3 years, from 1095/1684 to 1098/1687. He travelled to Fes, Larache 

and some Zawäyä of the north and returned to Fes once again in 100/1688. ' Al-Yüsi 

performed a]-Ilajj in 1101/1690 and visited Egypt. He died after returning to his village, 

Tamzizit, located near Fes, in 1102/169].. 2 

Al Yüsi travelled to al-Hijäz to perform al-Ha, in 1101 /1690. He intended to record 

this journey but he could not, so his son Muhammad wrote it down instead. ' Although 

al-Yüsi's Rihia is a small volume, it contains significant remarks with relevance to 

educational, social and other matters, in addition to the description of roads and their 

security conditions. Al-Yüsi's Ribla is still in manuscript and has not been published. 

There are three copies; the first is kept in al-Khizäna al ̀Aroma under no. 1418 . The 

second is in al-Khizäna al-Malakiyya under no. 2343 in Rabat. The Iraqi magazine ai- 

Mawrid indicated in its fifth volume, issued in 1976, that there is a copy held at al- 

Maktaba al-Wataniyya in Algeria, under no. 1896.5 

3.10. Ibn al-Tayyib and his Rihla 

Abü cAbd Allah Muhammad b. al-Tayyib b. Muhammad al-Sumayli can be traced back 

to family belonging to the Shurdga bedouin tribe which emigrated from their homeland 

in Tlemcen in Algeria and settled down in Fes in Morocco at the beginning of 

eleventh/seventeenth century. ' He therefore was known as Ibn al-Tayyib al-Shargi. Ibn 

'Fatima Khalil al-Qibli (ed. ), Rasa il Abi 'Ali al-Hasan b. Mas üd al-YGsi: Jam" wa Tahgiq wa Dir5sa 

(Casablanca: Dar al-Thagäfa, 1981), vol. 1, pp. 43-50. 
zAl-Qädiri, Nashr al-Math, ýni, vol. 3, p. 48. 

sAl-Yüsi's Ril71a, p. 67. 

'Makamän, ` al-Rihlät al-Maghribiyya ', p. 163. 

'Ibid., p. 163. 

'AbG al -IAbbas Al}mad b. Khalid al-Nasiri, al-Istigsä'li Akhb5r Duwal al-Maghrib a! -Ag, ci, (Casablanca: 

[n. pub], 1956), vol. 7, p. 42. 
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al-Tayyib was born in 1110/1698. He started his studies under the most famous 

scholars of Jämi` al-Qarawiyin such as Muhammad b. Malgab al-Fäsi and Muhammad 

b. `Abd Allah al ̀ Alami known as al-Hawwät. ' Ibn al-Tayyib devoted himself to linguistic 

studies, and studied under the lexicologist and grammarian of his time, Abü a1-`Abb5s 

Ahmad al-Wajäri and others. In order to diversify his learning, he journeyed extensively 

to many Moroccan cities. 

When Ibn al-Tayyib travelled to al-Hijäz to perform al-Hajj in 1139/1728, he had 

attained a wide severe knowledge. Therefore, he effectively exploited this great 

opportunity on his outward and return journeys, to participate in various academic 

debates, with the scholars of Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt and al-Hijäz. ' One year later 

when he returned to Fes, he devoted himself energetically to the teaching and 

composition, in particular, of linguistics until he became well known in this specific field. 

Following his compilation of the renowned commentary Id' 'at al-Rämvs to the famous 

dictionary of al-Fayrüzabädi, known as al-Qämüs al-Muhit, which increased Ibn al- 

Tayyib's reputation and gave him lasting fame. ' Despite that, he journeyed once again to 

al-Hijäz and visited Egypt, biläd al-Sham and Iräq, then he stayed in Mecca for two 

years and finally settled down in Medina where he became the destination of a great 

number of seekers of knowledge, coming to visit the Prophet's Mosque. Some of them 

became famous scholars, including the renowned linguist Murtadä al-Zubaydi, the 

author of the famous dictionary, Täj a1-Ar s, who praised Ibn al-Tayyib, referring to his 

great academic abilities. ' Ibn al-Tayyib compiled more than sixty-one works. ' He died in 

Medina in 1170/1756.6 

'For more details about his shaykhs in Morocco, see al-Wadghiri, al-Ta`rifbilbn al-Tayyib al-Shargi 

(Rabat: Manshürät `Uk5d, 1990), pp. 62-76. 
2Such as 'Abd al-Rahman al-Fajiji, Muhammad b. al-Asram, Ahmad al-`Ammäwi, Muhammad b. Z5da 

known as al-Q501 ̀ lid. Ibid., pp. 90-102. 
3Muhammad al-Fäsi, 'Abü `Abd Allah Muhammad b. al-Tayyib al-Sharqi: `Umdat al-Shaykh Murtadä al- 

Zubaydi ', al-Manähil, July 1976, pp. 82-6. Al-Akhdar also, in al-Hay, t al-Adabiyya li al-Maghrib, p. 258, 

asserts that Ibn al-Tayyib was one of the greatest scholars of linguistics and Prophetic -Iadith, not only 
among Moroccan scholars but among Arab scholars in general. 
4Al-F5si, ' Abü `Abd Allah Muhammad b. al-Tayyib al-Shargi ', p. 85. 

5°Abd al-'Ali al-Wadghiri, a1-Ta`rif bi Ibn al-Tayyib p. 137. For more details about all aspects of lbn al- 

Tayyib's life and works, see this invaluable study (by al-Wadghiri) above, which was part of a doctoral 

thesis, Ibn al-Tayyib al-Shargi: Haigat min Tärikh al-Fikr al-Lughawi, submitted to the college of al-Adib 
in Rabat in 1986. 
`Ibid., p. 133. 
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While Ibn Süda indicates that Ibn al-Tayyib compiled three Rihlätwithout giving any 

details, ' al-Fäsi claims that Ibn al-Tayyib compiled two Rihlät. In the first, he recorded 

his journey from Morocco to al-Hijäz to perform al-Haft in 1139/1728, and the second 

was about his journeys to bilad al-Sham, Egypt, Turkey and al-Hijäz but unfortunately, it 

is considered to be lost. 2 These two opinions have been carefully investigated by al- 

Wadghiri, who asserts that Ibn al-Tayyib compiled one single Rihla which was about his 

journey to al-Hijäz but in two different drafts. This is because he first recorded his 

journey from Fes to al-Hijäz and intended to complete his Rih1a by recording his return 

journey from al-Hijäz to Fes, but this first draft was stolen after leaving Medina in 

Magharat [the Prophet] Shu`ayb3.4 Then he was requested by a close friend to rewrite 

his Rihla, adding the news of his journey to Fes. ' Al-Wadghiri asserts that despite the 

long time he had spent dealing with this matter, he never found any proof of al-Fasi's 

claim, and no one else has referred to the same matter. 6 This unique Rihla is kept at the 

Library of Leipzig in Germany, under no. 746 of K. Vollers'. 

3.11. Al-Shäwi and his Rihla 

Abü Zayd cAbd al-Rahmän b. Abü al-Qäsim al-Shäwi al-Mazmizi al-Ghannämi was an 

unknown jurist, about whom nothing is known except that he was judge in Tamsnä. ' 

Al-Shäwi travelled to al-Hijäz to perform al-Haff in 1141/1730 and left a short Rih1a of 

around 23 pages named, Rihlat a]-Qäsidin iva Raghbat al-Zä'irin. It is still in manuscript 

form at al-Khizäna al-Malakiyya in Rabat under no. 5656. 

' Ibn Süda, Dalil Mu arrikh al-Maghrib al-Agra, vol. 2, p. 348. 

2Al-F5si, ̀  Abü 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. al-Tayyib ', p. 89. 

3He is Shu'ayb b. Day`ün b. `Angä b. Madyan, the son of Ibrahim al-Khalil (the father of the Prophets). 

He was a prophet was sent to the people of Madyan (Midian) [a city in bilad al-Sham] to invite them to 
worship Allah. See al-Qur'an, sürat al-Alrif, verses. 85-93. Ibn al-Athir refers in al-Kimil f<al-Tärikh, 
(Beirut: Dir Sidir, 1965), vol. 1, pp. 176-7 that the Prophet Moses married one of his daughters, and 
thus, the era of Shu'ayb was before the era of Moses. While lbn Kathir reports in Tafsiral-Qur'än al- 
Karim (Beirut: Dar al ̀ Ihm, [n. d. ]), vol. 3, p. 330, that the some of the commentators' referred to that the 
man mentioned in siirat al-Qasas, verses 25-7, whom Moses married his daughter was the Prophet 
Shu'ayb, while others stated that he 

was his nephew Thirün mentioned in hooks of Israel. 

'See his Rihla, pp. 3 and 114. For details about the security aspects, see supra, pp. 227-9. 

'Ibid., p. 4. The name of his friend was not mentioned by Ibn al-Tayyib. 

`For more details about this discussion presented by al-Wadghiri, see al-Ta`rifbi Ibn al-Tayyib al-Shargi, 

pp. 158-61. 
'Al-Afrani, Nuzhat al-Hädi, p. 268. 
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3.12. Al-Ishägi and his Rih1a 

cAbd al-Qadir al-Jilani, known as al-Sharqi al-Ishagi, was one of Sultan Ismadil's closest 

allies, who were charged with putting down the rebellion of the inhabitants of Jabal 

Fazar in 1104/1695. ' He belonged to the Ait lshag tribe living in Malawiyya. He died in 

Morocco, sometime after 1150/1739.2 

Al-Ishägi was one of the officials accompanying Khunatha, the mother of Sultan cAbd 

Allah b. Sultan Ismail and her grandson Muhammad, who later became King of 

Morocco, ' on their journey to al-Ilijaz to perform al-Hajj in 1143/1732. Thus he 

recorded this royal journey in his Rihla known as Rihlat al- Wazir al-Ishägi. Al-Rih1a 

includes the first part of the journey, which ends by recording the places, which should 

be visited in Medina. While the second part, which should contain the return journey 

from al-Hijäz to Morocco, has been lost, or rather was not recorded by al-Ishägi himself 

as al-Tazi (who edited the part of Libya) believes because there are some brief and 

accurate indications which describe the warm reception the pilgrimage caravan received 

by the ruler of Tripoli al-Basha Abmad al-Qurmali, during the return journey from a]- 

l-lij5z. 4 This might be due to the fact that al-Ishägi might had doubted that he would be 

able to complete recording this journey as result of his illness, so he described the two 

receptions together. ' Al-Jäsir published topics related to al-I-Iijaz region in al-Arab 

Magazine. ' This RihIa is still a manuscript at Khizana al-Qarawiyin in Fes under no. 

1258. 

3.13. Abü Madyan and his Rihla 

Little is known about Abil Madyan `Abd Allah b. Abmad al-Saghir a1-Rawdäni al-Dra`i, 

except that he studied at al-Zäwiya al-Näsiriyya in Tamkrüt. 6 His Rihla clarifies that he 

"Abd al-Hädi al-Täzi, Amir Maghribi f! Tarabhus 1143-1731 aw Libyä min Khiläl Rihlar al-Wazir al-ishägi 
([Morocco], Matba°at Fadäla, [n. d. ]), p. 103. 
'Al-Qädiri, Na. shral-Marhini, vol. 4, p. 208. 

3See infra, pp. 49- 50. 

4Al-Täzi, Amir Maghribi p. 62. 

.5 Ibid., p. 62. 
6For example, see al-Arab, April and May 1985, vol. 1 and 2, pp. 108-18; June and July 1985, vol. 3 and 4, 

pp. 264-71; September and October 1985, vol. 7 and 8, pp. 528-37 
GMakämän, ' al-Rihlät al-Maghribiyya', p. 174. 
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obtained some #äzät from some scholars proving that he completed some academic 

courses. ' Two different dates are given for Abü Madyan's death, in 1157/1746,2 or in 

1160/1749.3 

Abü Madyan journeyed to al-l-lijäz to perform al--Jajj iii 1152/1741 and recorded this 

journey in his Rihla, which is still a manuscript, having not been published. It is kept at 

al-Khizäna a1-cAnnna under no. 297 L. 

3.14. Al-Hudayki and his RiIila 

Abü cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad b. cAbd Allah al-Laküsi al-Jaziili al-Hudayki was 
born in Batrswat in Wadi Laküsa territory in 1118/1707. After attaining a basic 

education in his hometown, he journeyed to continue his studies in the schools of Süs, 

then Fes, Tatuan, Meknes and Rabat. When he journeyed to al-Hijaz to perform a1-Hajj 
in 1152/1741, he found a tremendous opportunity to study under renowned scholars in 

Mecca and Medina, then he stayed for a wile in Cairo to attend academic lessons in 

Jami` al-Azhar as well as collect valuable books. He founded a school in his hometown, 

spending the remainder of his life as a teacher, a Sufi scholar who taught al-muridin, 
(disciples), the $ufi path and an author who left more than thirty books on many 

academic fields, " until he died in 1189/1777 s 

AI-Hudayki recorded the events of his journey to al-Hij5z to perform al-Hajj in 

1152/1741. His Rihla entitled Rihlat al-Hararnayn a1-Sharrfayn, is still a manuscript in 

three copies; the first of which is kept at al-Khizäna al-`Amma under no. 986 ý, the 

second is at al-Khizana al-Malakiyya under no. 0405 and the third is kept at al-Khizäna 

al-Kubrä belonging to the University of al-Qarawiyin in Fes. 

'See his Rihla, pp. 192-3. 

2 See, Ibn Süda, Dalil Warrikh al-Maghrib al-Agsä, vol. 2, p. 347. 

'See Mak, -imän, ' al-Rihlät al-Maghribiyya ', p. 174. 
4Such as Manjgib al-Hudayki, Sharh al-RisJla al-Qayrawäniyya and Manzüma ii al-Wa, i for more details, 

see °Abbäs al-Jarräri, ' Madkhal Ii Rihlat al-Hudayki al-Hýäziyya ', al-Manihil, November 1977, pp. 56-7. 
'Muhammad al-Hätimi, ' Risäla fi Adäb al-Muta`alimin ', Fadä ät Tarbawiyya, March 1996, pp. 152-3. 
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3.15. A1-Zabädi and his Rihla 

Al-Zabädi introduces himself in the introduction of his Rihla saying that he is cAbd al- 

Majid b. cAll b. Muhammad al-Mü'dhin called al-Zabädi b. cAli al-Sufi, stating a long list 

of his ancestors, until he reaches al-Hasan b. `Ali b. Abi T51ib. ' He therefore, belonged 

to aJ-Shurafä' a1--Iasaniyii2. His family was originally from the village Manäla which 

lies in al-Sus territory in Morocco, after which they moved to Fes, where he was born in 

1113/1693. He started his studies at an early stage of his life. He accompanied his 

father to al-Zäwiya and mosques where academic lessons were held, and he scarcely 

played with boys of his age, to such an extent that one of his teachers noted he never 

saw al-Zabädi play with boys in the mosque square. When he became a youth of 

thirteenth years, he joined lessons in various academic delivered by the scholars of Jämi' 

al-Qarawiyin such as Muhammad b. cAbd al-Rahman al-Fäsi, Muhammad al-Misnäwi 

and Ahmad al-Sijilmäsi. After this then he journeyed to Egypt where he learned about 

the Sufi order under the scholars of al-Azhar al-Sharif such as Muhammad al-Ahmadi 

Bä `Alawi and Sulaymän al-Tantäwi. 3 He paid great attention to Arabic grammar and 

literature and consequently, was ordered by his Shaykh Muhammad Fathä b. Qäsim 

Jassus to start teaching in Jämi` al-Qarawiyin, where a great number of students 

attended his lessons. He devoted himself to literature, whereas the other scholars 

dedicated themselves to religious lalowledge. 4 He also learned medicine until he became 

able to treat patients. Al-Qädiri explains that al-Zabädi was motivated to study medicine 

as a result of having been ill himself. Al-Qädiri also states that he himself was treated by 

al-Zabädi for three months while sick. ' He eventually died in Fes in 1163/1751.6 

Al Zabädi travelled to al Hijäz to perform al -Ialj in 1158/1746 and recorded this 
journey in his Rihla Bulügh al-Maräzn bi al-Rihla i1ä Bayt Allah al-Haräm. The 

significance of this Rihla is highly appreciated by al-Akhdar who states that although al- 
Zabädi's Rijila is shorter than al ̀Ayyäshi's, it is not a less significant Ri171a. He then 

'AI-Hasan b. 'Ali b. Abi T51ib is the son of the Prophet's daughter Fätima and his father `Ali is the Prophet 
Muhammad's cousin and the fourth Caliph. 
2Which means that al-Zabädi can be traced back to al-Hasan b. `Ali b. Abi T51ib. 

3For more details about his shaykhs, see ̀ Abd al-Qädir al-Nakädi, ` `Abd al-Majid al-Zab5di Da`watal- 
Hagq, June 1966, pp. 107-13. 
'Ibid., July 1966, p. 119. 

'Al-Qädiri, Nashral-Mathenl, vol. 4, p. 78. 

"1bid., vol. 4, p. 80. 
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asserts that al-Zabädi's Rihla contains descriptions and more observations than al- 

`Ayyäshi's, and is distinguished by an easy and concise style, and not being overly 

decorated. In addition to this, his poetry displays his great talent and wonderful ability. ' 

Makämän praises the literary style in which this Rihla was compiled, which has 

attracted researchers concerned with travel literature. ' This Rihla also included a long 

poem entitled Ithäf al-Miskin a1-Näsik bi Bayän al-Marähil wa al-Manäsik. It describes 

the road stages from Morocco to al-Ilijäz. Al-Jäsir published the part of al-l-Iijäz region 

in al-Arab Magazine. ' Al-Zabädi's Rihla is still in manuscript form and has not been 

published. There are two copies held at al-Khizäna al ̀Amnia in Rabat under no. 1808 

and 398 J. 

3.16. Al ̀Amiri and his Rihla 

Nothing is known about the life of the traveller Abii cAbd Allah Muhammad b. al-l-läjj b. 

Mansur al-`Ämiri, except that he studied in Fes, then he moved to Täzä where he 

worked as an i1725171 and writer for al-Shaykh Muhammad Fathä b. al-Tüzäni. Al- 

Hawwät indicates in al-Sirr al-Zähir that al-cAmiri died in an East Arabian country in 

1170/1662.4 

Al ̀ Amiri performed al-Hajj and visited al-Qüds, (Jerusalem), in 1162/1750. He 

recorded his Rihia in the form of a long poem of 335 lines. This Rih1a was published at 

the end of al-Mannüni's book Min Hadith al-Rakb a1-Maghribi It is found as a 

manuscript at al-Subayhiyya Library in Salä under no. 3902. 

3.17. Ibn cAbd al-Saldm and his Rihla 

AbO cAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAbd al-Saläm b. CAbd Allah b. Näsir al-Dra`i was the 

greatest scholar in the Näsiri family, after [the traveller studied here] Ibn Näsir and his 

father. He attended scholars' lessons in Fes such as Muhammad Banäni, Muhammad al- 
Täwidi b. Si-tda and [the traveller studied here] Muhammad al-Hudayki, gaining several 

'See, al-Hayät al-Adabiyya li al-Maghrib, p. 250. 

2See ̀ al-Ril 1ät al-Maghribiyya ', p. 181. 
3See a1-Arab, year 12, January and February, vol. 7 and 8, pp. 526-60. 

`Muhammad al-Mannüni, Min Hadith al-Rakh al-Maghribi(Tatuan: Matba'at al-Makhzan, 1953), pp. 88- 

9. 
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gzat, which proves that he became well-informed, particularly in Prophetic Hadith. He 

was honoured by Sultän Sulaymän' b. Muhammad who entrusted to him a huge 

amount of money to give to the scholars of Egypt and al-1lijäz in each of his two 

journeys to perform al-Half. Ibn Abd al-Saläm was very interested in collecting 

invaluable manuscripts and books from countries he visited. ' Little is known about Ibn 

`Abd al-Saläm, despite his being one of the greatest scholars and thinkers, because 

biographers who came after him ignored and neglected him as a consequence of his 

reputation for frankness and for fighting heterodoxies. 3 He died in 1239/1823.4 

Ibn cAbd al Saläm journeyed to al Hijäz to perform al Halj in 1196/1783 and 

1211/1798. He recorded these in two Rihlät. The first, entitled al-Rihla al-Kubrä, is 

longer than the latter which is not our principal concern, because it was compiled 

beyond the centuries studied. His first Rihla is highly appreciated. Al-Akhdar, for 

instance, notes that Ibn cAbd al-Saläm emerges through his Rihla as an accurate 

observer, and a learned critic who wrote down significant notable observations and 

personal comments based on logical and objective examination. ' Al-F5si, also, considers 

Ibn cAbd al-Saläm's Rihla to be one of the most significant Rihlätcompiled in this field. " 

This Rihla was summarised by al-`Abbäs b. Ibrähim. ' Al-Jäsir also summarised and 

published some topics related to al-Hij5z. ' The original copy is kept in Rabat at al- 

Khizäna al-Malakiyya under no. 5658, and a copy at al-Khizäna al-`Amnia under no. 

2651 

'He was born in Sijilmäsa in 1180/1766 and became Sulrän of Morocco after the death of his brother al- 
Yazid in 1206/1792. He died in Marrakech in 1238/1822. Al-Akhdar, aI-Hayätal-Adabiyya, p. 360. 
zAbCi al ýAbbäs Ahmad Khälid al-Näsiri, Talat al-Mushtarl fii al-Nasab al-Ja farf(Salä: al-Mu'assasa al- 
Näsiriyya Ii al-Thagäfa wa al-`Ilm, 1987), vol. 2, pp. 162-4. 
'Al-Fäsi, ` al-Rahhäla al-Maghäriba wa Athäruhum ', Dalwat al-Hagq, January 1959, p. 24. 

'Al-Näsiri, Tal°atal-Mushtari, vol. 2, p. 166. 

'Al-Alchdar, al-Hayätal-Adabiyya fjal-Maghrib, pp. 372 and 374. 

'Al-Fäsi, ` al-Rahhäla al-Maghäriba wa flthäruhum ', Dalwat al-Hagg, January 1959, p. 22. 

'See al ̀ Abbäs Ibn Ibrähim al-Marräkishi, al-I`läm biman Halla Marräkish wa Aghnfft min al-Alin), ed. 
'Abd al-Wahhäb b. MansGr (Rabat: al-Matbala al-Malakiyya, 1977), vol. 6, pp. 192-217. 
8 See al-Jäsir, Mulakhas Rihlatay Ibn ýAbd al-Salim. 
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3.18. Al-`Ayni and his Rrhla 

Ibrahim b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim al cAyni al-Tümänari came from an educated family 

from the village of cAyn al-Talaba in Batazarwät in Süs. Al-Süsi says that al ̀ Ayni 

studied under the scholar Muhammad al-Waskhini, during the eighth decade of the 

Hijri century. Al-Süsi, therefore, assumes that al ̀ Ayni's birth was prior to 1160/1749, 

saying that he was a great scholar, having expensive knowledge, as can be seen from his 

Rihla. ' He died in 1199/1786.2 

Al cAyni journeyed to al-Hijäz to perform al-Hajj in 1198/1785. He left a huge Rihla in 

consequence of inclusion of considerable quotations from the previous Rihlatof al- 

cAyyäshi, Ibn Näsir and particularly from Abü Madyan's Rihla as al ̀Ayni states in his 

Rihla, saying that he depends on many quotations, mainly from the Rihla of the Shaykh 

and the jurist Abü Madyan b. Ahmad al-Saghir a1-Dra`i. 3 Al cAyni's Rihla was 

summarised by Muhammad b. Mas`üd al-Bün`mäni, then al-Bün`mäni's summary was 

published by Muhammad al-Mukhtär al-Süsi in a1-Ma'sül`. Al-Süsi says that he found 

out that al-cAyni's Rihla was kept by al-`Ayni's relatives. ' 

Conclusion 

This section concentrates on the travellers and their Rihlätin the main period studied. It 

is noticeable that, contrary to the preceding centuries, the counting of written travels in 

these two centuries is extremely difficult. This is due to the fact that the documented 

Rihlät were kept not only in public libraries but also in private collections, belonging to 

al-Zawäyä or the travellers' families or relatives. This in addition to a number of 

recorded Rihlät; which are counted among the missing Rihlät, or have not been lost 

completely but they exist as a few fragments or paragraphs included in some general 

works. Therefore, an accurate count of al-Rihlat al-Hýäziyya is very difficult. However, 

the number of written travels in these centuries which we have found are few, they only 

number eighteen Rihlät They are classified chronologically according to the date of the 

Muhammad al-Mukht2r al-Süsi, al-Ma`sül (Casablanca: Matba°at al-Naj5h, 1963), vol. 13, p. 283. 

'Ibid., p. 300. 

3See Al-'Ayni's Rihla summarised by al-Süsi in al-Ma`sül, vol. 13, pp. 284. 

4 Vol. 13, pp. 284-98. 

5lbid., vol. 13, p. 299. 
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first journey to al-Hijäz. These are of Ibn Abi Mahli (1002/1593), Ibn Malih 

(1040/1631), al-°Ayyäshi (1059/1649), al-Muräbit (1069/1659), al-R5fidi and al- 

Hashtüki (1096/1685), Ibn Näsir (after 1096/1685), al-Qädiri (1100/1688), al-Yüsi 

(1101/1690), Ibn al-Tayyib (1139/1728), al-Shawl (1141/1730), al-Islzdgi 

(1143/1732), Abfi Madyan and al-Hudayki (1152/1741), al-Zabädi (1158/1746), al- 

cAmiri (1162/1750), Ibn cAbd al-Saläm (1196/1783) and al-'Ayni (1198/1785). 

The next two chapters are the first half of the focus of this study. They deal with the 

poetry of Moroccan travellers in the two centuries studied in this research; in the first of 

which the poetry is analysed according to its thematic features, while in the second 

section, the poetry is investigated according to its artistic features. 
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Chapter three 
The Poetry: Thematic Study 

This chapter and the following chapter deal with the poetry of Moroccan travellers in 

the two centuries studied in this research. In this chapter the poetry is analysed 

according to its thematic features such as prophetic praise, Sufism, other panegyric, 

description, yearning and complaint, a1-Ikhwäniyat (brotherly poems) and other themes. 

This thematic analysis is preceded by a brief introduction, an outline of the significant 

role of Sufis with special emphasis on al-Zäwiya and its role in all aspects of life, and 

academic activities in particular, and the literary life in the period in which the travellers 

lived. 

It should be noted that the poetry studied in this research is the poetry composed by the 

travellers themselves, and is included only in their Rihlät. The poetry cited in their 

collections, or works and the poetry of non-travellers, which is included by the travellers 

in the Rihlät are beyond the scope of this study, whose aim is to discuss and analyse 

travel literature, both in the form of prose and poetry, compiled by Moroccan travellers 

during their journeys to perform a1-FIajJ. Even the examples given in this chapter are 

carefully selected to insure that these poems were composed by the travellers 

themselves. Although most of the Moroccan travellers' Rihlät include huge quotations, 

which seem almost like small poetry collections, it is easy to identify the author of the 

poems because in most of their writings, the travellers clearly distinguished between 

their own poems and prose and those compiled by other poets, or authors. They 

followed a clear method of citing the authors whose poems, or sayings were included in 

al-Rihla and with regard to the travellers' poems, they are often preceded by words, 

which indicate their origin such as "On this occasion I said or composed". ' Before 

starting to analyse and investigate the travellers' poetry and prose, it is very important to 

begin with a summary of the literary and scientific activities in that period, as an attempt 

to give a clear and general picture of the environment, since environmental factors 

usually have a considerable influence on the academic production. Many characteristics 

of the literature, which are discussed in this chapter and the next, can not be discussed 

without knowing the various aspects of that period. 

'For more details about notarizing the information quoted, see supra, pp. 250-3. 
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1. The Social and Political Role of the Sufis Zawäyä 

Political life in Morocco during the eleventh/seventeenth and twelfth/eighteenth 

centuries was not stable, except for the era of Sultan Ahmad al-Mansur, which lasted 

from 986/1578 until 1012/1603 and the era of Sultan Ismail, which lasted between 

1082/1672 until 1139/1727. The rest of the time, the country witnessed long painful 

civil wars between the sons of al-Mansur and later, the sons of Ismail, as well as local 

leaders who participated in these wars, in addition to other events previously 

mentioned. ' Nevertheless, academic life did not suffer because although these troubles 

demolished the renowned centres of learning, such as Fes, they led to the flourishing of 

renowned Sufis centres known as al-Zawäyä, most of them belonging to al-Shädhiliyya2 

order, which is the major Sufi order in North Africa. ' For instance the death of Sultan 

Ahmad al-Mansur' in 1012/1603, which opened the door to civil war among his sons, is 

considered a turning point in al-Zawäyä activity, due to the emigration of great scholars 

from famous academic centres in cities like Jami` al-Qarawiyin in Fes, to bedouin 

territories and villages as a safe scientific haven where al-Zawäyä such as a1-Z9wiya a1- 

Dilä'iyya, al-Näsiriyya and al-Ayyäshiyya5 were located. These were regarded as the 

most renowned Zawäyä at that time. The number of scholars and students in al-Zäwiya 

al-Dilä'iyya, for instance, in the second third of the eleventh A. H. century increased to 

thousands, housed in 1400 houses, 6 with meals supplied free of charge by the leader of 

al-Zäwiya Muhammad b. Abu Bakr. ' These Zawäyä played a great role in teaching and 

educating people and qualifying scholars to enrich the academic life by efforts and 

works. This flourishing of learning is evident in many works on various subjects 

'See infra, chapter 2, section 2, pp. 47-9. 
2See infra, p. 62. 

3The spread of al-Shädhiliyya in Morocco was associated with the activities of the scholars Zarrüq (d. 

899/1494), [see his biography in p. 43] and Muhammad al-Jacüll (d. 870/1464). When Zarrüq returned 
from Egypt where he was introduced to the doctrines of al-Shädhiliyya during his studies, he engaged in 
active propaganda of al-Shädhiliyya ideas and rituals, breathing fresh life into the order's spiritual 
heritage. His writing gained wide popularity among other orders. Al-Jazüli was initiated into al- 
Shädhiliyya brotherhood after his return from Mecca and Medina where he stayed almost for forty years. 
Surrounded by numerous disciples and admirers, he settled and established his main $üfi Zäwiya in 
Afughal in the Asfi territory. See A. Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 214 and 247. For some details about 
the shaykh Ibn Mashish 

who is seen as one of the principle masters of the founder of al-Shädhiliyya 
order, see supra, p. 150. 
4For more details, see infra, pp. 46-8. 

SFor details about these Zawäyä, see infra, pp. 45,48,56-7. 

6Hijji, al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya, p. 74. 
7Ibid., pp. 48-9. See also supra, p. 77. 
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compiled by the Moroccan scholars including the travellers studied in this research. For 

example, al-Wadghiri states that al-Qädiri listed in his biography, Iltigät al-Durar, more 

than two hundred and forty three works compiled by fifty-three scholars, and he wrote 

biographies of one hundred and ninety-one scholars during the period from 1100/1688 

until 1180/1767 alone. Moreover, these scholars and their works, do not present the 

whole picture, as al-Qädiri omitted some scholars, including renowned scholars, such as 

the traveller Ibn al-Tayyib who is considered the Shaykh, (the leader) of authors and 

perhaps the most famous linguist in Moroccan history, leaving more than sixty works. In 

addition to that, al-Qädiri did not list all the works of those scholars he included, but 

simply gave examples of a few of them as al-Wadghiri stated. The traveller a1-Yüsi for 

instance, left thirty-seven books as `Abbäs al-Jarräri listed, ' but al-Qädiri referred to six 

works only. Thus, it is thought that the number of scholars and writers was probably at 

least double those included by al-Qädiri. 2 Al-Zawäyä impressed the stamp of the Sufism 

on educational life, as will appear later when we discuss and investigate the 

characteristic features of the travellers' literature. ' On the social side, a1-Zawäyä offered 

a wonderful service by providing free accommodation and meals for poor and stranger 

people, ' spreading virtues and countering corruption. Therefore, the Süfi leaders became 

an important factor of social and political life. They acted as mediators between warring 

parties and tribes and frequently stepped in to protect the local agricultural population 

from their depredations. ' Moreover, when the Muslims were expelled from Andalusia by 

the Christians in the tenth/sixteenth century, the latter went further and occupied some 

parts of Morocco, particularly coastal areas and cities in the south. The Wattäsiyya 

State' was not strong enough to protect the country. AI-Zawäyä therefore intervened in 

political affairs and the men of al-Zawäyä took the lead in fighting and encouraging 

'See 'Abbäs al-Jarr5ri, Abgariyar al-Yt si (Casablanca: Där al-Thag5fa, 1981), pp. 105-26. In fact, al- 
Jarräri listed 99 works including short works such as messages. 
z'Abd al cAli al-Wadghiri, a/-Ta rifbi Ibn aJ-7'ayyib al-Shargi, p. 45. 
3See religious verse, entreaty, al-Hagiga al-Muhamadi)ya and other Sufi ideas on pp. 80-100 and 145-54. 

ItHijji, al-Zäwi}'a al-DiI 'yya, p. 49, Hijji says that food was served by the leader of al-Zäwiya a/-DO'iyya 
Muhammad b. Abü Bakr to about seven thousand people daily, during a year when the cost of living was 
very high. We may feel that the number is exaggerated, however, this statement presents a general picture 
of how much these Zaiväyä perform a magnificent social role. 
SSee A. Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 246. 

6Al-Wattäsiyya State was established by Muhammad al-Shaykh in 876 and lasted until the last Caliph 

Abü l-Iasün was killed in a battle against al-Sa°di army in Tadla in 961/1553. They failed to unify 
Morocco, where many parts of which were ruled by Spanish, Portuguese or local rulers such as Banü 
Maria, Banü Rashid and al-Sa'diyin. The Süfi activities prospered considerably and great number of 
Zawayä were established in the era of this State. For more details see, l larakät, al-Maghrib Abra al- 
Tärikh, pp. 168-237. 
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people to defend their country against the invaders. They managed to achieve a crucial 

victory against the Portuguese and retook occupied areas. Then they appointed al-Sharif 

al-Qä'im al-Sacdi as the first Sacdi ruler of the country in 915/1510. ' In addition, the Sufi 

scholars and leaders of al-Zawäyä, such as [the traveller studied here] Ibn Abi Mahli, 

Muhammad al-cAyyäshi and Muhammad al-05jj al-Dilä'i, were the most intense leaders 

of the rebellion against the state in that period of time. ' 

2. The Literary Movement 

Literature occupied an important position in the era of the Sa`di State (962-1074/1555- 

1663). As a result of the Sacdi Caliphs' interest in poetry, they founded poetic aswäq, 3 in 

particular on the prophet's birthday, in places such as Fes, Marrakech and al- 

Mohammadia. Al-Dild'iyin imitated them in their Zäwiya and so did others in various 

places. Poetry was recited not only in public places but even in the assemblies of judges 

and scholars as well as on the battle field. There was plenty of literary activity due to the 

great number of writers and poets even from the Atlas Mountains, Süs and rural areas. ' 

In addition, the Sufi Zawäyä paid considerable attention to literature. For example, it is 

generally agreed that in al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya, learning reached its highest point, 

surpassing Fes in the excellence of its education, particularly in literary and linguistic 

studies, to the extent that `Abd Allah Kanniin argued that it was the solid linguistic 

foundation in al -Zäwiya where al-Yüsi (one of the travellers studied in this research) 

studied that led to the literary revival after his death. ' Most scholars of al-Zäwiya al- 

Dilä'iyya were writers and poets and many of them taught their students literary lessons 

based on well-known works, such as poetic collections, the famous al-Magämät, 

including al-I-Iariri's Magämät, and al-Qazwini's Talkhis al-Miftäh as well. ' Poetry 

writing flourished to an extent that it might be said there was no educated man in that 

era who did not compose poetry. ' Poems of prophetic commendation including Ka°b b. 

'Hijji, al-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya, pp. 24-7. For some details about the Sa`di State, see infra, p. 47. 
2For more details, see infra, pp. 49 and 54. 

3These are meeting-places for poets to declaim their poems. 
44Hijji, al-Haraka al-Fikrij'a, vol. 1, p. 49. 
'See Hijji, al-Zäwiya al-Dila'iyya, pp. 74-5. 
`Ibid., p. 79. 
7A1-Wadghiri, al-Taliif bi Ibn al-Tayyib al-Shargi, p. 49. 
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Zuhayr's Bänat Su`äd (al-Burda)' and al-Büsiri's al-Burda' were studied in al-Zawäyä. 3 

Poetry constituted a significant part of their life and in particular, in S5f1's life. It was 

taken as wird or dhikr4 to be recited at certain times in al-Zawäyä and mosques and at 

wedding ceremonies. ' As will be shown throughout this chapter and the coming one, 

almost all the travellers who studied and taught in these Zawäyä were poets and their 

Rihlät included many of their poems. Moreover, some of them, such as al-cAmiri and al- 

Muräbit composed their Rihlät in poetic form. Al-Yüsi was a creative poet and he 

claimed, "If I wished to speak only in verse, I could do so. "6 

3. The Poetic Themes 

The Rihlät were compiled in order to record the incidents and news of the journey that 

were made primarily to perform al-Ha, jj and visit the Prophet's mosque and his grave 

and secondly, to meet renowned scholars and attend their lessons. Consequently, we 

find that the poetry composed by the travellers, most of whom were originally Süfi 

scholars, is characterised by certain themes connected to the aim of this journey. Most of 

this poetry is religious, consisting of supplication and entreaty to Allah, prophetic 

commendations, praise and entreaty to the kin of the Prophet's house and his 

companions, as well as praise and entreaty to scholars and Süfi awliyä'(pious men). 

Other themes include pure praise, description, yearning and complaint, satire and al- 

Ikhwänliyät (brotherly communication). 

'He was a poet of repute in pre- and (mainly) early Islamic times, owing his fame to the poem al-Burda, 

which addressed to the Prophet apologizing after having satirized Islam. The prophet accepted his excuse, 
rewarding him with a Burda (mantle) which gave the poem its name. T. Bauer, ' Ka°b ibn Zuhayr' in 
Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 421. 
His full name is Sharaf al-Din Abü °Abd Allah Muhammad al-Büsiri of Berber origin (born in 

608/c. 1212. and d. 694/c. 1294). He was An Egyptian author of poems in praise of the Prophet including 
his famous poem al-Burda, which gave his great lasting fame. For more details about this poem, see C. E. 
Bosworth, ' al-Busiri ', in Encyclopedia ofArabic Literature, vol. 1, p. 163. 
3See al-Nakädi, ''Abd al-Majid al-Zabädi ', p. 119. 
'For the significance of al-dhikr see infra, p. 57. 
'A]-Saggät, al-Shi't al-Dilä% p. 111. 
6Al-Qibli (ed. ), Rasäil AN Ali, p. 54. [My translation]. 
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Although themes such as Sufism and entreaty dominate most of the poetry included in 

al-Rihla, they are not the subject of separate poems but were included within verse of 

prophetic commendation and praise of the Prophet's family and companions or Sufi 

Awliyä'and others. 

The amount of poetry composed on one theme varied, according to the nature of the 

journey. Themes such as prophetic commendation, Ikhwäniyätand praise or entreaty of 

dead or alive Sufi Awliyä' and others, predominate over other themes including 

description, yearning and complaint, which appear in fewer poems. Satire came in a few 

lines within verse of other themes. 

3.1. Religious verse 

The travellers directed entreaties and supplications to humans such as the Prophet, his 

family, his companions, scholars and AwliyJ, in order to achieve their desires instead of 

praying directly to the All Mighty creator. A massive number of supplications and 

entreaties are directed to the dead, who cannot benefit themselves let alone others, 

while very few poems include supplication and entreaty to Allah. However this seems 

less strange when one knows the basis on which Sufism was established. As well as 

glorifying Allah, Sufis love the Prophet and the ]<in of his house and Süfi Aw1iyä'to the 

extent that they sometimes elevate them to the status of Allah, in order to be as 

intermediaries between them and Allah, as in examples given below. 

3.1.1. Supplication and Entreaty to Allah 

As indicated above, although the travellers journeyed to worship Allah by performing al- 

Hajj and cUmra rituals, we find that only a few poems, perhaps not more than five, were 

compiled on this theme. Al-cAyyäshi for instance, whose Rihla included a great deal of 

his poems on various themes did not compose on this theme except for two lines in his 

Rihla of two volumes. He composed them while his colleagues were trying to persuade 

him to delay his journey to perform al-Hajj until the next year: 

>» 
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Even the three poems he composed to supplicate and entreat Allah, ended with entreaty 

to the Prophet, which reflects the domination of this belief as a consequence of his Sufi 

'Al-`AyyAshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 8. 
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education. For example, he prays to Allah in the holy places showing his weakness, 

humbleness and submission to him, asking for forgiveness and benefaction: 

ýU'A 
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Then he ends this poem by invoking the Prophet as a means: 
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The most obvious example of entreaty to Allah might be al-`Amiri's Rih1a, which starts 

with advice to the pilgrim prior to leaving home. The poet advises the pilgrim to provide 

provisions for his family before leaving and at the same time trust in Allah, because his 

father and brothers might became tired of this responsibility. Then he asserts that Allah 

is the only provider, generous and most powerful: 
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When a lake in Turkey named Rüdis was blockaded by an enemy and the pilgrims could 

not continue their way to al-Hijäz, al-Räfiti entreated and supplicated Allah to end this 

tragic crisis and enable them to leave the Lake safely: 

J-ý-j L. rýýi; ý t.:, lp ýý1 
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Ibid., vol. 2, p. 212. 

2Ibid., vol. 2, p. 212. 
3Al-`Ämiri's Rihla, p. 89. For more details about this poem, see supra, pp. 130-2. 
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3.1.2 Prophetic Commendations and Sufism 

A point worth stressing at the beginning of this discussion is that the Sufis we refer to 

are those among the Moroccan travellers; their beliefs were very different from the 

religious Sufism which reached its peak in the fourth/tenth century with Sufi thinkers 

and poets such as al-Halläj (d. 309/922), Ibn al-Färid (d. 632/1235), and Ibn Arabi (d. 

638/1240). These held some beliefs, which, "Deny the principle of unity on which Islam 

is basedi2, such as wihdat al-wujüd, (pantheism) a1-ittihäd, (union) and a1-iu1ü1 

(immanentism). 3 In addition to this, their poems were characterised by obscurity and 

the use of symbols. However, the main stream of Sufism prevailing in Morocco at that 

time was that of al-Shädiliyya, 4 which was much closer to Sunni belief. ' However, 

Moroccan Sufism was based on the glorification of Allah, and submissiveness to him, 

asking for his forgiveness, in addition to the love of the Prophet and a genuine wish to 

imitate his words and deeds. This led in most cases to exaggeration in asking him to 

achieve things no one can do except Allah, as will be mentioned later. Furthermore, they 

favoured asceticism and renunciation in life. 

Although the impact of Sufism was felt in all aspects of academic life because education 

was based on Sufism and most scholars and poets were originally Sufis, the travellers 

'Al-Räfi`i's Rihla, p. 104. 

2R. A. Nicholson, The Mystics oftslam (London: G. Bell and Sons Ltd., 1914), p. 154. 

3These three doctrines mean, as R. A. Nicholson tries to explain in The Mystics oftslam, (p. 149) that the 

unitive state can be described as, " The culmination of the simplifying process by which the soul is 
gradually isolated from all that is foreign to itself, from all that is not god... ", referring to (p. 155) that 
theory of Man is God, "According to Ibn al-`Arabi, the eternal and the phenomenal are two 
complementary aspects of the One, each of which is necessary to the other. The creatures are the external 
manifestation of the creator, and Man is God's consciousness (sirr) as revealed in creation. " Regarding 
hulül as can be understood (in p. 157) from the Abu Nasr al-SarrSj's criticism in Kitäb al-Luma`to Sufis 

who believe that, "When they pass away from their qualities they enter into the qualities of God. This 

leads to incarnation (hulUl) or to the Christian belief concerning Jesus. " Then al-Sarr5j (p. 158) refutes 
those who believe in irrihäd doctrines in which they, "Have abstained from food and drink, fancying that 
when a man's body is weakened it is possible that he may lose his humanity and be invested with the 
attributes of divinity. " Then Nicholson refers to the definition of Hujwiri regarding union, "As 

concentration of thought upon the desired object. " Giving examples of Majnün Laylä [living in the 
Umayyad period] who saw only her Laylä in the whole world, and all created things assumed the form of 
his beloved Layla, also, the cell of Bäyazid who when he was asked by someone who came to him, "Is 
B. 5yazid here? " He answered, "Is any one here but God?. " These doctrines are taken from the Nestorian 
Christian theory that the divinity (Jäht r) unites with the humanity (näsüt). 

4For details about this order, see infra, pp. 62 and 76. 
SHijji, aJ-Zc7wiya al-Dilä'iyya, p. 50. See the examples given in chapter five on pp. pp. 202-3 and 211. 
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did not compose in their Rihlät, separate poems on Sufis themes. However, the 

influence of Sufism is apparent in their poems, in the use of Sufi expressions and in the 

reflection of Sufi beliefs, particularly in prophetic commendation and praise of the 

Prophet's family, his companions and Sufi Awliyi 

The travellers paid considerable attention to prophetic commendations. For instance al- 

Muräbit followed his father's steps in his interest in composing prophetic 

commendations. Al-Muräbit devoted himself to this poetic theme and never diverted to 

any other. He not only praised the Prophet but also entreated him. ' Al-cAyyäshi, also, 

dedicated most of his poetry to prophetic commendations, composing more than forty- 

two poems on this theme! He said in one of his poems that true praise is the praise of 

the Prophet, the praise of others is satire: 

3 Lýýls qiý l oi9. _ý ý. L4) 44 Lo C. L-Ii Log 

Another sign which indicates the travellers' interest in prophetic commendations is the 

imitation of the example of al-Burda, compiled by al-Büsiri, which is regarded as the 

most famous prophetic commendation so far. 

Thus, if this poetic theme occupied a key position in the life of the travellers, as Süfi 

scholars, as mentioned above, it is to be expected that the travellers' Rihlätwould be 

filled with prophetic commendations. These Rihlät were like diaries which recorded 

important religious duties including performing a1-Ha, jj and visiting the Prophet's 

mosque and his grave. AI-Rihla writings start from the first day of the journey, or even 

before, and continue till the day of the travellers' return. So, prophetic commendation is 

one of the three dominant themes in the poems. 

Prophetic commendation poems, in a1-Rihla, were not isolated examples composed for a 

special occasion such as the Prophet's birthday celebrations which were organized by 

some governments and public organizations every year. Rather, the travellers turned to 

this theme on various occasions. For example, when they saw a pilgrims' caravan leave 

for al-Hijäz, and for some reasons they were not able to accompany them. However, 

'Al-Saggät, ' al-Shä`ir Abü, Abd Allah Muhammad al-Muräbit', pp. 201-3. 
ZAmahzün, al-Madina al-Munawwara, p. 59. 

'Al `Ayy ishi's Rlhla, vol. 1, p. 10. 
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they wrote of their wish that they could do so, and when they were able to do so, they 

celebrated this great opportunity by composing prophetic commendations from the 

beginning of the journey until they came near or saw, or entered or left the holy places. 

Prophetic commendations usually included various general matters related to the 

Prophet such as the longing to visit the Prophet's grave and the holy places in Mecca 

and Medina, happiness on reaching them, performance of the rituals of visiting the 

Prophet's mosque and grave and the moment of leaving Medina. In addition they 

described the Prophet's character and miracles. A few poems consisted solely of an 

account of his great characteristic of the Prophet. These were to be read at his grave, 

believing they would bring a baraka for the poet. 

A further significant point is that the praise of the Prophet was mostly used as a prelude 

to entreaty to him, in the hope of achieving something which can not be granted by 

anyone, but by Allah alone, not even the Prophet, 

The first meaning which is expressed is the amount of suffering endured by the poet 

traveller as a result of his longing to go to the holy places, a wish which can not be 

achieved at that moment for some reason such as poverty, distance, or the accumulation 

of sins. For instance al ̀ Ayyäshi, after praising the Prophet asks how he can manage to 

go to visit the Prophet's grave, since there is such a long distance and huge mountains 

between them. It is an inaccessible aspiration because of his considerable sins and lack 

of finance ability. AI `Ayyäshi asserts that he has done everything in his power to 

achieve his wishes, but is unable to do so because of being subject to so many sins: 

r; `! )-`. ' U" 4-. L4ýj J--°, ý J--o 
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Al-Zabädi expresses his longing to visit the holy lands in two poems. The first is loaded 

with names of places in al-Uijäz. Typical Sufi themes appear in this poem, such as 

passionate love for the places where the Prophet lived and moved around: 

'Al `Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 11. 
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Al-Zabädi ordered pilgrims to give the Prophet his regards and apologised for not 

coming to visit his grave. He suggests the light of the sun and the full moon were 

created from the Prophet's light. ' This idea and expression are often found in the work 

of Süfi writers. ' A1-Zab5di says: 
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Some poets content themselves with describing pilgrim caravans leaving, which have 

moved their longing to go to the holy places, without mentioning the reasons which 

prevent them from doing so. For instance al-Zabädi says: 

5L ýIj L L5 I ý--' y 

Travellers describe their joy as they get close to Medina, the site of the Prophet's 

Mosque and grave and other places where he lived. AI-Zabädi says: 

Li C--S, U i1ý 
.G) ýjý 

io 
.ýI 

Jý o l, ýa ýc, ýI ji 

I AI-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 75. 

'T'his issue is discussed in detail in chapter four, see supra, pp. 149-52. 
3S5bir °Abd al-Däyim, a/-Adab aI-Su7i Itijähätuhu wa Khasäisuhu (Cairo: Där al-Mal5rif, 1984), p. 50. 
4AI-Zabädi's Ril7la, p. 320. 

5lbid., p. 320. AI-Zabädi mentioned in the last line to the wajd state which will be discussed later in detail 

as Sufi ritul on p. 209. 
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I.; sal9 ýri; yS. II . L,. ý v yr d.. g ý11 
LLcý C, j ýl ý!. LL-. J 

Al -, Ayyäshi paints an attractive picture, whereby he portrays their camels as sharing the 

happiness at approaching Medina, as follows: 

. tý v'°9 ý 9~~-' ý° ýº cý-'9 c: r°9 . ý, e' lr' ý.. ' j 

19 al 1,, a1 LAU L"Lo-lr. 1I 

Li-.,. o Las 1151_. 0º 

`º$-s iý J""9 
cY° )I. ll l, lÄ 

L, "-. 
J) U§ 119ý L8 oly Lj, o 19, ýs ýei ý9 

�t, l, aJl ýý-Iý sLo_ýýs! º a ýýi 11a16 ýySJº ü nýI Jýý Jýe4 
2 ý19 ý19 ýý! yl a ý`. ý-i ý'ýý ý lýlr ýi°ýº ýºý'º9 

After praising the Prophet, he says that pilgrims' souls were about to fly as result of 
longing for Medina, but their bodies bound them: 

j jýJi 

lräL-ý J19 

v)l6_1 L;. o_ý,,,, r c.. r° Lý9lL S. tJý 'ý9J9 

Al-Muräbit describing in verse his journey to perform aI-Hajj praises the Prophet and 
describes the feelings of the traveller when he arrives at Medina and enjoys himself by 

moving around the places where the revelation was revealed to the Prophet from 

heaven: 

s,; 

ý1., _, ý,., )I ý. ý ö.. L. 1ý-1 ̀j. o9 

aý aý ýq_.., äý1ý ýlJ ýý. 1ý a9 

44 q<5-J 
ýUºJºýýi9JL-)ºýý'9 4: L''4: -ý' jýj 
"' ýuý Jºý ý ýº9 ý; ý., ý11, º ýtýyº ýcJº ý., gý ýJº sýý 

I Ibid., p. 98. 
ZAl , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 232. 
3Ibid., vol. 1, P. 232. 

4Al-Muräbit's Rihla, pp. 121. 
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Then, he says: 

l4 

When the travellers stand at the Prophet's grave to greet him, they describe that great 

moment. For instance, Ibn Näsir asks his eyes to enjoy seeing the grave: 

ý _.. _J, I. ý... 'tJ ;JellIý,. .. _jo _; __; 9 

44 le lI ý9.. _,, ýc. lll I. l1s 

ýI , ý_r cýI ý, c. 1J1 I. l1e LJ 

�1Iý ýý 2J 

Poets composed a large number of poems while leaving Medina, expressing their 

sadness at leaving and his desire to return again in the future. For example al-Zabädi 

says: 

sý- 'A e9» 6ýýzY-- 
s_ý JiX 

ý9re; ýlo. s. ý ý, ý 
JS. 

th 

Ibn Näsir describes his sorrow at leaving the Prophet's place and says that he will never 
be happy, far away from him: 

yu L�4d, 0lß l_: ä99 

01; 9 v a: c ßa11 ýr "'r ' 49 'i . l: G J. __ý I 
ý. S1_, 0 'ý 9 

0 l; `, ý-ý99 y0 ä9. Jj JL- 9ý 

Then he wishes that he will come closer again to the Prophet, saying: 
l li' . t_a" 4r ""' `ý' 

äu 1 ý, �ý .0 

'[bid., p. 122. 
Zlbn N5sir's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 9. 
3 A1-Zabidi's Rihla, p. 138. 
4 Ibn Näsir's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 102. 
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o lý»ý aýJ I 'ý I rb Uý 

ol".,.. s ý9ý, J1 0l_.:, bl l. 0.19 
I o1.; 1a1 j �1a911 

Praise of the Prophet appears sometimes 

al-lAniri composed a poem containing a 

öý9_c oUAl LJ3-)l lJ) L_9 

L:, 9l ä ajJ U-1T9 L: lr) 

L-LI9 L''lý9 Si 

Öý. l+e r ölu k---, 

. ýo. ý . lii9 . t, N 1: + j.. ý )ki 

within poems on other themes. For instance 

description of the road of al-Hajj. When he 

reached the Medina section, he enumerated 

superlative as in the followings: 

2 

the qualities of the Prophet using 

ýýl C7"ýJý, ýýýýl 4 

üSj "rUi Jui jlP J9i 

stA. _lý ýý ýi ýl; l J3I 

Sometimes the Prophet was praised by poems devoted solely to extolling his virtues. 

For example, some poets sent their poems from Morocco, or composed them when they 

arrived at Medina, or stood at the Prophet's grave, or when they left. Al-Zabädi 

composed such a poem to be recited at the Prophet's grave for a baraka, according to his 

belief. This poem is full of Sufi meanings, such as that light was created from his light 

and souls were created from his soul. ' He ended his poem by asserting that even if all 

seas were made of ink, it would not be enough to enumerate a tenth of a tenth of the 

Prophet's virtues: 

gä11 äLý 0'91 l, o oy919ý JS äul olr ýjý 

yr: 11 ý a; l_, 19 V9ý11 ý 094 19 a1ý9 a, älr ý a:. äý, lr' 

`J'-U , 1al19 i: 1jj `ý9ý cs-°9 °ý---'' --ý19 9º9'ýI oý9' c: r°9 

L4 L49 019Sy1 

výll oý. ý jro >1: -41 , _., .y 
ý1 L. -jI9 C41 6L., ý9 C-il. raJ 

I Ibid., p. 122. Also see the poem of Ibn al-Tayyib given as an example of psychological imagery on p. 161. 

ýAl-°Ämiri's Rihla, p. 98. 

3 As mentioned above, this Süfi theory is known as al-Hagiga al-Muhanunadiyyaor al-Nora/-Muhammadi, 
is investigated in detail in the next chapter, see, supra, p. 149-52. 
, 'Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 108. 
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When travellers come to those places in which the Prophet lived, migrated and fought 

his enemies, some of them were not content with the praise of the Prophet, but went so 

far as to express a wish that they had been alive at the time of the Prophet, to 

participate in his migration to Medina and his battles against the unbelievers. Al-Zabädi 

says in one of his poems: 

su-J- Ia tn.. o i C, 5) t_. ýJ 

w-I ýlal ýAI ana v>Alry 

tri^i J--U )is 41 

LL-or . L-9 o. ý I) o L4_) 

1 . _9-? 
11-raji ý9 

ýýýý3 j- Z--5 -ýÜ äý. b jý aýw ýý 1ýa9 

l',., t_.: s ý; z aSýi9 

tý ý»ý9 h41 

As already mentioned, a large number of prophetic commendation poems were used by 

travellers as an introduction to entreaty in which they told the Prophet about everything 

that worried them, and asked him to help them achieve their religious and worldly aims. 

They asked the Prophet (and others, as will be mentioned later) to grant favours that 

cannot be granted by anyone except Allah. This is a result of Süfis' exaggerated 

attachment to the Prophet, awliyä'and scholars, which led them to fall into a dangerous 

attitude which contradicts pure Islamic belief. Thus, entreaty was a common subject in 

al-Dila'i poetry produced by scholars of the renowned al-Zäwiya al-Diläiyya to which 

most of the travellers belonged. It is distinguished by servility and obedience, and the 

poets sometimes elevate the Prophet to Allah's level, entreating him as they would 

entreat Allah. It is astonishing to think that al-Dilä'iyin loved the Prophet to such a 

great degree that this love might dominate their love for Allah. This is a subject typical 

of al-Zäwiya writing and falls within its aims and attitudes. ' For instance, al-Mur5bit 

says: 

-Lo-4) L3-i ym 

3 -)ý9Y ä-3.9 
`,. _,, Jºy1i9 ýýýýý) ý-u L°? Lý-9 

Al-Zabädi expresses his sorrow to the Prophet, seeking for aid: 

Ibid., p. 58. 
zAl-Saqqät, al-Shi`r a/-Di/ä% p. 126. 
'Al-MurTbir's Rihla, p. 121. 
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Some travellers also carried friends' messages, in order to give the Prophet their regards 

and entreat him to achieve their wishes and demands. ' Al-Zabädi says: 

Jv Iý LJ 

ý.. cýll9 ý9y : Jl, s9lä. lý1 l:. Tl oy . ýaiý /X.. Jýj 

ýj 
"rý ýýS. üy 

zjs1 r-! 
r. 

ý11 s l, l_ sI j__ lý` 
. 199 

3.1.3. Praise and Entreaty of the Prophet's Kin and his Companions 

The significant point worth stressing at the beginning here is that entreaty of persons, 

whether prophets, scholars, or pious men is not often direct entreaty, which means 

asking them directly to achieve what the supplicant wants, but is sometimes indirect, the 

prophet or pious men are being viewed as mediators between the supplicant and Allah. 

Praise and entreaty of the Prophet's kin and his companions come sometimes in separate 

poems and sometimes included within poems containing various subjects. This is 

because some of the travellers composed long poems explaining what the pilgrim, or 

visitor should do when he arrives at Mecca and Medina, such as visiting the graves of 

the Prophet's kin and his companions. Entreaty is a predominant theme, even of the 

praise poems. Praise poems were sometimes composed as an access to entreaty. 

The travellers praised and entreated the kin of the family of Prophet, Ahl a1-Bayt, such 

as cAli b. Abi Tälib and Nafisa, daughter of al-Hasan b. Zayd b. al-Hasan b. `Ali b. Abi 

Talib. Travellers praised and entreated the first two Caliphs, Abi Bakr and Umar b. al- 

Khattäb, in addition to some of the Prophet's companions. 

Sufism is full of such symbolic expressions of reunion, passion and fondness. " Al-Zabädi 

praised the Prophet's family in two separate poems. In one of them, he states his love for 

'A1-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 107. 

2Details about the forbidden and lawful types of entreaty according to the Sunni teaching are given in the 

coming chapter see supra, pp. 145-9. 
3A1-Zabädi's Ribla, p. 111. 
4A1-Akhdar, a/-lfayjtal-Adabiyy71 al-Maghrib, p. 248. 
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them by relating a wonderful symbolic Süfi love story, in which the poet writes of his 

longing to meet his mistress: 

)J"l-ýIJ J--9Vý1 v1ýý9 

ý9. L aýJl-J l. ý_lli c39 

ý9r^ý19 ä___ýyll, l Lt-o:. rl l, b 

U'l_. --A U'l_. ý 

`-iV Iý1 ý9ý' 

I l.. _Al_.. 
91 l_. ý9 

)9a---ý' Crý C-4' JL 

ö1.9 1.0.9 

19.169 I, ý, ýI lta. lc91 ý9ý 

ýlay 19>ý9 alb, ü9 o,. t., cl9, ~, 

lml.... c l. 0.6 a). _1 1$--ý'9 

1 ý9-y9 yl 11ai11a ýJJ 

Then a1-Zab5di uses this story as an access to praise the Prophet's family, maintaining 

that their virtues cannot be counted and there is irrelevent: 

L; A ýýýýýý 

Then he emphasizes that their love is obligatory as recommended by the Prophet and 

that their merits were stated by the Qur'än, so any praise beside that is immaterial: 

j. j Li 
9 I j. 

i. ý--A Gi LA eI Ja . x..;, 'ýj 

ý. 091 J1,; ý J9.,, '1119 'ý ý 

J5ýJl9 C5r°l CLo I, 49 

Then al-Zabadi singles out for the praise of Fatima al-Zahra', the daughter of the 

Prophet, saying that her qualities surpassed those of all people whether they are dead or 

still alive: 

P"^' slýý ws"' c: J'°9 ih ý u,, 4ý 

'Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 180. For more details about this poem, see supra, p. 141. 

ZIbid., p. 181. 
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After that, al-Zabadi uses praise as an access to entreat Fatima and her sons for guidance 

and recovery for himself and his family. Sufi imagery' appears when he expresses his 

deep love for them by mentioning cups of full of passion: 

ý9--ý y csr ýlä_, ýýII J° 

ý9--ý 1L. --j L4 

ýý C*I- L--i ýýj 

L C. 41 J-1 

1ý9M'9 j)-)-O) 19. 'tT 

ý=! JT9 sýý9 ý9-0s9 

3 ý. 1. a9 LVLa J-, PýI ý99--5 c39ý+eý ý)ý 
ýýý! r--J. 9 

Al-Zabädi praises Nafisa, daughter of al-Hasan b. Zayd b. al-Hasan b. `Ali b. Abi Tälib, 

asserting that no matter how bad the circumstances are, there is no need for fear, 

because he believes that anyone who comes to the grave of Nafisa will gain what he 

desires: 

l, e,, ýl 1,,,,, Lil 

a.,, ý. Jl Jyl}t 
4 

0... «4.. &-1 _,., G 
-irL 

LS ýJ . ýJ 
i 

U. 0 

Al cAyyäshi also, praises `Ali b. Abi Tä1ib and entreats in him as a means to achieve his 

hope to return home safely and swiftly: 

j Jlhqyi ö9. j L. 19 Ui u yi 

Ai 18--. ý1 C}--u . ý`ý 

ý,. Sr11 `f jlti o1 Uýý19 . +. 1c J, u V--Ij 

ýn--G U 

'1bid., p. 182. 

2For more details about this imagery, see supra, pp. 139 and 153-4. 

3Al-Zab5di's Rihla, p. 182. For more explanation, see supra, pp. 141-2. 

a Ibid., p. 180. 
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Al-Muräbit praises and entreats the Prophet's companions, in particular, the first two 

caliphs, Abü Bakr al-Siddiq and `Umar b. al-Khattäb, then the Prophet's uncle l lamza b. 

cAbd al-Muttalib. Al-Muräbit's poems reflect the attitude of al-Zäwiya al-Drld'iyya; 

entreaty characterises most poems produced by its scholars, including al-Muräbit, who 

praises and entreats the first Caliph, saying that he does so because he is the second best 

man, after the Prophet in the whole world, mentioning that Abü Bakr was the unique 

companion of the Prophet when he emigrated from Mecca to Medina: 

IIa, ls: It 

Ot *)II 

1"" 19 

ýI. Lý: J1 oL1r., o ý,. _ohs III ar, -, A J---Lo w-J 91 

2 
A., 91jP 

Then al-Muräbit moves to praise the second Caliph, `Umar b. a1-Khatt5b: 

ýº9-9 ý. -'ý' a.. TL. ýzI ýýV ýý äý., Lý-ý ý ýý ýýý9 

ýý-$T9 ap ý, 
ýýl 4. -Jl J$, ° 

He goes on to entreat him, describing him as most generous to those who seek his aid: 

z iý ýU, ý Lpu C-r; iý 

4 

ýý ýs aý. _., oi ýý°ý' 

'Al , Ayylshi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 353. 

ZAl-Mur5bit's Ril7la, p. 123. 

ub»J-- jA 9 

ýýUiýýrSiýg. l9 

'Ibid., p. 123. 

't Ibid., p. 123. 
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Al-Muräbit continues praising and entreating the rest of the Prophet's companions at 

the graves of al-Bagi` and al-Shuhadä' in Uhud and singles out the Prophet's uncle, 

Hamza b. cAbd al-Muttalib: 

ýtýýJº9Jý_. UºJºýý: fý tr 

1. --e oýr, ý1º J, ý öýl-. ý ýo a cý'09 
ýº ýý 

l, o ý'ý I lr ýý joý, 9r::: + ̀ .. ý::. I19 l; ä lly LS ýI g- cý. I Vu ýL: Q: ý º ýý± 

ýý. ýýº9 ýº9.... ryº au º. wi ý. ý. ý, ºý ä, ý, ý.., Jº ýý ýº9 

ºý.:, ý_. b. U ý. ý. _. 0... 1º ý; o ý1º ýýi ý"' tsr. v ý: I º9 

Then he states his deep love for them, asking them to intercede on the Day of 

Judgment, though in reality, the Prophet is the only person who has the right to 

intercede for people on that day through the permission of Allah, and those who have 

the permission to do this, ' Al-Muräbit says: 

. )Aº ýs: J ý.. arl9 epi 

ýý ý, ý.... ý ý;:. ý-º 
CGýyr 

,' 

LO 

3.1.4. Praise and Entreaty of Prophets and Scholars 

The Moroccan travellers desired to visit biläd al-Shäm where a large number of graves 

of the Prophet's companions are situated and then Palestine, Qüds (Jerusalem), the site 

of al-Qüds al-Sharif, and the graves of the prophets, al-Khalil (Hebron) where Ibrähim 

I Ibid., p. 124. 
2According to orthodox Islamic teaching the only known human personality with the ability to intercede is 

the Prophet Mul}ammad on the day of Judgment and even this is only through the permission of Allah as 
in the Hadith reported by Abü Hürayra that the Prophet said, "There is for every apostle a prayer which is 
granted, but every prophet showed haste in his prayer. I have, however, reserved my prayer for the 
intercession of my Ummah [sic] [nation] on the day of resurrection, and it would be granted, if Allah so 
willed, in case of everyone amongst Muharnmad's Ummah, [sic] provided he does without associating any 
thing with Allah. " Muslim, Sahih Muslim, trans. Siddigi, vol. 1, p. 134. no. 389. Apart from this there is 

no evidence that a particular person has the ability to intercede with Allah no matter how religious or 
pious he might be, except if he has the permission of Allah to do this, and therefore, it is not something 
which would be known generally as it is only known by Allah as said in the Qur'an, süratTaha, verse 109, 
"On that day [of Judgment] no intercession shall avail, except the one for whom the Most Beneficent 
(Allah) has given permission and whose word is acceptable to Him. " See also, siratSaba', verse 23. See 
Interpretation of'the Meanings of'the Noble Qur'an, trans. M. Khan and M. al-Hilali, pp. 456 and 608. 
3A1-Muräbit's Rihla, p. 125. 
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al-Khalil is buried and Bayt Lahm (Bethlehem), the home of the Prophet Jesus's grave. 

As consequence, they composed some poems that praise and entreat those prophets. In 

addition, it was customary for the travellers to read poems of praise at these graves, or 

leave them to be read by others, to seek a baraka. Al `Ayyäshi, for instance, says that 

during his stay in Hebron, he composed a poem praising the Prophet Ibrahim al-Khalil 

as a means to obtain his hopes and left it with the scholar, Ibrahim al-Marwäni at al- 

Khalil's Mosque, in order to attain a blessing by having it read in that blessed place. Al- 

`Ayyäshi says that he has come to the father of prophets, seeking for assistance to attain 

his hopes: 

ºýt.. ý JýS ý9. ,, 
)1 Jý., ýI ýýi 

ºAb 

I falb ý;.. oý aÄº . Loýý+. : )1.: ý 

ºýSl: ý äA I. l elr 1_.. ý. ýo ýý 

VI lm ý-'O9J1 ý91 Lo, l9 ý:. 5 
. 199 

lot L-;. 

Then he indicates that al-Khalil was the first person to honour his guests, and that now 

he is al-Khalil's guest, he is therefore fully confident that this generosity will lead to his 

being granted what he desires, such as wide knowledge, a long life, and health, in 

addition to being a righteous man: 

I1. b1r u.,. ö . 199 19l., ý Iý ýr, o J' I 
aÜJ Iý`;,. i I' 

2 ul, rl VI Sý19 výý 

Then he lists his hopes: 
IrSIý .wC. )L-i9y1 1.,.. UL-., l lb al:. _; 

Iý�lt u' )L4ý yl. ý. J. º' I r-ý, o9 l8-Li ulýl., eS 1ýL.. 19 ýI . iv !9 

ý 
. r--9 Lrý ý 4, ý- 

1 Al ̀ Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2. p. 347. 

2lbid., vol. 2, p. 348. 

3Ibid., vol. 2, p. 348. 
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Al `Ayyäshi, when he passed a grave in biläd al-Zäb in Algeria alleged to be the grave of 

an unknown prophet called Khälid b. Sindn, ' praised him and entreated him to protect 

him from dangers and to forgive his misdeeds. He says: 

vWII1 (ý ; qýs, 
_ýi' 9T J` l. 4-j I ý... lýr 

.. i. 
l o 

to X19 

2 C- I a3_l9 

As already mentioned, praise poems were sometimes composed as an access to entreaty. 

Al-cAyyäshi frankly states at the end of this poem, that he praised the Prophet Khälid in 

order that he should reward him by granting his wishes and giving him access to 

paradise: 

ýL--al 4j9ýýiý3 ý-ý 
ä1ý L)L-, ý 4p, -, j `.. p) 

;, _____ ý 

ý, ýýJ-4 J4; J 
3 výl j5ý, 9 4-, i 1 4ýyje 

J-rl9 a1d1 

Visiting graves of scholars and Awliyä'is a common theme in the travellers' Rihlät. They 

express desire to start their journeys by visiting such graves in order to obtain the baraka 

resulting from entreating the Aw1iya'to achieve their goals on the journey. ' 

Al-Zabädi, for instance, visited the grave of the renowned Sufi scholar known as al- 

Badawi, 5 when he was staying in Egypt on his way to al-Hijäz, and he praised and 

'Al , Ayyäshi states that he could not manage to find any information about the Prophet Khälid b. Sinn 

except that he was a prophet from the Arabs, died in al-Hijäz, and in another narration that he was not 
buried in al-I; lijäz, but he was carried by a camel. It might 

be 
suggested that the camel reached this place. 

Al ̀ Ayyäshi confirms that the most correct view is what he was told by his Shaykh al-Sijistäni, that Ibn 
Sinn is one of the three messengers who were send by the Prophet Jesus to the inhabitants of the village 
referred to in the Qur än, (sürar,, Yäsin, verse 13), this opinion is supported by those who say that Biläd al- 
Z5b is made of the inhabitants of the village. See al ̀Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 414. In fact this was 
mentioned by al-Mas'üdi in Murt j al-Dhahab, vol. 1, p. 67 and vol. 2, p. 226. However, Ibn Kathir 

mentions in Tafsiral-Qur'an al-Karim (Beirut: Där al-Qalam, [n. d. ]), vol. 3, p. 482 that the messengers of 
Jesus were Sädiq, Saddüq and Shalüm, or in another narration Sham un, Yühannä and Büls, and they 
were send to Antäkya in Turkey. 
2A1-'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2. p. 415 
3Ibid., vol. 2. p. 415. 

4This matter is discussed in detail in the fifth chapter, see supra, pp. 203-6. 

'He is Ahmad al-Badawi was born in Fes in 596/1199-1200. He performed al-Hajj while he was a child, 

and then later he visited Iraq but returned to Tanta in Egypt where he lived and died in 675/1276. The 
Süfi order of the Ahmadiyya, which is named after him, is immensely popular in Egypt. For more details, 
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entreated him. This poem was read, as usual at al-Badawi's grave. Al-Zabädi exaggerates 

his praise and entreaty of al-Badawi to an unacceptable degree, urging people who are 

looking for assistance just to come to visit this scholar's grave, no matter how they come, 

across the sea or the desert, because they will undoubtedly be saved and all their desires 

will be achieved. AI-Zabädi says: 
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Then al-Zabädi praises al-Badawi by saying that the sun is jealous of his light and the 

moon is ashamed of the perfection of his dominion, urging people to entreat him: 

ü a,. 19 ̀, oLo, l. c919 

z 
'Al . ý;.,. 1-: u^g- 

Jl. 
_ý l, C a 

Then al-Zabädi enumerates the qualities of al-Badawi, again saying that he has achieved 

all moral virtues and moral constitutions: 

jU 

Ll_ý.... J 19 1, lý JIa. ( 9 
3 

. a..... h. t f -, L. ) 4I5, 

Al-Zabädi asserts that he was so overwhelmed by the occasion, that he cannot find 

sufficient praise to extol him, saying: 

see 1. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary of Islam, pp. 48-9. For more details about al-Ahmadiyya order, see 
supra, p. 209. 
1AI-Zabädi's Rilila, p. 160. 

2lbid., p. 160. 

3lbid., p. 161. 
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When Moroccan pilgrims, including al ̀Ayyäshi, entered Egypt, they were warned 

against going to Alexandria, where the plague was rife, al-`Ayyäshi turned immediately 

to compose a poem entreaty to the famous Süfi scholar al-Mursi, z as a mediator with 

Allah, not just to protect them from this disease but also to enable them to perform al- 

Hajj, visiting al-Qüds (Jerusalem) and returning safely to their homeland. Al-`Ayyäshi 

asserted that he surely would not be in fear, whether from humankind or jinn. Then he 

sent this poem to Alexandria to be read at al-Mursi's grave and then to be suspended on 

the right corner of the prayer niche of his mosque for its baraka. This was a tradition 

followed by the Moroccan travellers. Al ̀ Ayyäshi starts his poem saying: 

yi 

Js � vtýý1i s9ý r 

ý_J1' 
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___J 

4L J1a 1 
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Then, he ends his poem by entreating al-Mursi to fulfil his hopes: 

l1 )--<; j sl. {, yl ý `aiL"., ) 
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I Ibid., p. 161. 

2His full name is Abü al ̀Abbas Ahmad b. `Uniar al-Mursi. He belonged to an Andalusian family, but lie 

lived and died in Alexandria in 686/1287. See Al-Zirkli, al-A /äm, vol. 1, p. 179. Al-Mursi was the chief 
disciple of al-Shädhili to whom the Shädhibyya order is attributed and his successor, who was able not 

only to maintain its cohesion but also to expand its base among Egyptian population by founding a 

number of Shädhili Zarawäyä. See A. Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 212. 

3Al cAyyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 115. 

4As mentioned previously that Moroccan travellers were keen to travel to al-Qüds (Jerusalem) in order to 

pray at al-Agsä Mosque, see infra, p. 13. 
5 Al ̀ Ayyäshi's Ril7la, vol. 1, p. 116. 
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Although in another poem al ̀ Ayyäshi started by looking forward to Allah to clear away 

this plague, as follows: 

Jý9 
cý° ýsA'-`' .! 9 Le 

JK: Ji ,,, o j13-ý c,? ': t'- 

He then, turned back to entreat the Prophet and his companions and more scholars, in 

particular renowned Sufi scholars, whose names he listed in the poem as well as the 

Qutb of his time, Awtäd, Gawth (helper) and Abdäl: 

Jý--º 
cJ^99ý Sº (ý$'--'0 JJº J 

cry cs9 9-ßa11, ý, 9. L. 1ý 

Jº jj J ai JU_., ý! º9 ýý J<J oýýý1J ̀_ ji ºý wbäý 

3Jý1 -i ý, u 1,911 º. lý ý_. o vrl.: 
ll 'ý c1'°19 

When he came near to Cairo, the site of the grave of the Imam al-Shäfi'i4 and a large 

number of famous scholars and righteous men, al cAyyäshi composed another poem 
distinguished by unacceptable exaggeration, such as is found in his previous poem or al- 

Zabädi's poem mentioned above. He first entreats al-Imam al-Shäfi`i, whom he credits 

with unlimited influence in this country, so no hopes in him can be disappointed: 

1__; U" 

J4-1 vA9L-&J1 
1v1 u 

tJ'0 1ý9 ) 13-I 

ýýy1�11sýýj j"7ý1 

'Ibid., vol. 1, p. 113. 

'The qutb, (Axis) [pl. Agtäb] is commonly called today, the ghawth (help). The qutb is called as such 
because he is the centre on which the world pivots. Below the Qutb stand various classes and grades of 
sanctity including four Awtäd [sing. watad] on which the universe rests. Below them are seven or forty 
Abdäl [sing. BadaJJ who are called such, because they able to create a likeness, a` substitute ' for 
themselves and appear to be in more than one place at a time. See Valerie J. Hoffman, Sufism, Mystics 
and Saints in Modern Egypt (South Carolina: the University of South Carolina Press, 1995), pp. 93-5. 
3A1-'Ayyeshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 114. 

4Muhammad b. Idris al-Shäfi`i was born in 150/767. He was, "Outstanding Muslim jurist, widely 

recognized in Islam as ̀  the father of Islamic jurisprudence'. He later gave his name to the Shäfi`i School 

of jurisprudence founded by his disciples [students as one of the four main law schools of Sunni Islam, see 
supra, pp. 202 and 226]. " This school, "Became popular in Eastern Africa, Southeast Asia, Malaya, and 
parts of southern Arabia like Yemen. " I. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary of Islam, pp. 228-9. 
5Al 'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 118. 
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Obviously, it is extraordinary and not in accordance with Islamic teaching, that the 

travellers directed entreaties and supplications to humans such as the Prophet, his 

family, his companions, scholars and Awliyä; in order to achieve their desires instead of 

praying directly to the All Mighty creator. As can be noticed from the examples given 

above, a massive number of supplications and entreaties are directed to the dead, who 

cannot even benefit themselves, while very few poems include supplication and entreaty 

to Allah. ' 

3.2. Pure Praise Poems 

Beside the large number of poems in which praise is linked with entreaty, as described 

above, and numerous praises included in brotherly poems, which will be mentioned 

later, there are a few poems that are considered as pure praise poems, without entreaty. 

Praise poems were restricted to scholars and friends. Al `Ayyäshi, for instance, asserted 

that he committed himself not to praise rulers out of desire for their reward. ' He firmly 

applied this obligation in his Rihla. He did not praise any ruler except the ruler of 

Warrakalä, `Alähm, who had discussed academic topics with him and had given a]- 

cAyyäshi access to his library. When al-`Ayyäshi wanted to leave, the ruler ordered him 

to write down the discussion, which had occurred between them. So, al cAyyAshi wrote 

it down including two lines in the praise of the ruler, saying that the rulers are great 

many, non of them as [the ruler] `Alähm in his justice: 

ýaykc 
jt-Ay 

lý' 1: y0 
-"Al 

ö'ý 9 00 
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Al-Zabädi praised the Prophet's companions who fought in the battle of Badr, where 

they obtained a unique virtue the like of which has never been gained by anyone: 

ýýy i ýý A--, i týu ý- 
a 

)l: -4-ll )34LL09 J4 L 

This matter is discussed in detail in the next chapter, see supra, pp. 145-9. 
ZAl , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 353. 

3lbid., vol. 1, p. 48 
4Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 58 
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Al-Mi`i praised the scholar `Ali Baraka for his wide knowledge, particularly in some 

kind of knowledge such as grammar, interpretation of the Qur'än and jurisprudence: 

I 

s I, d_9 s I_ý'ý Iy 
f'_ - 4s 
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Al ̀ Ayyäshi in narrative style, praises one of his friends who had entertained and served 

him lavishly while they were living in Medina: 

'>; J 
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Al-Qädiri accompanied his Shaykh, the scholar Abü al ̀Abbüs, in his journey to perform 

al-Hajj in 1100/1688. So, he confined his praise poems included in his Rihla to his 

Shaykh Abü al-AAbbäs. This is due to the fact that he initially compiled his Rihla to 

record the accounts of his Shaykh's journey to perform a-Hajj. For instance, when al- 

QAdiri praises Abü al cAbbzs he enumerates some of his Shaykh's virtues which are 

often platitude in praise poems: 

3 I_, 6 X61 V 19 11 i. L 
. 

ILO 
L? 
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ad jy . 1ýý IC 
I L,. dl ). L-r) 

3 
ýL--99 J"4i ý ý'ý 

'Al-Warräkli, ` Asdä' min Hayät Tatwäni ', p. 154. 

2Al cAyyäshi's Rihia, vol. 2, P. 37. 

aý oi ý ýý ý3 U- ' 

3Ai-Qädiri's Rihla, p. 27 
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In another poem, al-Qädiri moved from describing the nature and caravans to praising 

Abü aI cAbbäs: 

LJ ý. Lß1,1 . -`. J 

' ýI. l.. _oyl, voLýiJl ýr1ý.. _11 lm 
. 
ýJ ýL+ý_Jº9 ý9ýLý1 v,. 
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3.3. al-Ikhwäniyät(Brotherly Poems) 

Al-Ikhwäniyät is a type of social poetry, and it is also knows as social relationship 

poetry. It represents poetic communication exchanged among a certain class of poets. 

The most significant feature of AI-Ikhwäniy, t is that it is subjective poetry, about the 

poet's personal concerns and does not cover general social concerns. The poets exchange 

poems on various themes, such as friendship, asking about religious or academic 

questions, asking for ijäza, (a certificate), or borrowing books, apology, complaint and 

congratulation. Some poets express a desire to compose in the same metre and rhyme as 

their friends. 

Since the Moroccan travellers were scholars, we find that meeting other scholars, 

whether renowned or not, and attending their lessons in the cites the travellers visited 

on their way to Mecca and Medina, was the second significant aim of the journey, after 

performing al-fJa., jj and visiting the Prophet's Mosque and his grave. The first thing al- 

`Ayyäshi did, for instance, when he entered any city, or village on his long journey was to 

ask about scholars and their lessons. When they arrived at renowned centres of learning, 

in particular at al-Azhar al-Sharif in Cairo, or al-Masjid al-Haräm in Mecca and al- 
Masjid al-Nabawi in Medina, they devoted time to attending lessons sometimes as 

students seeking for further knowledge and sometimes, as scholars effectively 

participating in teaching and academic discussions with other scholars. Indeed, 

recording scholars' biographies, ijäzätthey gained from them, news about meeting with 

scholars and the academic issues discussed in those lessons, were among the main 

I Ibid., p. 42. 
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reasons why the travellers wrote about their journeys, as they state in the introductions 

to their Rihlät. ' 

In addition, some travellers who settled in Medina and Mecca, or Egypt, forming strong 

friendships with scholars of these places, continued to exchange letters on their return 

home. The travellers also exchanged letters with their teachers or colleagues, not only 

during their stay in Mecca and Medina, but also when they send letters with pilgrim 

caravans returning to Morocco, when they met each other on the way. 

Thus, much of their writing is concerned with scholarly meetings and debates, or 

correspondence exchanged between them. The best example is al ̀ Ayyäshi, who 

performed al-Flajj three times, spent years in Medina and Mecca and stayed in several 

other cities including Tripoli, Cairo, Gaza and al-Qüds (Jerusalem). During this period 

he formed friendships with its scholars, in addition to his strong relationships with the 

scholars of his own country. Also, as a great scholar, he was followed by a great number 

of adherents, to the extent that he was twice expelled from his Z' wiya by the rulers of 

that time, because they feared the strength of his influence. ' Therefore, al ̀ Ayyäshi's 

Rihla is full of correspondence exchanged between himself and other scholars. His 

brotherly poems predominate over other poetic themes, even prophetic commendations, 

which were given a great attention by him and other travellers as mentioned above. 

Al-cAyyäshi referred to some correspondence exchanged with his teachers and 

colleagues in Fes while he was staying in Tripoli, including a long poem of two hundred 

lines containing various topics, such as praise of his scholars and colleagues, nostalgia 
for his last meetings with them and jokes, and even elegy. Al-`Ayyäshi starts his poem by 

praying and remembering the enjoyable days which he and his friends had spent 

together in Fes, especially in the evening and early morning: 

ör. «, o o ; lý t"""ä' ýJ''ý-' 
öý,. J l' a_p. 
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More details about these valuable parts of their Rihlätare given in the fifth chapter, pp. 217- 224. 
2As mentioned previously, see infra, p. 57-8. 
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Then he wonders if they still remember him when they go to visit the grave of one of 

the scholar, Abü Jida, every Wednesday night in al-Bulayda. He doubts this, however, 

especially when they are busy eating al-Qasabiyya meal, because they remember and 

feel nothing except enjoying every mouthful of that free meal, despite their accounts of 

the desirability of abstinence and criticism of satiety: 
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Immediately, however, he apologises, and assures them that he is only joking and knows 

they will appreciate it, otherwise he would not have done it, because lie highly respects 

them: 

Iüý.... 1ä11 ý )1j1 
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'Al-'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 69 
2Ibid., vol. 1, p. 69. 

3Ibid., vol. 1, p. 70. 
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Al `Ayyäshi exchanges praise poems with scholars of the cities he visited, or stayed in, 

during his journeys to perform a1- -fajj. He wrote from Morocco to his friend, the 

scholar cAbd al-Qädir al-Fäsi in Medina to complain of his distress of being so far away 

from him, saying: 
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The travellers did not confine themselves to attending scholars' lessons and discussing 

academic issues but even when they left they kept in touch with their scholarly 

colleagues, to explore various issues or, ask to borrow books. For instance, religious 

debates about the prohibition of alcohol and drugs occurred between Ibn Abi Mabli and 

some scholars from Morocco and Egypt and thus, they exchanged letters and poems. Ibn 

Abi Mahli sent a letter to Sälim al-Sadir in Egypt asking him about this issue, with a 

praise poem enclosed: 
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Ibn Abi Mahli sent a question to some scholars in Egypt such as Sulayni n al-Bäbili and 
Abd al-Qädir al-Fayümi but he received no answer, thus he composed a poem gently 

reproaching them: 

'Ibid., vol. 2, P. 52. 

2Ibn AM Mahli's Rihla, ed. al-Qaddüri, p. 177. 
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Al-`Ayyäshi sent a messenger with a letter containing a praise poem to his friend scholar, 

Muhammad al-Makki in Tripoli, asking to borrow Sharh al-Mawägif, but the messenger 

returned with nothing, so al ̀Ayyäshi wrote another poem including praise and friendly 

reproach. Al ̀ Ayyäshi says: 
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Al-`Ayyäshi: was not disappointed, because the book was sent to him with a nice reply in 

the form of a poem. 

Authors sometimes, immediately after finishing composing a compilation, send it to their 

closest colleagues, as an expression of deep friendship. The recipient then wrote a 

eulogy on the work. For example, when one corner of al-Ka`ba fell down in 1039/1630, 

Ibid., p. 154. 
2APAyyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, P. 387. 
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people were confused about how they should deal with this significant matter, for 

example, what they should do with the debris, how and by whom it should be rebuilt, 

and how the repairs should be financed, not to mention whether the rebuilding should 

be done immediately, or whether they should await the permission of the Ottoman 

Sultan in Istanbul. One of scholars of Mecca, Ibrahim al-Maymüni, therefore composed 

Tahni'atu al-Islam bi Binä' Bayt Allah al-Harem, discussing these issues, and he 

dedicated a copy to his friend, al ̀ Ayyashi, who wrote a commendation of it, saying: 
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The travellers sometimes exchanged gifts and poems, which show the strong 

relationship between them. Ibn al-Tayyib, for instance, stayed nearly one month in 

Tripoli on his way to al-Hiji-tz and formed strong friendships with its scholars, in 

particular with the Tunisian writer Ibn al-Asram, who was staying there at that time. 

They devoted their time to debates on various issues and exchanged praise poems. lbn 

al-Tayyib praises his friend in one of the poems exchanged between them: 

ýlisyl ýrtjl C. Ji9 äs. ß 10... 9 
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Ibn cAbd al-Saläm was given Arabian jasmine as a present by one friend while he was 

staying in Tripoli and rewarded him with a praise poem, though one which appears of 

weak structure and vocabulary, saying: 

t�, isl 

Ibid., vol. 1, p. 143. 

2 Ibn al-Tayyib's Rilila, p. 44. 
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Travellers in general and pilgrims in particular were asked by their colleagues to pray to 

Allah during their journey, in order that their desires should be fulfilled. This kind of 

poetry seems to be unique and not found except in a1-Rih/a. 

Al-Zabädi, for instance, says that from when he left Fes until he returned to it, he 

prayed to Allah to achieve his colleagues' desires, because pilgrim's prayers are 

especially acceptable to Allah. He included in his Rih1a some of those he remembered. 

He for example says: 
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The poets sometimes entertain themselves and show off their knowledge and poetic skill 

by exchanging riddle poems. Al-`Ayyäshi composed a poem replying to a poem sent from 

his friend the grammarian, Yahyä b. al-Bäshä al-Ahsä'i, which contains a grammatical 

riddle: 
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Al `Ayyäshi composed five poems of congratulations, four of which were dedicated to 

some Egyptian scholars such as Ibrähim al-Maymüni and `Umar Fakrün on the occasion 

of `Iid al-Fitr, while he was staying in Cairo. The fifth was to congratulate a scholar on 

the birth of a baby. Al ̀ Ayyäshi combined congratulations of the scholar known as Abü 

cUmrän Müsä al-Mäliki on the occasion of al-Eid with asking for permission to visit him: 

'Ibn 'Abd al-Sal5m's Rihla, p. 145. 

Zlbid., p. 338. 

sAl-`Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 54. 
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Most of the travellers were scholars who participated effectively in academic activities in 

the cities where they stayed during their journey to perform a1-Hajj. They were asked 

sometimes by those who attended their lessons to grant them an jäza. Al ̀ Ayyäshi has 

granted an ijäza to his colleague, al-Mullä Ibrahim al-Küräni in Medina, saying that he is 

the one who should be given an ij, za from his colleague: 
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3.4. Estrangement, Longing, Yearning and Complaint 

Human beings are attached to the land of their birth, where they grew up and lived 

among their family, relatives, and friends and this attachment increases with the years. 

People often enjoy remembering early days and places where they studied and played as 

they get older, even if they still live in these places and with the same members of the 

family, relatives and friends. This is a general human feeling towards one's home, 

particularly when one is forced to leave it. 

Although the Moroccan pilgrim travellers expressed their great desire to go to al-llijäz 

to perform al-Na., lj and visit the Prophet's mosque and his grave, particularly in prophetic 

commendations, some of which have previously been mentioned, when the first steps 

started and the long awaited hope became reality, they experienced feelings of 

separation, nostalgia and yearning for home. These feelings remained to some extent 

Ibid., vol. 1, p. 137. 

2Ibid., vol. 1, p. 332 
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even when they came to the holy places and were enjoying these ritual forms of 

worship. However, some of the travellers tried to comfort themselves by remembering 

the great duty for which they were leaving their loved ones. So, a number of yearning, 

complaint and separation poems are included in al-Rihla, from the first moments of the 

journey until they came within a few miles of their homeland, when they sent letters to 

inform their families, relatives and friends that they would be home shortly. 

When relatives and colleagues gathered to bid farewell to the pilgrims, the travellers 

recorded these difficult moments, expressing their sorrow at leaving them. Ibn r Abd al- 

Saläm, for instance, describes the moment of farewell, saying in his poem, which reflects 

his Sufi education through the use of Süii images such as intoxication and cups, ' that 

his relatives and colleagues passed around "separation cups", from which there is no 

"sobering up". Then he indicates that when they turned back, his tears followed them 

until they imagined that he had drowned, but he was burning from the blaze of the 

flames caused by the pain of separation: 
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Al-`Ayyäshi describes in a marvelous dialogue narrative, the pain of his separation from 

his wife, which appears in this slight conversation between them, in which he quotes 

words from a poem of the renowned poet, al-Hutay'a (d. after 41/661). ' He says that he 

can not forget the appearance of his wife as she attempted to dissuade him from leaving, 

until she gave up in despair, and he ends his lines by mentioning that there is no 

meeting between them except through the vision: 

j 

js y V". )9 oL...,; ý. S`-p cr---ý' y° k,,,,,. l, i119 

I These $üfi images and others are discussed in chapter four, pp. 139 and 153-4. 

2lbn cAbd al-Saläm's Rlhla, p. 24. 
3The quotation is underlined in the poem above. Al-Hutay'a's full name is al-Hutay'a b. M<5lik al-, Absi. He 

was born in the pre-Islamic era and died in 45/665. Al-Zirkli, al-A'l in, vol. 2, p. 118. 
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Some of the travellers tried to comfort themselves by remembering the great duty for 

which they were travelling, because they were leaving their families, friends and 

relatives to visit the Prophet's mosque and grave, the greatest and dearest person to 

whom they were passionately attached. AI-Zabädi, for example, orders himself to leave 

amusement and to look for seriousness to leave the inhabitants of Morocco and journey 

to Medina, home of the Prophet and Minä where pilgrims perform their rituals: 
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Al cAyyäshi says that at the moment of farewell, the sweetness of expectation is mixed 

with the bitterness of the present reality. He describes his intensive weeping in the final 

hours before his journey, as he reassures his son and daughter of his great love for them 

but explains that he is going to meet the one for whom he has greater love and it is for 

his sake that he leaves his dear children behind. Despite this, they will both suffer from 

being far way from each other. Al `Ayyäshi says: 
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Al °Ayyäshi also describes how, while watching the al ̀Agiq River of Medina flowing, it 

stimulated and moved his deep feelings and yearnings for his family, teacher and 

colleagues, as will be mentioned later, he rushed to comfort himself with the thought 

that he was replacing them by coming close to the Prophet: 

1 Al , Ayyäshi's Rlhla, vol. 1, p. 14. 
2A1-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 93. 

'AI , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 13. 
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Poets generally state the reasons and motives which aroused their yearning and longing 

for their loved ones. These include the smooth light breeze known as al-Sibä breeze 

coming from the north, the cool evenings, the sight of lightning from the direction of the 

lover's country i. e. From the west, or the bird songs. This poetic tradition was followed 

by the travellers who stated also these, or other reasons as motives and stimulus of their 

yearning for their families and homelands. 

Al-Zabädi says in a poem sent from al-Uijäz to his colleagues in Fes that every time he 

saw lightning flash from Najd, or smells the sirocco (east wind), he remembered then, 

then he expressed his deep longing and yearning to meet them again, especially his 

colleague Abü al cAbbäs: 
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While al-Yüsi was staying in Tunis on his return from Morocco, he heard these lines 

recited by his son: 

, ý-r-, ý. 4jtU-jý, ý+Le ýýl c-ý 
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This aroused his yearning and longing for his family and he composed three poems, in 

two of which he appealed to the west wind to blow, bringing him news of his family, 

I Ibid., vol. 2, p. 272. 

zAl-7abadi's Rihla, p. 347. 
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whether they are still in such good condition as he left them or not. AI-Yüsi says in one 

of them: 

1ý vý9 ý. L---'"ý'" 

ý 
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When al ̀ Agiq River flowed and the inhabitants of Medina, including al-`Ayyäshi, 

enjoyed camping on the banks of the river, he commented that his tears streamed like 

the river, because it reminded him of his previous enjoyable time among family, teachers 

and colleagues. However, he ends his poem with the assurance that he has replaced all 

that with closeness to the Prophet: 
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It seems that the rainy season was the time that most reminded al ̀ Ayyäshi of his 

country and its inhabitants. This is because as he came very near to his country, heavy 

rain fell, which made him remember it and made him wish for the same rain to fall on 

his country: 

tý__ r9 ý.: :' 1--e14 59--i `r"'ai ubl___a a. _. 
i ID 

3 ýý9 ý'' ý-I lr . a9 ý lr---'º.! ýJ, ý, ýyý9 1, ý,. ý. g 

'Ibid., p. 102. The other poem is given as an example of meC1phor in the next chapter, P. 159. 

2Al-cAyyäshi's Rip/a, vol. 2, p. 272. 

3lbid., vol. 2, p. 418. 
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Al cAyyäshi's yearning and longing for his country increased sharply when his long 

journey was about to finish, because he began to feel that those final days were much 

longer and a month felt like a year. In these lines, he imagines the twenty-nine months 

of his journey as a hundred years: 
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Also, when the pilgrims sent messengers to inform their families that they would be 

arriving shortly, al ̀Ayyäshi sent a letter including two lines in which he presents a 

unique picture of his yearning. He describes it as an embryo that was conceived in 

Mecca and which he carried for a long period until the time came for it to be born, then 

he started growing up until he became fully grown by the end of his journey which 

lasted for thirty months: 
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3.5. Description 

In general, all poetic themes depend on the poet's imagination and descriptive 

expressions. So, Ibn Rashiq believes that all poetry, with only a few exceptions, falls 

under the wasf (description) category. 3 However, what we mean here is pure 

description, such as description of natural scenes, pilgrims' caravan, the road stages and 

performing al-Hajj and al-iUmra rituals. Description appears to have been of great 

interest to the travellers in particular descriptions of the most significant stages of the 

road from Morocco to Medina and Mecca. The two Rihlätof al-Mur ibit and al-`Amiri, 

for instance, devoted hundreds of lines to this aim. Invaluable advice is given at every 

stage, about the cities or villages where pilgrims stay to take on supplies, wells that will 

supply sufficient water to see them through to the next stage, or rest stations to take a 

short break. Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, composed a separate poem on this theme, in his Rihla. 

Other travellers included description, in poems on other themes, commenting on the 

caravan, roads, cities and natural phenomena such as rain and wind. However, when 

they arrive in al-Hijäz they almost all happily describe al-Ka'ba and the holy places, 

Ibid., vol. 2, p. 418. 

ZIbid., vol. 2, p. 419. 

'Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawäni, al-`Umda ft Mahäsin ? I-Shi`r ; va Adäbihi, ed. Muhammad Qagaz5n (Beirut: 

Där al-Ma°rifa, 1988), vol. 2, p. 1059. 
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including `Arafät and Minä, performing the rituals of al-Kai,, or the visiting of the 

Prophet's Mosque. 

As previously mentioned, al-Muräbit compiled his Rihla in poetic form including 

invaluable advice from an expert guide, to make the pilgrim aware of the most 

significant points to be taken into consideration while passing in, or through these 

stages. Each stage is followed by particular advice. For instance, when the pilgrims 

arrive at Wädi Khälid, ' they should supply themselves with water and after visiting the 

Prophet Khälid's grave to entreat his aid against aggressive bedouin attacks, every 

precaution should be taken to fight them. In addition, pilgrims should avoid passing 

through al-Zäb where vile bedouins attack them. When they arrive at Biskra, they must 

obtain supplies to meet their needs until the next stage, then they should visit cUgba b. 

Näfic's gravel in Tawzar to entreat him: 
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Then he praises Barqa, describing it as a city in which all contradictions are gathered, 

the masterpieces of the seas with the pleasures of the desert, made it a most unusual 

city. After mentioning Tripoli he says: 

äýý ýýý ýý 
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'Wadi the Prophet Khalid, al-Zab and Biskra are in Algeria, for more details about the Prophet Khalid, see 
infra, p. 96. 
2, Ugba b. Nafil was one of the renowned military leaders in the Umayyad era, and was the ruler of Barqa 

and Tripoli in Libya in 94/669, then he founded al-Qayrawan in 50/670 and he was killed in 63/683. See 
al-Zabadi's Rihla, pp. 13-5. 
3Al-Murabit's Rihla, p. 117. 
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Water is a predominant motive almost amounting to an obsession in al-cAmiri's Rih1a. 

For almost every stage he mentions the lack of water, or describes the quality and 

amount of water they came across. He says: 
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Other travellers did not compose special poems to describe the stages of the road, but 

they described other sights. Al-Qädiri, for instance, started his poem by describing the 

pilgrims' caravan, which was well supplied with military equipment and brave horsemen, 

to protect the pilgrims from robbers: 
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Then he moved to describe natural scenes, such as animals, birds, and landscapes 

covered by beautiful desert flowers of many colours, and the sun, which is used as an 

access to praise the leader of the caravan, the scholar Abü al cAbbäs. In addition, he 

describes the pilgrims and riding camels carrying howdah: 

I Ibid., p. 118. 

2Al cAmiri's Rihla, p. 97. 

3Al-Qädiri's Rihla, p. 41. This poem is analysed and given more explanation according to the intensive 

imagery, see supra, pp. 165-6. 
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Al ̀ Ayyäshi, in an attractive picture, likens the pilgrims moving behind their fast camels 

to shooting stars through a desert dressed in a green gown: 
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A1-`Ayy5shi also, describes the travellers' suffering from thirst in al-Tayh, a land known 

for its fierce heat, where they were so thirsty that they slaughtered some of the camels 

in order to drink the water inside them. He described water, in this strong heat, as being 

the drink al-Muhl, referred to in the Qur'zn3: 
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Al-`Ayyäshi describes in a unique style, the heavy rain, which fell on them by means of 

riddle (Iughz). He was amazed because, although, with their urgent need for water, they 

stopped moving for a whole day, at the same time, they were unable to benefit from the 

rain because it fell on sandy land, which does not retain water: 
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I Ibid., p. 42. 

2Al-'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 52. 

3This image is discussed in detail in the next chapter, see supra, p. 187. 

4 A1 ̀Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 163. 
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When the pilgrim travellers arrived at al-Hijdz they happily described the performance 

of al-Hajj and Urara rituals. Al-`Ayyäshi describes moving around the holy places such 

as Mind, CArafdt and Muzdalifa during al-Ha. jj. 
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Then, al-`Ayyäshi goes on to describe pilgrims' going to Min5 in order to stay for two or 

three days to complete al-Ha., lj rituals: 
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Ibn cAbd al-Salärn excelled in drawing a wonderful picture of al-Hajj performance. He 

gives an excellent description of his walking around al-Ka`ba, using the image of a 

person encountering his lover: 
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'Ibid., vol. 1, p. 52. 

2Ibid., vol. 1, p. 203. 
3Ibid., vol. 1, p. 203. 
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Al cAyyäshi described al-Ka`ba in a unique picture. He described the lifting of its screen 
for the pilgrims during al-Haj season, the pilgrims walking around as like when a king 

stands to receive those who come to visit him and the slaves rush to raise the train of 
his gown and then, when he turns, they release it: 
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The travellers also described the rituals of visiting the Prophet's mosque and his grave in 

Medina. For instance, al ̀ Ayyäshi says, comparing the public unrest in Morocco and the 

peace in Medina: 
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'Ibn `Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, p. 220. 
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ZAl ̀Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 191. 
3[bid., vol. 1, p. 313. 
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3.6. Elegy 

The poetry of elegy is only found in the Rihlätof al 'Ayyäshi and al-Zabädi. Al-Zabädi 

composed elegies on two scholars who were among his closest friends. He began by 

expressing his deep sorrow at their loss, which has changed the enjoyable and happy life 

he had with them, to one of sorrow and sadness, then he asks that he should not be 

blamed for that because it is a difficult time: 
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Then, he enumerates some of the virtues for which they were known, such as generosity, 

knowledge, bravery and nobility of descent: 
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When al-`Ayyäshi completed a brotherly poem that he was intending to send to 

colleagues in Fes, he was informed that one of his closest friends, Muhammad b. Abü al- 

Shitä had died. He ended this poem by elegizing his friend, saying: 
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I Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 344. 
2Ibid., p. 345. 
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Then he mentions the circumstances of his death and lists his virtues, repeating his 

name in lament, and claiming that his academic activities, generosity, good manners and 

patience can not be compensated: 
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Al-°Ayyäshi also sent to his friend Hasan al-Bär and one of Medina's scholars, an elegy 
on his son's death because he was unable to meet and give him condolence in person, 
through illness. Al-`Ayyäshi comforts his friend and urges him to be patient, reminding 
him that he will be given a great reward as Allah's true promise for those who accept 
their fate: 
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3.7. Other Themes 

Other themes such as satire, admonition, eroticism, wisdom and advice come as a few 

lines within poems composed on other themes, or in very few poems of just a few lines. 

'AI ̀ Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 74. 
2lbid,, vol. 1, p. 75. 
3Ibid., vol. 2, p. 46. 
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Bedouins who attacked pilgrims' caravan, or who were used as a guide in the desert 

were the only target of satire in the poetry of al-Rihla. Al-Muräbit, For example, warns 

pilgrims and orders them to take precautions against attacks of bedouiiis looking for 

quarrels and fighting: 
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Ibn `Abd al-Saläm condemns the guides of a hired camel called Sälih aI-Farajäni, who 
betrayed them 

Then he says: 

and did not abide by their agreement. He prays to Allah to punish him: 
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Admonitions of a few lines appear only in al-cAyyäshi's Rihla. He was blamed by his 

colleagues for leaving Morocco 

unrest, which the country was 

retorted to this accusation and 

Prophet: 

and accused of doing so to escape from the evil public 

suffering from during that year. Thus, he intelligently 

said, comforting himself, that he was escaping to the 
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A]-Muräbit's Rihla, p. 120. 
2 Ibn 'Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, p. 296. 

3Ibid., p. 296. 

4 AI 'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 8. 
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Also, al-'Ayyashi was blamed by other colleagues for intending to leave them in danger 

at time when they were in urgent need of each other, particularly in these same evil 

circumstances. He refuted this accusation as well and assured them that he would 

benefit them by praying for them in the Holy places: 
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The travellers never rhapsodized about women. The few lines which were included 

within other themes were purely symbolic. Poems composed to praise, or entreat 

someone, are often likened to a beautiful girl, whose attractions are enumerated. This 

was done in imitation of previous poets who followed this method. Ibn Abi Mahl!, for 

example, describes his poem which he sent to two Siff! scholars, as being like a beautiful 

girl: 
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AI ̀ Amiri's RiiJa, which was compiled entirely in poetic form as a guide for pilgrims, was 
full of invaluable advice on how pilgrims should behave, in order to be respected and 
dearly loved by their companions. He provides the pilgrim with some significant advice. 

For instance, he recommends that they should be extremely patient, generous, modest, 

not lazy and frequently glorify Allah and invoke blessing and peace upon his Prophet. 

One who does this will be respected and loved by all the pilgrims who accompany him 

on the journey: 

Ibid., vol. 1, p. 9. 
2Ibn Abi Mahli's Rihla, p. 8. 
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In this chapter we have analysed the poetry of the travellers according to its thematic 

features. As a consequence al-RihJätwere compiled in order to record the incidents and 

news of the journey that were made primarily to perform al-Haff and visit the Prophet's 

mosque and his grave. Secondly, al-Rihlät were compiled to meet renowned scholars 

and attend their lessons, in addition to this most of the travellers were originally Sufi 

scholars. We have found that the amount of poetry composed on one theme varied, 

connected to these aims because of the nature of the journey. Themes such as prophetic 

commendation, consisting of supplication and entreaty to the Prophet, praise and 

entreaty to the kin of the Prophet's house, his companions, scholars and Süfi awliy, 'and 

brotherly communication, predominate over other themes. These include supplication 

and entreaty to Allah, description, yearning and complaint, which appear in fewer 

poems. Satire came in a few lines within verses of other themes. 

Although the impact of Sufism was felt in all aspects of academic life because education 

was based on Sufism and most scholars and poets were originally Sufis, the travellers 

did not compose separate poems on Süfi themes in their Rihlit. However, the influence 

of Sufism is apparent in their poems, in the use of Sufi expressions and in the reflection 

of Sufi beliefs, particularly in prophetic commendation. Thus, if this poetic theme 

occupied a key position in the life of the travellers, as Süfi scholars, as mentioned above, 

'Al ̀ Amiri's Rihla, p. 93. Ibn al-Tayyib also makea use of wisdom and proverbs to explain the meaning, see 
his poem given as an example of symbolic imagery on pp. 163-4. 
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it is to be expected that the travellers' Rihlät would be filled with prophetic 

commendations. 

These Rihlät were like diaries which recorded important religious duties including 

performing al-Hajj and visiting the Prophet's mosque and his grave. So, prophetic 

commendation is one of the three dominant themes in the poems. Prophetic 

commendation poems, in al-Rihla, were not isolated examples composed for a special 

occasion, such as the Prophet's birthday celebrations, rather, the travellers turned to this 

theme on various occasions. For example, when they saw a pilgrims' caravan leave for 

al-Hijäz, and for some reason they were not able to accompany them, they wrote of their 

wish to do so. Alternatively, and when they were able to do so, they celebrated this great 

opportunity by composing prophetic commendations from the beginning of the journey 

until they came near or saw, or entered, or left the holy places. 

Visiting graves of scholars and Awliyä'is a common theme in the travellers' Rihlät. They 

express their desire to start their journeys by visiting such graves in order to obtain the 

blessing resulting from entreating the Awliyä'as to achieve their goals on the journey. 

Besides the large number of poems in which praise is linked with entreaty, and 

numerous praises included in brotherly poems, there are a few poems that are 

considered as pure praise poems, without entreaty. 

The poets exchange poems on various themes, such as friendship, asking about religious, 

or academic questions, asking for #, ýza, or borrowing books, apology, complaint and 

congratulation. Some poets express a desire to compose in the same metre and rhyme as 

their friends. 

Although the Moroccan pilgrim travellers expressed their great desire to go to al-llijäz 

to perform al-Ha. jj and visit the Prophet's mosque and his grave, particularly in prophetic 

commendations, when they took their first steps and their long awaited hopes became a 

reality, they experienced feelings of separation, nostalgia and yearning for home. These 

feelings remained to some extent even when they came to the holy places and were 

enjoying these ritual forms of worship. However, some of the travellers tried to comfort 

themselves by remembering the great duty for which they were leaving their loved ones. 

So, a number of yearning, complaint and separation poems are included in al-Rihla, from 

the first moments of the journey until they came within a few miles of their homeland. 
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Other themes such as satire, admonition, eroticism, wisdom and advice come as a few 

lines within poems composed on other themes, or in very few poems of just a few lines. 

Bedouins who attacked pilgrims' caravan, or who were used as guides in the desert were 
the only target of satire in the poetry of al-Rihla. Admonitions of a few lines appear only 
in al-Ayyäshi's Rihla, when he was blamed by his colleagues for leaving Morocco and 

accused of doing so to escape from the evil public unrest, which the country was 
suffering from during that year. 

The travellers never rhapsodized about women. The few lines, which were included 

within other themes were purely symbolic. Poems composed to praise, or entreat 

someone, are often likened to a beautiful girl, whose attractions are enumerated. 

Al-Amiri's Rihla, which was compiled entirely in poetic form as a guide for pilgrims, was 
full of invaluable advice on how pilgrims should behave, in order to be respected and 
dearly loved by their companions. He provides the pilgrim with some significant advice. 

The next chapter discusses the poetry according to its artistic features including the 
following: the structure of the poem, its content, i. e. meanings and ideas, imagery, the 

style and emotion and experience. 
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Chapter Four 
The Poetry: Artistic Study 

Like the previous chapter, this chapter deals with the poetry of Moroccan travellers 

(pilgrims) in the period studied in this research. Unlike the previous chapter it discusses 

the poetry according to its artistic features. It is divided into five sections, the first of 

which studies the structure of the poem. The second section discusses the content of 

this poetry i. e. its' meanings and ideas. The third section analyses the use of imagery. 

The fourth section investigates the language of the poetry, including wording and 

idioms. The last section analyses the experience and emotion depicted in the poetry. 

Section One: the Structure of the Poem 

A point worth stressing at the beginning of this section is that in studying the structure 

of the poem, or any other literary issue, it is sometimes necessary to isolate separate 

elements, even if they, or some of them at least, are in fact integrated and difficult to 

separate. For instance, topics such as the opening of the poem, its movement from one 

theme to another and the ending of the poem, can be discussed under the heading of 

`organic unity' because both of them demonstrate the ability of the poet to link the 

various elements, or themes of his poem, in order to create an integrated unity. 

However, the significance of these issues and the need for some organising principle for 

the chapter make it necessary that they must be discussed as separate items. Therefore, 

this section consists of eight items; the first is the framework of al-Rihla. The second 

discusses the length of the poem and the unity of theme, with regard to the relationship 

between the length of the poem and the theme, or various themes it displays. The third 

investigates the unity of the poem. The fourth considers the opening verse or skill of 

opening. The fifth deals with the introduction of poems. The sixth analyses movement 
from one theme to another, in particular from the introduction to the main theme, 

known as the excellence of conversion. The seventh explains how the poets end their 

poems. 

1. The Framework of al-Rihla 

As indicated previously, al-Rihlätin the studied period consists of two types. The great 

majority of them were compiled in prose form, because prose has a better ability to 

contain all the extensive details of various topics that the traveler might desire to record 
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in his Rihla, which cannot be done through poetry. For that reason, we find that only 

two Rihlät, composed by al ̀ Amiri and al-Muräbit, were in poetic form. There is also al- 

Zabädi's long poem entitled Ithäfal-Miskin al-Näsik bi bayän al-Marähil wa al-Manäsik, 

which can also be considered as a small Rihla, because it concentrates on describing the 

stages of al-Ha., lj roads, as well as other features. ' 

2. The Length of the Poem and the Unity of the Theme 

The term qasida is used to describe a poem of no less than seven lines, which is 

considered the minimum according to the majority of critics, whereas a shorter poem is 

named magti7a. ' The traveler poets composed poetry of both types. The number of lines 

in magtü'a ranged from 2 to 5, while in the case of the gasida, it was between 10 and 30, 

which means that the qasida included poems of medium and short lengths. The longest 

poems, which extended beyond a hundred lines, were the Rihla of al cAmiri and that of 

al-Muräbit and certain poems of al-`Ayyäshi and al-Zabädi. The length of al-cAmiri's 

Rihla not only surpassed the hundred-line threshold but also reached three hundred 

and thirty-five lines, whereas al-Muräbit's Rihla consisted of one hundred and thirty-six 

lines. Al-Zabädi's poem included one hundred and thirty lines. ' Among the poems in 

popular themes such as brotherly, longing or elegy, the only case of a poem of more 

than a hundred lines is that of al ̀Ayyäshi, which consisted of one hundred and eighty- 

five. ' A very small number of poems contained between forty and sixty lines, for 

instance, al-Zabädi's two poems of fifty-eights and forty-six' lines and al-cAyyäshi's poem 

of fifty-one lines. ' 

Obviously, poems of extreme length should contain a variety of main and sub-partial 

themes and some early and contemporary critics have argued that there is a strong 

connection between the theme of a poem and its length. A panegyric poem, for instance, 

This poem was included in his Rilila, Bulügh al-Maräm, pp. 147-53. 
2For more details, see Ibn Rashiq, al-Umda, 
(Beirut, [n. pub. ], 1979), p. 213. 
3Al-Zabädi's Rihla, pp. 147-53. 

vol. 1, p. 530; Jabbür 'Abd al-Mr, al- Muyam al-Adabi, 

'AI-'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 69-76. 

5A1-Zab5di's Rihla, p. 349. 

Llbid., p. 180. 

7 Al ̀ Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 51. 
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should consist of a large number of lines, as a sign of the poet's care for the praised 

person and proof of his effort to distinguish his great deeds and so, give lasting fame to 

him. ' Applying this principle to the poetry of travelers, it is found, consistent with the 

first hypothesis, that a variety of themes are contained within longer poems such as the 

Rihla of al-`Amiri, that of al-Muräbit and that of al-Zabädi, which were generally 

devoted to describing stages of a]-Hajj road and the performance of al-Uajj and al-Ziyära 

rituals. Al `Amiri's Rihla of three hundred and thirty-five lines, for example, started by 

presenting invaluable advice which should be followed by pilgrims before leaving home, 

and the important things he might need during this hard and long journey, as well as 

how the pilgrim should behave in order to be respected by his companions. After that, 

al ̀ Amiri describes the stages of road, then the best course of action to be followed by 

pilgrims when arriving at Medina, the site of the Prophet's mosque and grave. The final 

parts of his Rihla single out the holy places in Palestine, the site of al-Masjid al-Agsä 

and the graves of various Prophets', including those of Ibrahim al-Khalil and Jesus, 

explaining what pilgrims should do while visiting these holy places. Al cAyyäshi's 

brotherly poem of one hundred and eighty-five lines also contains more than one theme. 

It encompasses nostalgia for his last meeting with his colleagues, jokes and panegyric of 

his scholars and colleagues, then ends on an elegy. ' In contrast, poems of medium 

length, i. e. forty to sixty lines concentrate on a single theme. Examples include al- 

Zabädi's entreaty to the Prophet 's daughter Fätima of forty-six lines4, another brotherly 

poem of fifty-eight lines5 and al ̀ Ayyäshi's brotherly poem of fifty-one lines. The shorter 

poems, mugata`ät, are restricted to one theme only.? 

In terms of the connection between the length and theme we conclude that except for 

the Rihlät of al cAmiri, al-Muräbit and a1-Zabiidi, which all contain prophetic 

commendation, entreaty, yearning and longing, and brotherly themes, which go along 

with the aims of their journeys to perform al-h'alj, visit the Prophet's mosque and grave, 

meet scholars and attend their lessons. This does not mean that these themes are 

I AI-Harrima, al-Qasida al-Andahisiyya, vol. 2, p. 58 

2 A1 ̀Ämiri's Rihla, pp. 89-104. 

3Al , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 69-76. 

4A1-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 180. 

Ibid., p. 349. 

GAl ̀Ayyishi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 51. 

7See al-`Ayy5shi's two lines given previously as an example on pp. 80 and 122. 
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restricted to the qasida only, they can also be found in magrlJca. On the other hand, 

elegy, separation moments and admonition, are themes that are only found in magtu'a. 

3. The Organic Unity 

Organic unity means that the poem should be an integrated, vivid complete composition 

in which the elements of feeling, ideas and imagery form a unity. Whereas unity of 

theme might imply that no more than one theme is to be covered in one poem. Organic 

unity is based on three elements according to Muhammad Näyil who explain that, 

saying that the first is the unity of ideas which means harmony and connection between 

the constituents of the poem, in terms of ideas and imagery, whether the poem consists 

of one theme or many themes. The second is the unity of feeling, which means that the 

feeling must not weaken, or slacken after strength, and the third is artistic unity, which 

means that the poem must be consistent regarding its style and artistic composition; it 

must not be strong in one part and weak in another. ' Thus, early critics emphasised the 

links between the various themes of the pre-Islamic, Jähili, poems. Ibn Qutayba (d. 

336/947), for example, notices that he heard, as in R. A. Nicholson's translation, 

From a man of learning that the composer of Odes began by mentioning 
the deserted dwelling-places and the relics and traces of habitation. Then 
he wept and complained and addressed the desolate encampment, and 
begged his companion to make a halt, in order that he might have [an] 
occasion to speak of those who had once lived there and afterwards 
departed... Then to this he linked the erotic prelude (nasib), and bewailed 
the violence of his love and the anguish of separation from his mistress and 
the extremity of his passion and desire, so as to win the hearts of hearers 
and divert their eyes towards him and invite their ears to listen to him, 

since the song of love touches men's souls and takes hold of their hearts. ' 

Perhaps the best example of organic unity is to be found in al ̀ Amiri's Rihla. Although it 

contains many ideas and themes, these are well presented, and are displayed in a logical 

sequence and the connection between them is so well woven, to the point that the given 

order cannot accept any alterations. It is a complete and thorough description of 

everything that should be done by the pilgrim, step by step, starting from being 

financially and physically able to perform al-Haýj, until he returns home, which seems 

like a complete narrative sequence. Also, there is a psychological unity in the poem, as 

'Muhammad Näyl, Itýähät r-va Arýý'ýal-Nagd al Hadith, (Cairo: Där al-Risila, 1974) p. 56. 

2R. A. Nicholson, A Literary History of The Arabs (Richmond: Curzon Press, repr. 1993), p. 77. See the 
Arabic text in Ibn Qutayba, al-Shi`r wa al-Shu are; (Cairo: Där al-Ma`ärif, 1966), vol. 1, p. 21. 
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well as artistic unity, whereby all parts of the poem are build with the same level 

eloquence. Al cAmiri starts with the urge to perform al-llaj, j as a main Islamic pillar, 

which must be done once in a lifetime by those who are financially and physically 

capable of it. He advises the pilgrim to clear his debts, if any, and provide support for his 

family during his absence, but at the same time place his trust in Allah, because ones 

father and brothers might became tired of this responsibility: 
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Then he moves on to the next stage, indicating many significant things which should be 

prepared by the pilgrim for the hard and long journey, including purchasing faster 

horses and the strongest camels and appropriate clothing for various seasons, 

particularly warm ones to protect himself from the winter, especially in al-Hijäz which is 

considered the coldest region in Arabia. He also gives advice as to appropriate cooking 

utensils and bedding: 
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Al ̀ Amiri describes the behaviour, which the pilgrim should adopt in order to be 

respected and dearly loved by his companions, then he starts describing the stages of the 

road and performance of al-Haj and a1-Ziyära rituals. ' 

'Al `Ämiri's Rrhla, p. 89. 
ZIbid., p. 89. 

'Ibid., p. 90. 

For more details and examples see infra, pp. 116 and 123-4. 
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The last part of his Rihla is about Palestine, where Moroccan pilgrims desired to visit 

the site of Jerusalem and the graves of various prophets including Jesus and Yünus and 

the Prophet Muhammad's companions, urging pilgrims not to neglect visiting such 

places: 
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Then he ends his Rihla by asking the reader to pray for him, states that his Rihla 

included seven lines of other poets, and in the last line, invokes Allah's blessing and 

peace upon the Prophet, a traditional conclusion, as will be mentioned later. 2 He ends 

saying: 
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4. The Opening Verses 

Poets and critics pay tremendous attention to the opening verse. The poet makes much 

effort to excel in eloquence whilst opening his gasida, in order to impress the public, to 

stimulate him to give his attention to the remainder of the poem. ' It gives them the first 

impression and therefore, it must be attractive and enjoyable. Early Arab critics 

established some important requirements such as, that the opening should contain 

simple and eloquent, not obscure or ordinary words, and that the rhythm plays a major 

role in adding attractiveness. ' Furthermore, the opening should be relevant to the 

poems' general theme, which should be identified by it. ' 

'Al 
-I. Kmiri's Rihla, p. 103. 

ZSee supra, pp. 142-3. 

3A1 'Ämiri's Rihla, p. 104. 

'Häzim al-Qartäjanni, Minhäj al-Bulagh5' wa Sirýýj al-Udabä', ed. Muhammad al-Habib al-Khüja, 2"' edn 

(Beirut: Där al-Gharb al-Islämi, 1981), pp. 310-9. 
5lbid., p. 309; Abü Hilitl al -lAskari, al-SinJ`atayn, p. 435. 

6Ahmad b. al-Athir, al-Mathal al-Sä'ir jT Adab al-Kätib wa al-Shä`ir, ed. Abmad al-Hüfi and Badawi 

Tabena, 2"d edn (Riyadh: Der al-Rife'i, 1984), vol. 3, p. 119; Ibn Rashiq, al-'Umda, vol. 1, pp. 387-91. 
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AI ̀ Ayyäshi starts one of his poems with the remembrance of one of his closest and 

dearest friends, expressing his longing to meet him again, saying, "Is there no end to this 

separation? When will the meeting moment comes? " 

I 
ýlsýI`. ujlJ�°9ý tual'`'uj'ý, ""ý 

In this opening, the rhythm originates from the repetition of the word .:. U , ji ý U- , 

called balanced repeat, repeating the letters £_i J j; - <,., yJº ýý1ýº ýyi < and balance 

between syllables of words, which is called al-tagshn, (dividing). He also, embellishes it 

and makes its meaning clearer and stronger by the use of contrast between the first 

hemistich and the second. In addition, this opening is suitable to the poem's theme and 

is related to it. 

Also, a poet sometimes chooses a certain word in order to embellish his opening verse, 

for example, to achieve this aim he depends on jinäs (paronomasia), whereby words of 

similar letters are repeated, which creates a rhythm, especially if this word contains one 

of the sibilant letters such as . #. 2 The early renowned critic al-Qartäjanni referred to 

another significant point, observing that some poets support the opening by taking care 

of the next line in order to complete the meaning.? Al-Zabädi, for example, started one 

of his poems by repeating Jý Q s91 and JJ sä'il twice in order to show his great sorrow 

and deep feeling at not accompanying the pilgrim caravan leaving for al-Hijäz. In the 

following line asserts the reason for his sorrow, repeating the word vo)i twice and using 

two words containing the letter e. He laments, "They left without anyone of them 

asking about me, while my tears were falling. They went to the land of al-Hijäz, to a 

land where those who ask have a place (to ask). " 

'Al-°Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, P. 51. [The emphasis is mine] 

ZRepetition and, jinäs, are studied in more detail in the style, see supra, pp. 173-7 and 181-4. 

3Häzim al-Qarräjanni, Minhäj al-Bulaghä; pp. 307-8. 
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Al-eAyyäshi, also, repeats sibilant letters such as in order to develop an 

attractive rhythm saying: 
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Some poets beautify their opening poems by including some types of Badi` 

(ornamentation), such as al-tibäq (antithesis) or a1-muq bala (opposition).; They also 

choose words suitable for the theme. For instance, strong and imposing words are 

considered suitable for panegyric and boasting, soft and calm words are used for love 

and elegy. 

Al-`Ayyäshi praised one of his scholars starting with: 

4 

There is tibäg between t+`9ýyo and , then between J.. oi and }-ý, in addition to the 

use of strong and imposing words, as the reader might observe. 

Al-Zabädf sent a poem from Fes to his friend while performing al-Hajj, expressing his 

deep longing and sorrow at being far away from him, saying that his heart is absent in 

the East [al-l, lijlz], whereas, his body is in Fes: 

J L,. iIG x,.. 19 äu 

ýAI-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 320. 
2Al , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 232. See the translation of these lines on p. 140. 
3A1-ribäq 

and al-muq Bala both refer to the juxtaposition of opposites, but al-tibag combines just two 
words of contradictory meaning. While, mugaba/a brings together more than two words. See Badawi 
Tabäna, A4ujam al Balagha al 'rabiyya 3"' edn (Jadda: Där al Maisära, 1988), p. 526; Ahmad Abü 
l; lägga, al-Balagha wa al-Tahlil al-Adabi, pp. 185-6. 
4Al-`Ayy ishi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 387. 
5Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 347. 
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In this line, al-Zabädi employed two rhetorical devices to beautify the opening of the 

poem. The first is the rnugäbala, between his absent heart in the East (al-Hijäz) and his 

body found in Fes (in the West of the Arab world) which asserts the meaning. ' The 

second is the balanced division between the sentences of the first hemistich and the 

second, which, as previously mentioned, creates a wonderful rhythm. 

5. Poem Introduction 

There is often a relationship between the introduction and the main theme of the poem. 

Elegiac poetry, for example, should not be started by any kind of introduction because 

the painful occasion requires elegizing the dead directly. On the other hand, it is 

customary in panegyric poems that include prophetic commendations, to start with a 

romantic prelude or symbolic love introduction examples being the two famous poems 

Kacb b. Zuhayr's al-Burda and al-Busiri's a]-Burda, ' which have been frequently imitated 

by poets. However, most travelers did not start their prophetic commendations in 

accordance with this traditional introduction, the exception being Ibn al-Tayyib, as will 

be mentioned later. They might not start their poems with a romantic prelude, 

respecting and glorifying the Prophet, but they sometimes started prophetic 

commendations with a hýäziyya introduction, or by describing their happiness at 

arriving to al-Hijäz or complaining about their condition. In a few cases, they start their 

poems with other introductions, such as a praise of Allah and blessing and peace upon 

the Prophet, a romantic introduction or they liken the poem to a beautiful girl, as will be 

mentioned later. In contrast, the travelers started most of their poems by stating the 

main theme directly. 

5.1. Direct Introduction 

As mentioned above most of the travelers' poems start with direct introductions, stating 

the main theme of the poem. Al-Zabädi starts his elegy directly, stating his deep sorrow 

resulting from the loss of two of his closest fiends, saying that the happy and enjoyable 

life he had with them changed to one of sorrow and sadness: 

wt., aJý ä3ý ý ý... yý ý9 ý.. ýäJ 

ýýý ýýý ýý ýý . r4 

I AI-ribäq and al-mugäbala are studied in more detail in the ornamentation style, see supra, p. 184-6. 
2For details about the poets Kalb and al-ßüsiri and their two famous poems, see infra, p. 79. 
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Al-cAyyäshi expresses directly his great joy at being very close to Medina, the site of the 

Prophet 's mosque and grave saying, "0, my companion, you attained your wish to be 

close to the Prophet's grave. ": 
2 

r4 'Yý9 I C,. li ý. r l. c l, 

Al-Zabädi, also, starts with the same meaning saying, "0, my heart, these are the 

beloved's dwellings, 0, my eyes, this is what you wished to see. As Medina's sights 

appeared to me and my heart seas like flying dove. ": 

5.2. Introduction of Praise and Blessing 

A few poems start with praise and gratitude to Allah, and peace and blessing be upon 

his Prophet Muhammad, his family, his companions, and those who rightly follow them. 

Four poems of al-`Ayyäshi, two poems of al-Zabädi and one of Ibn cAbd al-Salim begin 

with this introduction. Al `Ayyäshi uses this introduction to begin poems containing 

supplication and entreaty to Allah and the Prophet, prophetic commendation and a 

brotherly poem, in which he answered an academic question from one of his friends. ' 

Ibn cAbd al-Saläm opens only one of his poems in this way. It is on a brotherly theme 

including an answer to an academic question from one of his friends. ' Al-Zabldi's 

poems are on brotherly themes, including sub themes such as praise, longing and 

dedication of the poem to one of his friends. ' 

Al-`Ayyäshi, for instance, composed a poem supplicating and entreating Allah and the 

Prophet for protection from the plague, asking that it be cleared away from Egypt. lie 

opens this poem by saying, "Praise and gratitude be to Allah, and peace and blessing be 

'Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 344. 

2Al 
-, Ayyäshi's Rih/a, vol. 1, p. 233. 

3A1-Zabedi's Rihla, p. 98. 

'A] `AyyAshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 9,25,113,117. 

5Ibn °Abd al-SalSm's Rihla, p. 267. 

GAl-Zabädi's Rihla, pp. 349 and 359. 
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on his Prophet Muhammad, his family, his companions, and those who rightly follow 

them": 

' le.? 

al-Zabädi, as mentioned previously, begins a brotherly poem by saying, "praise be to 

Allah and peace be on the Prophet. ": 

ýý- 
1--609 
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5.3. Romantic Introduction 

None of the travelers' poems use this type of introduction, as far I am aware, except al- 

Muräbit in his Rihla. Al-Muräbit opens his poetic RihJa, composed of various themes, by 

asking the camel herd to tighten the howdah and take care because it carried his heart 

and left him distracted. Then, he asks how could he enjoy life while he is in this state, 

and asks the camel herd to handle his heart with kindness and take his suffering into 

consideration. Then al-Muräbit says that the next day the love [passion] star will be 

seen, and again complains about his difficult situation in being far away from his. lover. 

He talks to his heart, admonishing it for not considering his great sorrow for him, then 

once again, al-Muräbit asks the camel herd to be gentle with his heart and choose the 

easiest and most comfortable roads: 

c:. ý. L-4 c-La- UJ 
ýL_., a1+ 4rý'"La"' ý 
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IAl ̀ Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 117. 

ZAl-7ab5di's Rihla, p. 359. 
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In fact, this introduction is associated with the general objective of the Rihla which was 

composed to describe the journey to perform al-Hajj and visit the Prophet's mosque and 

grave. Thus, this introduction reveals the poet's considerable sorrow at being far away 
from the Prophet and his great longing to visit him, performing a1-Hajj and Ziyara 

rituals and enjoy staying in the holy places in al-I-fijäz. 

5.4. Ilýäziyya Introduction 

It is obvious that some of the prophetic commendations open with the names of places 

in al-Hijäz where the Prophet and his companions lived and moved around. These 

places represent the remaining witnesses to that particular period of prophetic mission, 

which is considered the most significant in Islamic history. So, the poets opened some 

prophetic commendations by mentioning these places, the objects of their longing, as 

symbols of the Prophet himself. Al-Zabädi, for example, opens a poem of prophetic 

commendation by mentioning a number of Hijäzi places such as Najd, Rahma, Kütha, 

Um al-Qurä, Sil`, Qubä and Tayba. He also mentioned some desert plants such as al- 
Arär, al-Rand, al-Athl, al-Sarw and al-Ghada, and places such as al-Liwä and al- 
Ragmatayn, which are usually referred to in poems about ruins. These tremendous 

feelings towards places in al-Hijäz appear clearly in the repetition of the word `saläm; 

(greeting) to these places in the beginning of each line, from the opening till the 16`f' 

line: 

. u-ýiº9 iýºº . Qº; ý.. s ý, Jký 
ýýýº' Ot:. U jU-ý IjLJý 

.. ý-'ý! i ýi ýºrýlº cý-ý ýr-1ý 
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'AI-Mur-abit's Rihla, p. 116. 
ZAl-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 142. 
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Until he says: 
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5.5. Symbolic Love Introduction 

As mentioned previously, non of the travelers start their poems with this type of 

introduction except for Ibn al-Tayyib, who starts one of his prophetic commendations by 

indicating that a flash of lightning, which emerged from Qub5,2 stimulated his memories 

of the enjoyable days he had previously spent with his beloved Sucäd, in that nice 

meadow with its beautiful plants, flowers and river: 

I l9 1i), 
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6. Moving from the Introduction to the Main Theme (or from one 

Theme to Another) 

Early Arab critics favoured a smooth and interesting transition from the introduction to 

the main theme or from one theme to another. The reader or listener must feel that 

there is a wonderful connection and harmonisation between them. The skill of the poet 

in moving from one part to another demonstrates his ability to control his text. An 

abrupt breaking of a theme, or sudden change should not be observed in a poetic text. 

Various methods were used to connect the introduction to the next or the main theme. 

For instance, there were moral links, which asserted the relationship between them and 

structural links, such as the use of simile, particles, assertion, or narrative style. Al- 

Qädiri moved from describing the sights of creation to praise for his shaykh, Abü al- 

Ibid., p. 142. 

2 Qubä is the site of the historic mosque built near Medina, in era of the Prophet. 

Ibn aI-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 111. 
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`Abbäs, by likening the light of the bright sun to his praised face, [Abü al cAbbäs's face], 

which seems an easy and accepted transfer. He continues his praise saying, "That son of 

cAbd Allah, the source of aid in our time, the reviver of hearts and the quencher for the 

seeker. " 

ýlJi ý ý; n; ýl ýlayl ar9 ýiS sl, -: c. jý äýblý --ý, 

ýý JIý ' >>ýýJý ý. g.;, e9 y¢_läJl ý L;; Lo j äul. y 

Ibn al-Tayyib, in one of his Prophetic commendations, moved from a symbolic love 

introduction to the praise of the Prophet, by using the interrogative particle Pi as a 

connector, saying, "When will I enjoy the most pleasant of times in tayba (Medina) and 

return to the sweetest of its perfumes? When will I sing in its spaciousness, a praise for 

the Messenger sent from (the tribe of) Mudar? ": 

1 LM, --6. C- ýj_ JA9 tj& , --: i J. ýi 
2 
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Some introductions were abbreviated in order to move to the main theme quickly. This 

is considered one of the skills of transition according to some critics such as al- 

Qartäjanni and Ibn al-Mungidh. " Al-`Ayyäshi indicated the main theme in the second 

line, comparing the camels' case before and on arriving at Medina, the site of the 

Prophet's mosque and grave, and using assertion Z), ', saying, "My close friends, my riding 

mount speeds on her journey, whereas previously she ignored both her rider and guide. 

It has become clear to her, with a knowledge that is certain, that she has become near to 

the grave of the Messenger. So she didn't become concerned for the heat that befell her, 

like the concern she showed yesterday, when she was touched by fatigue. So don't be 

surprised by the fact she knows how close she is without having any previous experience 

of it. The excellence of Allah's Messenger is clear on the creation, as testified by the 

mute and the hard stone. "': 

Al-Qädiri's Rihla, p. 42. 

Zlbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 111. 
3A1-Qartäjanni, Minhäj al-Bulaghä; p. 320. 

4Usäma b. al-Munqidh, al-Badi` HNagd al-Shi`r, ed. Ahmad Badawi and Hämid'Abd al-Hamid, (Cairo: 

Maktabat al-Halabi, 1960), p. 288. 
5This translation and subsequent translations of the poems are mine. 
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On the other hand, al cAyyäshi moved from praise to elegy in a weak style which came 

very near to common prose style: 
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Al-Zabädi's poem also, includes a good symbolic love story, as previously mentioned, 3 

however he fails to connect it to the praise for the Prophet's family. Although there is a 

link in the great love and genuine passion expressed in both parts, the weak style of the 

transition gives a feeling of being cutting off, which might be the result of the lack of 

any structural link. In addition, there is a sudden change in the use of pronoun shifting 

from the third person, to the first person, which might show that there are two separate 

and different positions. Thus he says, "She promises him, so he hopes and doesn't know, 

if the promise is a lie. He remains awake through the night, as perhaps she will come, 

visiting when the covers are drawn. Her visit is only a promise and her coming is only 

displeasure. So he remains submerged in worry and yearning, as his tears flow. " Then 

he suddenly moves to describe his love to the Prophet's family saying, "With something 

to meet him with my love for them, as indeed, their anger is ruin. My yearning will 

never dwindle and my desire will never decline. ": 

&I Al L--4j 
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'Al "Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 232. 

2Ibid., vol. 1, p. 74. 
3See the previous chapter, pp. 90-2. 
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7. The Ending of the Poem 

The ending is an expression that leaves the reader or the hearer with the sense that the 

text is complete. The significance of the conclusion comes from the fact that it is the last 

impression that remains in the mind of the receiver. The travelers ended their poems in 

various ways. Most of them ended, "Blessing and peace be upon the Prophet and his 

family, companions and followers. " A small number ended by calling peace upon the 

praised person, or with an invocation for hirn, or them. Very few poems end with other 

conclusions such as entreaty, invocation of Allah to sprinkle the dead person's grave 

with rain, dating the occasion of the poem, or dedicating the poem to the person it 

praised. 

Travelers, in particular al-Zabädi and Al-`Ayyäshi, end most of their poems with, 

`Blessing and peace be upon the Prophet', and sometimes add prayer and entreaty to his 

glory and high rank. The best examples are endings linking blessing and peace with an 

assertion of the main theme. Al-Ayyäshi, for instance, ended one of his prophetic 

commendations by praying for the Prophet's glory, calling blessing and peace upon him 

and asserting his longing for Najd, which is considered a significant symbol of the 

Prophet who lived there: 

. täº' , lä I 
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Al-Zabadi also, asserts his great passionate love for the Prophet by ending his poem 

saying, `Allah's blessing and peace be upon him, his family and followers as much as the 
birds' song, the breeze of Saba and remembrance of a beloved': 
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Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 181 

2A1-`Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 233. 

3AI-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 153. 
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Some poets end their poems by invoking peace upon their family or the praised person 

or persons. Ai-cAyyäshi ends his poem of farewell to his wife with `peace be upon her', 

asserting in a wonderful expression that there is no meeting between them, except 

through the vision: 

ýiSý11 L'° clS. 
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It is customary that some poems are ended by a prayer for the praised person. Al- 

Ayyäshi drew attention to the conclusion line, with his prayer for the praised person by 

repeating the letter `, ' which generates an attractive rhythm: 

Lo, 1. ý51 lA ý. 1ý lsi. {ýjo lib ý l., i 1ý.. _lr :ý l_r ý l_. o lýý äu 

2 
l,. r-A }°�tJ, 

It is also customary that an elegy ends with a prayer for the dead, because it is 

acceptable and expected in these particular circumstances, since the dead is considered 
in urgent need for prayers. Al-°Ayyäshi prays for one of his closest friends Muhammad 

for forgiveness and that he might be in paradise and promises that he will keep praying 
for him, in particular during the rituals of a/- -Iajj, a1-cUmra and al-Ziyära. He ends with 

glorification of Allah: 

ääýl ýr. l-Aýe11 sLo. _ýnJ1 ýO ýISa ýI 
cý"'9ý. J°JI ý J19ý9 
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Al-Zabädi prays that the grave may be sprinkled, in a traditional style found, "In the 

poetry of earlier generations. " Then he prays that peace be upon him, as much as the 

lover is passionately in love with his beloved, and the pigeon coos: 

'Al 'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 14. 

2Ibid., vol. 1, p. 76. 

3Ibid., vol. 1, p. 76. 
4 Alan Jones, EailyArabic Poetry; volume one: Maräthi and SulGk Poems (Oxford: Ithaca Press Reading, 

1992), p. 115. For example, Mutanunim b. Nüayra (d. 30/651) elegizes his brother Mälik saying: 

l-ß. .W pI JI ylm5 ,:. uU J' L+., i,; 'i "'I "sä-' 
"May God [Allah] bring rain to land where M51ik's grave lies- heavy rain coming in abundance from the 

morning clouds, and may He make it verdant. " See Ibid., p. 115. 
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Some travelers end their poems by dedicating it to the praised person. Al-Qädiri, for 

example dedicated his poem to the scholar Abü al-`Abbäs, describing it as a virgin girl 

that has been conducted to him: 
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Al-Zabädi ended two brotherly poems by dating them, saying, "Your companion, `Abd al- 
Majid, wrote on Tuesday night, the Third of Rajab, in the year eleven forty one. ": 

ý.. ýý ý. JU ä1J . t9 .. 41 . ýY y:,., o 

Abü Madyan ended one of his poems by repeating the first hernistich as the second 
hemistich of the last line. In addition to, 'Blessing and peace of Allah be upon the 
Prophet', he said in the opening, "To you Abü al-`Abbäs I turn to, crossing the desert, 

after performing my Hag. ": 
4 

ý siýi w ý' 9 ýý ,e 
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Then he ended the poem saying, "And send blessings oh Lord of the Throne, as long as 

your dominion lasts, upon the Chosen One [the Prophet], my treasure and hope. And 

upon his family and Companions as long as the poet turns to you Abii al-`Abbäs. ": 

J Jsl C1. ý Le v,, yjI o'gI J-'p9 
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Al-l; ludayki ended his poem by quoting a whole famous line containing invaluable 

wisdom, which had become proverbial, saying, "And strive for majesty and embrace the 

majesty of those who have died and who were patient. And don't think that majesty is a 
date for you to eat, as you won't reach the pinnacle of majesty until you taste aloevera. ": 

I A1-Zab5di's Rihla, p. 345. 

2Al-Q5diri's Rihla, p. 15. 
3A]-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 348. See another type of dating in the Badi'style, pp. 186-7. 

4Abü Madyan's Rihla, p. 214. 
slbid., p. 214. 
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One of the indications of the poet's care for the conclusion is the concentration on the 

main theme, so the conclusion arises naturally out of the previous meaning. Ibn Näsir 

ended his prophetic commendation by asserting his tremendous passionate love for the 

Prophet, saying "Let me die longing for the Prophet and write on my grave that I love 

him": 

Z °t.. __ 

Section Two 

Content (Meanings and ideas) 

The ideas included in the travelers' poetry clearly reflect the religious education the 

travelers had received in Sufi Zawäyä, such as the entreaty and al- -Jagiga a1- 

Muhammadiyya (Muhammadan Reality), which will be investigated in the light of 

orthodox Sunni belief. The distinguishing features by which the meaning of their poetry 

is characterised, such as clearness and easiness are also analysed in this section. 

1. Entreaty (Tawassul) 

The travelers paid great attention to this theme. It was a key feature not only in the 

travelers' poetry but also in Moroccan poetry in general. Al-Dilä'iyyin, ' for example, put 

the Prophet on the same level as Allah and asked the Prophet for forgiveness just as 

they invoked Allah. This exaggeration is not strange, when we find out that the 

Moroccans' love of the Prophet was even equal to the love of Allah. ' Entreaty, whether 

to the prophet Muhammad, other prophets, or to Awliyä; predominates over other 
ideas, themes, or issues. The travelers composed a huge number of poems entreating 

such persons while visiting their graves. The travelers call upon the deceased Awliyä' 

IAl-l-ludayki's Rihla, p. 3. See this line in Amal Shalaq, Mujam Hikmaral-Arab (Beirut: D5r al-Kutub al- 

`Ilmiyya, 1991), p. 362. 'j--J' means taste the bitter juice obtained from various species of aloe. 
2lbn Näsir's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 102. 

3A1-Dil i'iyin is applied to poets who belonged to al-Zäwiya a1-DO yya, which was considered the most 

renowned Süfi ZSwrjya in Morocco in that time. For more details, see infra, pp. 48 and 76-9. 
4Al-Saggät, al-Shi'ral-DihH, p. 126. 
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and pious occupants of graves for assistance, requesting them to fulfil needs, such as 

removing distress, curing illness and granting them a safe return to their homes. It was 

common practice among them to visit graves, compose poems of entreaty and suspend 

these over the graves, seeking the baraka of the dead person. Even when they composed 

poems, which should have been pure supplication and entreaty to Allah, they ended 

with entreaty to the Prophet's right or rank. The travelers used to entreat through 

imploring the Prophet or other Awliyä, to whom they sometimes supplicate, or entreat 

directly, without mentioning Allah. Ibn al-Tayyib, for example, composed a poem while 

visiting the grave of al-Badawi, ' exaggerating his praise of him, saying that he is unique 

in demeanor throughout the whole world, with no equal, dead or alive, named as the 

Qutb2 of all Agtäb: 

JL__: r 91 51.4°l jls, ' i9 J1 ý 91 . t--., lr vo ýj LI r 
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Also, the travelers could refer to those Awliyä'by terms such as qutband ghawth. Al- 

Hashtüki, for instance, composed a whole poem containing an explicit entreaty to the 

famous Sufi scholar Ibn Zarrüg4, saying, "0 Qutb of his age. Are not you, the one who 

said if you were in distress, just call me and I would come immediately to help. Abü al- 

'Abbäs is in distress, 0, our imam help him. ": 

L<J s. ý ýyUY iý. ) ti) C J9i 4XIC, ý 
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'For some details about his biography, see infra, p. 96 and the Ahmadiyya order on p. 209. 

For details about Qutb [pl. agtäb] and other words such as ghawth, watad and badal, see infra, p. 99. 

3Ibn al-Tayyib 's Rihia, p. 119. 

For some details about his biography, see infra, pp. 43-4. 

sA1-Hashtüki's Rihla, p. 68. 
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Al `Ayyäshi in a poem given previously entreated renowned Sufi scholars, as well as the 

Qutb of his time, the Awtäd, the Ghawth and the Abdäl in order to clear away the 

plague. ' 

In fact, this is considered a significant dogmatic issue, and this kind of supplication, 

tawassul is indeed prohibited and forbidden according to Islamic Sunni teaching. As al- 

Albaanee [sic] clearly asserts that, "Contrary to the greatest foundation of Islam, which 

is that all worship is to be for Allah, the most high, alone, and that he is to be singled 

out with all the types and branches of worship. "2 He confirms that every matter must be 

referred back to the book of Allah, the Qur'än, and the Sunna of his Messenger. He 

continues, saying that this indeed, is, "What our Messenger Muhammad command us to 

do in his saying: I have left amongst you two things; you will not go astray as long as 

you cling to them: the book of Allah and the Sunnah [sic] of his messenger". ' 

Al-Albaanee went further saying: 

After careful research, of what is reported in the Noble Book and the pure 
Sunnah, [sic] there are three types of Tawa. ssul which Allah, the Most High, 
has prescribed and encouraged. Some of them are reported in the Qur'an [sic] 

and were used by the messenger . a..., ý and he encouraged their use. 
Amongst them is not to be found any Tawassul by means of any person, nor 
their status, nor their rights, nor their station. So this shows that this is not 
prescribed and does not enter into the general `wasilah'which is mentioned in 

the Qur'an. ' 

Al-Albaanee indicated that the three prescribed types of tawassul are, "Tawassul 

(seeking a means of nearness) to Allah, the most high, by means of his perfect and most 

beautiful names or his exalted attributes. " The second Tawassul is to Allah by, "Means 

of righteous deeds which the person supplicating has done, such as the Muslim's saying: 

0 Allah by my Lean [belief] in you, and my love for you, and my following of your 

'See infra, p. 99. See also many examples clarifying this issue in chapter three, pp. 90-100. 

2Muhammad Nasiruddin Al-Albaanee, Tawassul: Seeking a Means ofNearness to Allah: Its Types and its 

Rulings, trans. Aboo Talhab Daawood [sic] b. Runald Burbank, 
, 
(Birmingham: al-Hidaayah Publishing & 

Distribution Ltd., 1996), p. 13 
3Ibid., pp. 6-7. 

4 Ibid., pp. 23-4. Al-Albaanee indicated to some verses such as the saying of Allah in süratal-Kahf, verse, 
110, "So, whoever hopes for the meeting with his Lord, let him work righteousness and associate none as 
a partner in the worship of his Lord. " See also si ratGhäfir, verse 60 and süraral-Bagara, verse 189. 
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Messenger, forgive me', "' The third type, as Al-Albaanee says, is seeking a means of 

nearness to Allah, by the supplication of a [alive] righteous man. He gives the example 

of a Muslim who falls into great difficulty and he wishes to use a strong help in drawing 

nearer to Allah. So he goes to a man whom he believes to be righteous and to be one 

who fears Allah, or a person possessing excellence and knowledge of the Book and the 

Sunna and he asks him to supplicate to his Lord for him that he (i. e. Allah) should 

relieve his distress and remove what had befallen him. ' 

Al-Albaanee supported his view on this significant matter by pointing out mentioning 

that he was not alone in criticising these innovated forms of tawassul, rather great 
imams and scholars of the past had preceded him in this criticism, confirming that: 

At least one of the scholars of thought which people follow, and that is the 
madhhab of Abu Hanifah, [sic] rahimahullah [sic]. There occurs in al-Durral- 
Mukhtar (2/630), and it is one of the most famous of the books of the Hanafis, 
"From Abu Hanifah [sic]: it is not fitting at all that anyone should supplicate 
to Allah except by him, and using such supplications as have been permitted 
and ordered. ' 

Al-Albaanee confirms that those who seek to permit innovated forms of to wassul use 

many hadiths as evidence which after careful consideration fall into two categories; the 

first are authentic from the Prophet, but not show what they claim, nor support their 

view, such as the hadith of the blind man4 which revolves around tawassul bjyhis ducäJ 

(prayer) which falls into the third prescribed type mentioned above, and no connection 

I Ibid., p. 27. 
2lbid., pp. 43-7. 
3Ibid., p. 45. Al-Albaanee also quoted other scholars' views in support of his view such as that of shaykh 

al-Islam Ahmad b. Taymiyya, who is considered one of the greatest and most renowned scholars in 
Islamic history so far, who strongly denied that any kind of tawassul, by means of the Prophet after his 
death, had been allowed by any of the known four Imams. See Ibid., pp. 77-8. 
4, Uthm5n b. Hanif related that, "A blind man came to the Prophet and said, ' Supplicate to Allah that He 

should cure nle. ' So he said, if you wish I will supplicate for you and if you wish I will delay that, for that 
is better. ' So he said, ' Supplicate to Him. ' So the Prophet order him to make wudü twice and prayer two 
rakät and to make this dua, '0 Allah I ask you and turn to you by means of your Prophet Muhammad, 
the Prophet of your mercy, 0 Muhammad I have turned by means of you (i. e. your dua) to my Lord in 
this need of mind, so that it may be fulfilled for me, 0 Allah accept him as a supplicant on my behalf, and 
accept Muhammad supplication for him (to be accepted for me). ' He said, 'So the man did it and he was 
cured. " [This translation is taken from Al-Albaanee. Tawassul: Seeking a Means of Nearness to Allah, p. 
68. ] This Hadith is reported by Ibn Mäja, Sunni Ihn Maja, vol. 1, p. 441, no. 1385. 
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to tawassul by his status. The second are not authentic' from the Prophet, ' and therefore 

do not merit consideration. 

In addition al-Shaykh al-Madkhalee [sic] asserts that Calling upon others besides Allah, 

calling and supplication to the dead is, "A very dangerous manifestation of Sufismi3 

referring that it is, "Major shirk which is warned against in many verses of the Noble 

Qur'aan [sic]s4, Allah said, for instance, "And invoke not besides Allah any such that 

neither profit you nor hurt you, but if (in case) you did so, you shall certainly be one of 

the Zälimün (polytheists and wrongdoers). ' 

2. Al-Hagiga al-Muhammadiyya, (the Muhammadan Reality) 

Al-Hagiqa al-Muhammadiyya as a concept and Sufi doctrine was first known as al-Nür 

al-Muhammadi (the Muhammadan Light). The first explicit mention of al-Hagiqa al- 

Muhammadiyya, according to Julian Johansen, is as traditionally understood to have 

been in the work of cAbd al-Karim al-Jili (d. 832/1428) in his reference al-Insän al- 

Kämil who speaks of the Muhammadan form (a1-y ra al-Muhammadiyya) which he 

glosses as, "The light from which God created the Garden and the Fire and the 

prolongation (mumtadd) from which were created torture and blessed repose, "" which, 

for instance, means that it, "Is not fully constituted and active before the appearance in 

this world of the person named Muhammed [the Prophet 
-L . 

xi ], but is also 

Such the Hadith from AbG Said al-Khudari, quoted as the saying of the Prophet, " Whoever goes out 

from his house for the prayer and says: '0 Allah, I ask you by the right of those who ask of you... ' then 
Allah turn His face to him. " This Hadith's chain of narration is weak since it is narrated through 'Atiyya 

al-'Awfi who is weak as declared by al-Nawawi in Al-Adhkir. For more details, see Al-Albaanee. 
Tawassul: Seeking a Means of Nearness to Allah, pp. 94-8. 
2Al-Albaanee. Tawassul: Seeking a Means of Nearness to Allah, pp. 93-4. 
3Muhammad b. Rabee' b. Haadee al-Madkhalee, the Reality of Sufism; in the Light of the Quraan and 

Sunnah [sic], trans. Aboo Talhah Daawood b. Ronald Burbank (Birmingham: al-Hidaayah Publishing 

and Distribution, 1995), p. 36. 
4 Ibid., p. 36. 

. M. Khan and M. Al-Hilali, The interpretation of the meaning of Me Noble Qur' n, süratYQnus, verse. 

106, p. 313. Also Allah said, "Surely, the religion (i. e. the worship and the obedience) is for Allah only. 
And those who take Awliyä'(protectors, helpers, lords, gods) beside Him (say): "We worship them only 
that they may bring us near to Allah. " Verily, Allah will judge between them concerning that wherein 
they differ. Truly, Allah guides not him who is a liar, and a disbeliever. " Ibid., süratal-Zumar, verse. 3, p. 
655. 
`Julian Johansen, SUfIs717 and Islamic Reform in Egypt; The battle for Islamic Tradition, (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1966), pp. 130-1. 
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situated prior to history. "' Süfi scholars stated in their works that the Prophet existed 

before the creation, that all creations including the earth and the sky were created for 

him, that he is the original created reservoir from which the lights of the creation shine 
forth, that souls were created from his soul and that he is the source of all kinds of 

knowledge. In addition to this they assert that he is the perfect man. lbn Arabi, for 

example sees that the first being to be endowed with existence was al-Hagiga al- 

Muhamrnadiyya out of which all things were created. ' Al-Halläj (died 309/922) says 

that the tabernacle mishkät mentioned in the Qur'an (s-drat al-Nür, verse 35) is 

Muhammad and the torch misbäh in the tabernacle is al-Nür al-Muhammadi. ' 

Some travelers, in particular, al ̀Ayyäshi, al-Zabädi and Ibn al-Tayyib, believed in the so- 

called al-Hagiga al-Muhammadiyya. The travellers adopted these ideas from the great 
Süfi scholars such as cAbd al-Sa]äm b. Mashish, 4 the Moroccan Shaykh of Abi al-Hasaii 

a1-Sh5dhili, the founder of the famous Süfi order known as a1-Shadhlliyya, 5 to which 

most of the travelers belonged. 

Al cAyyäshi says that the Prophet is the basis of creation and source of generosity, 

which prevails in all aspects of life during all ages. In addition to that, he is Allah's light 

from which all people obtained light: 

6a 4__j ý j. 

Ibn al-Tayyib says that he left his family and country to maintain a close relationship 

with the Prophet, who is the basis of creation: 

1Michel Chodkiewicz, Seal of the Saints: Propherhood and Sainthood in the Doctrine of Ihn Arabi trans. 
Liadain Sherrard, (Cambridge: Golden Palm Series, The Islamic Texts Society, 1993), p. 60. 
2Muhiy al-Din b. `Arabi, al-Futlihätal-Makkiyya, ed. `Uthmän Yahy5, rev. lbrähim Madkür 2"" edn, (Cairo: 
al-Hay'a al-Misriyya li al-Kitäb, 1985), vol. 2, p. 227. 
3M. Chodkiewicz, Seal of the Saints, p. 66. 
4He was regarded by V. Cornell in Realm of the Saint as, "Among whose were of special importance for 
the subsequent history of Sufism in Morocco and in Africa as a whole. They are often seen as the principle 
masters of the founder of the Shädhiliyya orders. " See A. Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 246. He gained a 
reputation as a notable Sufi teacher in the sixth/twelfth century, in particular when his chief disciple al- 
Sh5dhili spread widely his instructions. He was killed in 625/1240 by Ibn Abi al-Taw5jin and buried in 
Ghamar where it became one of the most sacred shrines, that the Sufis visit to seek Baraka. Harakät, al- 
Siyäsa wa al-Mujtama; p. 326. 
SFor details about this order, see infra, p. 62. 
6Al-'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 234. 
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The lights of the cosmos shone from the Prophet's light, because he is the source of 

light: 

2 ; l, a. g S�l11 I. t1a oJ9' '-r 

Ibn al-Tayyib asserted these ideas in other poems saying that if the Prophet had not 

been created, the crescent would never have appeared and the cosmos would not have 

been created, and it was all created for his sake only: 

I1$6 .jiJ4 ,L 4A 
slyä,.. J19 Jýp I 

ý! '' ßr9 ä, bl9 sL "I a5l'; 
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A1-Zabädi believes, not only that the Prophet is the basis of the cosmos, but also that he 

is the one from whom secrets were brought forth, and he is the source of all knowledge 

and talents that scholars have gained: 

I. t1a ýºýyi oý ý+ s; ýli ý. ýa aýl_r j u) äL-4: ý- 
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Some Sunni scholars, intellectuals and Orientalists assert that the idea of al- -fagiga al- 

Muhammadiyya is taken from other religious texts prior to Islam, under various forms. 

For instance, Zaki Mubärak in al-Tasawwufal-Islämi fi al Adab wa al Akhlaq believes 

that this idea was taken from Christian origins, where the Prophet Jesus is the son of 

God, which means as Mubärak supposes, that he is the link between God and His 

creation. Thus, the Prophet Muhammad is the first creature who without whom the 

creation would not be brought into existence, as indeed the Christians say, drawing on 

Greek philosophy. ' 

'Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 25. 
2 Ibid., p. 104. 

3Ibid., p. 111. See also p. 119. 

°Al-Zabäd i's Rihla, p. 153. 

Zaki Mubärak, al-Tasawwuf'al-Isldmi Fal-Adab wa al Akhläq (Cairo: D5r al-Ma`drif, 1966), vol. 1, p. 210. 
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M. Chodkiewicz believes that, "Goldziher was the first of the Orientalists to look for 

traces of neo-Platonic and gnostic influence in the texts relating to the Nrrr 

Muhammadi. There is evidence that analogies exist with Manichean beliefs as well as 

with the Hindu concept of avatära. "' Nicholson also sees that the same expressions are 

applied to the Prophet Muhammad which are used by St. John, St. Paul, and later 

mystical theologians concerning Christ. ' 

Muslims undoubtedly see the Prophet as the greatest example of human dignity, 

courage and wisdom. He was the one who was chosen by Allah to be the last Prophet 

and messenger to receive the divine revelation from the Angel Gabriel, and bore the 

significant duty of calling people to worship Allah alone. Indeed, neither Sunni Scholars 

nor ordinary people believe in the concept of al-Flaglga al-Muhammadiyya; they believe 

that the Prophet is Allah's Messenger and slave and that this is the most honorable and 

most exalted character in which he was described by Allah in many verses of the 

Qur'än. 3 

The Prophet himself warned Muslims against exaggerating in his praise, saying: " Do 

not exaggerate in praising me as the Christians exaggerated in their praise of Ibn 

Maryam [Jesus]. For indeed I am a slave, so say, `The slave of Allah and his 

messenger. "' 

This doctrine was and still is a matter of continuous debate between Sufi and Sunni 

scholars and writers. The latter have proved that al-Hagiga a1-Muhammadiyya is an 

innovation and aberration (bid a7) by discussing the main sources on which the Sufis 

have depended to demonstrate the authenticity of their ideas. ' 

See, M. Chodkiewicz, Seal of the Saints, p. 64. 

2R. A. Nicholson, The Mystic of/. slam, p. 82. 

3Such as, " Glorified be He (Allah) who took His slave (Muhammad) for a journey by night from aJ- 
Masjid-aJ-Haräm (at Mecca) to the farthest mosque (in Jerusalem)... " The Interpretation of the Meaning 
of the Noble Qur'än, by M. Khan and M. Al-Hilali, s&at al-Isrä', verse. 1, p. 401, "And if you (Arab pagans, 
Jews, and Christians) are in doubt concerning that which we have sent down (i. e. the Qur'5n) to our slave 
(Muhammad), then produce a Surah [sic] (chapter) of the like thereof and call your witnesses 
(supporters and helpers) besides Allah, if you are truthful. " süraral-Bagara, verse. 23, Ibid., p. 38. 
4 Reported by al-Bukhäri, Sahib al-Bukhjri, vol. 4, p. 435, no. 654. 

.5 For more details see al-Tustari's Ta£sir, ̀Abd al-Karim al-Jili's al-Insän al-Kämil and al-Halläj's al-Tawäsin, 

in addition to Ibn `Arabi's al-Futühet al-Makiyya. For a detailed discussion on these ideas according to the 
Sunni belief see Ibn Taymiyya's Majmü at al-RasiW, Zak! Mubärk's al-Tasawuufal-Islämi fi al-Adab wa al- 
Akhläq-, Muhammad Fahr Shaqaft's al-Tasawwufbayna al-Hagq wa al-Khalq`Abd al-Rahman al-Wakil's 
Hädhihi Hiyä al-Süfiyya. 
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3. Other Sufi Ideas 

Love is considered one of the Safi doctrines and the center of Safi literature. ' So, we 

find that the travelers' poetry is full of expressions of love, such as ardent, passionate, 

longing, fondness. They speak of the Prophet, his family, and his Companions as if they 

were speaking of their beloved. 

Ibn Näsir ended one of his prophetic commendations by asserting his tremendous love 

for the Prophet, saying he cannot be delighted or enjoy anything after losing his 

beloved, so he says, "Let me die longing for him, and write on my grave that I loved 

him. ": 

z o19m1 c3ý c5id ýp 

Also, al-Muräbit says, praising the first Caliph Abü Bakr a]-$iddiq as if he spoke to his 

beloved, saying, "The hearts became attached to your beauty, your majesty, your 

completeness and your customary generosity. ": 

3 
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Even readers with little knowledge of Sufi poetry can realize that Süfi poets express 

their love and longing to Allah, for instance, in words that are very similar to that used 

by poets of love. ' They were known for their use of the word ` intoxication ', ` cups ' and 

` wine ' as symbols of love and passion. ' It seems that wine came in the travellers poetry 

as a poetic image in customary use since the early Sllfi poets, such as Ibn al-Färid6 who, 

expressed this idea in the first line of the famous poem known as aJ-Khamriyya, saying: 

'Al-Harräma, al-Qa, sida al-Andalusiyya, vol. 1, p. 460. 

2 lbn Nisir's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 102. 

3A1-Muräbit's Ribla,, p. 14. Also see al-Zabädi s poem in praise of Nafisa, the daughter of al-Hasan b. `Ali 

b. Abi T, 5lib, which seems to be a love poem in the Sufi symbolic style, rather than a praise poem, see 
infra, pp. 91-2 and 141-2. 
4Mubärak, al-Tacawwuf, p. 100. 

s°Abd al-Dä'im, al-Adab Al-Süf% p. 118. 
6His full name is Abü al-Q sim Sharaf al-Din `Umar b. `Ali b. al-Färid. He was a famous mystical poet who 

as it is said to have written most of his poetry in Medina, the site of the Prophet's mosque and grave. He 

was born in 576/1181 and died in Cairo in 632/1235. J. S. Meisami, 'Ibn al-F5rid', in Encyclopedia of 
Arabic Literature, vol. 1, p. 324. 
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"We quaffed upon the remembrance of beloved a wine where - with we were drunk, 

before ever the vine was created. "' He also expressed this in the first verse of another 

poem saying: 

"Pass round the remembrance of her I desire, though it be to reproach me_ for the tales 

of the beloved are my wine. "' Arberry commented on the latter verse as, "Simple yet 

eloquent hymn to the spirit of [the Prophet] Muhammad, personified as a female 

beloved. " Referring to that the imagery of first verse of a1-Kharnriyya, "Is extended here 

to make it clear that the Wine of which the poet speaks is the mention of Beloved. "' 

References to wine, or intoxication came in not more than three poems. The first of 

them, Ibn cAbd a1-Sal5m's poem, it is not stated frankly that the poet drank wine but it is 

used as a symbol of the meaning he wants to express. ' The second was of that of al- 

Zabädi. 5 The third case was that of Ibn al-Tayyib, who began a prophetic commendation 

with a symbolic love introduction, remembering the enjoyable days he spent with his 

beloved, when they drank wine: 

1119vlJr'ýIýlia9Lrß 
f9ý1ý--"ýv, o. lpl/. i 

6 

4. Islamic Obligation 

Through other ideas the travellers (as scholars or at least pious men who had received a 

high Islamic education), maintained the true Islamic sprit, and the meanings within 

their poems were characterised by their education So, their poems did not contain 

'A. J. Arberry (trans), the Mystical of Poems of Ibn al-Färid (Dublin: Emery Walker Ltd., 1956), p. 81. 

zIbid., p. 90. 

3Ibid., p. 92. Al-Bürini commented on the first line of al-Khanuiyya saying, that it is built on the 

terminology of Süfis who use' wines' as symbol of the divine love and intoxication in general, the beloved 
is the Prophet, or might be Allah, the wine means the yearning for Allah and his knowledge and the 
grapevine means the existence. See 'Abd al-Karim al-YSfi, Diräsät Fanniyya R al-Adab al-Arabi 
([Damascus]: D5r al-Nayet, 1972), pp. 352-3. 
4It was given as an example in' Separation moments' in the previous chapter, see infra, p. 110. 

5It was given as an example in chapter three, see infra, p. 92. 

6Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 111; see the rest of this poem on p. 139. 
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explicit love or bacchanalian poetry, except for the two cases mentioned above, which 

were poetic images in customary use. In addition, their ideas were characterized by their 

education. Therefore, Panegyric poems were distinguished by being truthful and 

avoiding flattery. The poets never praised for reward, so almost all panegyrics were 

composed in order to praise and express regard for scholars under whom the travelers 

had studied, or scholars they visited during their journey to perform al-HaIf they 

admonished someone, they did so in a friendly and gentle manner. 2 Moreover, wisdom is 

derived from the principles of Islam and its comprehensive view of all aspects of life. ' 

Also, modesty and self-denial were distinctive features in the traveler's poetry. Although, 

most of them were scholars, they were humble and did not glorify themselves. 4 

5. The Meaning of Other Themes 

The travelers frequently praised moral virtues such as knowledge, courage, intellect and 

wisdom. They praised their scholars and colleagues for ethical virtues, by which they 

can be distinguished from others, such as knowledge, prudence, courage and chastity. ' 

They did not praise any physical attributes except brightness of the face, which they 

often liken to the light of the sun or the full moon. 6 

6. Clarity and Easiness 

Except for riddles, which must by nature be vague, few words taken from eastern 

heritage, ' and Sufi terms such as al-Hagiga a1-Muhammadiyya, discussed above in this 

chapter, the travelers' poetry is mainly distinguished by clarity and ease of 

understanding, whether it was composed in a weak, or strong style according to the 

difference of poets' abilities, or the difference of themes. There is no vagueness, 

confusion, complication in this poetry, nor is it artificial. " 

'See examples and more details in the previous chapter, pp. 100-2. 

2See admonish poetry, p. 123. 
3See wisdom poetry, p. 123-4 and 163-4. 

'See example given on p. 109. 

5See examples and more details, pp. 101-2. 

For examples and details, see infra, pp. 100-2,140 and supra, 157-9. 

For examples and details, see infra, p. 108 and supra, p. 168. 

8Except for a few lines composed in an artificial way, see the examples given on pp. 177,182,184,192. 
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Section Three: Imagery 

We cannot expect the poetry of travellers, most of whom were scholars rather than 

professional poets, to show a great deal of creativity in the field of imagery, especially as 

their work mostly consists of religious and brotherly poetry. It seems that these poets 

only aimed to express their feelings, without making any effort to excel in depicting 

them in creative and original images, this may also be due to their lack of poetic talent 

and to the nature of the theme itself. Nevertheless, there are some poets who are 

creative in this way including al-`Ayyäshi, Ibn al-Tayyib and al-Qädiri. The travellers 

employed the commonly known types of imagery such as rhetorical, psychological, , 

symbolic, and intensive imageries 

It should be noted that this classification does not in any way mean that each type 

stands as completely separate; indeed, there is often or at least sometimes integration 

between them. Thus, one poem might contain all or some other types, as will be clarified 

later. But, each type is studied according to its dominant features. 

1. Rhetorical Imagery 

Rhetorical types have been given priority over the other kinds of imagery by poets and 

critics, and simile is considered one of the main rhetorical devises used in poetry. It 

clarifies the vague and brings closer the far reaching meaning, as Ibn Rashiq says. ' 

Rhetorical images, in particular simile and metaphor, predominated in the imagery of 

the travelers' poetry. Simile was used more than metaphor. This is because the simile 

can simply draw attention to the similarity between two subjects, whereas the metaphor 

needs more effort and wide imagination. 

I. I. Simile 

The travellers in particular al cAyyäshi and a]-Zabädi, used simile frequently in their 

poetry, because the simile is one of the easiest ingredients of imagery. Their materials 

for some of the smiles are borrowed from other poets. It is obvious that these images, 

'See, al-Umda, vol. 1, p. 493. 
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such as likening human beauty, or the light of the face to the full moon or the sun, or 

the knowledge of scholars to the sea, or the brave man to the lion, were already 

common in Arabic poetry. They are simple and not complex, although, some of these 

similes were successfully employed and developed in a vivid way. 

Al-cAyyäshi, al-Zabädi and al-Qädiri frequently liken the object of praise to the full 

moon, the sun, or the sea. Some of these images are sometimes simple to the point of 

platitude and weakness and have no life, beauty or creativity. Al-Qädiri, for instance, 

praised his shaykh Abü al-'Abbäs by likening him to the sun: 

' jlý ýI Jl9ýe. JI älß I., V ý j. o l, ý r, ýtal1 I. l1a v., 
ý' 

Also, al-Räfidi praised one of his shaykh using these inherited images without trying to 

embody the idea and create life enabling him to convey his feelings successfully and 

accurately. Al-Räfidi described him as a lion, who protects others in battle and as a full 

moon by which people would be rightly guided: 

U: z4 ýý! cos ab ;:., 
aJ7 
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Some of the travellers made extensive use of the simile. Similes sometimes followed in 

succession, in a single line. Al cAyyäshi, for example, started one of his brotherly poems 

by using three similes in the first line, likening his greetings sent to his colleague to the 

smell of musk, the taste of honey or the touch of rainfall in the time of drought: 

s ýI ýý 0 ýý41 ý_ý' Pl,.., ýI l: --S JI ý,.. ýI Jý ýýkw 

A1-`Ayyäshi himself employed five similes in succession in the first four lines of one of 

his poems. He did not merely make comparison of like to like, but he also added extra 

details. He likened the poem sent by his friend, Ahmad al-Sab` to the sharp stars, pearls 

which adorn a girl's neck, or flowers which shake hands with the clouds, the full moon 

which shines its light, or wine which showed its' beads, and took its revenge on the 

drunk's intellect, but al-cAyyäshi added to correct any misunderstanding, that this is 

lawful magic, accomplished by his colleague's talent: 

I Al-Qädiri's Rihla, p. 27. See the same simile in praise of one of scholars of Egypt in his Rihla, p. 17. 

ýAl-Räfi`i's Rihla, p. 157. 

'Al-°Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 50. 
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Also, some poets excelled in employing these common similes as part of their general 

imagery. Al-`Ayyäshi, for instance, did not restrict himself to these inherited similes, but 

tried to raise them up from commonness and platitude, and give them some kind of 

originality by adding new details, in order to give the object of his praise a higher 

position. In his poems al ̀ Ayyäshi often likens the praised person to the full moon and to 

the sea. However, he does not satisfy himself by simply drawing attention to the likeness 

between two subjects but adds some details and explanations to illustrate it and make it 

convincing and exciting. In the following example for instance, he tries to make his 

picture clearer and more vivid by emphasizing that this moon is one whose light is never 

eclipsed, and the sea is one whose bottom cannot be reached. A sea whose water is 

sweet and its' waves are like the praised One's merits and whose knowledge is like 

pearls: 
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Under the influence of strong genuine passion and a deep truthful love, some of the 

travellers took to exaggeration by using ? I-nmagh7b simile, which means that the person 

who was the object of the simile became subject of the simile. Ibn al-Tayyib for example, 
likens the morning light to the lineaments of the Prophet's face, and the darkness of the 

night to his hair: 

3 1ý.,: 11 aý:, j, ul ä9. L'9 I ti, sý r ý-4 I) 9' 

Also, there is a sort of exaggeration which comes from indirect simile, such as describing 

the sun as being embarrassed by, or jealous of the praised's light, as the full moon is 

I Ibid., vol. 2, p. 131. 

2AI 'Ayyäshi' s Rihla, vol. 2, p. 320. For more examples, see his Rihla, vol. 2, pp. 90,312,323,385. 

3 lbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 111. See other examples in his Rihla, p. 104. 
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with the completeness of his personality. Al-Zabädi praised the renowned Safi Wali al- 

Badawi saying: 
' 

»ý, Jý J "`"' ýr° )419 0ý1ý; 1 ý ýw sl. o.. ýý 
ý". ý^' 

1.2. Metaphor2 

As mentioned above, metaphor is not frequent in the travellers' poetry because of its 

tendency towards directness and spontaneity; while the metaphor's creation generally 

requires more effort and a wider imagination to give such personified portraits of people, 

or things. Poets have mainly been interested in intensification metaphors in the poetry 

of describing nature, a journey, farewell moments and psychological situations in 

general. In these metaphors the poets have personified inanimate beings and given 

concrete form to abstracts. 

Al-Yüsi, for example, appeals to the west wind to blow and personifies it in a human 

way, asking it to bring down news of his family: 

ý, ý. ý9 ý. ____. ýý, 

Jill 
j1b J. s 4 u. ý 
J19 

3 <ý ý.. Al-r ý-A1 

Ibn al-Tayyib 

laý y ýL_, TI ý jr, 9ý 

cJ"'0 . L, ýJI ul.: t l'9 

19. i1s ý t5ý ý.., 1 

described a beautiful garden, making the branches of the trees exultant 

and describing the north wind as bending over it in order to kiss the river: 

ý-? AP of -ý) JS%, _ ? )-) a---Lc- Lsj° "P 

ýýý ctý) ý,. _b 

'Al-Zabädi's Ri/rla, p. 160. See similar examples in Ibn al-Tayyib' s Rihla, pp. 104,111,112. 

2Metaphor has many definitions; one of them as defined by Abü Hil51 al ̀Askari, is transferring a word 
from the original content in which it has been used to another, for purposes such as explaining the 
meaning, asserting, exaggerating it, mentioning it in fewer words or beautifying it. See Tab, na, Mujam al- 
Balägha al-IArabiyya, p. 458. 
3Al-Yüsi's Rip/a, p. 102. A similar example was given previously, see infra, pp. 112-3. 

4 lbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 111. For the rest of this poem, see infra, p. 139. 
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Sometimes simile and metaphor cooperate in order to draw an attractive picture, as we 

find in al cAyyäshi's poem likening the pilgrims moving behind their fast camels to 

falling stars through a desert, which he personified as a woman dressed in a green 

gown: 

s.;, 1i ý. ý sýJi .ý 
I ý.,, c_r It lý ý ý_, ___ý.,.;. 

) 

J�Ui 

I tý9>-ý0 orsý J--w0 

LýI 
�-9 cJ° c. i°J9 

ý: s ý$-"' rJ 
Li 

-9 A- ., rLJij 

As mentioned above, the travellers also embody abstract concepts. Ignorance is 

frequently embodied as a dark night and knowledge as a light by which people is guided 

in the dark night of ignorance. Al-cAyyäshi sent a poem to the scholar, Ahmad b. al-Täj 

asking him to borrow him a book and praising him by embodying his knowledge as a 

light shining in the night of ignorance, as a beacon for those who were walking deep in 

that night: 

arLJ, - i ul-ll ý:, l: c t)9 lo. ls L.. A) l, o Iý1 Ar ̀ ý�ý 

2 

ýýýýýýýýý ýýýýý)J--J 

Also, they embody knowledge as a sea, praising the scholar as one who waded into seas 

of knowledge until he extracted beautiful pearls of priceless worth, as al ̀Ayyäshi praised 

the one of the scholars of Ghazza (Gaza), ̀ Umar b. cAbd al-Qädir al-Mashraqi, saying: 

0 L:. I I(o 
ýSiý)1 ),. u I a-! -1 ý1 Lý ý Ly L9 1 ýr 19 j) ln J 1ý., o u; - 

3 

Al-`Ayyýshi uses an attractive metaphor presenting a creative unique picture. He 

personified his yearning for his family as an embryo that was conceived in Mecca and 

which he carried for a time until it was ready to be born, then the newborn started 

growing up until he became fully grown by the end of the journey, which lasted for 

thirty months: 

aJ l, a'aýl tg;,, o OT 0fý! l; L, -j 

'Al-°Ayyäshi, vol. 1, p. 52. 

a<-. v ý'" ý j, 4,. ý. J' , ri:,.? ' ý 

2lbid., vol. 2, p. 17. See also, vol. 1, p. 59. 

3Ibid., vol. 2, p. 350. See other examples, vol. 2, pp. 137 and 312. 
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ýýý 
' 

AJI. 499 ala" ýý.... $.:: ý ý ;. lt l. oý -, _G 
I-ýý 

2. Psychological Imagery 

Poets sometimes have expressed their deep psychological feelings by drawing an artistic 

picture that expresses these feelings in an enjoyable literary form. It is not a different 

sort of picture; it might come as rhetoric, direct, or symbolic imagery, but the 

psychological feeling is the dominant and most obvious element, as will be seen in the 

following examples. 

Al cAyyäshi used dialogue, simile and quotation to make this psychological image in 

which he expressed his deep pain at his separation from his wife: 

LiSJfl '- 
J2 

! I5*_ý9 
01. ýI 

2ý'-=_ýý'ý9ýýýiyº. 
____Jýý 

l. ýI ý ýI ä; llLäý lýr., SI ý9 

-i9 JJä; 

aý-- CJ"--A , W1) 

L"-.;. .ý 

The travellers describe the heat of yearning to visit the Prophet's mosque and grave, or 
deep sorrow at leaving it. Ibn al-Tayyib describes his deep sorrow at leaving his beloved 

saying, "I sent my eyes with heavy tears and my chest contains flames and fire. My 

patience ran out and would there be any patience left after separation, and can the 

yearner be patient? The abode of the beloved is my choice, to see it in the morning and 

the evening. This is if time permitted but it is not for me to object to destiny. It is not my 

pleasure to desire (leaving) but it is only my fate and has no choice. My choice is never 

to leave you but I do not command my choice. ": 

)U9 1,4 
ýý. 

1_, b1 üýr9 I) º-ýG LGJ--AZ 
.ýC,,, 

")1 

ºýL. ýr.. o19 öý1M+ i_ nII . 1_f-- . uu . ut---ý J--. Jb9 

, Lý, yl9 sl_,.. w1.1 
Jºýi cjl t, SýLýº vLS ýlr'ýº ý1, ý l, 

ýº, ýy1 ý°ýLýi ýi ýý Lr-<j9 ýL-°ý1º ý°-.. ý! ý1 Jºý 

I Ibid., vol. 2, p. 419. These lines have already been given as example of yearning, see infra, p. 114. 

2lbid., vol. 1, p. 14. These lines was translated, see infra, p. 110. 
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I) I)2. --, OI 0, Lvý%.. 1L ý)lS lrl 
ýrý' 

ý' vsý ýý ýý ý 

_ý°aJi 

This imagery is made yet more vivid by the smooth and melodious rhythm of these lines 

originating from the repetition of the letter `, ' which is usually used when the words 

became gentle, in addition to repeat words containing of long syllables such as `ä' and T. 

This repetition may seem to be psychologically necessary if the catastrophe is very 

heavy. ' 

3. Symbolic Imagery 

By using the symbol, ' the meaning gains clarification, because if the symbol, whether it 

is a place, person, wisdom or proverb is familiar to the listener or reader, the meaning 

gains another dimension based on the connotations of that symbol to the receiver. 

Therefore, this meaning gained by the symbol will attain acceptance and pleasure. The 

Ilijäziyya places including Najd and Tayba, for instance, are considered in people's 

minds as holy places. Reference to these places, therefore, is not mere literal description, 

but is used as a symbol of the poet's love and attachment to the Prophet and his 

companions who lived and moved around these places. Also, the names of some desert 

plants, which grow in these places, are sometimes included in poems with similar 

symbolic effect. 

Al-Zabädi, for example, expresses his longing to visit the holy lands by composing a 

poem full of the names of places in a1-Hij5z, but in fact he uses them as a symbol of 
longing and love to visit these places where the Prophet and his companions lived, 

moved around and were buried: 

ýý' ý ý-ý'' ý' ý--ý 
ýtý, ýýý,,, Ji ý-ý°ý 

ýýý ýý sýý Jý9 
ýý. y. ý; Jº Jýý ý,, e Jl-ý.,, ýi ýa9 

j JAsL5-ý 

CL--i ý. 3 
ý, ý='' L. J-r ý L_ý JA' 
ý ýýý ýý ýý JA) 

' Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 113. 
ZAl-Sayyid, al-Takrir, p. 66. 
3 
A symbol is defined as a mark or sign, used to represent something else in order to invoke a particular 

meaning in people's mind. The dove, for instance, is a symbol of peace and the clog symbol of loyalty. See 
°Abd al-Mr, al-Mu yam al-Adabi (Beirut: [n. pub. ], 1979), p. 123. 
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1 ýI__äJ, u ä: ". Jalý i .. rß-J'i9 ý-9 l. a-'" uýý ýý ý J---A9 

Al-Zabädi, also, opened one of his Prophetic commendation poems by referring to many 

places in al-Hijäz, including Najd2. Al-Zabädi also, referred to some desert plants such 

as al-Ghadä, al-Athl and al-Sarg: 

. Is9II j jj-J' 
,. ISIS c.. ýJ': e) 4- 

. ))jl IjýL, _U 
j t;;.., U-4 c raj Ij 9r`J Ij 

c�)-'ýI aý ýýLw 
a9' '? ) r-ý1 j- 

ce aLr- ýyk- 

The symbol sometimes takes the form of names associated in people's minds with a 

certain attribute until they come to be cited as an example of it, such as the generosity of 

Hätam al-Ta'i, the courage of `Amrü b. al-'As, the intelligence of al-Mughira and the 

knowledge of cAbd Allah b. al-cAbbäs. 

Al-'Ayyäshi for example, praised one scholar by referring to several attributes of 

renowned persons: 

öýl, I s. l_Sý J 9r-°r ö1ý9 ýlr ö. ý yrj 
n q, ý, ärl�a9 ý uý ýý _ lTý e, ýi col . A11j9 U''L"L l'", ý. ý 

Some poets make use of wisdom and proverbs to explain their meaning. Ibn al-Tayyib 

for instance, composed a poem which is considered one of the rare poems composed by 

Moroccan poets on the theme of travelling and its benefits, and it is considered the most 

ancient on expatriation. ' Ibn al-Tayyib urges the reader to travel and not stay in one 

place for a long time, enumerating the benefits the traveller can gain. He quotes some 

wisdom and proverbs which support his position, claiming that staying in your country 

causes boredom and causes the body all sorts of harm. Then he supports his opinion by 

commenting that water would be stagnant if it remained in one place without flowing, 

I Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 75. 

2Najd does not refer to the region between Iraq and al-Hijäz, but means Medina, the site of the Prophet's 

grave and mosque, in addition to Mecca, the site of a great number of holy places. 
3Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 142. See the rest of poem, infra, p. 138-9. 

4A1 `Ayyashi' s Rihla, vol. 1, p. 72. 

Slbn Täwit, al-Wjfi bi al-Adab al-Arabi, vol. 3, p. 854. 
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pearls would be unknown if they were not taken out of the deep seas, gold would remain 

in the soil if it were not dug out and incense would remain a sort of plant if it had not 

been extracted: 

j- ä, Aýyý Pý ý ý, 'ý--ºýý ,, ý. SJi o9ý+e, ý, SJ, i ýj-ýh1 ai 

a )t, ".. Ji 
-ýX-j 

j °ý-ý! i yJ ýýJi9 
1 

"12, 
u °ý ý 1-j ýýý J, t_. J1' ý: ýI ý ýra ýýlýJl CS. 

d 
ýý. ý. o ýpe119 

A1-Zabädi expressed his great love to the Prophet's family in a good symbolic love story. ' 

4. The Intensive Picture 

The picture sometimes comes as a single element, such as likening a generous person to 

the sea, and sometimes, even if it is composed of separate parts linked together, these 

parts can be dislocated in order, and each part is regarded as a single picture. In contrast, 

the intensive picture can be defined as a picture composed from various components 

which cannot be dislocated from each other because the picture loses its meaning and 

becomes useless if any part is removed. 3 

The following example illustrates the way in which al ̀Ayyäshi succeeded in creating a 
developed image like this, which is considered a rare image in the traveller's poetry. He 

managed to draw a unique, intensive picture when he likened al-Ka'ba and the pilgrims 

circumambulating it during al-Hajj season, when its screen was lifted, to a gallant king 

rising to receive those who came to visit him with longing, while his servants hurried to 

raise the train of his gown not releasing it until he returns: 

1 
jjj 

1+x. 3` a ýiL6i 

ý: LLa c9t-" "' a__l1 ý' oI , A. 9 ja lö. U 41eU l_P 

'Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 12. 

ZSee infra, pp. 91-2. 

3A1-Hämid, Kayfa Tuhlil al-Nas al-Adabf p. 232. 

4Al-`Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 191. This poem has already been given as an example of the description of 

al-Ka`ba in the previous chapter p. 119. 
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This imagery may not be very profound, but it does give an accurate and lively image, 

which develops throughout the poem. We might see that the beauty of this image lies 

in the fact that it is built through the whole poem; in other words it cannot be 

appreciated by looking at only one line, but must be taken as a whole to give an 

integrated picture. It is worth noticing here that this picture was highly praised by most 

of the travellers as will be mentioned later. ' 

Al-Qädiri started one of his poems by describing the pilgrims' caravan as a wide flowing 

river, and this caravan is surrounded by brave horsemen, being supplied by military 

equipment such as spears, swords, muskets and cannons ready for action: 

ýls ähß..., 11 Lýo 

äLs 

z ýrý9 ýý LW ý,. ý ýýºý ýý 4.4 

Then, he moved to describe natural scenes such as animals, birds, landscapes, and gave a 

detailed picture of how the wild animals and birds were frighten because of the birds of 

prey carried by huntsmen. He once again moved to draw another scene full of animals 

and birds, with many killed gazelles, strutting bawäzrl birds, which fly reveling in the 

desert, and riding camels carrying howdah. The last part of this vivid image was 

describing the land, which he likened to a bride adorned by aquamarine, flowers and 

perfumed with j, d. Beautiful desert flowers of many colours cover this land and the sun 

is splendid. Al-Qädiri was successful in capturing a theatrical scene full of people, 

events, movement and colour. He was capable of transferring various scenes by the 

intensive use of images, and completing every side of his general picture, concisely and 

clearly: 

`ý ý. S se_, o LA 

'See supra, p. 269. 

ZAl-Qädiri's Rlhla, p. 41. 

'Unclear words. 
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I 

ij, s ýsr 

j ý�L_JtS ýiýi9 

cJ'" vA 

Al-cAyyäshi also described the pilgrims' movement and their moving around the holy 

places at certain times performing al-Hajj rituals in a nice picture full of people, 

movement and colours: 

rs31 J-41 1ý1 

C;,. _�ctJ 

zL-ý,, 
i 

GL-Oýý j- 

9a' ý ý-°. ý º 19. ý' 

aý. ýý a lýtJ 

i rl, výr a., Ig_ý99 

ý,.. JI ýýý; º9 Ja' 

ýº jU4 
1. ä1t, äýJº ºpl, v 

_a- ý, Ir cT9 l; n.,, 

Section Four 
The Language (Words, Syntax and Style) 

This section is an attempt to investigate the travellers' poetic language in respect of 

three elements. The first analyses the words in relation to issues such as simplicity, 

strangeness and Bedouin and Eastern influence, as well as urban influence. The second 
discusses the syntax in terms of length and brevity, repetition, diversity and recital. The 

third investigates the style in general with reference to the predominant characteristics, 

such as simple, ornamental, recital and narrative styles. 

'Al-Qädiri's Rihla, p. 41. This poem has already been given as an example of the description on pp. 116-7. 

ZAl cAyyeshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 203. 
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1. The Words 

The word is the material from which the poem is built. Therefore, the choice of word is 

a significant basic element in composing the style. It is related usually to the theme of 

the poetic text, words used at that time or the nature of educational influences on the 

poet. Strong words, for instance, fit themes such as panegyric and boast and smooth 

ones suit love poems and descriptions of nature. The concept of eloquence and 

smoothness differs from one period of time to another and from one community to 

another. ' 

I. I. Simplicity 

The simplicity and clarity of the words are the dominant feature of the travellers' poetry, 

to the extent that there is no need to resort to any lexicon to know the meaning of the 

words, as appear from the poetic examples given in this study, except for a few words, as 

will be mentioned later. This simplicity is due to their tendency towards direct and 

spontaneous expression. This does not mean vulgarity or weakness; it comes in both the 

powerful eloquence (jazäla) and smooth (raglq) styles, which demonstrate that the 

simplicity of words does not affect the eloquence and strength of style. Al-`Ayyäshi, for 

instance, praised a scholar saying: 

l. &J1 

c--9 
lr,... ýo ý1 

ý. WI Jl"9j9 t ., ll slo 

I 
ýr4-9 JL-A 14 ý ý! ur. 

w --z -, IJ ! ýlA i Le .. t. _9j 

In this poem we find that the words occupy the middle ground between vulgarity and 

platitude on the one hand and ambiguity and strangeness on the other. In addition, 

these words, regardless of their clearness and simplicity, convey strong meanings, which 

the poet desired to convey to his public by an eloquent style associated with the 

panegyric theme. 

1Al 
-Harrämma, al-Qasida al-Andalusiyya, p. 293. 

2Al-°Ayyäshi, vol. 2, p. 387. See the rest of this poem, infra, p. 106. 
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1.2. Strange Words and Bedouin and Eastern Influence 

It is unusual for the reader of the travellers' poetry to find difficult words, such as those 

in the following lines by al-Zabädi in which he had spoken to pilgrims who moved to al- 

Hijäz, saying: 

ýi . ý. ý ý äAL. 4i sA WL-, ý 

-UP cr°9 u°-s. ý ? }ýl L-46Z) 

Such lines are the most difficult in their poetry, containing specialised words such as "al- 

mahäma, bid, rnabaf, al-gafr, digs, ̀aqd, and da'da'a, " which are names of different sorts 

of desert topographic relief, and "al-hvmr, al-suhb and al-hif" which are different names 

of camels. 

A1-`Ayyäshi also, likened a camel using the word " `Ir" to a bull, adding two different 

names "al-`aflr, al-a'far": 

2 
"&ý J-uL--e1 9 LS ßa11, c5l ý---c . l, . t9 ý: 1:. 

ý1s9 

Such vocabulary needs the use of the lexicon in order to be understood, 3 but such cases 

are, as mentioned, very rare in proportion to the poetry as a whole, which tends towards 

simplicity and clarity. This difficulty appears to be acceptable, because these poets are in 

the position to use a special diction to portray something which is knowil to them by a 

particular vocabulary. Most of these words are taken from an eastern heritage, which 

confirms that although the travellers lived in the Moroccan urban community, they were 

influenced by many features of the eastern bedouin environment. This clearly emerges 

in some of their poetry, in particular prophetic commendations and descriptions of the 

journey, such as the words mentioned above, which were taken from the eastern 
heritage. 

'Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 348. 
ZA1 `Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 234. 
3For example, dis means a circular flat sandy earth, 7qd means drift of sand, da da a, means the fastest 

running of the camel, al-a°iarmeans a kind of deer whose colour is white mixed with redness. See ismii'il 
al-Jawhiri, Täj al-Lugha and Sihäh al-Arabiyya, (Cairo: Bül5q: 1282 A. H. ), vol. 1, pp. 218,246,367,506. 
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1.3. Urban Influences 

The travelers' poetry employs terms related to the academic life and civilization, such as 

academic and Safi terms, names of instruments, gardens, rivers, flowers and occupations. 

Some poems include Süfi terms, whether indicative of ranks of scholars such as " qutb, 

abdäl. awtäd, ghawth ", beliefs such as "al-Hagiga a1-Muhammadiyyä'2, terms related to 

the teaching system such as, "al-tariga, (order), al-murid, (desciple), talgin, (instruction), 

al-wajd and al-hizb, i3. Al-Qädiri for instance, praised his Shaykh Abü al ̀Abbäs saying: 

4 ýýe"ýe 1_ J1 JJi1: 1 1 . "JI 4-4 r1ýý 

Then he said: 

ýýýWý J. <J a 

Then: 

ýý9ýý9 jiL_yti JJL9 ý jlr c}-, 'týyi' ý, LS'ýý ý 

Al ̀ Ayyäshi also, praised one of $üfi scholars saying: 

In addition to Süfi terms, there are academic terms in general indicative of the sort of 

education that dominated at that time, based on religious, literary and lexical education. 

Words of the Qur'än, for instance, constitute a dominant element. 6 While justice terms 

reflect the religious education the poets had. Al 'Ayyäshi employed jurisprudential terms 

such as "al-giyäs, al-ryas, al Asl and al-far" in his poems. He, for instance, used the terms 
"al-giyas, al-alas" in praising a scholar, saying: 

'See the definition of these terms on p. 99. 

'These terms were discussed, see infra, pp. 149-52. 

3These terms will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, see supra, pp. 209-10. 

4 Al-Q5diri's Rihla, p. 41. 

5A1 
-, Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 452. 

GExamples are given on p. 187. 
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-ýLÄf 
L ý99 3Uý 

Al-`Ayyäshi criticises himself and apologises to his colleagues for the stylistic weakness 

of the poem he sent to them, because it was composed in a rush: 

2 äl-! w ý:... __ jI I cr19 LA aj"T) r. 
ý. 

_. ö)l C1'- 
ý vl9 

Also, this poem contains words reflecting a linguistic education, such as morphological 
forms fa`lala, ffcl,, fi`ala, [IV n in the following line: 

3 0. . _. 0 LIJ? v 5L_ Jt JA da. W C:. -19 ^' I c,;,, 

The influence of the environment clearly emerges from the following line: 
4+ 

Lr_ Jy j ýr° L'9 '-J U'-- i 4, r-'ý ý )-ý all9 

In this line al-Qädiri described the day he niet a number of Egyptian scholars, saying 

that it was smoother and purer than pure water on the smooth stone. Such rare pictures 

are taken from the Moroccan environment, which drew the attention of one of the 

Moroccan scholars, who immediately commented saying the poet must be Moroccan. 

When he was asked how he reached to this conclusion, he replied that the scenery was 

familiar to him and alien to the Egyptians. ' 

2. Syntax 

Early Arab critics paid great attention to syntax, particularly al-Jurjäni who argued that 

words do not contend for precedence or superiority as single words, but attain excellence 

through harmony between the meaning of one word and the next, which is quite 

1A1 `Ayyäshi's Rih/a, vol. 2, p. 323. 

2lbid., vol. 1, p. 74. 

3Ibid., vol. 1, p. 73. 

4Al-Qädiri's Rih/a, p. 16. 
5lbid., p. 16. 
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different from the meaning of each word in isolation. ' Al-Jurjäni refers to what is called 

theory of al-Nazm, (context) by contemporary linguistic scholars. De-Saussure2 argues 

that language is not just a group of words but a group of relationships between 

expressive units. 3 

Analysing syntax in the travellers' poetry is concerned with some issues related to the 

sentence, such as length, conciseness, repetition, negation and confirmation and 

connection between sentences. 

2.1. Length and Brevity 

Long and medium length sentences are predominant. Shorter sentences are not rare but 

are fewer in comparison to the long and medium ones. 

A long sentence is one that takes up a full line or more. One of the examples is Ibn a]- 
Tayyib's description of a nice garden composed of flowers, plants and a river: 

'-? AP O-rt3 JSL-t4 oý9j Lsis- J-ý 

4 11,:.. _��o a. 9 ýä11 I. lt lJ, lý Iý -" aý l_, o ýoJ. ýa j9 

Early Arab critics believed that meaning must be understood completely within a single 

line, without the need for the following line. They consider the need for a following line 

in order for the first line to be understood as ' tadrnin' i. e. defective. The travellers' 

poetry is free from this defect except for a few cases, perhaps not more than three. But 

al-Ayy5shi committed an extreme example of this defect when he only completes the 

meaning after seven lines. Al-Ayyäshi engaged in listing the virtues of his deceased 

closest friend, forgetting to complete his sentence; it seems that the great shock and 

massive pain resulting from hearing this painful news made him do that, or forgetting 

himself whilst eulogizing his friend: 

I 'Abd al-Qähir a1-Jurjýni, Dalä'il al-Ijäz, ed. Mahmüd Shäkir, (Cairo: Maktabat a1-Khänji, [n. d. ]), pp. 43- 
65. 
ZFerdindand De-Saussure, (1857-1913) is one of the founders of modern linguistics. 

3For more details, see al-Hämid, Kayfa Tuha/il a/-Nasal-Adabi, p. 346. 
`Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 111. These lines have been already given as an example of symbolic love 
introduction on p. 139 and other Süfi ideas on p. 159. 
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4:,! ý js4 
aý... ý ý ö ril 9 x--T J. S J 

älsr 9rýI j. ýý)ý 

J-s J I'VýIJ° 

L� 

Al-Zabädi completed the meaning in the third line, ordering his two friends to give the 
Prophet his greeting and apologies for not coming to visit him: 

0)9' c't° Sill, )9'9 

z 
�. 

jI ýy A9Lý .L4 d9ý:: + 

ä.. _b i° )i lo,;. Jlt j! 

c. JpJJ3ý Lo99 

As we see, long sentences give more scope for additional details and allow the poet to 

express freely his ideas without imperfection or acceleration. 

The medium sentence means that the line is divided into two sentences. One example of 

a medium sentence is Ibn al-Tayyib's line, which describes his great sorrow while 
leaving Medina, the site of the Prophet's mosque and grave: 

3', 
u' L4 'S, 

_ýAi 

1_ yI,; 

Then he ends his poem, wishing to come back again: 

aºýüý l. ý 
4-16ý 0 1.. s9 

'Al 
-, Ayyäshi's Rih1a, vol. 1, p. 74. 

zAl-Zabad i's Rihla, p. 320. 

'Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 113. 

4Ibid., p. 114. 
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But if the line consists of three sentences or more, it means these sentences are short. 

Poets sometimes choose short sentences in order to emphasise their ideas and 

sometimes to create a wonderful rhythm as the result of these short sentences following 

in succession, or to beautify his poem by including rhetorical devices such as rhyme and 

division. These aims might be achieved together in some lines as in a1-`Ayyäshi's lines. 

He was able to emphasise the many virtues of the object of his praise and create a nice 

rhythm resulting from rhyme and division: 

2.2. Repetition 

-ji ' 

'y . lä_G9 La , m. ýº Zý. ý LAI º ,.. i ý 

Early and contemporary Arab critics such as al-Jahiz (255/869), Ibn Rashiq (463/1070) 

and al-, Aggäd (1384/1964) have paid great attention to repetition and indicated the 

sound value originating from its melody and the ideational value resulting from its 

meaning. Even non-Arab critics such as the Orientalist Blachere stated that the Arabic 

language is rich in musical features. ' In addition, repetition strengthens the meaning 

and imparts a musical nature to a poetic line, and it seems sometimes to be a 

psychological necessity if the catastrophe is very heavy. Repetition is not restricted to 

sentences or words, but occurs also in single letters, which are rich in suggestiveness and 

nuance. 

Repetition of a certain letter or sometimes more creates an attractive rhythm and 

beautifies the expression. Al ̀ Ayy5shi ended a brotherly poem by repeating the letter 

' in most of the words of the following line: 
3 

A-O' J. ýý -ý äA, s s)ýi '. -) oý; r 

This repetition creates a special effect, giving the line a rhythm that the ear enjoys 
listening to, especially as this letter is usually used when the words are gentle. Also, we 

'Al-cAyyäshi 's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 130. 

2See these opinions and others and details about this topic in the invaluable book al-Takrir. " bayna al- 
Muthir wo al-Ta thirby `Izz al-Din `Ali al-Sayyid, (Beirut: `f lam al-Kutub, 1986). 
3Al ̀Ayyäshi's Rih/a, vol. 1, p. 143. 
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might see that the beauty of this line results from the fact repetition comes in a natural 

way, without affectation. 

Al-Zabädi opened a Prophetic commendation repeating the letter `ý ' five times and 0' 

three times. 'j 
, ý' are the main letters related to the sound which is considered an 

emotional melody reflecting the soul's desire. ' But this emotional and sorrowful melody 

is affected by repeating the letter which is one of the sibilant letters, which does not 

suit the moment, when al-Zabädi describes his great sorrow at seeing the pilgrims leave: 

2ý 
L. i ý-s.:, ° ý,,., Ji ýýj LýL. -, ýe JL tA9 ýýý 

Also, repeating the long vowels `1 a' and `cS i' makes the voice linger and offers a 

psychological comfort to the poet and listener, and increases the melody of the lines, as 
found in the following lines of Ibn al-Tayyib, who shows a strong tendency to repetition 
in general, to increase the melody of his lines: 

ý ýý ýý Sa-. cý ýýJ'19 ý1, ý, 91 ýl_. rlr ýo c3ý 

s ls. ý A, 11 

Repeating words sometimes grants the line, or poem in general a wonderful rhythm and 

emphasises the meaning conveying it to the receiver more clearly, by presenting it in 

various ways. In contrast, repetition sometimes becomes irritating if it is not rhythmical, 

or spoils the meaning and weakens the style, or at least, if nothing is gained from the 

repetition, or it becomes a mere stylistic habit. 

Repetition is highly preferable in certain places. Ibn Rashiq, for example, mentioned 

certain places in which repetition is preferable, such as elegy, yearning and longing, 

threat, entreaty and panegyric poems asserting that elegy is the most deserving place in 

which words should be repeated. ' 

'Al-Sayyid, a1-Takrir, p. 15. 
ZAl-Zabldi's Rihla, p. 320. 

albn al-Tayyib's Rlhla, p. 119. 
4 Ibn Rashiq, al-`Umda, vol. 2, p. 687. 
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Repetition appears, as mentioned previously, to be psychologically necessary if the 

catastrophe is very heavy, as when al ̀ Ayyäshi repeated the name of his dead friend 

more than seven times in an elegy, opening each line with his friend's name, 

Muhammad, as in the following three lines: 

L-A L- V L. ýS LA i1119 I J'4 

ä,: ßa Vyv? , A1 j0 L_; 19°J I-.:;, L' : JLIu It. d. o. ý 

c -s- jj9 LA--r' j J. .U 

It is clear that he uses this method in these lines to show the value and the status of his 

friend and to express his strong and close friendship with him. Al ̀ Ayyäshi repeats his 

friend's name, accompanied with the interrogative particle ` ý___ ' to express the 

disappointment and despair which resulted from his loss of his friend; he intends by this 

interrogative to indicate that no scholar can take his place or fill the gap he left. 

Repeating the name of Najd is approved as a sign of longing and yearning for al-Hijäz in 

prophetic commendations. The poets repeat this name in sorrow at being far away from 

it and wishing to visit it. There is nothing most enjoyable for a lover than repeating the 

letters of his beloved's name. Poets frequently repeat the name Najd until it becomes 

proverbial. ' A1-Zab5di repeated Najd twice in the opening of a prophetic commendation: 

sicý"1l. ý 

Ibn al-Tayyib shows a strong tendency towards repetition, which is readily noticeable as 

a feature of his poetry. For instance, he repeated LL twenty five times, or perhaps even 

more, because he recorded only some lines of his poem and not all of them, as he said. 

He opened each line by this word, accompanied by 4-Ui, as in the following three lines 

enumerating his attributes: 

'u-. ý i ý3" 4 111 UA 

'Al `Ayyäshi's Rih/a, vol. 1, p. 75. See the rest of this poem on pp. 120-1. 

2A1-Sayyid, al-Takrir, p. 111. 

3A1-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 142. 
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I °-='"ý9 L, t. 111 

This repetition appears natural here because he is in the position of listing the Prophet's 

attributes but the adoption of this habit became the hallmark of Ibn al-Tayyib's style, in 

most of his poems in his Rihla and in particular in the prophetic commendations and 

entreaty poems. Therefore, we might consider it as a reflection of his state of mind when 

he composed these poems, in order to create a special effect. Ibn al-Tayyib, for instance, 

in one of his poems in which he entreats the Prophet Khälid b. Sinän, repeats his name 

five times, asserting his command. He also repeats this word but in another meaning: 

(ý ". 9ý.. +IVGaOL-""1 

i. ý4sý 
j 

2 

(ý ý" ý' rJ ýý 

iaJtT 

"a. l_, o9 ýaýl! cý �ý, llrl 

n�s 

ýýöý9jýýaJUi 

Sometimes the effect of the repetition is dulled, when we feel that the poet gains 

nothing from the repetition, or it is nothing more than to complete the poetic line. Al- 

cAyyäshi, for example, praised one of his Shaykhs, cAbd al-Qädir, saying: 

. Öý' 4I i pp- '? l-°-r' 'j 
3 

In addition to repeating the words ö j. Ai , 
ö_pr twice with si , 

in the last part of the second 

hemistich can be dispensed with, which means that no benefit was gained. from it in 

terms of adding meaning, or creating a nice rhythm. Repeating `, eW ' with two words 

with nearly the same letters corrupts the meaning and weakens the style, making it 

flimsy and uninspirational. This might arise from the length of this poem, as it contains 

two hundred lines with various themes, ' leading the poet to exhaust his vocabulary and 

resort to repeating words to complete the line, or poem in general. 

' Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 104. 

ZIbid., p. 34. See also his Rlhla, p. 135. For details about the Prophet Ibn Sinän, see infra, p. 96. 

3Al-`Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 71. 
4For more details about this poem see, pp. 103-5,120-1,141,143,172,175,180,194. 
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Al cAyyäshi himself composed a single line consisting only of the word -fib with words 

derived from the same root, making it heavy on the hearing: 

ý,. ýJol ."tý.... y ý. ýb 
1, lg ý... ýJ vJºu lSý ä.., 1o., 

2.2.3. Paronomasia (jinäs) 

Jinäs is a repetition, but the repeated word must have a different meaning; in addition, it 

has certain types depending, for instance, on the position of the repeated words, as will 

be discussed later in relation to ornamental style. ' 

2.2.4. Diversity and Recital 

The sentences of the travellers' poetry are predominantly in the recitative style, which 

will be discussed as one of the main style types later. ' However, there are a few poems 

that depend on diversity in proportion to the recitative style. Diversity means that the 

sentences of a poem must consist of a verbal clause in the verb form, nominal clause and 

shibha al jumla (such as preposition close and the noun in the genitive). Moreover, the 

sentences should sometimes start with a verb in the past tense and in another place, 

with a present or imperative, or a single line may contain all the three types of verb. The 

nominal clauses should be diversified between performative and informative clauses. Al- 

`Ayyäshi praised a scholar and at the same time gently blamed him for not fulfilling his 

desire to borrow a book, requesting him not to disappoint him again, saying: 

ýL °ýo o»ý y19 J. 
-, a. ý ao. l. 4 ý., l, l l 4-. 

IAI lie . 1,99 

In this line the verbal clauses come in various types. The first starts with a past verb, the 

second with a present verb and the third with an imperative. This diversity of sentences 

gives this poem liveliness and give it varied colours, in contrast to the humdrum recital 

style using mainly one type of sentence, which will be illustrated later on. 

'A1 ̀Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 444. 

2 See supra, p. 181-4. 

See supra, p. 189. 

4Al ̀Ayy, 5shi's Rilila, vol. 2, p. 387. 
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3. The Style 

It should be noted that discussing style separately does not mean that it is totally distinct 

from words and syntax; rather it is considered a combined output of them. It obviously 

deals with general dominant feature which distinguish and stamp the style, such as 

simplicity and clarity, vagueness, recital or narrative style. 

A significant point worth stressing is that the style [language] of the travellers' poetry is 

easy, clear and understandable, except for very few poems as will be mentioned later. In 

addition, most of their poetry was spontaneous, without affectation, varying considerably 

in quality. This seems to be acceptable if strong high quality verse is ascribed to a certain 

group of poets, who can on that basis be placed in the category of illustrious professional 

poets, while the remainder is in the amateur category who only dabble in poetry. We 

find a poem of one of them is written in an abundant eloquent, marvelous style and 

evocative rhythm, but when we read another poem we find it weak and flimsy, as if it 

were not by the same poet. This might arise out of matters such as weak, or strong 

passion, or experience and difference in theme. This can be said only in the case of 

prolific poets such as al cAyyäshi, al-Zabddi, al-Qädiri and Ibn al-Tayyib. This is because 

such general judgments cannot be made from the few poems composed by travellers like 

al-Hudayki, Abü Madyan and Ibn 'Abd al-Sal, m, whose little poetry is nearer to be 

poetry of jurisprudence, resembling plain speech and lacking in poetic suggestive, 

musical melody and vivid imagery. 

3.1. Simplicity 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that, apart from a few lines of al-Zabädi and al- 

cAyyäshi's poems containing strange words, ' the whole of the poetry is simple. This 

simplicity is due to the poets' tendency towards expressing their feeling and ideas 

directly and spontaneously, without trying to choose words that are difficult. They use 

everyday poetic resources, which suit the situation. This simplicity does not mean 

vulgarity or weakness, nor does it mean that there is a resemblance between those 

traveler poets, because the language differs even between poems of the same traveller, 

according to the theme, or for some other reasons. 

'See the example given previously on p. 168. 
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Ibn Abi Mahli, for example, defended himself against those who derided the title of his 

RJhJa saying: 

1 

ýýý ýA-ý 
ýylAr9 ý, c. lýa ý1 ý, lýl cý9g9 

orLoýýý4ý1' 

i-ow 
ýýiij tAS 
I J. ý1,0 

-), 
% lA Z, ý 4--4-4 ýs, r 

s 

ý ýU'0 

-Pb ,. ý-A J-Ai ý9 
L. -ý- I urý ýI v- ý, l vo ý9 

In these lines we may see that strength, harshness, sharpness and his high spirit 

dominate. As he is very angry, he repeats the ` ei ' introduction of the second member 

of an alternative question in four lines, accompanied with two words of opposite 

meanings such as yLL-j He did that to make the public aware of his strong 

reaction and harsh challenge to those who had derided the title of his RihJa. This 

attitude reflects the insubordinate personality of this traveler, who was in fact one of the 

rebel leaders of his time. ' Although the poem is composed in strong language and 

contains harsh, rough and powerful words, the meanings are simple and clear, except for 

the word Jj, }, 3 which is somewhat vague and strange but might be understood from 

the context. 

In contrast, al-Muräbit opened his Rih1a saying: 

ýý-0 e--ea- L5 : -Ja , ýä1 J. ýlr li,. t, i9 ýýi-, 41i 

4 
csA ý ý", ý'4--x ýy, ý a.,, xb 

I Ibn Abi Mahli, al-Fagih al-Th5'ir tva Rihlatihi al-Islital-Khirrlt ed. al-Qaddüri, p. 134. 

2For more details, see the biography of Ibn Abi Mahli, pp. 53-5. 

The term means to lie. 

'Al-Muräbit's Rihla, p. 123. For more details about this poem, see infra, pp. 137-8. 
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These words are rich in meaning, which express simply and clearly his own feelings. 

The simplicity, calmness and smoothness of the vocabulary is very clear, especially if we 

compare it to the previous poem of Ibn Abi Mabli. 

As mentioned above, al-`Ayyäshi might be the best example of a poet whose poetry 

ranges from an abundant marvelous style of melodious words to a weak style and flimsy 

synthesis. Nevertheless, in both styles, simplicity is still a dominant feature. 

Al-cAyyäshi for example, praised the scholar Muhammad al-Makki who he met in 

Tripoli, saying: 

L. +-11 a 1ý9, L, r.,; Sl ý: l_gT9, Ls,.. 
_o 

ýI ý, 
WI 1999 L., ýJI tlo 

ai; ý? Li-. ý !. l: p I.. ýJL--'yI 
' L. rý. 4 0» Jýý. a ý a, o, tý ýJ I ýº lC'' .. t99 

This poem might be considered the best and most vivid example to demonstrate that 

simplicity does not mean vulgarity or weakness. In these lines we feel that the words are 

vibrant and carefully chosen. Its sentences are joined together without leaving the 

meaning obscure. Generally speaking, this language strikes the middle course, avoiding 

both vagueness and mustiness, in line with the strict condition which asserts that an 

eloquent style must rise above the vulgar, without resorting to bedouin vagueness. 

Also, the simplicity comes in poems of a weak, flimsy, recital style that seems to be 

nearer to common prose than poetry. Al `Ayyäshi as previously mentioned is one of the 

poets whose poetry varied enormously in quality. In contrast to the good example given 

above, he praised someone in a long brotherly poem saying: 

Le 

ä. {ý. L: callrýýýýv! 9 

Zýýýzýýýýýý 

LA'-YIP J--A''il 
c1°r"" 

ý ällr aJ 

lot 

'Al ̀ Ayyäshi's Rrhla, vol. 2, p. 387. See the rest of this poem given on p. 106 
Zlbid., vol. 1, p. 72. 
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These lines are composed in a style lacking in poetic suggestion, melody of rhythm, or 

magnificence of synthesis. His words do not convey accurate and lively meanings. His 

repetition of words does not add extra meaning, but is just to complete the poetic metre. 

It is clearly similar to common language and reads more like a report than poetry. 

In fact, many examples can be given about the lack of eloquence resulting from weak 

poetic talent, or the fact that the poets paid more attention to the simplicity, directness 

and spontaneity of the expression than to the aesthetic of the style, or magnificence of 

the words. In particular, this is found in poetry on certain themes such as entreaty, 

prophetic commendations and brotherly poems. 

Abü Madyan, for instance, entreats a renowned Sufi scholar Zarrüq' to find a solution to 

the critical circumstances of the pilgrims who were prevented from entering Tripoli on 

health grounds. Therefore, he composed a poem saying: 

u J°j ý J-, ° J)'ý ý 4-)ui äýý Lay , mý1i JL4) La 1ý1 
lcbläsý 

ýJ'ý 9 lta. LäýG ý. 9ý lrb ý ý: L. +lr j ll-I j ý, y1ýs9 

2 lälrý ýlr ý: a ý! ""ý urr ý 0. Gýý Cýl. ö . l9 ý1ý19 l. Ujl: r 

3.2. Ornamental (Badi`) Style 

This is the style that contains types of ornamentation such as finis, (paronomasia), tibiq, 

(antithesis), muq Bala, (opposition), dating the poem, quotation, inclusion and al- 

tawriya, as will explained later. 

Ornamentation is not much used by the travellers, except Ibn al-Tayyib, who shows a 

stronger tendency towards repetition than others. ' When ornamentation does occur, in 

a few lines, it does so in a very natural and unconscious manner, except for a few cases, 

as will be illustrated later on. One of the best examples of these ornamental devices is 

the following lines from al ̀ Ayyäshi's poem: 

ý iý, i ý; _W u1--ß 4s, 
G1 

c? ) Ls UA ä..... ßb i i~V 

'See the biography of Zarrüq on pp. 43-4. 

2AbM Madyan's Rihla, p. 217. See examples in the previous chapter, particularly examples given in themes 

such as entreaty and brotherly poems on pp. 90-100 and 102-9. 
3For more details and examples, see infra, pp. 173-7. 
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Then, he said: 

ý? ý. 9ý'-9 cýý'-c' ý 9ý1! " ý, U-lý 

ü ý----ý9 c, sy ý? ý91"'" ýý'9 

lA ä. 
ayý e aJ ýº9 ýilz., rslº ýlAi ý.. 9 

z JL4-º ºý ý9i ý. vºý a. y. _ A; sij jp 4.; )ýº x-r ýýý ºý ºý, 

In these lines we find mugäbala between the bad security circumstances in Morocco and 

the peace fullness of Medina. AI-mugäbala occurs between the first hemistich and the 

second hemistich in the first line, between the second line and third and also, between 

his state when he visited the Prophet's grave and describes his feelings in the last line. 

Furthermore, there is antithesis between Jc and J'Jý! and between 9. w and C9_., '- in the 

second line and between C, 1. and ýý in the third line. In addition, rhyme and 

mugäbala between `c and l: a and between and Ls. c. Paronomasia is found also, 

between and j_.: o and between csz and La. These devices are introduced by al- 

`Ayyäshi naturally, simply to put more emphasis on the meaning. At other times, such 
figures of speech are used artificially. The same poet provides one of the best examples, 

where he uses these devices in order to compensate for the weak expression, as he said. ' 

In praising a scholar named Ls- yi, al-°Ayyäshi consciously selected words derivative 

from the same root, s. ig. A, in the opening of his poem, saying: 

rt: i ýa J tf ý+ týJ ý i: us J ij-, ýa- 
' 

Then, he said: 

IAl'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 313. 
2Ibid,, vol. 1, p. 313. 
3Ibid., vol. 2, p. 137. 

4lbid., vol. 2, p. 137. 
5Ibid., vol. 2, p. 137. 

v_T' L9 ü, ýel Iä lt l_ ýe11 �1, º, aý. ý 
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AI-Jinäs is found in the repetition of three verbs with different inflected forms, in 

addition to noun in the first line, and N and ýalýr in the second line, and `-: ý , L: -11 

and ._ in the fourth line. Contrast occurs between cs. a. g=ýº and 4.1+- 9 

and antithesis between ýýi and t and between c. -L. - and =Si. Rhyme is found 

between s. ýg-ý ý s. ýgýº ýý s. < ý'` , between and Si and between 

U. Ji and Ali . 
We might notice the repetition of four words containing and in the 

first line and three words containing L in the fourth line, which need effort to utter 

them. Moreover, the effect of this repetition is dull in particular the repetition of .. ý in 

the last part of the third line, from which nothing was gained. 

These ornamental devices and other matters are discussed separately in more detail, as 
follows: 

3.2.1. Paronomasia, jinäs 

The use of al-Jinäs' in most cases comes in a normal and simple way. It is used 

sometimes by the travellers as a consequence of the musical nature, which it can impart 

to a line of poetry. Furthermore, it strengthens the meaning and confirms it in the 

attention of the listener. It is preferable when it comes in a natural and spontaneous 

way, not used artificially, which corrupts the meaning, as in examples given previously or 

will be given later. 2 

Ibn al-Tayyib, as mentioned previously, is the only poet who shows a strong tendency 

towards using al-Jinäs; or repetition in general. Ibn al-Tayyib entreats repeating words 

derived from the same root, as the name of the person entreated ä, äc and words derived 

from 0..: b 
, one of the names of Medina saying: 

U täsj 1W 4-4 1ya ý,, 1_, cI ýläs9 ý r1 l_. T ä.. äs; 

Lac iLý 

'AI-Jinäc (Paronomasia) is similarity in the word, with difference in the meaning. See Tabäna, Mujam al- 
Balagha al-`Arabiyya, p. 136. 
2See infra, pp. 176-7 and 182, supra, p. 184. 
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'U lb ýI ä., b9 a:, ý LU ýul 
`ý-99 crý ý 

In the first line he repeats the word 4ý- which has two different meanings, once in the 

first hemistich, and another time in the second which is known radd al-`ajz `alä al-cadr. 

This frequently occurs in Ibn a]-Tayyib's poetry. In the line below he demonstrates his 

intention at repetition: 
2 S»1,9 l, ýl SCI ý9 »>; V9ý ý. lJ lS Jl 69 

He claims that he is conscious of the ornamentation his poem contains such as complete 

al-Jinäs and al-tawriya arising out of repeating the two words and cs»} of two 

different meanings. 3 

Al-Amiri opened his Rihla by using this type of al-Jinäs in a simple and nice way, in 

order to put more emphasis on the meaning, as in the following line: 

4 
09,. 111 

One of the few examples in which we might notice that al-Jinäs was used in an artificial 

way are the following lines composed by Ibn al-Tayyib: 

L-1U ý--Ii l-s L. --P11 
Jti39 

csý 
ý1 L-Aý L. ýIL. OLL 

5 LLP ýra J! r &P v_ýP jiý 

This repetition corrupts the meaning. In addition, there is some heaviness resulting from 

certain letters coming successively, which is distasteful to the ear. 

3.2.2. Tibäq and Mugäbala 

Al-t/bäq and al-mugäbala are not much used in the traveller's poetry; when they do 

occur, it is in a very natural and unconscious way, like other devices. Therefore we find a 

word or sentence and its opposite introduced by the traveller simply because the 

'Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 37. 
Zlbid., p. 21. 

3Ibid., p. 21. See also, his Rih/a, pp. 26,46,79,119. 

`Al-Amiri's Rih/a, p. 89. See also, Ibn `Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, p. 268. 

5Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 84. For more examples, see infra, pp. 176-7 and 182. 
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meaning demands them and the idea which he wishes to express requires this. The 

words and sentences used are very simple. 

AI-tibäq sometimes occurs between two contradictory nouns, as in al-cAyyashi's following 

line, where he opposed to in the first hemistich, and J,,, oi to tý in the 

second: 

I l,. ~. 
3"1 

r-ýý E 
_ý9 

J, °o1 s ls j l.. ~: 
ý. °9 ý9ý9A . lsý l `, I. f vl 

It may occur between two verbs, as in the following line of the same poem, where the 

poet opposed Oi. ýyu- to L: 

4U--5ý, �9 ur 1.4 

Al-Zabädi expressed his great longing for al-Hijäz, while he was in Fes, saying that his 

heart was absent in the East [al-llijäz], whereas, he had left his body in Fes [in the 

West]. In doing so, he opposed k.. L, 4 .,, to (y'li) 4 ýkj , P""r 

"'A: 

j. 

Ibn al-Tayyib combined al-tibäq and al-mugäbala, opposing to L9 and 

to i' , and also opposing the first hemistich and the second: 

vl ý1 ý. psiý Iý, ý vl 

a 
j_ JjU 1ý 19 

lq... _S 1ý ýý.., _., 
ý L-., ý, r, _1,1 öý lG ýI 

Sý1 ý.; al9l'ý ý ly, iý 1ýý9 

1 Al-`Ayy5shi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 387. 

2 Ibid., vol. 2, p. 387. 

3Al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 347. 

aIbid., p. 104. 
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These contradictory meanings presented by a1-tibjq and al-inugäbala, were employed in 

a simple but effective way, to make the idea or expression the poet desires to convey, 

much clearer and stronger. In addition, these lines represent a genuine expressive echo 

of his tremendous passion and great love for the Prophet, as he likens his state while 

arriving in Medina, the site of the Prophet's grave and mosque, to the lover who is 

always weeping, whether he is very close to his beloved or far away, because if they are 

together, he weeps for fear that she will leave him, and he does so with longing when 

he is apart. We might feel in these lines that al-fibäq and a1-177uq bala in the hands of 

Ibn al-Tayyib are impressive and effective. 

3.2.3. Dating the Poem (b. Lýi jtj'i; ) 

Poetic dating is a device whereby in one or more words in the poem, each letter has a 

digital value, ' and the sum of the digits is the date (A. D) of the event, which the poet 

desires to record in his poem. The dating word or words must be preceded by a word 

such as arrakha ))l or something similar derived from the word al-tärikh ý! ýUI . 
'The 

best examples of poetic dating include the name of the person who dated for him or his 

nickname and its words are simple, clear and free of artifice, ' as found in the following 

lines by al ̀Ayyäshi, where he dates the death of one of the scholars of Mecca, 

Muhammad b. cAlawi, saying: 

4 ljs ýalý d -Ä jý uj asýü äS.. ß uys X159 

If we total the digits of this sentence, lL uU L, we find that the total is the date of 

his death, 1071 A. H. 5 

As follows: =1, y=2, C, =3, -ý=4, __, a=5, j=6,3=7, r =8, . b=9, Ls= 10, -ý=20, 
30 40 , iý= 50,60,70, v=80,90,100,200,300, 

,: j=400 ,ü= 500,600 , 700 , 800 , .b= 900 , 1000. See al-Raddadi, al-Shi°r 

al-Hijäzi, vol. 2, p. 854. 
2'Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulsi, Nafahät al-Azhfr lalä Nasamft al-Ashgr R Madhi al-NaGiyyi al-Mukhtär, 
(Beirut: lam al-Kutub, 1299 A. H. ), p. 336. For more details about this type, see MUtäla'ätfial Shi`ral- 
Mamlüki wa a! -'Uthmäniby Bakri Shaykh Amin, (Beirut: Dar al-Shurüg, 1972), p. 171. 
3al-Nabulsi, Nafahý7t al-Azhät; p. 336. 

4al-`Ayyashi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 90. 

5As follows: (ý3 ) 100 + (. b) 9+(y) 2+ (ý) 6+ (ýj) 100 + ())400 +5+ (ý) 

40 +(i)1+0) 400 +y2+( ,m)5+(i)1= 1071. 
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Also, al ̀ Ayyäshi dates the birthday of the scholar `1sä al-Tha`älibi's son, saying: 

oft. , ýl L4 Uj.. _iA oL_. 14 44 4-- ý 
'9i9 

I 
. tý-. ý 

3.2.4. AI-Igtibäs and al-Tadmin 2 

I. 9. ýl. o ý9--9 0-ý4 asP 

Al-cAyy2shi: quoted a whole verse and put it in the second line, just adding a single word 

He described the most critical day the pilgrims had ever faced during their 

journey, as a result of two days without water to the extent that they slaughtered some 

of their camels, in order to drink the water stored in their stomachs. He likened that 

state to the state of unbelievers on the day of judgement, where Allah said, describing 

that day, "If they ask for help (relief, water, etc. ) they will be granted water like boiling 

oil, that will scald their faces. "' Al-`Ayydshi says describing that day: 

U°. 3 99 LS "L--. O 1UWu L4)-- aý... _J <J vý; 
ýý9 

Ibn Näsir ends one of his poems with the clause "oU. ýi "was at a distance of 

about two bows' lengths or (even) nearer", taken from one of the verses of the Qur'5n. 5 

He ended his line with this clause saying: 
6a 

L' ýi ýt M, ý u l9 
ý jro X5: 111 9 'yl9 i 3j j, 

The travellers sometimes quoted a whole line or more in their poems. Al-Hudayki 

ended one of his poems with the following line: 

'Al `Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 138. 

2Al-Igtibäs and al-tadmfn refer to the incorporation of something from another source into the poem, but 

al-Igtibäs as a, "Technical term is defined as the unacknowledged borrowing, in poetry or prose, of phrases 
taken from the Koran [sic] or the Yadith. " G. J. H. Van Gelder, ' Igtibäs ', in Encyclopedia ofArabic 
Literature, vol. 1, pp. 396-7. Al-tadmin however, is quoting a line, or lines from another poet, and it tends 
to be used in order to strengthen the meaning. 
3M. Khan and M. al-Hilali, The Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Quran, sGrat al-Kalif, verse, 
29, p. 422. 
4Al , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 163. These lines have already been given as example of the description on 

p. 117. For more examples see al , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 52; Ibn Näsir's Rihla, p. 102. 
5M. Khan and M. al-Hil5li, The Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Qur'an, siratal-Najim, verse, 
9, p. 750. 
6 Ibn Näsir's Rihla, p. 102. 
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1 ll,., 41 I . 9°a' . s'' 
41 ýý a-I 

.:.; 
i Ij. c VI ý.. _... 

ý -ý 

AI-'Aiiri included seven lines in his Rihla, four lines from the most famous prophetic 

commendations known al-Bt7rda composed by al-Büsiri, and three lines from a poet 

named Ibn Hammäd. Al `Amiri reminds the reader or the listener before quoting these 

lines that they are the lines of al-Shaykh [a1-Büsiri] in the second hemistich of his 

following line: 

2 
sl°., -III 

lIli ýý.: JI 
c: r°9 lý9 ýI 

. lml+w . Ualýei9 

Then, he states al-Büsiri's lines. ' In another place, he draws attention to the fact that 

the following line is by Ibn Uammäd saying: 

4s l&L_, 1 I al t-. o. L,,,, J) J C9 II. 3" J, 1 i, 9 .L . lä19 

He also, asserts that he has borrowed seven lines: 

5 sý, týº ýaýlci ý.. ý - 
1mý1 . l9 . lo. ý ýlr ýýý 

3.2.5. Al-Tawriya 

It means that the word has two meanings, one literal or garib (close) and the other 

metaphorical or balid (far). The poet means to conceal the literal by stating the 

metaphorical. ' AI ̀ Ayyäshi sent two lines to one of his friends using his nickname 

saying: 

), <--4 
'ýýýýýý., ýý-ý ýý9ýºýýýJý 

'Al-Hudayki's Rihla, p. 3. For details about this famous line, see infra, pp. 144-5. 
2 Al ̀ Amiri's Rihla, p. 98. 

For some details about al-Büsiri and al-Burda, see infra, p. 79. 

4Ibid., p. 99. 

slbid., p. 104. 

`Tabäna, Muy'am al-Balägha al-`Arabiyya, p. 712. 

'Al `Ayyäshi's Ril, la, vol. 2, p. 106. 
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The word j__ has two meanings. The first, the literal or garib, means the person who 

brings the news, and the second, metaphorical or ba`id, means the nickname of the 

friend who sent him the two lines. AI-`Ayyäshi means the second meaning. 

3.3. Recital Style 

This Recital style' is used frequently by the travellers, particularly in prophetic 

commendations, entreaty, descriptions of performing al-Haj, / and al-Ziyara rituals and 

panegyric, because these themes, as mentioned previously, require listing the Prophet's 

attributes and praised person's virtues, or acts of worship. Ibn al-Tayyib is considered 

one of the main users of recital style. He enumerated the Prophet's miracles saying: 

s11, ý;, 11 ýs19 v L..: 5.11 ý= *r 
ýI aý a. _., ar . L9 

ý11`. 5aiý, ýýý,,. 5J1. i5 ý. ýýýýýL-'°ýý-ý'" 

AI-Zabädi described the pilgrims' journey to al-IIijäz by a recital style with a succession 

of verbs in the past tense: 

JLL, X91 ý 

3 
.. 

i la r. ý ro 
J. ý119 19. Lr1ý 9 131-1' .ds ýlý 1 ý-r-' y 

3.4. Narrative Style 

The narrative style does not mean presenting a whole story, including the known main 

artistic elements, but it means a simple attempt to relate an event in a short poetic form. 

'Recital is a style in which the sentences succeed in a single form, mainly in the past or imperative form, to 
document events or matters or list certain virtues, usually in documentary and panegyric poems. See al - 
Harräma, al-Qasida al-Andalusi)ya, vol. 2, p. 281. 
2 lbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 111. 

3A1-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 320. See more examples in themes of prophetic commendations, entreaty, 
description of of natural scenes, pilgrims' caravan, the road stages and performing al-Haij and al-Ziyära 
rituals, or wishing to do that, elegy and praise on pp. 80-102 and 114-21. 
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Al cAyyäshi related the great hospitality and generosity he received from his friend 

during his stay in Medina, saying: 

ýýýýýl ý7 ý. '; '>; 9 

cis v9ý ý... QC1º ý ý°ý9 

ýLj9 

L 

ý*--ý ýü aýsý a_: s ýa. _r I 

, 

ýº ý, ý ýýº ___ 
äpý 

Lqq C-ý .Ü ä-ý6j 

vl ý°-O$9 a; 1,! 

Also, al ̀ Ayyäshi relates in a marvelous dialogue narrative, the moment of separation 

from his wife, showing his tender feelings, which are poured into the poem from the 

beginning until the end, by a simple narrative style, depending on this light conversation 

between them: 

ý, i,. Jº ä; ý9 ýý. -ýý+ äý 

ý,,, ý ýº, ýºº ý ý, ý-°. -s 
ý. 1ý'ºý, sýýýiý: ý.:, ýý 

ý. ý14 ý. ý+ voý lä, Jº ý.. -ý 

ýSý11 ý ý.. _. c 'ý ý., 0ý9 oL. ýº 

j ýbl ällzÄ, 1ý...: '1 ýI9 

ijAzi 

Le9 l6ä11 

Section Five 
Emotion and Experience 

Emotion is the most important element in literature, especially in poetry and the main 

influence from which the ideas, imagery and rhythm have been created. ' The poem is 

mainly an expression of emotions resulting from the experiences of the poet in life and 

IAl , Ayyäshi, vol. 2, p. 37. 
2Ibid., vol. 2, p. 14. See the translation of this poem on p. 110 and see also, Ibn cAbd al-Saläm's poem on p. 

110. 
3 Ahmad al-Shäyib, Usül al-Nagd al-Adabi, 9"' edn (Cairo: Maktabat al-Nahda a1-Misriyya, 1985), p. 34. 
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the events to which he reacts. Abmad Amin believes that it is emotion that gives 

literature immortality and makes us never fed up with reading poetry, as we do with 

science, because poetry is made of human emotions, which remain unaffected by time, 

and any literature that does not arise from emotion does not deserve to be called 

literature. ' 

The literary work, as Shawqi Qayf states, "Is the expression of poetic experience in 

suggestive form, and experience is an emotional event, which springs from the poet's 

soul, mind and all his feelings. "' And in this regard we have found that some of the 

travellers' poems, particularly some poems of prophetic commendations, longing and 

yearning, fulfill the criteria of successful experience, such as the heat of emotion and 

exalted ideas, in addition to imagination, images, music and language. Al cAyyäshi's 

poem, which describes the pain of his separation from his wife, conveys truthful 

experience, deep emotion, warm feelings and exalted ideas, enabling him to successfully 

express his feelings and experience. ' The same thing happens in Ibn al-Tayyib's poems 

in which he describes the moment of leaving Medina, the site of the Prophet's mosque 

and grave. His lines are full of intimate discourse which springs from a truthful heart, 

deep feelings and impassioned emotion. ' 

Al cAmiri in his Rihla, especially his invaluable advice in the first part and his advice to 

pilgrims in order to be respected by other pilgrims, manages to give value to his 

experience, expressing in his Rihla superior emotions, which encourage the hearer and 

reader to respond. ' In addition to that, the motif of water which is predominant, almost 

amounting to an obsession in al-Muräbit's Rih1a, as mentioned previously constitutes a 

special vocabulary reflecting the deep psychological experience and painful suffering the 

poet traveller endured during his previous journeys. Also, Ibn al-Tayyib's poem in which 

he argues for travel and its benefits, shows truth and strong determination, resulting 

IAhmad Arlin, al-Naqd aJ-Adabi, 4"' edn(Beirut: Där al-Kitäb al-`Arabi, 1967), vol. 1, pp. 40-1. 

2 Shawqi Dayf, /Ial-Nagd al-Adabi (Cairo: Dar al-Malärif, 1962), p. 7. [My translation]. 

'This poem was given as an example of yearning on p. 110 and psychological imagery on p. 161. 

4This poem was given as an example of psychological imagery, see infra, p. 161. 

'Examples were given on p. 123-4. 
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from his philosophy of life and prolonged reflection upon it, until he reaches this 

conclusion. ' 

Repetition sometimes assists the expression of the emotion, particularly in elegies, poems 

which are, as already mentioned, considered the most preferable place for repetition. 2 

This is only if it comes in a simple, natural and spontaneous way, but it may prevent the 

expression of emotion if it comes in an affected way, as in the following lines of Ibn 

Näsir: 

ol".. I.. 
_. 09 y9-ýO9 

ýsýý 
ý' all9 a, r. 1i, L: ý�cs19 aýJ! L1. _09 

v, o LA. o-.. "J k-Ls 

3 oU. )jý1'ý 

We find in these lines that repetition prevents the expression of the strong and great 

love the poet undoubtedly has for the Prophet, whom the pilgrims, including the poet, 

had traveled an immensely long distance to visit. 

Beside that, there are many cases, where the poet can not manage to convey his strong 

and genuine feelings to the hearer or the reader. One of the reasons is obviously due to 

the weak language in which the poem is written, as a result of the poet's lack of talent 

and skill. Al-Hashtüki, for instance entreats a number of renowned Sufi scholars, 

appealing to them to improve the difficult circumstances the pilgrims are facing, saying: 

ý 
)a' ýr° s3-ýOý 

-?, 
4 1 ä, L-l..., e LJ°9 JýJi JAý ý. )Lj Lo 

, "ý I' I 10 1 
-ýrbI 

9 J'41 ý : r° 
4 

After listing a number of Safi scholars, he said: 

'? ) '? JJA9 

ý.. miý.... c ý, ýi ýº ýt,: r 

ýý , L_aýi 

t. ýplý 

ýý ýý., Sýfi i. ý Jý.. _, i lý. "I... + `,. _: S iýi SýuJý ýläJl ui U9 

'Example was given on pp. 163-4. 

ZSee elegy poem of al ̀Ayyäshi on p. 121. 

3lbn N5sir's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 9. 

°A1-Hashtüki's Rihla, p. 68. 
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' ý1 9 -41 vc, 
ý ýy. L. ýw ý1ý9 OJ. c. G9 c)lo j11 

If we may recall that mention was made previously about the impact of Sufi education, 

such as great love for Sufi awliyä; and strong belief in their unlimited abilities to resolve 

all difficulties, which the living might encounter in their lives when they entreat them. 2 

Therefore, we feel undoubtedly that his feelings and emotion towards these scholars is 

highly truthful, his suffering is genuine and deep. However, the weakness of his poem 

results from his lack of poetic talent, which prevents him from conveying his feeling and 

expressing it without warmth, or excitement. 

Another reason why the poet cannot show his strong emotion is because the time at 

which he composed his poem was not appropriate, or his feelings were not active, or 

strong enough to enable him to convey successfully his genuine emotion, or create vivid 

poetic lines. The best example of that is a brotherly poem by al-`Ayyäshi sent to his 

colleagues in Fes. Al cAyyäshi frankly stated in this poem that he did not expect much 

praise for the poem as a result of its weakness, for which he apologises, explaining that 

he composed it in a rush on the day of leaving, when bad circumstances and distress 

affected him: 

älrý+u ýS j1 I ýý l9 lý5 

k.,.,, p)l q, ol_9ý1 ýý.... ý ý ýlS 919 

ä. a. I:, G ý.. _ý 

är-ys'ýýýý 
44ý 

3 a.. a. ý J, c OýA---A j J--i L+j 

Some poems are naturally free from emotion, such as poems of academic purposes, 

which cannot contain any kind of emotion. Al ̀ Ayyäshi for instance, during his stay in 

Palestine gave one of the scholars of al-Khalil, lbrähim b. Shihäb al-Din al-Marawäni an 

academic Ijäza in poetic form as he desired, saying: 

ýýi "6. ' a'--:. -o U. ) L. J-Sj 

Ibid., p. 68. 

For detailed explanation and examples about this matter, see infra, pp. 96-100,146-7 and supra, 

pp. 203-8. 
3Al ̀Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 74. 
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Il rsý 9i ti. J': 9i ä<. s jL--If- ý? ýý09 

' 1ý9 ols j1 l. o uýJl ý}: " c5ý sL,. lý ýq ý9ý1 Loi 

until he said: 

2" 

aJ . t. _, 9 i_�bJ; ) s: ui b1: Ji L ` 

Or the poem is one which should have contained emotion such as an elegy poem, but 

for some reason, we may not sense that emotion in the poem. Al ̀ Ayyäshi, for instance, 

elegizes one of the scholars of Mecca in the following lines, dating his death: 

l$..:. _ .oI `9 X11 a1 Lt,,; 'yl9 ý' lýl II iV 1S . 19 

ltä ýl_o a_: 99 ýS9 
6!. U_9 Aý;, u ä. --<-a ýý j1s9 

3&o 
L. UIäSy , IJ. _. ý la a äu L__: l VI 

In these lines, we feel that the emotion is very weak if not absent altogether. This might 

be due to the weakness of the relationship between the poet and the subject of his elegy. 
The aim of this poem seems to be to record the date of this scholar's death, as one of the 

main aims in writing down his Rihla. This is highlighted if we compare this poem to his 

elegy on his closest friend, which shows deep sorrow. ' 

Conclusion of the chapter 

Five basic points have been discussed in this chapter. These are poem structure, content 

(meanings and ideas), imagery, the language and emotion and experience. Each point 

contains many sub-points, as follows: 

The great majority of Rihlät of those travellers were compiled in prose form, whereas 

only two Rihlät were composed in poetic form. These are of al ̀Amiri and al-Murlbit, in 

addition to a long poem of al-Zabädi, which can be considered as a small Rihla. The 

length of the poem in most cases ranged from two to five lines in al-magtü`a, and 

'Ibid., vol. 2, p. 346. 

2lbid., vol. 2, p. 346. 

3Ibid., vol., 2, p. 90. See also, dating of the poem on p. 186. 

4See some lines of this poem on p. 121. 
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between ten and thirty lines in a]-gacJda. A few poems extended beyond a hundred lines 

and Rih1a of al-cAmiri reached three hundred and thirty-five lines. Regarding the 

connection between the theme of a poem and its length, it was found that a variety of 

themes are contained within longer poems, which exceed a hundred lines. In contrast, 

poems of medium length, i. e., forty to sixty lines, concentrate on a single theme. 

With respect to the organic unity, which means that the poem should be an integrated, 

vivid complete composition, which has a unity of feeling including ideas and images; we 

may consider that al-`A. miri's Rihla is the best example of achieving the main conditions 

of that unity. 

Some of the travelers paid tremendous attention to beautifying the opening of their 

poems by using repetition, rhetoric or ornamental devices. Almost all poems enter 

directly on their main theme, although a few poems open with various kinds of 

introductions, such as praise and blessing, romantic prelude, 1ni zi)ya and symbolic 

introductions. Various methods were used by the travellers to connect the introduction 

to the next or to the main theme. 

The travellers ended most of the poems with ` peace be upon the Prophet ', and 

sometimes added praise for his glory. Some of them ended their poems by invoking 

their family or the praised person or praying for them. In a few cases, the poems were 

ended by other conclusions, such as praying for rain to sprinkle the grave of the dead, or 

dedicating their poem to the praised person. 

The ideas included in the travellers' poetry reflect clearly the Sufi education they had 

received in Sufi Zawäyä, such as entreaty and al-Ilagiga al-Muhammadiyya. ' Entreaty, 

to the prophet Muhammad, other prophets, or to Awliyä', predominates over other 
ideas, themes, or issues. 

The travelers composed a huge number of poems entreating such persons while visiting 

their graves. The travelers call upon the deceased Awli)yä'and pious occupants of graves 
for assistance, requesting them to fulfil their needs, such as removing distress, curing 

illness and granting them a safe return to their homes. It was common practice among 

them to visit graves, compose poems of entreaty and suspend these over the graves, 

'In fact we find this theory only in the poetry of al ̀Ayyäshi, Ibn al-Tayyib and al-Zabadi. 
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seeking the blessing of the dead person. Even when they composed poems, which 

should have been pure supplication and entreaty to Allah, they ended with entreaty to 

the Prophet's right, or rank. These ideas are discussed in detail concluding that this 

significant dogmatic issue, and this kind of tawassul (supplication) in particular, is 

indeed prohibited and forbidden according to Islamic Sunni teaching. 

Some travelers, in particular al ̀ Ayyäshi, al-Zabädi and Ibn al-Tayyib, believe in the so- 

called al-Hagiga al-Muhammadiyya, which means that the Prophet is the basis of 

creation and source of generosity, which prevails in all aspects of life during all ages. In 

addition to that, he is Allah's light from which all people obtained light. Some Sunni 

scholars, intellectuals and Orientalists assert that the idea of al-Magiqa al- 

Muhamrnadiyya is taken from other religious texts prior to Islam, under various forms. 

Muslims undoubtedly see the Prophet as the greatest example of human dignity, 

courage and wisdom. He was the one who was chosen by Allah to be the last Prophet 

and messenger to receive divine revelation via the Angel Gabriel, bearing the significant 

duty of calling people to worship Allah alone. Indeed, neither Sunni Scholars nor 

ordinary people believe in the concept of al-Magiqa al-Muhammadiyya; they believe that 

the Prophet is Allah's Messenger and slave and that he possesses the most honorable 

and most exalted character which is described by Allah in many verses of the Qur'än. 

Even the Prophet himself warned Muslims against exaggerating in his praise. 

Love is considered one of the Sufi doctrines and the center of Sufi literature. So, we find 

that the travelers' poetry is full of expressions of love, such as the terms ardent, 

passionate, longing and fondness. The travellers express their love and longing for the 

Prophet, his family, and his Companions in words which are very similar to that used by 

poets of love. They used of the words `intoxication', `cups' and `wine' as symbols of love 

and passion. It seems that these words became customary in travellers' poetry as poetic 

images since the early Sufi poets, such as Ibn al-Färid 

However, through other ideas the travellers maintained the true Islamic spirit, and the 

meanings of their poetry were characterised by their education. Therefore, their poetry 

did not contain explicit love, or bacchanalian poetry, except for two cases, which were 

poetic images in customary use. It was truthful and avoided flattery, they never praised 

anyone to receive a reward, and their panegyrics were mostly restricted to scholars. If 

they admonished someone, they did so in a friendly and gentle manner. Modesty and 

self-denial were distinctive features in their poetry. The traveller frequently praised 
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moral virtues, and did not praise any physical attributes, except brightness of the face. 

Except in a few places, the travellers' poetry is mainly distinguished by clarity and ease 

of understanding. 

The travellers' poetry did not show a great deal of creativity in the field of imagery, 

especially as their work mostly consists of religious and brotherly poetry. It seems that 

these poets only aimed to express their feelings, without making any effort to excel in 

depicting them by creating original images. This may be due to their lack of poetic talent 

or to the nature of the theme itself. Nevertheless, there are some poets who are creative 

in this way including al-`Ayyäshi, Ibn al-Tayyib and al-Qädirf. The travellers employed 

the commonly known types of imagery such as rhetorical, psychological,, symbolic, and 

intensive imageries. 

Rhetorical images, in particular simile and metaphor, predominated in the imagery of 

the travelers' poetry. Simile was used more than metaphor. 

Poets sometimes expressed their deep psychological feelings by drawing an artistic 

picture that expresses these feelings in an enjoyable literary form. 

The travellers sometimes use symbols to clarify the meaning because if the symbol, 

whether it is a place, person, wisdom or proverb, is familiar to the listener or reader, the 

meaning gains another dimension based on the connotations of that symbol to the 

receiver. Therefore, this meaning gained by the symbol will attain acceptance and 

pleasure. The Hijäziyya places including Najd and Tayba, for instance, are considered in 

people's minds as holy places. Reference to these places, therefore, is not mere literal 

description, but is used as a symbol of the poet's love and attachment to the Prophet and 

his companions, who lived and moved around in these places. Also, the names of some 

desert plants, which grow in these places, are sometimes included in poems with a 

similar symbolic effect. Some poets, in particular Ibn al-Tayyib, make use of wisdom and 

proverbs to explain their meaning. 

The travellers drew intensive pictures composed from various components, which cannot 

be dislocated from each other because the picture loses its meaning and becomes 

useless, if any part is removed. 

The language was analysed according to words, syntax and style. 
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Most of the words are easy and understandable. In the rare cases where strange and 

difficult words are used, it seems to be acceptable, because the poets are in a position to 

use a special diction to portray something, which is known to them by a particular 

vocabulary. Most of these words are taken from Eastern heritage which confirms the 

Eastern influence on them. The travellers used religious, academic, civilized, literary and 

lexical terms, which reflect the education they had received. 

Analysing syntax in the travellers' poetry highlights such issues as the sentence length, 

briefing, repetition of certain letters and words, paronomasia, diversity and recital. These 

issues were analysed to assess the impact of their use, whether on the single poetic line, 

or the whole poem. Long and medium length sentences are predominant, and shorter 

sentences are not rare but are fewer in comparison to the long and medium ones. 

Repetition strengthens the meaning and imparts a musical nature to a poetic line 

Repetition is not restricted to sentences or words, but occurs also in single letters, which 

are rich in suggestiveness and nuance. Repetition of a certain letter or sometimes more 

creates an attractive rhythm and beautifies the expression. This repetition creates a 

special effect, giving the line a rhythm that the ear enjoys listening to, especially as this 

letter is usually used when the words are gentle. Also, we might see that the beauty of 

this line results from the fact repetition comes in a natural way, without affectation. 

Repeating words sometimes grants the line or poem in general a wonderful rhythm and 

emphasises the meaning conveying it to the receiver more clearly, by presenting it in 

various ways. In contrast, repetition sometimes becomes irritating if it is not rhythmical, 

or spoils the meaning and weakens the style, or at least, if nothing is gained from the 

repetition, or it becomes a mere stylistic habit. Repetition appears to be psychologically 

necessary if the catastrophe is very heavy, as found in al ̀ Ayyäshi's poem. Ibn al-Tayyib 

shows a strong tendency towards repetition, which is readily noticeable as a feature of 

his poetry. The effect of the repetition sometimes is dulled, when we feel that the poet 

gains nothing from the repetition, or it is nothing more than to complete the poetic line. 

The sentences of the travellers' poetry are predominantly in the recitative style. 

However, there are a few poems that depend on diversity in proportion to the recitative 

style. 

The language of the travellers' poetry is easy, clear and understandable, except for very 

few poems. In addition, most of their poetry was spontaneous, without affectation, 

varying considerably in quality. This seems to be acceptable if strong high quality verse 
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is ascribed to a certain group of poets, who can on that basis be placed in the category of 

illustrious professional poets, while the remainder is in the amateur category who only 

dabble in poetry. We find a poem of one of them is written in an abundant eloquent, 

marvelous style and evocative rhythm, but when we read another poem we find it weak 

and flimsy, as if it were not by the same poet. This might arise out of matters such as 

weak or strong passion, or experience and difference in theme. This can be said only in 

the case of prolific poets such as al-`Ayyäshi, al-Zabädi, al-Qädiri and Ibn al-Tayyib. This 

is because such general judgments cannot be made from the few poems composed by 

travellers like al-Hudayki, Abü Madyan and Ibn `Abd al-Saläm, whose little poetry is 

nearer to be poetry of juristsprudence, resembling plain speech and lacking in poetic 

suggestive, musical melody and vivid imagery. 

The style is investigated and analysed according to the dominant features. These are 

simplicity, ornament, recital and narrative styles. It would not be an exaggeration to say 

that, apart from a few lines of al-Zabädi and Al-`Ayyäshi's poems containing strange 

words, the whole of the poetry is simple. This simplicity is due to the poets' tendency 

towards expressing their feeling and ideas directly and spontaneously, without trying to 

choose words that are difficult. They use everyday poetic resources, which suit the 

situation. This simplicity does not mean vulgarity or weakness, nor does it mean that 

there is a resemblance between those traveler poets, because the language differs even 

between poems of the same traveller, according to the theme, or for some other reasons. 

Ornamentation is not much used by the travellers, except Ibn al-Tayyib, who shows a 

strong tendency towards paronomasia, or repetition in general. The use of paronomasia 

in most cases comes in a normal and simple way. It is used sometimes by the travellers 

as a consequence of the musical nature, which it can impart to a line of poetry. 

Furthermore, it strengthens the meaning and confirms it in the attention of the listener. 

However, it was sometimes used by artificial way, which corrupts the meaning. AI-tibaq 

and a1-mugäbala are not much used in the traveller's poetry; when they do occur, it is in 

a very natural and unconscious way, like other features. Therefore we find a word or 

sentence and its opposite introduced by the traveller simply because the meaning 

demands them and the idea which he wishes to express requires this. The travellers 

tend to strengthen the meaning of their poetry by quoting phrases from the Qur'än or, 

the Hadith, a line, or lines from another poet. The Recital style is used frequently by the 

travellers, particularly in prophetic commendations, entreaty, descriptions of performing 

al-Ha jj and al-Ziyära rituals and panegyric, because these themes require listing the 

Prophet's miracles and praised person's virtues, or acts of worship. Ibn al-Tayyib is 
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considered one of the main users of recital style. The narrative style used by the 

travellers does not mean presenting a whole story, including the known main artistic 

elements, but it means a simple attempt to relate an event in a short poetic form. 

The travellers expressed their emotions and experiences in life. Some poems were free 

from the emotion and experience, either because of the theme of the poem itself, such as 

poems of academic purposes, or because the poet failed to convey his emotion or 

experience to the receiver, as a result of his lack of poetic talent, or his tendency towards 

an affected style. 

The two forthcoming chapters are considered as the second half of the focus of this 

study. They deal with the prose material of the travellers' Rihlät, which will be 

discussed according to the thematic and artistic features. As a1-Rihlät are one of the 

most significant truthful, reliable sources and live contemporary witness' of various 

aspects of the time period the travellers lived, they are analysed and investigated as an 

attempt to draw a clear picture of various aspects of that era. 
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Chapter Five 
The Prose: Thematic Study 

This chapter and its successor deal with the prose material in al-Rihlät. In this chapter 

the prose is analysed according to its thematic aspects. The chapter is divided into nine 

sections, in addition to a general introduction to this chapter. Section One is devoted to 

the religious aspect. Section Two analyses the geographical aspect. Section Three 

analyses the academic aspect. Section Four discusses the economic aspect. Section Five 

analyses the political and security aspect. Section Six is about the social aspect. Section 

Seven studies the literary aspect. Section Eight analyses the humorous aspect. Section 

Nine presents a brief conclusion. 

The Moroccan pilgrims' Rihlät undoubtedly occupy a significant position among other 

main sources as a truthful, reliable source and live contemporary witness of various 

aspects of the days in which the travellers lived. Their significance increases, as they are, 

in some cases, the only source of such information. Thus, these Rihlit, or sometimes a 

single Rihla, have been depended upon as one of the most important and reliable 

sources of information, if not the only source, in historical, academic, political, literary 

and geographical studies of the countries or cities the travellers visited or passed 

through during their journeys to perform al-Hajj in the two studied centuries. ' 

In the preface to their Rihlät the travellers identify accurately the main aims for which 

they compiled their Rihlät, such as describing the stages of the road, cities and villages 

and recording the news of meetings with scholars and the academic issues, which they 

discussed with them or with scholars or students, or with ordinary people. Some of the 

travellers add visits to shrines, particularly those of Sttfi awliyä; as a third aim. The fact 

that these main elements, which are classified in general under the religious, 

geographical and academic aspect, does not mean that the Rihlät contain only these 

elements. Description of the road stages, cities and villages include, in addition to the 

geographical aspect, a number of other main topics such as the social, economic, 

historical and political aspects as well. Also, these main elements contain a great number 

of subsidiary elements, as will be shown later. The extent to which these main elements 

'Many studies have been made depending on the Moroccan travellers' Rihlätor even on one Rihla such as 

Libya min Khiläl Rihlat al-Wazir al-Ishägi by `Abd al-Hadi al-Tazi, al-Madina al-Munawwara I<Rihlat al- 
'yyäshi by Muhammad Amahzün, ` Libya min Khiläl Kitabat al-Ral}halin al-Maghariba fi al-Qarnayn al- 
`Ashir wa al-Hädi 'Ashar li al-Hijra 16 and 17 AD ' by Muhammad al-1larr5ri `Abd al-Salam, al-Jazä'ir min 
Khiläl Rib Mt al-Maghäriba Ral-A hd al-°Urhmäniby Malay balbinisi. 
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or their subsidiaries are dealt with differs greatly from one traveller to another, 

according to their interests or to their primary aim in compiling these Rihlät. Ibn cAbd 

al-Saläm, for instance, is interested in discussing the academic issues, al-Ishägi 

concentrates on political and security matters as a natural result of his being a politician, 

a minister in the Sacdi State' and also, compiled his Rihla to record the journey of the 

mother of Sultän cAbd Allah b. Ismä`il and his son, while al-Zabädi pays a considerable 

attention to Sufism and the leading SÜfI men and their karäMj7t (miracles). Oil the 

other hand, al-'Ayyäshi managed successfully to cover most issues. 

1. Religious Aspect 

Obviously, the religious and particularly Sufi aspect predominate as one of the three 

main aspects in al-Rihlät, specifically in some Rihl, t such as these of al-`Ayyäshi, al- 

Zabädi and al-°Ayni, because the journey was undertaken to perform a religious duty. In 

addition, some of the travellers were Süfi scholars adhering to visiting the Sufis' shrines, 

meeting Süfi scholars and performing the Sufi rituals such as reciting dhikr, z wearing 

the khirqa, 3 (robe) and reading prophetic commendation poems, as well as relating Sufis 

karäingt. The only exception to this Ibn `Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, which is free of any 

reference to Sufi rituals. 

I. I. Sufi aspect 

The point which is worthy of note is that the Süifi order known as al-Sh'ýdhiliyya", to 

which the travellers belong, is considered the main order in Morocco, and the closest to 

the Sunna. 5 So, some travellers such as Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, Ibn Näsir and al-Yusi adopted 

a strong attitude against the Sufi bid`a, (innovations) such as the sanctity of al-awliyJ: 
Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, for instance, although his preliminary education was in Sufism, 

turned to learning the science of -Iadith (the Sunna) until he became well-informed in 

this field, which enabled him to correct and fight al-bid`a which were prevalent in his 

'For more details about the Sa`di State, see infra, p. 47. 

ZSee infra, p. 57. 

3For the significance of wearing al-khirga, see infra, p. 57 and supra, p. 209-10. 

`More details are already given in previously three, see infra, pp. 62,67,150. 
'Hijji, al-Zjwiya al-Dih5'iyya, p. 50. Sunna is literary, " Means' trodden path '. It developed from meaning 
customary practice ' to indicating the specific actions and sayings of the Prophet Mul}ammad himself. " I. 
R. Netton, A popular Dictionary of Islam p. 238. 
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age, ' such as the heresies related to the graves of al-awliy, 'and pious men. Therefore, 

Ibn cAbd al-Saläm's Rihla, as mentioned above, is free of any reference to Süfi rituals. 

Also, the founder of aI-Zäwiya al-Dilä'iyya Abü Bakr b. Muhammad al-Dilä'i, did not 

conform to al-subha2 and wearing Khirqa, nor did he impose a certain wird or hizb3 

because no authentic narration from the Sunna has reached us on this topic. ' Moreover, 

the travellers did not wear muragga`ät (patched garments)'. For example, al-Hudayki, 

although he was a Süfi scholar, never wore muragga`ät, but only clean white clothes. ' 

However, some of the travellers in general showed a considerable attention to recording 

Süfi matters, which they encountered on their journeys, and showed a strong fanaticism 

towards Süfi scholars. Ibn Näsir, for instance, says that the Süfi scholars never say 

anything but the truth and Allah supports them, ' and al cAyyäshi holds a similar view. ' 

Also, the Süfi stamp dominates some of al-Rihlätsuch as Rihlätof al-Zabädi, al-Qädiri, 

Ibn al-Tayyib and Ibn Malih. 

1.1.1. Visiting Graves and Supplication to the Dead 

Most of the travellers visited the graves of the Prophet's kin and companions, prophets, 

renowned scholars such as al-Shäfi`i and Sufi awliyä'such as Zarruq and al-Badawi. 

These graves were greatly venerated by them to such an extent that Ibn Malib carried 

with him earth belonging to the grave of Muhammad b. Bilal al-Qayrawzni (died and 

buried in Aghmät in 485/1090), in the belief that the earth had special healing powers, 

due to the effect of the blessing manifest in him. He did this because he had heard that 

the inhabitants of Aghmät and others gained recovery from the earth and carried it in 

'al-Jäsir, Mulakhkhas Rih/atay 1bn Abd al-Sa/im, p. 36. 
21t is a rosary of ninety-nine beads, and is used for repeating al-dhikr. 
3Recitation of al-wird (pl. awräd) is the basic discipline that each disciple practices daily once he has been 
initiated into the order. It consists of prayers of forgiveness, a formula of dhikr, prayers and blessings on 
the Prophet and supplications (du ä). Awrid are recited at particular times each day, usually after the five 
daily prayers, or in the morning and at night. AI-dhikr recited in al-awräd may vary not only from one 
order to another but also from one person to another within the order. The hizb, on the other hand, may 
be recited at any time. It consists of some Qur'änic verses as well as prayers and repeating the names of 
Allah. Most orders have more than one hizb of varying lengths. V. J. Hoffman, Sufism, Mystics and Saints, 
pp. 131-2. 
4Hijji, al-Zäwiya al Di/ä'iyya, pp. 62 and 68. 

It is one aspect of the Sufi tradition. 
GAi-S[isi, al-Ma sü/ (Casablanca: Matba`at al-Najd}, 1963), vol. 11, p. 311. 

7lbn Näsir's Rih/a, vol. 2, p. 156. 

8See supra, p. 208. 
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order to meet their needs, and Ibn Malih asserts that he carried it until he returned. ' 

Some of them, including al-Hashtüki, Abü Madyan2 and Ibn Malih3 started their journey 

by visiting the graves, and never left any grave they could visit throughout their journey. 

For example, al-Hashtüki states that he visited every grave on his journey, even if he did 

not know the name of the person it belonged to. 4 Some of them asked about graves in 

order to visit them such as al-`Ayni and al-Zabädi:, who made a point of asking about the 

scholars' graves found in the cities or villages they visited. For example al cAyni asked 

about al-Baskari's grave when he reached Biskra. ' Travellers such as al-Zabädi, al- 

Shäwi, al-`Ayyäshi and Ibn al-Tayyib devoted a huge part of their Rihlätto recording 

the graves they visited throughout the journey. Besides that, they visited graves 

basically to seek intercession of the dead to obtain baraka'(blessing), particularly when 

visiting Zarrüq's8 grave in Misrata (Misurata) in Libya. This was the last of the inhabited 

stages, after which the pilgrims started facing possibly the most difficult stage, a stretch 

of arid desert, so as al-Täzi states, they found in the supplication of Zarrüq a spiritual 

supply. ' Some of the travellers refer to some habits and rituals practiced by visitors. Al- 

Qädiri, for instance, states that al-shaykh Abü al cAbbäs, when he visited the grave of 

cUgba b. Näfic, 10 in eastern Biskra in Algeria, started by praying, reading süratal-Fätiha, 

then put his turban on the grave. " Ibn al-Tayyib says that they read some suwarof the 

Qur'än such as suwar al-Kahf, Yäsin and Tal-1ä and some prophetic commendations 

during their visit to Zarrüq' s grave in Misrata in Libya. 12 Visits to graves were 

sometimes undertaken by all the inhabitants of some cities as a religious habit. Al- 

`Ayyäshi, for example, says that it was customary for Medina's inhabitants to visit the 

'lbn Malih's Rihla, p. 14. 

2See his Rihla, p. 51. 

3See his Rihla, pp. 13-21. 

4A]-Hashtliki's Rihla, Hidäyatal-Malik, p. 51. 

5A] ̀Ayni's Rih/a summerised by al-Süsi, p. 291. See also, p. 293 and, al-Zab5di's Rihla, p. 12. 

6See, for examples, al-Zabädi's Rih/a, pp. 9,39,64,163,166,193,334; al-Shawl's Rihia, pp. 6-23. 

The entreaty in both parts, the lawful and forbidden, were investigated in detail on pp. 145-9. 

8For details about Zarrüq, see his biography on pp. 43-4. 

9Al-T5zi, Amir Maghribi, p. 59. 

10For details about his biography, see infra, p. 115. 

11A1-Qädiri's Rihla, p. 7. 

12Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 46. 
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grave of Hamza b. `Abd al-Muttalib (the uncle of the Prophet) every Thursday. In 

addition, they and other people coming from Mecca, Yemen, Yanbuc and Tä'if had a 

great annual celebration, on which they visited the grave of Hamza and other graves of 

the Prophet's companions in al-Shuhadä' cemetery'. They started moving to al- 

Shuhadä' from the first days of Rajab until the twelfth of the same month, which was 

considered the day of celebration, and they spent that day and its night in fun, playing 

with fire and reading the Qur'än by the light of a great number of candles. ' AI-Hudayki 

also, reports that the Egyptians visited the graves of al-Qaräfa al-Kubrz and al-Sughrä 

cemeteries3 every Friday morning. ' As some travellers started their journeys by visiting 

the graves, others such as Ibn Näsir ended his journey by doing so. 5 

In fact, visiting graves was forbidden in the formative years of Islam and not until 

Tawhid (belief in Allah's unity) was firmly established among Muslims was the ban 

lifted by the Prophet, ' who was reported to have said: "I used to forbid you from visiting 

graves, but now you should visit them, for surely they are reminders of the next life. "' 

"However, in spite of this permission, the Prophet placed certain restrictions on the 

visiting of graves in order to avoid its deterioration into grave worship in later 

generations. "' For example, formal praying, praying in the direction of graves, reciting 

the Qur'an, were totally forbidden in graveyards regardless of the intention. 9 On the 

other hand, the Prophet used to visit the graves of his companions in al-Bagi`70 and al- 

'Al-Shuhadä' cemetery is the cemetery in which lie the graves of seventy of the Prophet's companions 
who were martyred in the battle of Uhud against the disblievers of Mecca in 3/624. 
2 al 'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 253-5. See also, al-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 122 and al-l-ludayki's Rihla, p. 45. 
3Al-Qaräfa al-Kubrä and al-5ughr5 cemeteries are the cemeteries in which lie the graves of number of the 
Prophets, such the Prophet Sälih and the Prophet Muhammad's family, such °All b. al-Nusayn b. 'Ali b. 
Abi Tälib, as well as his companions such as Mu adh b. Jabal and °Ugba b. `Amir. In addition to number of 
renowned scholars such as the 112n] al-Shäfi°i and al-Tabari. See Ibn Malih's Rihla, pp. 55-61. 
4Al-Hudayki's Rijila, p. 53. 

slbn Näsir's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 199. 

6Abü Ameenah Bilal Philips, The Fundamentals of Tawheed: Islamic Monotheism (London: Dar al- 
Tawheed Ltd., 1990), p. 191. 
7Muslim, Sahih Muslin, vol. 2, pp. 463-4. no. 2131. 

8A. B. Philips, The Fundamentals of Tawheed, p. 192. 

For more details, see Ibid., pp. 192-4. 

10Al-Bagi` is the cemetery in Medina; Ahl al-Bays, (the Prophet's family) and many of his companions 

were buried in it, being located very close to the Prophet's mosque. 
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Shuhadä' graveyards in Medina and gave them saläm, (the greeting of peace), and pray 

to Allah for them, and teach people what they should say. ' 

A point which is worth stressing before leaving this discussion is that veneration of 

graves was prevalent in the age of the travellers which, as Fätima al-Qibli states, makes 

the action of the traveller al-Yüsi in reminding people in many messages of the 

prohibition against veneration of pious men and entreaty to them, as very brave. ' 

However, we have found those among the travellers themselves who fought steadfastly 

against these heresies related to the graves of awliyä'and pious men, such as Ibn cAbd 

al-Saläm who compiled in this regard al-Mazäyä ffinä Uhditha min al-Bidarfii Umm al- 

Zawäyä, which led to his being neglected by biographers. ' We prefer to end this 

discussion by the following valuable verse, which was often on the tongue of `A1ä' al-Din 

al ̀ Attär: 

"How long will you worship at tombs of holy men? 
Busy yourself with the works of holy men, and are be saved! "" 

1.1.2. Karämät, and Exaltation of Awliyä; 

Some travellers, particularly al-Zabädi, al ̀ Ayni and al-Hudayki, paid considerable 

attention to relating karimät, (the miracles)' of al-awliy, '(friend of Allah). Al-Huelayki, 

who starts his Rihla with recording the biographies and their karärnät of his shaykhs, 

such as Ahmad al-Sawäbi, cAbd Allah al-Rasmüki and Muhammad al-Hamidi, warning 

against having doubts about their karämät, or denying them. ' Al-Zabädi relates many 

stories; for instance, he reports that al-shaykh Abü `Uniar `Uthmän b. Marzüq (died in 

'Ahmad b. Taymiyya, al-Jawäb al-BähirlZuwiv, ral-Magabir(Beirut: Dar al-Jil, 1997), pp. 29-30. The 

prayer (du°a) which the Prophet teaches his companions and all graves' visitors are as follows, "Peace be 

upon the Believers and Muslims among the inhabitants of these dwellings. May Allah have mercy on 
those who have gone ahead of us, and those who follow us. And we shall-Allah willing-be joining you. " 
See, Muslim, Sahih Muslim, vol. 2, pp. 461-2, no. 2127-8. 

2A1-Qibli (ed. ), Raseil AN Ali, p. 95. 

3Al-Fäsi, ' al-Rahhäla al-Maghäriba ', Da`wat al- Jagq January 1959, p. 24. 

4See R. A. Nicholson, The Mystics of Islam, p. 174. 

5It is, " supernatural powers which contrary to custom, one of its terms is karýfma, pl. kargm5t, wonders 

wrought by saints [a/-awliyäj for the good people as well as in proof of their saintship [high rank]. " 
Thomas Patrick. Hughes, Dictionary of is/am (London: W. H. Allen & Co, repr. 1935), pp. 350-1. 
`'Al-Hudayki's Ril71a, pp. 2-8. 
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546/1151 in Cairo) used to go at night to pray at al-Masjid al-Haram in Mecca, then at 

the Prophet's mosque in Medina, after that at al-Agsä in al-Qüds, (Jerusalem), and 

return to Cairo in the same night. AI-Zabädi relates other two kariinätsaying that one 

day the Nile river over flowed, causing damage to farms, so the farmers complained to 

him and asked him to sort it out. He performed wudli '' from the river which 

immediately abated and the land was uncovered again. In another year, the Nile was 

lower than the usual level, so, those who could not farm as a result turned to him again. 

He did the same as before and the water level immediately rose. 2 Al-Zabädi also refers 

to a miracle that happened to 'Ali al-Rif5ci, saying that the Prophet brought out his hand 

and shook Rifädi's hand after he had read two poetic lines at the Prophet's grave. ' Ibn 

Malik relates that a woman supplicated to Ahmad al-Badawi4 to free her son arrested by 

Europeans, and he managed to bring him back to her in his chains. ' 

Although we believe in the miracles proved in the Qur'än and the Sunna, and miracles 

brought by the Prophets and pious men, 6 however, many Sufi stories are very hard to 

believe such as the stories mentioned above, and we believe that either they can be 

sometimes traced back to satanic psychological and emotional states such as those in 

which magicians and mediums perform. The best example is the renowned story' of the 

'It is minor ritual washing of parts of the body before prayer. I. R. Netton, A Popular Dictionary oflslam, 

p. 259. 
zAl-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 217. 
3lhid., p. 220. For other stories, see his Rihla, pp. 178,204,210,227,306. 

4See his biography on p. 96. 

5Ibn Malih's Rihla, p. 65. See also other stories in al-Hudayki's Rih/a, p. 6; al-Hashtüki's Rihla, Hidäyatal- 

Malik, p. 84; al-Ishägi's Rihla, p. 104. 
6Such as the journey of the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) from al-Masjid al-Haräm in Mecca 

to al-Masjid al-Agsä in Jerusalem during one night, as it was stated in the Qur'än, sirat, al-lsra', verse. 1. 
Also that the Prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) who was born with no father and spoke to his people 
while he was a child in the cradle, saying, "Verily, I am a slave of Allah, He has given me the Scripture 

and made me a Prophet. " See more details stated in the Qur'än, sürat, Maryam, verses. 16-35, as well as 
being able to heal that who was born blind, the leper and bring the dead to life by Allah's leave, as in . carat 
Ali `Umrän, verse. 49. 
7The story is as follows, "One day", he [°Abd al-Qädir al-Jiläni ] said, "I was deeply involved in worship 

when all of a sudden I saw before me a grand throne with a brilliantly shining light surrounding it. A 
thunderous voice then struck my ears, ' Oh `Abd al-Qädir, I am your lord, for you I have made lawful that 
which I have forbidden for others '. " `Abd al-Qädir asked, "Are you Allah besides whom there is no god? " 
When there was no answer, he said, "Get away, Oh enemy of Allah. " And with that the light vanished 
and darkness blanketed him. The voice then said, "Abd al-Qädir, you have succeeded in defeating my 
strategy because of your understanding of the religion and your knowledge. I have managed to misguide 
over seventy saintly worshippers by such incidents. " A. B. Philips, The Fundamentals of Tawheed, pp. 
141-2. See also, Ahmad b. Taymiyya, Maj, nü Fat. wä shaykh al-Is/äm Ahmad b. Taymiyya, collected by 
`Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. Qäsim (Riyadh, Där `Alam al-Kutub, 1991), vol. 1, p. 172. 
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Süfi scholar cAbd al-Qädir al-Jiläni (470-561/1077 or 8/1166), ' or they fabricated 

stories because, as R. A. Nicholson asserts: 

The popular demand for miracles far exceeded the supply, but where the walls 
[Awliyä] failed, a vivid and credulous imagination carne to their rescue and 
represented them, not as they were, but as they ought to be. Year by year the 
Legend of the Saints [Sufi Awliyal grew more glorious.... The pretensions made 
by the walls, or on their behalf, steadily increased, and the stories told of them 

were ever becoming more fantastic and extravagant. ' 

AI-Qädiri's Rihla, which was compiled basically to record the journey of his shaykh, the 

Sufi scholar Abü al ̀Abbas b. cAbd Allah, is the best example which obviously 

demonstrates the high status of the Sufi scholar in the community. Al-Qädiri describes 

in his Rihla the great reception the scholar received and how he was treated by ordinary 

people in particular. He, for example, recounts that a large number of people crowded 

around Abü al-cAbbäs in al-Azhar Mosque in Cairo after the prayer, to give him the 

greeting of peace and obtain a baraka by kissing his hands. This went on for a long time, 

until he managed to escape. ' AI-Qädiri, also describes how the scholar was received 

when he returned home, to the extent that people who were not able to reach him as 

result of the huge crowd around him, touched his mule. 4 Al-`Ayyäshi has exaggerated in 

his veneration of the Sufi scholars, to the extent that he believes that they never made 

any mistake, which led him to fall into contradiction. He, for example, contradicts the 

ShicaS belief that the twelfth Imämb has not died; however, he says, he will not 

contradict this view if the Süfi imams share with them in this belief, because one can be 

perfectly sure. of the truth of their claims, as the best of the nation. 7 

'He was a Notable Hanbali preacher and ascetic after whom the famous tarrga [order] of the Qädiriyya 

was later named. He spent large parts of his life in Baghdad where he is buried. I. R. Netton, A Popular 
Dictionary of Islam, p. 13 7. 
2R. A. Nicholson, The Mystics of Islam, p. 181. 

3Al-Q5diri's Rihla, pp. 39-40. 

4lbid., p. 50. 

5It is a branch of Islam, which its adherents differ from the Sunnis [see infra, p. 202 and supra, p. 226] on 

a variety of matters, the principal of which are the questions of succession, authority and law. The 
majority of the world's Shiites today are concentrated in Iran and Southern Iraq. For more details, see I. 
R. Netton, A popular Dictionary oflslam, pp. 230-1. 
6He is Muhammad al-Qä'im, "The son of Hasan al ̀Askari. At his father's funeral, as a young boy, he made 

a single appearance and then, according to Shiite belief, entered a state of ghayba [absence]. The 

returning figure of the twelfth Imäm identified by the Shiite with the eschatological figure of the Mahdi 
[awaited, see infra, p. 54] whose return will signal the approaching Day of Judgement. " Ibid., p. 176. 
7Amahzün, al-Madina al-Munawwara, pp. 60-1. See also al , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 177. 
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1.1.3. Süfii orders and their rituals, customs, and states 

Al-Zabädi paid considerable attention to recording in accurate detail the Süfi orders and 

their rituals, customs, and states (manners). In addition to this he records observations 

on meeting Süfi scholars in the cities or villages he visited, to an extent that his Rihla is 

considered a significant resource that clarifies the $üfi movement at that time. Other 

travellers such as al-`Ayyäshi, Ibn Näsir and al-Hashtüki paid great attention to this 

matter, but not as much as al-Zabädi did. 

Al-Zabädi records frequently all his meetings with Süfi scholars, attending their lessons, 

halagät' of dhik? and wearing al-khirga3. In addition, he refers to the emotional states 

such as al-wajd' which occurred to them during al-samä Al-Zabädi, for example, states 

that he went to al-shaykh Ali al-Bayümi in his home in Cairo, and asked him to teach 

him aI-tariga6 al-Ahmadiyya7, and he shook his hand, granted him al-khirga, instructed 

him in al-dhikr and gave him an #äza8. He indicated that when they recited al-dhikr 

with al-shaykh, he suddenly screamed loudly and lost consciousness, to the extent that 

Halagät [sing. Halga], "Circle, link, ring. The term has a number of technical meanings in tasawwuf 

[Sufism]: it can mean, for example, a group of students studying with a Sufi shaykh, or the circle of Sufis 

formed to perform a dhikr. " I. R. Netton, A Popular Dictionary of Islam, p. 94. 

2See infra, p. 57. 

For details, see infra, p. 57. 

4Al-wajd or ecstasy, "Is attained through the repeated enunciation of short invocations, with control of the 

breath, co-ordinated with bodily exercises, balancing and inclinations. This is done to the accompaniment 

of both vocal and instrumental music. " J. S. Trimingham, The SuR Orders, p. 200. AI-wajd as was defined 

by al-Junayd is, "A state of revelation from God. In some people it causes a strong emotion and in others 

calmness. It may be interrupted owing to worldly inclinations, but it remains undisturbed in those who 
lose their worldly consciousness. " A. M. Shushtery, ' Eight Major Scriptures And Vedantists ' in The Sufi' 

Mystery, ed. Nathaniel P. Archer (London: The Octagon Press, 1980), p. 85. 

It, "Generally denotes the hearing of music or audition" and on the theoretical level, this term same, 

"Implies more than a simple hearing of poetry or music, accompanied by a dance or other bodily 

movements. It is described by some Sufi authors as an unveiling of mysteries and a main of attaining a 
higher spiritual state and awareness. " On the other hand, it became for some Sufis, "A form of 

entertainment and sensual pleasure. Often participants in samä' placed more emphasis on the dance and 

on the subsequent sumptuous meal than on its spiritual and pedagogical dimensions. " A. Knysh, Islamic 

Mysticism, pp. 323-4. 
6AI-Tariga, "[pl. turuq] The word is very frequently used to designate a Sufi order. Technically speaking, 

however, in Tasatvwuf it has the primary sense of mystical way or path. " I. R. Netton, A Popular 
Dictionary of Islam, pp. 245-55. 
7It is, "The name of a major Sufi order, established initially in Egypt, which is called after the Süfi saint 

[al-Wali], Ahmad al-Badawi [see infra, p. 96]. " Ibid., p. 24. 
8According to Trimingham, there are three types of ýäzät. the first is that given to a disciple or adept 

giving his qualifications and permitting him to practice in the name of his master; the second is given to a 
khalifa or mugaddani authorizing him to confer the wird, that is admit others into the order; whilst the 

third type simply affirms that the holder has followed a particular course of $üfi instruction. J. S. 

Trimingham, The Sufi' Orders, p. 192. See also the Gaza by al-nwsäfaha (handclasp), supra, p. 218. 
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they thought he had died, and all the people around him screamed with him; some of 

them lost consciousness as well. Then when al-shaykh recovered, he said something 

they could not understand, and spoke to some women using obscene language. ' Al- 

cAyyäshi, also, wore not one khirga but eight from the Sufi scholar `Isa al-Tha`älibi in 

Mecca, 2 who instructed him in al-dhikr of al-tariga a/-Na gshabandiyya. ' Al `Ayyäshi 

gave detailed information about this, because it was unknown in Morocco. ' In fact, the 

travellers themselves such as Ibn Näsir and al-Zabädi as Sufi scholars played a role in 

spreading their tariga and instructing people in al-dhikrand giving ijäzät. Al-Zabädi 

reports that he met a man called cAbd Allah in Tripoli and instructed him in al-dhikr. 5 

Al-Ishägi recorded a Safi majlis (assembly) of al-dhikr or hadra' was held in al- 

Husayn's' mosque in Cairo, and the site where his head is believed to be buried, which 

is considered, "An arena for the performance of zikr [sic] or hadra by the Burhäniyya8 

especially in Ramadan [month]. "' He reports that al-majlis took place on one Friday 

after the Asr prayer, and started with reading some verses from the Qur'an, then 

chanting peace be upon the Prophet for an hour, tahlil (saying: there is no God but 

Allah), and repeating the name of Allah in a certain formula, for another hour. After 

that, someone else read at the grave some lines of the renowned prophetic 

'AI-Zabädi's Ribla, pp. 266-7. See also his Rihla, pp. 70,156,216,268. 

"This confirms the A. Knysh's remark in Islamic Mysticism, p. 216, who observed that the Sufis of a! - 
Shjdhiiiyya, "Were often steeped in several Sufi [sic] traditions and received their Sufi robes from many 
different masters. These multiple affiliations, which became quite common in the Maghrib in the modern 
period, make it difficult to attribute a given shaykh to just one tradition. " 
3It is a, "Major Süfi order which became popular in Central Asia, Kurdistan and the Indian subcontinent 
but much less so in the Arab world. The order derives its name from Bahä' al-Din al-Nagshabandi (died 
791/1389) who is not, however, considered to be the founder. " I. R. Netton, A Popular Dictionary of 
Islam, p. 190. 
4Al-`Ayyäshi'S Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 207-24 

5Al-ZabSdi's Riljla, p. 321. See also his Rihla, pp. 95 and 121; Ibn Nesir's Rihla, vol. 2, pp. 141,165,188. 
"This word means ' presence ', which refers to presence of the Prophet. It consists of two parts: the 

reading of the office (hizb, wazifa, etc. see infra, p. 203) of the order, other prayers and the dhikrproper, 

accompanied [sometimes] throughout by music and songs (anäshid 
. J. S. Trimingham, The Sufi' Orders, 

pp. 204-5. 
7He is "one of the grandsons of the Prophet and the son of the 4" caliph Ali b. Abi T51ib. He was 

massacred... [by the Umayyad army] at the battle of Karbal5' in 61/680... ". " 1. R. Netton, A Popular 
Dictionary of Islam, p. 108. 
8It is "Popular Sufi order in Egypt, especially in Cairo, and elsewhere, also called the Dasügiyya. It derives 

its names from its founder Burhän al-Din lbrähim b. Abi'l-Majd `Abd al ̀Aziz al-Dasügi (c. 644/1246- 
684/1288 but other dates are given). The present-day order in Egypt characterize itself as Shädhili as 
well Dasügi and Burhäni. " Ibid., pp. 59-60. 
9 Ibid., p. 108. 
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commendation, al-Büsiri's Bürda, ' then they returned to repeat the name of Allah in a 

different formula. Then a group of them stood up, holding each other, forming a circle 

surrounding the four columns of the grave, and some of them continued repeating the 

name of Allah and others repeated hü hü, [He He], then four of them moved to the 

centre of the circle holding each other, repeating the name of Allah and circulating until 

the `Ishä'prayer. All that, as al-Ishägi recited, was accompanied by beautiful voice songs 

and melodies. 2 Al-Zabädi attended one of halagät al-dhikrwhile staying in Cairo, and 

reported that some of those present lost consciousness while repeating the name of 

Allah? 

It is worthy of note that except for al-Zabddi, who indicates once that he reached the 

state of al- wajd during halagät al-dhikr,, 4 the travellers confined themselves to teaching 

aI-dhikr and wearing al-khirga and never participated in the rituals of the dance, al- 

samäc or al-hadra. They indeed, rejected them. For example, al-Hashtuki was asked in 

Fajij about them and answered that they are forbidden according to Islamic teaching. ' 

Al cAyyäshi also, criticises sharply the songs (al-anäshid) accompanied by music. ' In fact 

music is prohibited in a number of Sufi orders. ' 

1.2. Other Religious Aspects 

The travellers also, recorded other religions and Islamic doctrines, which they 

encountered in some of the cities they visited, in addition to claims and customs, ahkäm 

(ordinances) and advice related to travel and al-Hajj. 

The travellers refer to the Egyptian Christian monks who lived isolated from people in 

three, or four abbeys in Wadi al-Ruhban, near Alexandria. Al `Ayyashi, for example, 

reports that four groups of monks existed, each in its own monastery. No one outside 

their orders was allowed to enter these monasteries, and the Egyptian Christians 

'For details about al-Büsiri's and his poem, Bürda, see infra, 79. 

ZAl-lshägi's Rihla, pp. 151-2. 

3A1-Zab2di's Rihla, p. 235. 

'Ibid., p. 275. 
SAl-Hashtüki's Rihla, Hidäyatal-Malik, pp. 55-6. 

GSee Harak5t, al-Siyäsa wa al-Mujtama; p. 158. 

A. Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 171. 
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supplied the monks with food and other needs. ' Al-Uudayki describes three monasteries 

with no doors. Supplies were put in baskets, then hauled up from the roof of the 

monastery. 2 

The travellers also referred to Islamic doctrines such as the Shi`ism3 and al-Khärijites. 4 

Al-cAyyäshi reports that the ruler of Mecca and al-Hijäz in general al-Sharif Zayd b. 

Muhsin5 converted from al-Zaydiyya, ' as his family conforms to the Sunni doctrine, 

supporting its scholars and advising his family to do so because he believed that Sunni 

doctrine is the right way. 'A1 ̀ Ayyäshi also reports that he witnessed the Shiites from 

Iraq who he called rafwäfid3 visit the grave of Ism5cil b. Jacfar al-Sädiq (died 145/765) 

and he describes how they extolled the grave. He reports that they had gone to a well 

and the leader told them that al-Imänrl Jacfar al-Sädiq, who is one of the twelve Shiite 

Irnäms, ý had entered into this well and hidden from people, who supposed that he had 

died. 'Ö Al-Ishägi recounts that the inhabitants of Jerba island in Tunisia who are 

Khawärij, and consider a Muslim who has committed a grave offence to be a disbeliever. 

'Al `Ayyäshi'S Rihla, vol. 1, p. 118. 

2Al-Hudayki's Rihla, p. 15. 
3See details about it on p. 208. 

4It is, " An early Islamic sect ... 
The name of the group's members, in Arabic khatvar! )means' those who 

seceded ' (i. e. from supporting `Ali b. Abi T51ib; it is derived from the Arabic verb ' to go out ', ` to secede 
(kharaja). " They were soldiers of `All's army at the battle of Siffin, then they left the army after rejecting 

any form of arbitration except Allah's judgement. For more details, see, I. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary 

of Islam, pp. 145-6. 
51 His full name is Zayd b. Muhsin b. Hasan b. Abi Nmay. He was born in Mecca in 1014/1605 and became 

a ruler in 1041/1631 until he died in 1077/1666. Al-Zirkli, al-A 1äm, vol. 3, p. 101 
6It is the, "Third of the three branches of Shi`istn [see infra, p. 208] after the Ithn5 `Asharis and the 

Ism, 5`ilis. The Zaydis are named after a grandson of al-Husayn [the son of the Prophet's daughter Fätima] 
b. `Ali, whom they followed as an Imam, called Zayd b. 'Ali (died c. 122/740). Zaydi theology has a 
Mu'tazili orientation but from the point of view of law, the Zaydis are close to the four Sunni madhähib 
[see infra, p. 203 and supra, p. 226]. Today Zaydis are still to be found mainly in the Yemen. " I. R. Netton, 
A popular Dictionary of Islam, pp. 264-5. 
7Al , Ayyäshi's Rih]a, vol. 1, p. 200. 

8Rawäfid (sing. Räfidi) is a general term used by the Sunnis, which means rejector because they, "Reject 

the legitimacy of the caliphates of Abt7 Bakr, Umar b. al-Khattäb and 'Uthman b. `Affan and hold that the 
first correct successor of the Prophet Muhammad was 'Ali b. Abi Tälib. " I. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary 

of Islam, p. 210. 
9 "They are called ' Twelvers ' because they [the Shia] acknowledge twelve principal Imäms after the 

death of the Prophet Muhammad. " Ibid., p. 131. 
10A1-, Ayyäshi'S Rihla, vol. 1, p. 241. In fact, the awaited man according to the Shia belief is the twelfth 

Imam Muhammad al-Qa'im [see infra, p. 2081, not Ja"far a]-Sädiq, which may be a mistake from a]- 
`Ayy5shi. 
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Then he gives some details such as they must have a shower every morning, and they 

never eat from the same dish as one who is not of the Kha wärij. ' 

The travellers investigate the claims made by pilgrims and the customs they observe 

during their journey to perform al-Hajj, such as hearing the sound of drums, seeing the 

light of Medina and lighting candles. 

Al-cAyyäshi, for example, reports that some pilgrims claimed that they heard the sound 

of drums while passing through Badr near Medina, the site of the renowned battle. Al- 

`Ayyäshi states that some reliable historians believe that it is the sound of the drum of 

the victory, which will last until the day of judgement. Al cAyyäshi was very keen to be 

sure of this matter, so he made every effort to hear it, but he did not hear it. He also 

asked his shaykh, al-Sijistäni, who told him that he had passed through that place 

twenty-seven times, but heard nothing. ' The travellers who came after al-`Ayyäshi, 

including Ibn al-Tayyib, al-Ishägi and Ibn `Abd al-Saläm, asserted that they heard 

nothing when they passed through this area. ' Al CAyyäshi also, reports that some 

pilgrims claimed to see a bright light appearing from Medina, but he denies that, 

asserting that it was just lightning. ' Al-`Ayyäshi, also, criticized the custom of lighting a 

huge number of candles, observed by Egyptian pilgrim caravans when they arrived at al- 

Sagä'if or Dar al-Waqda near Badr, because they supposed that the companions of the 

Prophet lit fires on the night of the Badr battle. He denied that such a thing had 

happened in that battle, and said that even if it did, it was done in order to show the 

enemy their power, and the need to do that no longer existed. He indicates that this has 

led a number of pilgrims, who had no candles, to ask him if they must purchase candles, 

believing that this custom is one of the rituals of al-Hajf 6 

Obviously, matters such as ahkäm (ordinances) superiority and advice related to al-IHaj; 

al-`Unra, al-Ziyära (visiting the Prophet's mosque, then his grave) and travel in general 

'Al-Ishägi's Rlhla, pp. 75-6. 

2 it is the first major battle at which the Prophet with Medina's Muslims achieved a significant victory 

against the disbelievers of Mecca in 2/624. 
3 A1 ̀Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 181-3. 

'See Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 72; Ibn 'Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, p. 202; al-Ishägi's Rib/a, p. 218. 

5Al , Ayyashi's Rihla, vol. 1,183. 

6Ibid., p. 181. More examples are given in chapter six, see supra, pp. 251-3. 
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are included in al-Rihlät, which were compiled for this purpose. Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, for 

example, singled out the introduction to record these matters. ' Ibn al-Tayyib also, 

devoted a long introduction, emphasizing these matters. ' In addition, the travellers refer 

to other religious matters, such as the virtues of the prayer in the two holy mosques in 

Mecca and Medina, ' the places, which should be visited in Medina, ' and the wisdom of 

performing the rituals of al-Haj. S 

2. Geographical Aspect 

As previously mentioned, description of the road stages, cities, villages and wells is one 

of the most significant aims writing al-Rihlät. The travellers compiled their Rihlätin 

order to be, as Abii Madyan states, a complete useful guide for those in need of knowing 

the hard stages, places of wells, the dangerous places, and where highway robbers were 

likely to be encountered. ' Therefore, these Rihlätwere much appreciated by researchers 

including al-Fäsi, who indicated the significance of Ibn Malih's Rihia, as a unique source 

regarding description of the southern desert route which few pilgrim caravans 

travelled. 7 He also referred to the significance of Ibn cAbd al-Saläm's Rihla, which gave 

accurate details about the stages between Tamkrüt and Tafilat in Morocco. ' 

2.1. Road Stages, Valleys and Wells 

Ibn Malih, for instance, describes in details the road, which passes through a desert 

called Azkar, saying that it is fifty days travel including stops. The first six days are arid 

barren desert, then cones the Aflsäs valley with abundant trees, pasture and one well, 

then long seven stages, at which one sees nothing except dust. On the eighth day he 

encountered a high mountain pass, then he came down to renowned wellsprings. After 

IIbn `Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, pp. 3-23. 

2lbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, pp. 4-18. See also al-'Ayni's Rihla summerised by al-Süsi, pp. 284-5. 

3See, for example, Abü Madyan's Rihla, pp. 144 and 146; al-Hudayki's Rihla, pp. 36 and 38. For some 
details about the virtues of the prayer in these two holy mosques, see infra, p. 13. 
4Abü Madyan's Rihla, pp. 151,160,199. 

5See, for example, al-Shäwi's Rihla, pp. 4-5. 

6Abü Madyan's Rihla, pp. 21-2; Ibn 'Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, p. 2; al-Hashtüki's Rihla, p. 21. For examples 

about security Aspects, see supra, pp. 226-9. 
7Al-F5si, ̀  al-Ral}1}ä1a al-Maghäriba Da'wat al--Jagq, January 1958, p. 23. 

8 Ibid., 1959, p. 23. 
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that come three arid desert stages, then a valley known as Arsam al-Layl, where there 

are many trees, pastures and wells. He continued describing this hard stage and how the 

pilgrims suffered until they were about to die, indicating that some of their riding camels 

and mules died or gave up. ' 

Also the travellers paid considerable attention to the wells, springs and valleys, as a 

result of the urgent need for them during the journey. Thus, they gave comprehensive 

information about their locations, types, the diseases they cause and their treatment. 

Al-Zabädi singles out a section to record the wells and springs in Barqa in Libya, which 

pilgrims often cannot dispense with, and he indicated that some then are close to the 

pilgrims' road, whereas some are far away, after that he starts to give details about them. 

He says, for example, that the first is fresh water spring, it is named al-Na`im, located in 

white smooth sand. The second is al-Mancam spring by the seaside, and its water is very 

good. The third is Ajdäbiyya, located after three days travelling from al-Mancam, where 

many great wells are dug in the rock. Then after two days is the well of Sulük, the level 

of which declines in the summer, and its water is not good. Thus, he continues recording 

the eleven wells and springs found in Barga. 2 Al-Zabädi also, indicates the various kinds 

of water and gives medical advice to treat the diseases caused by some of them. 3 

Ibn al-Tayyib describes a river named B15zes, in Morocco, as a snake circling around the 

mountains from the south to the north, and going deeply into the hills. ' Al-lshägi notes 

that they crossed al-Ishbür River about fourteen times, because it wound among the 

surrounding mountains. ' 

2.2. Cities, Villages and Weather 

The travellers describe the cities and villages including their streets, schools, hospitals, 

seaports, virtues and antiquities. Al-cAyyäshi, for example, says that Alexandria is one of 

unvnahät al-mudun (the mothers of cities) in the world. Then he indicates its marvels 

'Ibn Malilý's Rihla, pp. 31-2. See also al-`Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 18. 

2A1-Zabädi's Rih/a, pp. 32-7. See also Ibn `Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, pp. 69 and 107; Ibn Malih's Rihla, pp. 27- 

8; Abü Madyan's Rihla, pp. 61 and 110. 
3Ibid., pp. 50-3 

4lbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 30. 

.5 Al-lshägi's Rih/a, p. 42. See also his Rihla, pp. 210-11. 
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saying that one of them is the column known as cAmüd al-Sawäri, which reaches up to 

the sky; no one knew how it was built, though it was claimed that there were four 

columns with a dome over them. The other is the renowned lighthouse of which 

remains nothing. Then al-cAyyäshi reports that Alexandria combined many virtues such 

as fine location linking the sea and desert, bedouin and urban areas. Then he explains 

that the eastern gate is connected to the rural areas of Egypt, the site of farms which 

have no equal in the world. The western gate is linked to Barqa desert, situated between 

the East and the West, which has no equal regarding its wide distance, good pastures 

and the fresh air. The sea gate is linked to the land of Byzantine, from which invaluable 

goods are imported. ' Ibn Malih reports that there is a rnarstän (hospital) in Cairo, and 

says that it is a great palace, goodly for its beauty and spaciousness, which has no equal. 

He continues saying that it has been cited from al-shaykh al-Karki that the number of 

patients is about four thousand a day. Then he notes the high quality of foods and the 

high standard of the rooms provided for the patients. In addition to that, every person 

leaving the hospital is given clothes and money. ' Al-Ishägi states that the streets of 

Tripoli are very wide and arranged across the city in a grid pattern like a chessboard, 

similar to Rabat al-Fath in Morocco. 3 

Also the travellers recorded various aspects of the weather such as winds, dust, snow, 

rain, heat and cold that they encountered on their journeys. Ibn al-Tayyib, for example, 

says that their bodies were about to fly, their souls were about to perish, and their faces 

and eyes were filled by a very strong wind when they passed thorough the Wadi of the 

Prophet Khälid b. Sinän in Algeria. ' Al-`Ayyäshi gives a nice description of their state 

while passing through Sath al-l lamäd al-Kabir in Morocco, when a strong wind blew 

one day carrying a huge amount of sand, similar to the mountain, until no one could tell 

who was walking next to who, or hear his conversation, and the colour of white people 

became similar to that of the black. ' APAyyashi, also, describes how the camels entered 

'Al , Ayyäshi's Rilila, vol. 2, pp. 362-3. 

2Ibn Malih's Rihla, p. 67. 

3Al-Ishigi's Rihla, p. 97. Al-Tizi comments on this in AmirMaghribi, p. 145, saying that it means that the 

city is accurately planned according to the length and the width, and indicates that al-lsl qi had 
knowledge about chess, is typical of notable politicians. 
4lbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 34. For details about the Prophet Khälid, see infra, p. 96. 

'Al-'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 45. 
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under the trees seeking for shade and many pilgrims died as a result of the fierce heat 

they encountered near Medina. ' 

3. Academic aspect 

Obviously, the travellers as scholars, state in the prefaces to their Rihlät that one of the 

two most significant aims for which they compiled their Rihlät is to record their 

meetings with the scholars and the academic issues which they discussed with them. 

Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, for instance, says that one of the two main aims is to record his 

meetings with scholars and the academic questions he answered. ' Al-`Ayyäshi asserts 

the significance of meeting the scholars and recording their biographies. ' Al-Q5diri 

compiled his Rih1a only to record his shaykh Abü al cAbbäs's journey to perform al-Haff 

in 1100/1689, so, he named it Nasmat alfls f f-Iajjat Sayyidiilä Abi al-Abbäc. 

Therefore, they paid considerable attention to recording various academic matters, to 

such an extent that such a Rihla as that of al-cAyyäshi is considered an encyclopedia on 

academic issues and Sufism as Krachkovski mentioned. ' Thus, Moroccan Rihlithave 

become unique resources on many various aspects, since the loss of original sources from 

which the travellers quoted their accounts, according to the known principle which 

affirms that if the original has been lost, secondary sources replace it. 5 

3.1. Meeting the Scholars and Recording their biographies 

As mentioned previously meeting scholars, attending their lessons, obtaining the ýäzý / 

and discussing various academic issues with them, was one of the main reasons for 

which the travellers compiled their Rihlät. So, they strictly devoted their time to 

achieving this purpose in any city, or village they visited or stayed in. The travellers 

received a warm welcome and were treated with hospitably by the scholars and tulab al- 

`ilm (students of knowledge) in most countries, as a result of their great reputation as 

'Ibid., vol. 1, p. 231. 
2Ibn `Abd al-Salim's Rihla, p. 2. See also other travellers including al-Hashtüki in his Rihla, p. 21; al-'Ayni 
in his Rihla summarised by al-Silsi in al-Ma'sül, vol. 3, p. 284; Ibn al-Tayyib in his Rihla, p. 4. 

''Al ̀ Ayyäshi applied this principle in practice after his return 
from his second -Iajj performed in 

1064/1653, and had an intention to write down the news of this journey, but he changed his mind after 
compiling Igti' al-Athar ba da Dhahäb Ahl al-Atharwhich contains his shaykhs' biographies, and as he 

said nothing left worth recording. See infra, p. 58 
"Krachkovski, Tärikh al-Adab al-Gughrä/Ia/-Arabi, p. 809. 
! Karim, al-Maghrib li 'hd al-Davila al-Sa diyya, p. 201. 
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scholars. So, they were quickly and easily able to make strong relationships with 

scholars and not only did they visit them in their own accommodation, but the scholars 

visited the travellers in the places where they were lodging. ' Al-Ishägi, for instance, 

devotes certain sections to the scholars he met, under the heading, "Referring to the 

scholars whom we met in Mecca. " He mentions that the first was `Umar al-Bär al- 

Husayni, then he talks about his Sufi order, and says that he visited him in his own 

special accommodation, where he usually held closed meetings with his own close 

companions. He treated him hospitably, showed hirn his work, discussed some academic 

issues and granted him an ýäza, then al-Ishägi asked him for U za by al-musäfaha2. ' Al- 

Zabädi also, entitles certain sections referring to the scholars and men of righteousness 

he met in Egypt, then he starts naming them and mentioning their lessons, different 

subjects they taught, their shaykhs and works. Al-Zabädi says, for example, that the first 

was al-. shaykh Abmad b. Mustafä al-Iskandari, who lived in Alexandria, where he taught 

the Hadith (prophetic tradition) for three months, then he moved to Cairo and taught 

the Hadith and jurisprudence at al-Azhar Mosque for the rest of the year, after which 

he mentions his . shaykhs. ' The scholars themselves sometimes received the travellers, as 

soon as they arrived at the city, or village or prior their arrival, especially if the city or 

the village was not on al-Hajj road, and discussed various academic issues with them. 

Al-Hashtfiki says, "The scholars and student of knowledge of cAyn Mädi came out to 

receive us while there were still miles to go", then he states that some of them claimed 

to be specialists in grammar, while others were experts in jurisprudence, or theology, 

recording the various issues discussed with them such as pillars of imän (belief). ' The 

'For the travellers' scholarly position, see also supra, p. 223. 
2 T'he ijäza by musäfaha (handclasp) is the unique strange type of ijäzätwe found in the travellers' Rihlät 

which means according to my understanding that when a student of knowledge was granted ijäza by the 
scholar shaking his hand he had completed his study under him. Thus, a student who became a scholar 
did that with his students after they completed their studies under them. The scholar mentioned his #azät 
to the scholars who inherited this ijäza, known as al-Isnäd. For other types of 69zät, see infra, pp. 32,209. 
Sal-lshägi's Rihla, pp. 281-302. Al-lshägi continued referring to the scholars he met in Mecca such as 
Muhammad b. Ahntad 'Agila who praised his wide knowledge mentioning some works which numbered 
over twenty, such as al-Ihsän fi Ulüm al-Qur'an and Tafsir al-Alfa? al-Ghariba fial-Qur'an. He also 
praised some scholars of 

Medina, 
while recording their biographies, such as Zayn al= Abidin al-Manüfi and 

T5j al-Din b. 'Arif al-Manüfi, which is contradictory to his attitude towards the academic activities in al- 
Hij5z and Egypt, which will be mentioned on pp. 220-2. 
4AI-Zab5di's Rihla, p. 230. See also his Rihla, pp. 19,159,220. Ibn al-Tayyib reported in his Rihla, p. 128, 

the accounts of his meeting with some scholars of Tripoli, where he stayed for twenty days such as 
Muhammad al-Ma'zawi, who had wide knowledge in some sciences and in particular al-Tasawwuf There 

was also Muhammad b. Musähil with whom Ibn al-Tayyib discussed some hadith matters, referring to his 

nobility of character, see also his Rihla, pp. 43 and 129. For other examples in other Rihlät, see Ibn 'Abd 
al-Salim's Rihla, pp. 97,144,233. 
5A1-Hashtilki's Rih/a, Hidäyat al-Malik, pp. 62-4. The names of the scholars and students of 'Ayn Mädi 

were not mentioned by al-Hashtüki. 
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travellers mention a1-OýYzätthey were granted by the scholars after studying under them. 

Abil Madyan says that he gained an ijäza from one of the Mecca scholars named Sälim 

b. cAbd Allah al-Basri, after reading parts of the six books of prophetic tradition such as 

Sahib a]-Bukhiri and Sahib Muslim in his academic class. ' 

In addition, some of the travellers, particularly al-Ishägi, al-Zabädi, al ̀Ayyäshi and Ibn 

Malik are interested in recording scholars' biographies. Ibn Malih's Rihla is full of 

information about deceased scholars, specifically Süfi scholars. He records the biography 

and karämät of every scholar, whose grave he visited throughout the journey, in both 

directions. The pilgrims' caravan started, as usual, by visiting Aghmät and Rika to gain 

baraka by visiting the graves of Süfi awliyä: Ibn Malik, for instance, records the 

biographies of the twelve awliyä' buried there such as Muhammad b. Sa`dün al- 

Qayrawäni, Abü cAbd Allah al-Tünisi and Abü Muhammad al-Khazraji? 

3.2. Academic Movements 

In their capacity as scholars, most of them paid great attention to describing the 

academic activities in the cities and villages they stayed, in or passed through. However, 

they differed in giving details. Al `Ayyäshi, for instance, hardly ever passed, or stayed in 

a place without referring to the academic activities in detail and Ibn `Abd al-Saläm 

presents a complete picture about the academic activities in Libya, ' while travellers such 

as al-Yüsi were less interested in giving details. Also, their attitudes towards these 

activities are very different as will be mentioned later. A point which is worth noticing 

here is that some of the travellers, including al cAyyäshi and Ibn al-Tayyib, did not 

confine themselves to description, as observers, but they effectively participated in 

teaching in Cairo and Medina. Therefore, both of them were influenced and affected by 

these activities, as will be mentioned later, ' and thus, their accounts sometimes acquire a 

special significance. 

Describing the academic movement kept the attention of al ̀Ayyäshi along his journey, 

even before he left the Moroccan border. When he arrived at Tawät, for example, he 

'Abii Madyan's Rihla, p. 190. 

2Ibn Malil}'s Rih/a, pp. 14-25. Thus, he does with other scholars buried in another places, see for example, 

his Rihla, pp. 54,61,108-113; al-Zabädi's Rihla, pp. 344-5. 
3Al-Tmzi, Amir Maghribi, p. 40. 

4See the travellers' high scholarly position on p. 223. 
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found its inhabitants had no interest except in trade. He said that he did not meet any 

educated men, and most of them were merchants. ' Then in Tikrit he introduces a Tawit 

family known for their learning. He also recorded the academic movements in Medina 

and Mecca, mentioning that in Medina, Tuesday and Friday are official holidays, ' as in 

the al-Haj season, which starts from the twenty-seventh of Dhü al-Qi`da, when all books 

are returned to al-makhäzrn (storerooms). When the pilgrims leave, academic activities 

are resumed as usual. ' Al-Isbdgi entered Biskra in Algeria and did not find any one 

interested in learning or teaching. ' Thus, the travellers describe other cities including 

Tlemcen, Tawzar, `Ayn Mädi and Tripoli, as will be discussed later. 

Although the travellers give detailed descriptions of the academic movements in Cairo, 

Mecca and Medina, which were among the most significant centres of learning, if not 

the most significant in the Islamic world for centuries, the travellers' attitudes towards 

these activities varied considerably. While al-Ishägi and his shaykh al-Yüsi alone 

adopted a very critical position towards these centres, the rest of the travellers were 

highly impressed by their activities. AI-Yüsi who performed al-Hajj in 1101/1690 

criticises sharply the academic movement in Egypt and the East in general, saying that 

after returning from al-Hajj he had not seen anything of the academic activities, or a 

great many scholars and educated people of which he have heard before arriving there. 

He assumes that this was either because of the extinction of learning or the death of the 

scholars, or that other travellers had wished him to impress by boasting of meeting 

scholars and righteous men. ' He asserts that there was no one who was worth travelling 

to study under. ' Forty-two years later, al-Yüsi's student al-Ishägi performed al-Haff and 

described at length the academic activities, saying that al-Azhar Mosque is wide, big and 

has multi arwiga, 8 one of which was allocated for accommodation of Moroccan students. 

These arwiga contain bookcases and places for keeping their effects, and free meals were 

'A1-`Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 20. 

2Ibid., vol. 1, p. 50. 

3The reason why Tuesday is officially holiday is unknown 
4Al-`Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, and p. 284. 

5Al-lshägi's Rihla, p. 57. 

GAl-Yüsi's Rihla, p. 97. 

'Ibid., p. 99. 

8For the definition of riwäq, see infra, p. 52. 
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served twice daily, morning and evening, and the mosque was full of people in the 

learning halaq t, ' during the day and at night. Then he mentions the discussions with 

some of the scholars he met such as 'Ali al-Hanafi, who was a renowned grammarian. ' 

However, he says that he was totally dissatisfied with the academic lessons he attended, 

commenting that learning in the [Arabic] eastern countries is about to disappear. He 

supports his opinion by quoting his shaykh' s opinion mentioned previously, which 

might have influenced him. 3 Indeed, this attitude strongly contrasts to the rest of the 

travellers' attitudes, as they were enormously impressed by academic activities in Egypt, 

Mecca and Medina. 

Ibn Malih who performed al-Ha. jjin 1040/1631 highly praises al-Azhar, indicating that 

its doors had not been closed and food and clothing had been served to the students free 

of charge, as well as referring to some notable scholars such as `Ali al-Ajhüri and Abmad 

al-Kalbi. 4 Al-Hudayki, who was a contemporary of al-Isb5gi and performed a1-Haj just 

ten years later in 1152/1741 for instance, was highly impressed by the academic 

activities in al-Azhar Mosque, and its notable scholars and their lessons commenting 

that about thirty lessons in jurisprudence were held at the same time. He says that al- 

Azhar is ahead of al-Hijaz, Yemen, Iraq, bil5d al-Sham and Morocco, in the search for 

knowledge asserting that there is no place as well known as al-Azhar. ' Al `Ayyashi 

praises the great academic abilities of the scholars of Mecca such as `Is5 al-Tha`Slibi 

Zayn al-Din al-Tabari and scholars of Medina such as All al-Rabic and Ibrahim al- 

KürSni whom he met and studied under, 6 and referred to the great number of notable 

scholars he met in al-Azhar such as Ibrahim al-Maymüni and Abd al-Salim al-Laggani, 

asserting that the academic activities carry on throughout the day and night. ' Ibn al- 

Tayyib who performed al-Hajj in 1139/1728 praised the scholars of al-Azhar, and 

ISee the definition of halgaton p. 209. 

2Al-Hanafi, for example, was asked about the difference between indeclinable nouns such as the 

interrogative particle, adverb and declinable nouns. 
3Al-lsl qi's Rihla, pp. 156-61. In fact this sharp criticism towards the academic activities in the East (al- 

I-lijäz and Egypt) is contradictory to his praise the great scholars of Mecca and Medina, as mentioned 
previously on p. 218. 
4Ibn Malil}'s Rihla, pp. 48-9 and 130. 

5A1-l; 
-Iudayki's Rihla, pp. 49-53. 

6 Al= Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 284. 

'Ibid., vol. 1, p. 126. 
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recorded the biographies of some of them such as Abmad al ̀ Ammawi, Salim al-Nafrawi 

and Muhammad al-Jaddäwi, adding that he had forgotten many of them. ' Al-Zabadi 

who performed al-Hajj in 1158/1746 also praised the academic movement at al-Azhar 

and recorded some details, mentioning that he did not meet many scholars because he 

was lazy, asserting that if he wanted to record all Al-Azhar's scholars, he would need a 

big volume. ' We tend to accept the latter attitude because apart from al-Yilsi and his 

student al-Ishagi, who may be influenced by his shaykli's view, all the travellers were 

enormously impressed by academic activities in Egypt, Mecca and Medina, supporting 

their presentation by accurate documented descriptions as mentioned above. In addition 

to this, we find that these academic activities were not restricted to men, but there were 

ladies participated in these activities. Al-'Ayyashi, for instance, referred to the shaykha 

Na`ima, who he visited twice in Alexandria. ' A1-Mur5bit reported that his father was 

granted an U za by the lady scholars Mubaraka and Zayn al-Sharaf, the daughters of 

the renowned scholar clsa al-Tha`alibi in Mecca, commenting that he has never seen his 

father so delighted as he was on this occasion, saying that he [his father] did not know 

which one delighted him more; the granting of this ýäza or these two notable ladies 

being here [in Mecca] capable to teach and grant ijaziTr. ' 

3.3. Academic Issues, books and Libraries 

AI-Rihlät are loaded with academic issues, as one of the main aims for which they were 

compiled. Al-cAyyäshi, for example, states frankly that his main aim for compiling his 

Rihla is to be an academic book, not humorous or pleasant, though if these qualities 

were found, it would stimulate the reader, especially if he likes variety. ' His Rihla as he 

mentioned, is indeed, an academic book which contains topics covering many 

disciplines. ' Other travellers noted that they have included in their Rihlitthe academic 

issues they discussed, studied, taught or answered along their journeys. 7 Therefore, it is 

obvious that al-Rihlätof the travellers who had this clear plan would be full of academic 

'Ibn al-Tayyib's Rrh1a, pp. 117-20. 

2A1-Zabädi's Rihla, pp. 229-36 and 257-307. 

3Al cAyyäshi's Ribla, vol. 2, p. 361. 

4Al-Qädiri, Nashral-Mathäni, vol. 2, p. 238. 

SAl-'Ayyäshi's Rib/a, vol. 1, p. 224. 

GHamad al-J, -isir, Mugtarafätmin Rihlaral-Ayyjshi (Riyadh: Där al-Rifä°i, 1984), p. 7. 

'See for examples, al-Hashtüki's Rihla, p. 21; Ibn `Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, p. 2; Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 3. 
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issues. This is due to the fact that most of them were renowned scholars who 

participated in a great deal of academic discussion with other scholars, and they were 

asked questions by students at the many places where they stayed, or passed through. 

Ibn Abd al-Saläm, for instance, singles out a section referring to his meetings with 

scholars such as Muhammad b. Qäsim Jassüs and Abd al-Rabman b. Idris al-Maghribi 

and the academic topics he learned or taught during his stay in Sijilmäsa. ' Al-Hashtüki 

refers to questions which he was asked by students of `Ayn Mädi. z This emphasises the 

scholarly position of the travellers and reputation in the countries, they visited, or passed 

through. 

Also the travellers paid considerable attention to libraries and books recording the books 

and manuscripts they found, borrowed, read or bought. Al-Amiri refers to the 

significance of taking books to study and benefit from during the journey, ' and in al- 

Ishägi's caravan, the pilgrims organised academic lessons at stops on the journey. ' The 

travellers desired to visit libraries and write down books or manuscripts, particularly 

those which were scarce, or which they had borrowed. Al `Ayyäshi singles out a section 

to refer to the rare books he found in the library of al-Masjid al-Haram in Mecca such as 

Ibn Rashid's Rihla, `Umar b. Fahd's Ithäf al-Warä biAkhbär Umma al-Quriand al- 

Mannawi's Tabagat a1-Svfiyya. 5 Al-cAyyäshi refers to the libraries of the Prophet's 

Mosque in Medina, which were open for the public to borrow from. ' Al-Hashtüki 

entered the library of Fajij and saw rare books, such as Ikhtisär Tafsir al-Qurtubiof 

twelve volumes. ' Abü Madyan made a strong relationship with one of scholars of Mecca, 

Sä1im al-Basri, who opened his library for him and said, "You can borrow any book you 

need", and Abü Madyan borrowed Sahli al-Bukhäri. e Al-Zabädi saw a copy of Al- 

cAyyäshi's Rihla hand written by him in riwäq of Moroccan in al-Azhar Mosque in 

IIbn °Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, pp. 27-62. 

2Such as the pillars of imän (belief) and if al-Mugimin mentioned in süratAli `Umrän, verse. 7, is genitive 

or accusative. See other examples in Hashtüki's Rihla, Hidäyata/-Malik, pp. 62-4. 
3A1 `Amlrl says in his Ri ila, p. 91: 

cL. l Ij YlI. -oýlc. "340 lolGJ til. ý+r-1i3 

4Al-lshägi's Rihla, p. 106. 

5Al cAyyäshi's Rilila, vol. 2, PP. 238-57. 

`'[bid., vol. 1, p. 284. 

7Al-Hashtüki's Rihla, Hidäyatal-Malik, p. 53. 

BAbii Madyan's Rihla, p. 176. Al-lshägi also borrowed a book from one of scholars of Tawzar and returned 

it when he arrived to Tripoli, see his Rihla, p. 67. 
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Cairo. ' Medina was distinguished by being the place of Muslim scholars, who prefer to 

be close to the Prophet's grave, so many books were sent as gifts to the Prophet's 

Mosque. Al-Shäwf said he was told that any book compiled on any subject was sent to 

Medina by its author for baraka, and to become known, so any book could be found 

here. ' Sometimes a whole collection was donated; the Moroccan Muhammad b. Ismäcil 

bequeathed his library of one thousand five hundred books to be sent to Medina after 

his death. ' The travellers, in particular al cAyyäshi, Ibn cAbd al-Saläm and lbn Näsir, 

were deeply attracted to purchasing books, despite their bad financial circumstances, 

which forced them to borrow the money from their friends for that aim. ' Al `Ayyäshi, 

for instance, reports that in Cairo he bought about fifty books; one of them was al- 

Zamakhshari's al-Kashshäf and was forced to borrow some money from his friend 

Ahmad al-Taräbulsi. s 

4. Political and Security Aspect 

The Moroccan travellers' Rihljt accurately reflect the various security situations, the 

dangers they encountered and the political events they experienced along their long 

journeys to perform a1-Ha., lj in the studied period. The travellers for instance, describe 

the retaking of occupied Moroccan cities from its occupiers, the Spanish attack carried 

out on Tripoli and the revolution of the inhabitants of Tripoli against Turkish rule. Also 

al-Rihlät reflect the political and security situation at that time, when most Arab 

countries were under Turkish rule, which did not help to provide stability, security and 

protect the pilgrims' caravans from bedouin attacks. In addition, the Turks imposed 

heavy taxes on their subjects. Also al-Rihlatcompared the security situation at the time 

of their travels and those described by their predecessors, which is considered significant 

to know the security situation throughout successive periods. So, the political and 

security observations which were presented by the travellers have been highly 

appreciated as significant documents as the travellers recorded these events as 

eyewitnesses. 

'AI-Zabädi's Rihla, p. 208. 
2Al-Shiwi's Rihla, p. 9. 
: 'Al-`Ayyäshi's Rihia, vol. 1, pp. 40-1. Unfortunately al-, Ayyäshi says that they were had all been lost 

except one hundred-seventy books which reached Medina, as he saw it in his third Hajj in 1072/1661 and 
described them as being invaluable books. 
4Mak5män, ̀  al-Rihlit al-Maghribiyya ', p. 225. 

'Al-, Ayylshi's Rihia, vol. 2, p. 359. 
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Al-lshagi's Rlhla which recorded the journey of the Sultan cAbd Allah b. Isma`il's 

mother Khunthätha and his son Muhammad who became king later on' has been 

depended on by Moroccan and European scholars as a significant source regarding 

international relations. 2 The Sultan Muhammad's visit to Libya, for instance, resulted in 

influencing the relations between the two countries to an extent that the United States 

requested Sultan Muhammad's help to act as a peace mediator between the U. S. and 

the Libyans to prevent war between the two countries? Also, the letters sent from 

Khunthätha to her son the King cAbd Allah to forgive the rebel tribes including the tribe 

of al-Ahlaf reflects the crucial role played by her in drawing up the state policy. ' 

4.1. Political Events 

Some of the travellers describe the retaking of occupied Moroccan cities from its 

occupiers. Al-Q5diri for instance, describes the retaking of Larache from its occupier, 

according to the letter sent to his shaykli Abü al-`Abbäs. s Ibn Näsir's Rihia, also provided 

the Moroccan library with significant information, whether about the Spanish attack 

carried out on the Libyan capital, Tripoli during the era of `Abd Allah al-Azmirli in 

1096/1684-5, or the revolution of the inhabitants of Tripoli against the Ottoman ruler, 

Khalil B5sh5, in 1121/1709-10. Ibn Näsir describes the Spanish attack in detail, saying 

that when the pilgrims arrived at Tripoli, they saw three warships at the beginning, then 

they increased to twenty-two and blockaded the city for four days. Then the Spanish 

started an aggressive bombardment on the Saturday night. He describes these attacks 

and the great destruction caused and huge sound they made. These cannon balls 

sometimes passed over the travellers' heads, or fell down close to them. He says that on 

one of these terrifying nights, more than nine hundred cannon balls were dropped in an 

attack which lasted throughout the night until the morning, as he was told by one of the 

jurists'. Then he says that the defenders turned the Spanish away by bombarding them, 

and the inhabitants and the pilgrims prepared themselves to fight. After that, a peace 

'For more details about the Sultän'Abd Allah and his son Sultän Muhammad as well as al-Ishägi's Rib/a, 

see infra, pp. 49-50 and 68. 
2A1-T5zi, AmirMaghribi, p. 38. 
3Ibid., p. 9. Al-TM referred also (p. 27) to the mediations which the Sultän made between Italy and 
Libya. 
4See al-Isilägi's Rihla, p. 36; al-Täzi, AmirMaghribi, pp. 95 and 98-9. 
"Al-Qädiri's Ribla, p. 40. 

he name of the jurist is not mentioned by Ibn Näsir. 
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agreement was concluded, whereby the inhabitants of Tripoli agreed to pay two 

hundred riyäl garmiliyya and exchange the prisoners, who had been arrested before this 

attack. The attackers were allowed to buy goods in the city, and the inhabitants were 

warned that they would be strongly punished by the Turkish ruler, ' if they treated them 

badly. Ibn Näsir mentioned that the scholars of the Mälikidoctrine were completely 

dissatisfied with this unfair agreement made by the Turkish ruler. Therefore, they left 

Tripoli in order not to be forced to attend this offensive act, as Ibn Näsir relates. ' 

4.2. Turkish Rule 

The attitude mentioned above, against the Turkish rulers, who ruled most Arab 

countries during this period, or the bad security situation in general, even within the 

Moroccan borders, is clearly shared by almost all the travellers. However, discussion 

about the rulers, or Morocco security is very limited in proportion to that of the situation 

in other countries. Therefore, we rarely hear from the travellers, as we read, a single 

praise or thanks to any of the rulers. Most of the few exceptions were recorded by al- 

`Ayyashi, for example, who praised one of the rulers who, although he was unjust, 

succeeded in establishing security in Wädi Mir in Morocco, which was the most 

terrifying province. ' In addition to this praise, he observes the wonderful safety between 

Jadda and Mecca, the great care taken by the Turkish rulers of the road between Mecca 

and al-Tä'if, and in particular the wells. He also praised the ruler of Mecca, Zayd b. 

Muhsin4 on two occasions; the first was for treating the people of Mecca with great 

humbleness and justice and he was highly supportive of the Sunnis doctrine. On the 

second occasion al-cAyyäshi praised him and his son Muhsin' for their strict policy to 

establish security. ' Also, Ibn cAbd al-Saläm praised the Turkish ruler of Tunis because he 

The Turkish rule in Libya started in 958/1551 after the defeat of the organisation of Fursan al-Qidis 
Yühanna known as Fursan Malta who ruled after the Italians. °Abd al-Salam, Libya rain KhOl Kitäbät al- 
Rahhälin al-Maghariba, pp. 29-30. The name of the Turkish ruler is not mentioned by Ibn Nasir 
2lbn Nasir's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 65-8. 
3Al'Ayy5shi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 18. The name of ruler of Wadi Hit is not mentioned by al'Ayyashi 
"For details about the biographies of Sultan Zayd, see infra, p. 212. 

. Sunni is the one, " Who adheres to the Sunna [see infra, p. 202].... This word is used to designate the 

mainstream or majority branch of Islam, and contrasted with Shi ism [see infra, p. 208]. " I. R. Netton, A 

popular Dictionary of/slam, p. 238. 
`His full name is Muhsin b. Husayn b. Abi Nmay. He became the ruler of Mecca in 1034/1625 until 

1037/1628 after he was defeated by the army of his cousin Ahmad b. cAbd al-Mttalib supported by 

Turkish troops, escaping to Yemen where he died in 1038/1629. Al-Zirkli, al-A`läm, vol. 
6, 

pp. 173-4. 
7 AI 'Ayyashi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 199-201 and vol. 2, p. 110. 
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returned the pilgrims' goods, which had been stolen by the bedouins and had the 

thieves severely punished. ' 

Beside these few indications we hear nothing except complaint about the injustice and 

oppression of the Turkish rulers, their officers and other rulers, the lack of security and 

the dangers of being robbed, or even killed in raids carried out by the bedouins along 

the journey. The travellers refer to the hardship imposed on the pilgrims, or the 

inhabitants of the cities or villages, by the heavy tolls which were collected by the 

Turkish rulers, or their vassals. In addition, they accuse these rulers of not applying the 

law, or imposing security in the territories located under their authority. Instead, they 

allowed the bedouins to attack pilgrims and steal their goods, and the traders to increase 

prices, without any punishment. AI-cAyyäshi reports the extent of the taxes taken from 

the Iranian pilgrims, starting from Babra (a town near Jadda) until Mecca and Medina, 

where heavy tolls were imposed upon them by the Ruler of Mecca. ' Al cAyyäshi himself 

grieves at the state of Biskra which was destroyed by the Turkish and sometimes by the 

Bedouins. He says that the Turkish built a fort and prevented the city from being 

supplied with water as well as imposing heavy tolls. ' Al `Ayyäshi blames the government 

of Medina for the traders' manipulating the market prices during al-Hajjseason, saying 

the standard measures were never complied with, and the government did nothing 

about it. ' 

4.3. Bedouin Attacks 

AI-Hajj season presented great opportunities to bedouiii robbers, who carried out raids 

along the road, causing great danger and considerable concern for the Moroccan 

pilgrims, even before they left their borders. Consequently, the caravans were heavily 

equipped with weapons such as field guns and muskets, for protection. The caravan of 
Khunätha, the mother of Sultän of Morocco, `Abd Allah b. Ismail, for example, was so 

strong that it frightened the bedouins, who were not able to carry out any attack, and 

the Egyptian caravan joined to it for protection. ' Al-Ishägi indicates this power by 

'Ibn `Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, p. 106. He does not mention the name of ruler of Tunis. 
2Al-, Ayy5shi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 281. Al °Ayyäshi calls the Iranian pilgrims'Iräq al-°Ajam and refers that they 

come from Asfahän. 
'Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 411-2 
4ibid., vol. 1, p. 285. 
5Al-lsh5gi's Rihla, p. 205. 
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asserting that the caravan guards fired when they passed through territories known to 

be inhabited by bandits, but they remained in hiding due to their strong fear. ' Although 

the robbers were frightened of the power of the Moroccan pilgrim caravans, 2 they 

managed to attack, rob, or even kill some of the Moroccans, but there were few cases in 

proportion to those in which the Moroccans succeeded in deterring them. Ibn cAbd al- 

Saläm, Abü Madyan and Al-`Ayyäshi are the travellers who refer most to the security 

state along al-Hajj road. Ibn `Abd al-Saläm refers to a fight between the Moroccan 

caravan and the bedouins of Yanbüc in al-I-lijäz, in which some men from both sides 

were killed and goods were stolen. ' Rugged places such as narrow mountain pass, or 

watercourses, were much exploited by the robbers to attack the pilgrims. 4 Ibn Näsir 

describes al ̀ Aqaba as a pass, not a strait between the mountains and the sea, so narrow 

that camels could not pass except one by one, then he says that the place was rarely free 

of robbers, who attacked the pilgrims. ' 

The travellers refer to the tribes and places known for robbery, in addition to other 

pilgrim caravans that encounter much worse treatment, such as the Egyptian caravan, as 

will be mentioned. Ibn al-Tayyib, for example, says that his caravan prepared for action 

when they stopped to buy goods at cAyn Mädi because they were accustomed to robbers' 

attacks. ' It is worth noticing here that the first draft of Rihla of Ibn al-Tayyib was stolen 

with other invaluable books and goods in Maghärat Shucayb (near Medina). ' The llarb 

tribe, living in al-Hijäz, was famous for terrorising and attacking pilgrims, as happened 

with the Tunisian pilgrim caravan. " Revenge was one of the motives for attacking the 

pilgrims, as happened with the Egyptian caravan. 9 Abü Madyan says that they found 

bedouins gathered in `Asafän in al-Hijäz to wreak revenge on the Egyptian pilgrims, and 

they sent a messenger to reassure the Moroccans by telling them that they had no 

'ibid., p. 42. See also al-Qädiri's description of the caravan of al-shaykh Abü al-'Abb5s, infra, pp. 116-7. 

2lbn °Abd al-Saldm's Rihla, p. 176. 

'Ibid., p. 204. 
"Karim, ' Bild al-l lijaz' , al-Arab, September, October 1977, p. 198. 
'Ibn Näsir's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 91. 
6Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 32. Al-Hashtüki also, referred in his Rihla, Hidäyat al-Malik, (p. 140) to 

territories such as Biskra, Sidi Khälid in Algeria and Barqa in Libya and al-Muräbit in his Rihla (p. 117) 

referred also to biläd al-Z5b in Algeria as places known for robbery. 
7As he said in his second draft of his Rihla, p. 3 and 114. For more details, see infra, p. 67. 

"Ibn N5sir's Rihla, vol. 2, pp. 106-9. Al-Hashtüki in Hidäyat al-Malik, (p. 51) referred to Ait cAtä tribes 

living in east of Atlas Mountain and Dra`a in Morocco as famous for terrorising and attacking pilgrims. 
9 Karim, ' Bilid al-Hijäz', p. 199. 
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grievance with them and asked them to leave, so that they could deal with the 

Egyptians separately. ' The travellers blame the rulers for not doing anything to protect 

the pilgrims. Al-Yüsi, for instance, criticises the Turkish rulers in Egypt for not protecting 

the pilgrims against the bedouins attacks. ' 

These attacks were not restricted to stealing goods or animals; sometimes pilgrims were 

kidnapped and sold as slaves. Ibn Näsir reports that one of the pilgrims was captured 

and sold a slave to the Byzantine after he got lost. ' Al-`Ayyäshi describes an attempt to 

kidnap a pilgrim in order to be sold as a slave because he was black. ' Ibn N1sir says that 

the pilgrims avoided passing through one place close to Tripoli in Libya, because its 

inhabitants were known for kidnapping pilgrims and selling them to the Byzantine. ' 

As most of the travellers depended on preceding travellers' Rihl tas main sources, they 

sometimes compared the security circumstances at the time of their travels and those 

described by their predecessors, which is considered significant in knowing the security 

conditions throughout successive periods. Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, for instance, says that the 

wonderful safety in which Tunis basked as described by Ibn Näsir's Rih/a, has gone. ' 

The travellers' RihJätreflect the width of the Turkish empire and their authority in that 

time. Abü Madyan who performed al Hajj in 1152/1740-1 says that the first time he 

saw Turkish soldiers was in Biskra in Algeria, ' which means that Turkish authority 

extended along al-Hajj road until al-Hijäz, where al ̀ Ayyäshi saw great numbers of their 

soldiers in Medina. 8 

5. Economic Aspects 

The travellers' Rihlätreflect the various aspects of the economic life such as commerce, 
agriculture and pasture in the countries they stayed in, or passed through. The travellers 

'Abü Madyan's Rihla, p. 138. 
'Al-Yusi'S Rib/a, p. 96. The name of the ruler is not mentioned. See also al , Ayy5shi's Rib/a, vol. 2, p. 192. 
'[bn Näsir'S Rihla, vol. 1, p. 109. 
4Al-'Ayyashi's Rih/a, vol. 1, p. 120. 
'Ibn NSsir's R/h/a, vol. 2, p. 152. 
'Ibn `Abd al-Sal, 5m's Rihla, p. 102. 
7Abü Maclyan's 

R, 171,7, p. 93. 
"A1 ̀ Ayyäshi's Rib/a, vol. 1, p. 302. 
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sometimes show their sound economic and commercial sense, in the useful advice they 

give to pilgrims, as will be mentioned later. 

5.1. Commerce 

AI-Hajj season was an enormous opportunity, not just for the traders in the cities and 

villages but also for the bedouin shepherds who depended on these caravans to 

establish mobile markets which, for some of them provided their main source of revenue 

for the year. In addition, al-Hajj is not just a religious duty but indeed a tremendous 

commercial season for the pilgrims, for trade exchange with people from Mecca, Medina 

and along al-Hajj road. ' Therefore, the travellers paid considerable attention to 

describing the commercial markets, whether in the urban, rural or bedouin areas. 

Moreover, they gave useful information about prices, measures and invaluable advice 

about commerce and money exchange. 

5.1.1. Commercial Markets 

Al-Hajj season played a significant role in encouraging trade in the two holy cities, 

Mecca and Medina and the cities and villages along the pilgrim roads, some of which 

were established trade centres. In addition, al-Ha., lj season, as mentioned previously, was 

a great, perhaps unique opportunity to the bedouins, particularly those who lived far 

away from urban areas, to sell their goods and purchase supplies. 

The travellers give an accurate description of the markets in the cities and villages they 

stayed in or passed through. Al-Ishägi, for example, describes the great market in Mecca, 

saying that the goods which are sold in just a single day in al-Haff season cannot be 

counted, as a result of the huge number of pilgrims coming from everywhere. He 

indicates the types of goods sold, such as Indian clothes, Chinese house goods, jewels, 

perfumes, honey, sweets and medicines. Then he describes the fruits, particularly 

watermelon, which is distinguished by its enticing smell and delicious taste, after which 

he describes dates and how they were displayed attractively on multi coloured tables. 

He goes on to explain that fruits and vegetables are brought from al-Tä'if and the 

suburbs. ' Al-Hudayki asserts that performance of al-Hai as a religious duty also offers 

'Allah said in süratal-Hajj, verse. 28, "That they [pilgrims] may witness things that are of benefit to them 

(i. e. reward of Najj in the Hereafter, and also some worldly gain from trade), and mention the name of 
Allah on appointed days (i. e. 10"', 11"', 12"', and 13"' day of Dhul-Hijja), " M. Khan and M. al-Hilali, 
Interpretation of the Meanings ofthe Noble Qurän, p. 480. 
ZAI-lshägi's Rihla, pp. 278-9. 
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great commercial opportunities for all the pilgrims, who after performing al-Haff rituals, 

trade in various goods. ' 

Ibn Näsir describes how trading in Medina market took place among the bedouins. He 

explains that there is a group of bedouins living in Medina who are known to Moroccans 

as al-Burghäziyin. In places close to Medina they meet rural bedouins who bring their 

goods such as cheese, cured meet, cooking fat and sheep. The Burghäziyin purchase 

these from them, then take them to the market to sell. Ibn Näsir says this system was so 

familiar and satisfactory to all groups, that if anyone else desired to buy from the 

bedouins, they would not sell to him, or would charge double the price charged to the 

usual traders, who knew how to deal with them because of their common bedouin 

origins. In addition, the latter were satisfied with small profits. ' Ibn Näsir also says that 

the most useful caravan is al-Shäm caravan, which brings many commercial goods such 

as food, drink and oil to sell in Medina. ' Women were commercially active, as most of 

the travellers who passed through cAyn Mädi in Morocco, for example, report that it was 

usually women who traded with the pilgrims. 4 

As mentioned previously the bedouins, or some of them, depended completely on the 

pilgrim caravans for their livelihood. Al `Ayydshi, for instance, indicates that he was told 

that the bedouins prepared themselves from the beginning of the year by cutting the 

desert herbage during the spring, then drying it and transported it to the caravan roads 

for sale, to support themselves for the whole year. ' Ibn Malih refers to one of the 

bedouin mobile markets, saying that when the pilgrims arrived in the morning at 

Shucayb's grave' in Northern Arabia Peninsula, the bedouins came running with dates, 

curd and sheep, and the pilgrims bought from them and sold to them until the dusk. ' 

'Al-l-ludayki's Rihla, p. 20. The types of goods are not mentioned. 
'Ibn Näsir's Rib/a, vol. 2, p. 60. 
'Ibid., vol. 2, p. 17. 
'See for instance, Abü Madyan's Rihla, p. 66; al-l-ludayki's Rihla, p. 12; al 'Ayni's Rihla summarised by al- 
Süsi, vol. 13, p. 289; Al ̀ Ayy5shi also, indicates that all the women of Medina used to go to the market to 
buy and sell during a/-Haff season, see his Rih/a vol. 1, p. 245. 
5A1 `Ayyäshi's Ri/i/a, vol. 1, p. 300. 

`'See the Prophet Shu'ayb's biography on p. 67. 

'Ibn Malib's Rihla, p. 127. 
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5.2. Agriculture Activities 

The travellers recorded the agricultural activities in the territories they visited or passed 

though during their journeys. Al `Ayyäshi notes that there are many farms, watered by 

many wells in Räbigh (a town near Medina), and they produce corn, millet and many 

varieties of dates. He also, refers to the next village where many farms produce delicious 

watermelon sold at very low prices throughout the year, then he says that he has been 

told that most of the watermelons grows by themselves in the desert, depending on the 

rain, as most of the farms of al-Hijäz depend on rain. Then al cAyyäshi describes how 

the farms are watered in Khulays (a town near Mecca), saying that the water comes out 
from a wide spring through perfect ditches, to a big pool outside the village, which he 

says is the biggest he has ever seen, after which it comes out to the farms close to the 

village. ' 

Ibn Näsir gave a detailed description of Tawzar city reporting that it has a huge forest 

and plenty of water, which comes out naturally from springs lying in sandy land. The 

water gathered outside the city in a wide river, where the water goes through a number 

of small streams, then every stream branch out to many sub-streams. The water is then 
distributed to farmers according to a certain quota taking into consideration accurate 

estimates as to how much water is utilised during the day and night by officials known 

for their honesty. ' 

Al-`Ayyäshi astonishingly reports that he found that the most of farmer of Nigzäwa in 

Morocco were using a cow to till the land, which was unknown to him, then to his 

astonishment he saw others were using camels because it was a common proverb among 
Moroccan that using camels causes more damage than repair as he said. After this he 

saw two men till the land by themselves; one holds the plow and the other pulls it. It 

was so astonishing that he and his companions dismounted from their horses to see this 

scene. 3 

5.3. Transportation Service 
The travellers report that in some cities such as Medina, Mecca and Yanbuc there were 

people who knew some owners of camels or mules and if pilgrims needed transport, they 

'Al-'Ayy5shi'S Ril71a, vol. 1, pp. 185-6. 
2Ibn Näsir's Rilbla, vol. 2, p. 172. 
'Ibid., vol. 1, p. 54. 
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would act as mediators between them and the owners of the animals and draw up a 

contract to ensure that everyone undertakes his duty in good conditions, and they 

charged both sides. ' Al-Ayyäshi, also, indicates that every camel, or mule owner had an 

agent in other cities, authorised to collect the animals when the person who had hired 

them reached his destination 
"2 

Al-Räfidi who travelled to al-Hijäz by sea, gave some details about the ships he saw. He 

says, for instance, that ten ships left the port of Algeria on the 14`h of Jumädä al-Akhir in 

1096 A. H, where he boarded the best one, which was the ship of the president 
Muhammad `Arüj. He continues saying that they arrived to the Turkish port of Rüdis 

lying to the south of Turkey on the 13`h of Rajab, after a trip full of risk, because they 

had been attacked by foreign ships. Al-Räfi`i says that there are thirty ships; one of 

them was built of five floors and was equipped with seventy-five brass cannons. He 

reported that this ship was manufactured by Sultän Muhanunad Khan in 

Constantinople. ' Al-Räfi`i also referred to the fact that the sea journey from Alexandria 

to the island of Malta lasted for twenty-five days, and they never saw the land. ' 

5.4. Money Exchange and Trade 

Some of the travellers, in particular al-Hudayki, al-Hashtüki and al-Qýdiri, show a 

strong commercial sense by presenting invaluable advice regarding money exchange and 

trade. Al-Hudayki reminds pilgrims of the significance of exchanging the Moroccan 

darähim for gold to gain two important benefits; the first is because gold is cheaper in 

each country the pilgrims entered than in Morocco, where it is most wanted and 

pilgrims can buy what they want with it, in contrast to the Moroccan darihim which are 

worth very little outside Morocco. The second is that gold is light and easy to carry. He 

also presents another invaluable advice, with respect to trade exchange, recommending 

that pilgrims purchase goods wanted by the bedouins, such as eyeliner (kohl, combs, 

mirrors, matches, shoes and yellow and red leather. These are required by the bedouins, 

who would not sell them the meat, fat, curd and fruits they needed, and would only 

I Ibid., vol. 1, p. 301. 
zIbid., vol. 2, p. 110. 

3A1-Räfi°i's Rih/a, sununerised by Däwüd in Tärikh Tatwän, vol. 1, pp. 392-3. 
`Ibid., vol. 1, p. 395. 
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exchange them for such goods. ' Al-Hashtüki presented a similar advice, calling pilgrims 

to carry goods such as bullets, blankets and red clothes, even if they are worn-out which 

are of more benefit and are more valuable than money. This is because they are the 

items most desired by bedouins who were resident along the Hajj road until al-Hijäz and 

those who were resident between Sijilmäsa and Tripoli in particular, who would 

exchange them for fat, dates, meat and fodder. ' Al-Qädiri also notes that fabric and 

perfume are much desired by the inhabitants of al ̀ Amärat in Morocco. ' 

6. Social Aspect 

The travellers did not only visit scholars, but also met ordinary people, and spoke to 

them in the places they visited or passed through. This enabled the travellers to have a 

wide knowledge about the state of the people, their customs, characteristics, genealogy 

and accents. This is in addition to their doctrines and faiths, which were already 

discussed in the religious aspect. 4 

6.1. Relationships between the Pilgrims and Others 

The travellers paid considerable attention to recording their relationships with ordinary 

people and those with whom they had dealings, such as camel-herds. They frequently 

describe the warm greetings, reception and generosity with which they were received 

and served by the inhabitants of the cities and the villages they visited, or passed 

through. Al-Ishägi notes that the inhabitants of Fes celebrated the memorable day on 

which the Pilgrims' caravan left the city, when almost everyone used to participate in 

the farewell to the pilgrims. Then al-Ishägi noted that reception and farewell 

celebrations are customary in Fes. ' The pilgrims were received by poetic songs recited by 

youths of Yanbu`, ' and by flags, horses and drums in al-Aghwät. ' Ibn cAbd al-Saläm 

praises the hospitality of the sons of al-l; läjj b. cAli, in one of villages of Tawzar, where 

'Al-Hudayki's Rihla, pp. 10-1. 

ZAl-Hashtüki's Rihla, Hidiyatal-Malik, p. 49. 

3Al-Qädiri's Rihla, p. 46. Also see al-Hashtüki's Rihla, Hidäyat al-Malik p. 49. 

4See infra, pp. 211-4. 

. Al-Isl. qi's Rihla, p. 27. He also, reports in his Rihla, p. 176 the farewell celebration organised by the 

Egyptians. 
6Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 69. 

7 Abu Madyan's Rihla, p. 125. 
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they used to serve the pilgrims with various types of foods such as the famous meal a]- 

Coscousi, as well as fruits and vegetables. ' Abü Madyan says that they forgot the 

hardships of the journey, as a result of the great hospitality presented by the inhabitants 

of Salä and Mashra` al-Raml in Morocco, who served them with food and other needs, 

and set some men to guard their possessions over night. ' In contrast, the travellers 

criticised the camel-herds because most of them treat the pilgrims badly and try to force 

them to pay as much money as possible, by various sly and malicious means, so the 

travellers gave advice on how pilgrims should deal with them. Ibn al-Tayyib, for 

instance, advice pilgrims to treat them in a noble manners and to deal with them 

cautiously, telling them the exact weight of their belonging to be carried, and the 

pilgrims should be neither weak nor harsh. s 

6.2. Standard of Living, Accents and Genealogy 

The travellers recorded the standards of living, accents and genealogy of the inhabitants 

of some cities and villages they visited, or passed through on their journeys. Al-cAyyäshi 

states that the inhabitants of Medina love luxury and riches and they are influenced by 

the huge number of Turkish soldiers who live in the city, whom they imitate in their 

eating, drinking and exaggeration in wearing splendid clothes. Then al-cAyyäshi recalls 
being told that the women of Medina used to purchase flowers as an adornment every 
day. In contrast to the inhabitants of Mecca, who are influenced by association with the 

bedouins and living with them, thus, the bedouin nature predominates, as they do not 

pay much attention to eating and clothes. Even the rulers of Mecca live most of their 

time in the desert, and their clothes are very similar to those of the bedouins. 4 Ibn cAbd 

a]-Saläm comments on the poverty of most of the inhabitants of Badr (a town near 

Medina). ' 

The travellers recorded the genealogy of the inhabitants of some cities. Al-Ishagi gives 
details of the genealogy of the Moroccan Royal family which as, he asserts, traced back 

ýlbn'Abd al-Sal5m's Rihla, p. 102. For other examples, see also his Rihla, pp. 64,69,150,284. 
2Abü Madyan's Rihla, p. 258. He also reports in p. 95, that the pilgrims in Sijilm5sa were served with 
foods generosity each day and barley straw for their riding beasts. See also his Rihla, pp. 54 and 237. 
3See examples in Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, pp. 15 and 65; al-Hashtüki's Rihla, p. 84; Ibn `Abd al-Sal5m's 
Rihla, p. 269; Abi Madyan's Rilzla, p. 43. 
4Al ̀Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 302-3. 
5Ibn 'Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, p. 202. 
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to al-Ashraf (who traced back to the Prophet) living in Yanbuc in al-Hijaz, and how they 

moved to Morocco. ' Ibn Nasir reports that the inhabitants of Tawzar can be traced back 

to the remaining of the Romans living in Africa prior to the coming of Islam, in addition 

to the Arabs who came later when it came under Islamic rule, and the Berbers who 

entered it after leaving their native lands in Palestine and bilad al-Sham. After which he 

explains in more detail how the Berbers left and describes their clash with the Romans, 

saying that the Berbers had separated after the killing of their leader Goliath by David2 

and most of them went to Africa and Moroccan countries in particular. 3 They then 

managed to expel the Romans to Islands such as Sicily, then they returned later on 

when peace was established between them. ' Al-Hashtüki notes that most of the 

inhabitants of Tunis are Berbers. ' 

The travellers, also, recorded their observations about the accents or the pure language 

in which some people speak. Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, for example, states that he could not 

understand the language spoken by the inhabitants of Surt in Libya, which is not Arabic, 

Berber or Persian. ' 

6.3. Customs and Traditions 

The travellers recorded customs and traditions such as the marriage ceremonies, the 

serving of Arab coffee, smoking and celebrating the Nile overflow. Al-Ishägi reports that 

it is customary in Egypt for the bride to go to the bridegroom's home in a very slow 

procession accompanied by music. When she arrives at the groom's home, he carries her 

to the bedroom, then he throws money to the attendants. Al-Ishägi says that he had 

'Al-Isliägi's Rib/a, pp. 4-8. 
2David was a prophet and king of Israel. His story with Goliath is mentioned in al-Qur'an süratal-Bagara, 
verse. 249-51, which can be summerised as follows: Dawüd (David) was a fighter in the Israel army 
leading by King Talat (Saul) against the mighty hosts lead by Jalüt (Goliath). David managed to kill 
Goliath in this battle and was given the kingdom (after the death of Saul and [the Prophet] Samuel) and 
AI-Nikma (Prophethood), and taught him of that which He willed. " See the translation of these verses in 
M. Khan and M. al-Hilali, Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Qur'an, p. 68. The era of David's 
prophethood was after the era of Moses 
3This point of view is taken from al-Bakri's al-Masalik wa al-Mamalik, (see for instance, this book edited 
by Idriyan Fan and Andri Firi ([Tunis]: al-Dar al , Arabiyya Ii al-Kitab, 1992), vol. 1, p. 328). In fact all can 
be said, as G. Yver reported, "For certain is that the Berbers had been established in Northern Africa from 
a remote period. " For details, see G. Yver's article' Berber; Before Islam in The Encyclopaedia of/slam, 
vol. 1, p. 1174. 
4lbn Nasir's 8i171- 7,2, p. 173. 
`Al-Hashtüki's Rihla, Hidayatal-Malik, p. 128. 
6 Ibn `Abd al-Sal6ill's Rihla, p. 158. 
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been told that a Moroccan married an Egyptian woman, and when she arrived at his 

home he tried to carry her according to the Egyptian tradition, but he could not, because 

she was very fat, while he was very slight. ' Al-'Ayyäshi describeed that the customs in 

Medina, whereby the groom goes to visit the Prophet's grave, then he goes to the bride's 

home, and he moves to his home to make a banquet for guests, coming to congratulate 

him on this occasion, then the bride comes to the groom's home in the evening. Al- 

`Ayyäshi: comments that this custom is contradictory to those of other Arab countries. ' 

The travellers refer to the custom of drinking Arab Coffee in Egypt and al-Hijäz which is 

unknown in Morocco. Al-Ishägi, for instance, reports that the only thing that Egyptians 

serve to guests is the Arab coffee, and in a very few cases, it is served with food, incense 

and rose water. He asserts that none of them can dispense with drinking coffee, so 

coffee shops are widespread everywhere? Al-Ishägi also comments that the Egyptians 

smoke frequently; even the judges themselves smoke in the court. Then he says that one 

of his Moroccan pilgrim friends told him that one day he was sitting with Turks, who 

were drinking coffee and smoking cigarettes, and they asked him to drink, but he 

refused, then they asked him to smoke, but again he refused, which astonished them 

and then said to him, "You are not human! "4 

Al-Ishägi and Ibn al-Tayyib witnessed the great celebration made by the Egyptians for 

the occasion of the Nile overflow. Al-Ishägi reports that the Egyptians celebrate the Nile 

overflow by organising a great celebration. They board boats full of lights and candles 

until the night becomes daylight, accompanied by music so that you would think that all 

the musical instruments in Cairo are on the Nile. They also build, in the middle of a 

large boat, a high lighthouse made from wood and surrounded by about two thousand 

lights, turned on from afternoon until the sun rises. It is called al-`Arils. Al-Ishägi states 

that the celebration lasts for seven days, and on the seventh they call people to attend 

the ceremony of breaching one of the Nile dams, in order to allow the water to flow to 

other lands. ' 

I AI-Isilägi's Rlhla, pp. 169-70. 
2A1-`Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 296. 
3Al-Ishägi's Rihia, pp. 166-7. 

4Ibid. p. 167. 

5A1-IsI qi's Ri%lia, p. 139. See also, Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihia, pp. 154-5. 
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7. Literary Aspect 

Obviously, this research which deals with al-Rihla, in both its poetic and prose texts, as 

one of the literary genres, demonstrates the considerable significance of al-Rihla in this 

respect. With respect to the poetic part we have found that the travellers recorded in 

their Rihlät a large number of the poems composed by them during the journey, or prior 

to it. These have been examined in the two foregoing chapters. They also recorded a 

tremendous number of poems of others, whether they met them and exchanged the 

poems with them, or not as previously mentioned, '. Regarding the prose part, we believe 

that the literary style of the prose texts in al-Rihla, whether compiled by the travellers or 

others, is very important to understand the literary movement at that time. In addition 

to that, the travellers recorded biographies of some poets, or men of letters in general. 

Therefore, al-Rihlät are considered a fundamental literary source on which researchers 

depend to study the literary movements in the countries the travellers visited during 

their journeys. Al-Raddädi, for example, depended in his study about the poetry in al- 

Hijäz in the eleventh/seventeenth century upon al-Rihlät studied here, and considered it 

one of the most important sources of his research as the travellers recorded their 

observations and productions of literary men, whom they met in al-Hijäz. 2 

AI-Rihlat sometimes are unique sources containing rare literary texts and samples which 

are not recorded elsewhere, and became the divan of such poets who were previously 

unknown for their poetry. Al-Täzi, for example, reports that Ibn cAbd al-Saläm was the 

first to record the poem of Ibn Abd al-Dä'im. 3 The travellers, also, met poets and men of 

letters and exchanged poems and messages with them, ' as well as recording poems 

which had been recited for them by poets. ' Some of these poems might not be recorded 

in any other source. Some of the travellers recorded the biographies of the poets and 

men of letters whom they met during their journey. Al-Ishägi, for example, recorded the 

biography of the scholar and poet Zayn al-`Abidin b. Sa'id al-Munüfi and some of his 

poems, as well as Täj al-Din b. cArif and his poems, which were recited by him for al- 

'See the brotherly poetry, pp. 102-9. 

ZAI-Raddidi, al-Shi`ral-HVrtzi, vol. 1, p. 34. 

3Al-TÜzi, AmirMaghribi, p. 40. Ibn `Abd al-Dä'im's poem is cited in Ibn `Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, pp. 139-40. 

4See some examples in al-Zabädi's Rihla, pp. 20-1; Ibn al-Tayyib's Rih/a, p. 43; al-HashtCiki's Rihla, 

Hid, yat a/-Malik, p. 120. 
See, for example, Ibn 'Abd al-Saläm's Rilr/a, pp. 97,105,112; al-Ishägi's Rihla, pp. 145,184,285,381. 
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Ishägi. ' He also recorded the poem of Muhammad b. Said al-Ansäri written by him 

personally. 2 The Rihla is indeed, "A species of Adab, rather than Ta'rikh [sic] or 

Djugräfiyä [sic] "' 

8. Humorous Aspect 

A1-Rihlät are not confined to serious matters only, but contain some humorous elements. 

Al-cAyyashi himself explains that his main aim in compiling his Rihla is to produce a 

source of learning, but also a source for humorous and entertainment elements that 

would stimulate the reader, especially if he likes variety. 4 Therefore, some of the 

travellers relate amusing incidents, which happened during their journeys. Al-Ishägi 

relates that when they arrived at one of the cities and some of its people knew that they 

were the Sultan's men, many came to them, including one who was wearing a very long 

and wide turban and very long broadcloth which trailed on the ground. He warmly 

welcomed them and read süratal-Fatiha, and prayed for himself and them. Then recited 

a praise poem which was closer to satire than praise, and gave it to them. When al- 

lshägi discussed with him the grammatical and metrical errors, he said, "No problem" 

and promised that he would correct it. Al-Ishägi added that when the poet came up to 

the place where they were sitting, he left his donkey inside the backyard. The donkey 

saw a small saddle, bit it and ran away, so, he ran behind his donkey and returned the 

saddle. Al-Ishägi says, "We laughed greatly, but we did not know at which one we were 

laughing". Al-Ishägi says that this man returned after correcting the errors in his poem, 

but they paid no attention to him and let him go. 5 

Al-cAyyeshi relates that when the pilgrims passed through a village (near al-Miny2) in 

Egypt, they were told that the inhabitants of that village had a strong aversion to 

hearing the name `Abil Hasan' so the pilgrims started asking people about Abü Hasan, 

and they expressed their anger sometimes by swearing at the pilgrims and sometimes by 

throwing stones at them. Al `Ayyäshi says that one of the pilgrims asked a woman, 

'See, for example, al-Ishägi's Rihla, pp. 302-7. 

2lbid., p. 381. Ibn °Abd al-Saläm recorded in his Rihla, pp. 97 and 105, a number of poems which were 

recited for him by the poets themselves such as Yahy5 al-Shigr5tisi and Abü Ibrähim b. Husayniyya. 

''I. R. Netton, ' Rihla' in The Encyclopaedia oilslam, vol. VIII, p. 528. 

4Al ̀Ayyäshi'S Rihla, vol. 1, p. 224. 

5Al-lsh5gi's Rihla, pp. 181-2. 
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"Where is Abü Hasan? ", and she replied saying, "He is with your wife to entertain her in 

your absence". ' 

Al-Ishägi relates that two bedouins brought a dispute before the judge and one of them 

claimed that a horse, which he had bought from the other, had died as a result of an old 

disease, and he wanted his money back. Therefore the judge asked for a 

recommendation to make sure that he was truthful, and the bedouin brought the leader 

of his tribe. When the judge asked him whether he knew the man, he answered that he 

did not know of any fault he had committed and recommended him as one of the best 

men of the tribe because he took part in every raid carried out on other tribes. Al-Ishägi 

comments on that, saying that the leader slandered him, when he intended to 

recommend him. ' 

Al AAyyäshi says that one man came to him while he was travelling and he politely 

asked permission to ask al-`Ayyäshi about some juristic questions. al-`Ayyäshi greatly 

appreciated his manner and started answering his question, but when the man saw a 

hare he left him and ran behind it, while al-°Ayyäshi was still answering. ' Al ̀ Ayyäshi 

also, relates that a man came to them in Tripoli and claimed to be from Medina where 
he worked as a doorkeeper in the Prophet's Mosque. He had been sent to Tunisia on 
duty by the ruler of al-Hijäz, and he was accompanying the Tunisian pilgrims' caravan, 
but he had left them when they arrived at Tripoli because they did not treat him as he 

deserved. Therefore, the Moroccan pilgrims showed him great respect and treated him 

as one from Medina (the city of the Prophet), but when they arrived at Cairo, he 

escaped and they discovered that everything he claimed was incorrect and he did so in 

order to travel with them and enjoy their hospitality. ' 

Conclusion 

This chapter has analysed the prose material in al-Rihlät according to its thematic 

aspects. AI-Rihlät present eyewitness accounts of the various aspects of life in the 

territories the travellers visited, or passed though, during their journeys. These aspects 

'AI , Ayyäshi'S Rib/a, vol. 2, p. 357. 

2Al-Ish, -agi's Rihla, pp. 59-60. 

3Al 'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 54. 

4lbid., vol. 1, p. 90. See also examples given above on pp. 236-7. 
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include religious, geographical, academic, political and security, economic, social, literary 

and humorous. 

Obviously, the religious and particularly the Sufi aspect predominate, as one of the three 

main aspects in al-Rihlät, specifically in some Rihlätsuch as those of al cAyyäshi, al- 

Zabädi and al cAyni because the journey was undertaken to perform a religious duty. In 

addition, some of the travellers were Sufi scholars who adhered to visiting Sufis' shrines, 

meeting Sufi scholars and performing the Sufi rituals, such as reciting al-dhikr, wearing 

the khirqa and relating Sufi karämät. The only exception is Ibn `Abd al-Saläm's Rihla, 

which is free of any reference to Sufi rituals. 

Graves were greatly venerated by some of travellers including Abü Madyan and Ibn 

Malik who started their journey by visiting the graves, and never left any grave they 

were able to visit throughout their journey. Travellers such as al-Zabädi, al-Shäwi, al- 

cAyyäshi and Ibn al-Tayyib devoted a huge part of their Rihlätto recording the graves 

they visited. Besides that, they visited graves essentially to seek intercession of the dead 

to obtain baraka. The veneration of graves was prevalent in the age of the travellers, 

which makes the action of the traveller al-Yüsi in reminding people, in many messages, 

of the prohibition against veneration of pious men and entreaty to them very brave. 

However, we have found those among the travellers themselves, who fought steadfastly 

against these heresies related to the graves of awliyä'and pious men, such as Ibn cAbd 

al-Saläm, which led to his being neglected by biographers. This chapter provided a 

detailed discussion confirming that visiting graves was totally forbidden in the formative 

years of Islam and not until Tawhid was firmly established among Muslims was the ban 

lifted by the Prophet. However, in spite of this permission, the Prophet placed certain 

restrictions on the visiting of graves in order to avoid its deterioration into grave worship 

in later generations. 

Some travellers, particularly al-Zabädi and al-I. Iudayki, paid considerable attention to 

relating karämät (miracles) of al-awli. )' Careful consideration to these karäma 

confirms that despite believing in karjinit, proved in the Qur'1n and the Sunna, and 

miracles brought by the Prophets and pious men, many Sufi stories are very hard to 

believe. We believe that either they can be sometimes traced back to satanic 

psychological and emotional states or they are fabricated stories. Al-Qädiri's Rihla, 

which was compiled basically to record the journey of his shaykh, the SUFI scholar Abü 
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a1-`Abbäs b. cAbd Allah, is the best example, which obviously demonstrates the high 

status of the Süfi scholar in the community at that time. 

Some of the travellers, in particular, al-Zabädi: paid considerable attention to recording, 

in accurate detail, the Sufi orders and their rituals, customs, and states (manners). In 

addition to this he recorded his observations on meeting Süfi scholars and referring to 

the emotional states such as al-wajd, which they experienced during 81-samä; to such 

an extent that his Rihla is considered a significant resource that represents the Sufi 

movement at that time. Other travellers such as al cAyyäshi, Ibn Näsir and al-Hashtüki, 

paid great attention to this matter, but not as much as al-Zabädi did. In fact, the 

travellers themselves such as Ibn Näsir and al-Zabädi, as Sufi scholars, played a role in 

spreading their tariga and instructing people in al-dhikr and giving ýäzät. It is worthy of 

note that except for al-Zabädi, who indicates once that he reached the state of a1-wajd 

during halagät a1-dhikr, the travellers confined themselves to teaching al-dhikrand 

wearing al-khirga and never participated in the rituals of the dance, al-samä`or al-hadra. 

They, indeed, rejected them, in particular al-Hashtüki who stated frankly that it is 

forbidden according to Islamic teaching. 

The travellers also, recorded other religions such as Christianity and Islamic doctrines 

such as Shicism and the Khärijites, which they encountered during their journeys, in 

addition to claims and customs and ordinances, ahkäm, and advice related to travel and 

al-UaýJ. The travellers investigate the claims made by pilgrims and the customs they 

observe during their journey to perform al-Half, such as hearing the sound of drums and 

lighting candles. Al-`Ayyäshi, for example, made every effort to verify the authenticity of 

these claims and criticize them. 

The travellers compiled their Rlhlät in order to be, as Abil Madyan states, a complete 

useful guide for those in need of knowing the hard stages, places of wells, the dangerous 

places, and where highway robbers were likely to be encountered. For these significant 

aims, they gave detailed descriptions of the road stages, cities, villages, and in particular, 

the wells, springs and valleys, due to the urgent need for them during the journey. The 

travellers also describe the cities and villages including their streets, schools, hospitals, 

seaports, virtues and antiquities. The travellers recorded various aspects of the weather 

such as winds, dust, snow, rain, heat and cold that they encountered on their journeys. 
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Obviously, the travellers as scholars, state in the prefaces to their Rihlätthat one of the 

two most significant aims for which they compiled their Rihlät, is to record their 

meetings with the scholars and the academic issues, which they discussed with themil. 

Therefore, they strictly devoted their time to achieving this purpose, to such an extent 

that such a Rihla as that of al ̀ Ayyäshi is considered to be an encyclopedia on academic 

issues and Sufism. Thus, Moroccan Rihlät have become unique resources on many 

various aspects, since the original sources from which the travellers quoted their 

accounts have been lost. 

The travellers received a warm welcome and were treated with hospitality by the 

scholars and students of knowledge in most countries, as a result of their great 

reputation as scholars. Some of the travellers, particularly al-Ishägi, al-Zabädi, al- 

`Ayyäshi and Ibn Malih are interested in recording scholars' biographies. lbn Malib's 

Rihla, for instance, is full of information about deceased scholars, specifically Sufi 

scholars. The travellers also paid great attention to describing academic activities. 

However, they differed in giving details. AI-`Ayyäshi, for instance, hardly ever passed, or 

stayed in a place without referring to the academic activities in detail and Ibn cAbd al- 

Saläm presents a complete picture about the academic activities in Libya, while 

travellers such al-Yusi were less interested in giving details. Although the travellers give 

detailed descriptions of the academic movements in Cairo, Mecca and Medina, the 

travellers' attitudes towards these activities varied considerably. While al-ishägi and his 

shaykh al-Yusi alone adopted a very critical position towards these centres, the rest of 

the travellers were enormously impressed by their activities. A point which is worth 

noticing here is that some of the travellers, including Al-`Ayyäshi and Ibn al-Tayyib, did 

not confine themselves to description, as observers, but they effectively participated in 

teaching in Cairo and Medina. Therefore, both of them were influenced and affected by 

these activities and thus, their accounts sometimes acquire a special significance. These 

Rihlit emphasise the scholarly position of the travellers and reputation in the countries 

they visited, or passed through. 

Also the travellers paid considerable attention to libraries and books, recording the 
books and manuscripts they found, borrowed, read or bought. The travellers desired to 
visit libraries and write down books or manuscripts, particularly those which were 
scarce, or which they had borrowed. Al ̀ Ayyäshi refers to the libraries of the Prophet's 
Mosque in Medina, which were open for the public to borrow from. Ibn Näsir singles 
out a section to refer to the rare books he found in the library of al-Ilaram in Mecca. 
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Medina was distinguished by being the place of Muslim scholars, who prefer to be close 

to the Prophet's grave, so many books were sent as gifts to the Prophet's Mosque. Some 

of the travellers were deeply attracted to purchasing books, despite their bad financial 

circumstances, which forced them to borrow the money from their friends. 

The Moroccan travellers' Rrhlät accurately reflect the various security situation, the 

dangers they encountered and the political events they experienced along their long 

journeys. 

AI-Rihlät reflect the attitude towards Turkish rulers, who ruled most Arab countries 

during this period, or the bad security situation in general, even within Moroccan 

borders, is clearly shared by almost all the travellers. However, discussion about the 

rulers, or Moroccan security is very limited in proportion to that of the situation in other 

countries. Therefore, we rarely hear from the travellers, as we read, a single praise, or 

thanks to any of the rulers. Most of the few exceptions were recorded by al-cAyyäshi for 

example, he observes the great care taken by the Turkish rulers of the road between 

Mecca and al-Ta'if, and in particular the wells. Beside these few indications we hear 

only complaint about the injustice and oppression of the Turkish rulers, their officers 

and other rulers, the lack of security and the dangers of being robbed, or even killed in 

raids carried out by the bedouins along the journey. The travellers refer to the hardship 

imposed on the pilgrims, or the inhabitants of the cities or villages, by the heavy tolls, 

which were collected by the Turkish rulers, or their vassals. In addition, they accuse 

these rulers of not applying the law, or imposing security in the territories located under 

their authority. Instead, they allowed the bedouins to attack pilgrims and steal their 

goods, and the traders to increase prices, without any punishment, which did not help to 

provide stability and security. In addition, al-Rihlät compared the security circumstances 

at the time of their travels and those described by their predecessors, which is 

considered a significant point to know the security situation throughout successive 

periods. So, the political and security observations, which were presented by the 

travellers, have been highly appreciated as significant documents, as the travellers 

recorded these events as eyewitnesses. 

Al-Hajj season presented great opportunities to bedouin robbers, who carried out raids 

along the road, causing great danger and considerable concern for the Moroccan 

pilgrims, even before they left their borders. Consequently, the caravans were heavily 

equipped with weapons, such as field guns and muskets, for protection. Ibn cAbd al- 
Saläm, Abü Madyan and Al-`Ayyäshi are the travellers who refer most to the security 
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state along a]-Hajj road. The travellers refer to the tribes such as Harb tribe and places 

known for robbery such as `Ayn Mädi, in addition to other pilgrim caravans that 

encounter much worse treatment, such as the Egyptian caravan. Revenge was one of the 

motives for attacking the pilgrims, as happened with the Egyptian caravan. These 

attacks were not restricted to stealing goods or animals; sometimes pilgrims were 

kidnapped and sold as slaves. The travellers' Rihlätshowed the width of the Turkish 

Empire and their authority in that time, which, extended for example in 1152/1740-1 

from Biskra in Algeria along al-Flajj road until al-Hijäz. 

The travellers' RJhlätreflect the various aspects of the economic life such as commerce, 

agriculture and pasture. AI-Hajj season was an enormous opportunity, not just for the 

traders in the cities and villages or the pilgrims but also for the bedouin shepherds who 
depended on these caravans to establish mobile markets which, for some of them 

provided their main source of revenue for the year. Therefore, the travellers paid 

considerable attention to describing the commercial markets, whether in the urban, rural 

or bedouin areas. Ibn Näsir, for example, explains the trade system performed by a group 

of bedouins which was so familiar and satisfactory to all groups. Ibn Näsir also says that 

the most useful caravan is al-Sham caravan, which brings many commercial goods such 

as food, drink and oil to sell in Medina. Women were commercially active. Moreover, al- 
Hashtüki, al-Hudayki and al-Qadiri show a strong commercial sense by presenting 
invaluable advice regarding money exchange and trade. The travellers report the 

transportation means organised by some people who act as mediators between the 

pilgrims and the owners of the animals in some cities such as Medina, Mecca and 

Yanbuc. Al-Räfidi who travelled to al-Hijäz by sea, gave some details about ships. 

The travellers did not only visit scholars, but also met ordinary people, and spoke to 

then in the places they visited or passed through. This enabled the travellers to have a 

wide knowledge about the state of the people, their customs, characteristics, commercial 

activities, genealogy, accents and health conditions. Al= Ayyäshi, for example, states that 

the inhabitants of Medina love luxury and riches and they are influenced by the huge 

number of Turkish soldiers who live in the city. In contrast to the inhabitants of Mecca, 

who are influenced by association with the bedouins and living with them; thus, the 

bedouin nature predominates, as they do not pay much attention to eating and clothes. 

Obviously, this research which deals with al-Rihla, in both its poetic and prose texts, as 

one of the literary genres, demonstrates the considerable significance of al-Rihla in this 
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respect. With respect to the poetic part we have found that the travellers recorded in 

their Rihläta large number of the poems composed by them or by others. Regarding the 

prose part, we believe that the literary style of the prose texts in al-Rihla, whether 

compiled by the travellers or others, is very important to understand the literary 

movement at that time. In addition to that, the travellers recorded biographies of some 

poets, or men of letters in general. Therefore, al-Rihlat are considered a fundamental 

literary source on which researchers depend to study the literary movements in the 

countries the travellers visited during their journeys. 

A]-Rihlät are not confined to serious matters only, but contain some humorous elements. 

Al-cAyyäshi himself explains that his main aim in compiling his Rihla is to produce a 

source of learning, but also a source for humorous and entertainment that would 

stimulate the reader, especially if he likes variety. Therefore, some of the travellers relate 

amusing incidents, which happened during their journeys. 

Like this chapter, the next chapter deals with the prose material of a1-Rihlät. Unlike this 

chapter it discusses the prose according to its artistic features; the structure of a1-Rihlät, 

the language in which al-Rih/ät were recorded and the content are studied and analysed 
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Chapter Six 
The Prose: Artistic Study 

Like the previous chapter, this chapter deals with the prose material of al-Rih1ät. Unlike 

the previous chapter it discusses the prose according to its artistic features. It is divided 

into three main sections, the first of which studies the structure of al-Rihlät, the second 

section analyses the language in which a1-Rihlätwere recorded, and the third discusses 

the content of a1-Rihläti. e. profundity of learning. 

1. AI-Rlhlät Structure 

This section consists of six elements. The first discusses how the travellers start 

recording their Rihlät. The second investigates how they end their Rihlät. The third 

deals with the arrangement of material in al-Rihlät. The fourth analyses the harmony 

between the poetry and the prose. The fifth considers how the travellers notarize 

information quoted from other sources. The sixth evaluates whether they manage to 

apply the plan, or the method stated in the preface of al-Rihla and explains the most 

notable features, which reflect the personalities of the authors. 

I. I. Preface of al-Rihlät 

The travellers started recording their Rihlätin almost the same way. They often started 

with a traditional preface such as has been used by most Muslim authors in the 

medieval period. They thank Allah, invoke peace and blessing upon the prophet 
Mulhammad, then they thank Allah for enabling them to perform al-Hajj. They go on to 

indicate the aims for which they recorded their Rihlät, such as describing the roads, 

cities and villages and meeting with scholars. Then some of them such as Ibn al-Tayyib, 

a1-Zab5di and Ibn Malilz indicate the rules regarding travel and its benefits, or the 

wisdom of performing al-Hajj, and some of them such as al-lshägi, Abü Madyan and al- 
Hashtüki, relate the story of going to perform al-Hajf 

1.2. Ending of a1-Rihlät 

The travellers end their Rihlät by thanking Allah for helping them to record al-Rihla 

and indicating the date when they completed recording al-Rihla. Ibn Malib and al- 
Zabädi ended their Rihlätwith prophetic poems. Some of al-Rihlätdo not have an end 

because their recording ended before arrival at the travellers' homes. Examples are the 
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Rihlät of al-Hudayki which ended with his arrival to Egypt and that of al-lshägi which 

ended at Medina. ' 

1.3. Arranging the Material of al-Rihlät 

The travellers classify the recorded material under chapters and sections or put it under 

large and small headings. Abü Madyan classified his Rihla under an introduction and 

three chapters, in accordance with a clear plan stated at the outset. After this statement, 

he gives a brief summary of the content of the introduction and of each chapter. For 

example, he notes that the introduction includes some details about the merits of a1-Hajj, 

what the pilgrim needs on his journey and what he must avoid. Then he explains that 

the first chapter is divided into three sections. The first starts with the departure from 

their hometown and continues until the entry into Tripoli, including the road stages, 

cities and villages located between them. In this way, Abü Madyan goes on to clarify the 

content of every chapter. ' 

Some of the travellers started their Rihlätwith rnugadimma (prefaces) and ended with 

a khätima (conclusion). Ibn al-Tayyib, for example, started his Rihla with four prefaces 

explaining the merits of al-Hajj, a1-Umra and Ziyära, the advantages of the travel and 

the things which must, or should be done by the pilgrim. He then ended with a 

conclusion presenting some medical advice, which should be followed during the 

journey. ' 

Most of the travellers classified their recorded material under sections and main titles 

such as, "Referring to the scholars whom we met in Mecca or Medina", 4 and short sub- 

"s headings such as, "ghariba (oddity), Iatifa (witticism), fä'ida (benefit), tanbih (note). 

'The reason why al-lludayki stopped his recording his Rihla in Egypt is unknown, while al-Täzi believes 

that the second part of al-Ishägi's Rihla has not been recorded, because he recorded some few accurate 
indications of the warm reception, which the caravan received during the return journey from al-Hijäz; 
see also infra, p. 68. 
2 Abü Madyan's Rihla, pp. 12-4. 

3Ibn al-Tayyib's Rihla, pp. 4-17. 

4See for example, al-Ishägi's Rihla, p. 281; al-`Ayyäshi'S Rihla, vol. 1, p. 314. 

5For examples, see al-Zabädi's Rihla, pp. 5,76,77,129; al-Hashtüki's Rihla, pp. 33-4; al-lshägi's Rihla, pp. 
25, and 67. Amahzün says in al-Medina al-Munawwara, p. 77 that al 'Ayyäshi put the accounts which he 
has doubt about under the title' Ghariba and /atifa'. In fact this is not correct because al-, Ayy, 5shi in his 
Rib/a, vol. 1, p. 95 included narration, asserting that the person who told him the story is trustworthy. 
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As al-Rlhlät contain multiple topics and varied aspects, the travellers sometimes digress, 

before finishing discussing one topic, to another completely different topic and elaborate 

on it, to the extent that the reader loses the connection with the first. The author then 

appears to recognize this and justify the elaboration, saying that the latter topic is 

entirely important, or it needs to be elaborated, then they turn back to complete the 

discussion of the first topic using connect phrases such as " `awda h; turning to". Al- 

`Ayyäshi, for instance, discusses the places which should be visited in the Uliud 

mountain area in Medina. These include the mosques and graves of the Prophet's 

companions buried in al-Shuhadä' cemetery, including the grave of Hamza, the uncle of 

the Prophet, whom he starts describing, then he moves to comment on the custom of 

the inhabitants of Medina of visiting his grave every year, ' afterwards he moves to 

discuss the issue of visiting the graves of pious men in general. At length, he returns to 

the main topic, justifying this elaboration by saying, "Turning to the point we were 

talking about, because discussion of this issue has been extended, however, it is one of 

the significant issues which is very rarely found in any book", then he continues his 

speech about these graves saying, "We say among the places, which should be visited in 

Uhud, are the graves of the Prophet's companions, who were martyred in the battle of 

Uhud. " z 

1.4. The Harmony between the Poetry and the Prose 

The travellers tend frequently to record their poetry and that of others in their Rihlätas 

an attempt to exploit the power of the poetry to explain and manifest meanings and to 

assert and emphasize ideas in very few phrases, which might require many phrases in 

prose. In addition, achieving harmony between poetry and prose creates the pleasure of 

variation between them and prevents the reader from becoming bored. Also, the poetry 

can convey deep emotion and a warm true feeling, which might not appear in prose. 
Thus, a great many poems, whether compiled by the travellers themselves or by others, 

are included in al-Rihlät. Ibn al-Tayyib, for instance, did not confine himself to 

composing a marvelous poem while discussing the varied advantages gained from the 

'For some details about this custom, see infra, pp. 204-5. 

APAyyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 253-8. 
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travel, but he quoted a number of poems composed by others about this topic, in order 

to emphasize and show clearly his point of view and support his position. ' 

1.5. Notarizing the Information Quoted 

The method adopted by most of the travellers regarding citation from other sources, or 

people and notarization of this information, is accurate and strict, based on verification, 

caution and investigation. However, we find that a few of them cite a whole text from 

other sources without mentioning its source; such cases are very rare in proportion to 

those where reference is made to the original sources, as will be illustrated later. The 

point which is worthy of note here is that the travellers frequently quote many texts, 

particularly the geographical and historical texts from renowned sources, such as al- 

Samhüdi's Tärlkh al-Madina, and al-Bakri's Risäla. In addition to that, the later 

travellers such as al-Zabädi, al ̀ Ayni and Ibn Näsir, quote frequently from the earlier 

travellers such as Ibn Rashid, al-Tijäni, Abü Madyan and particularly al ̀ Ayyäshi, who 

was considered the leader of the travellers at that time, as described by the traveller lbn 

Näsir. 2 Al cAyyäshi Rihla became an essential resource for many Moroccan travellers 

such as Ibn Näsir, Ibn cAbd al-Saläm and al-Zabädi who quoted from it extensively. 

The travellers followed a strict, clear and accurate method with respect to citation, 

whether from other sources or from people. Some of the travellers obviously refer at the 

beginning of their Rihlät to the main source on which they depend. For example, al- 

`Ayni states that most of his quotations are taken from the Rihla of the traveller Abü 

Madyan. 3 

The method of quotation mostly starts by referring to the main source from which the 

text is quoted. Al-Zabädi, for instance, who cites frequently from al cAyyäshi's Rihla, says 

that he prefers to cite here the speech of al cAyyäshi in his Rihla about the renowned 

places in Medina, which should be visited because it is in the form of a perfect and very 

useful summary. Then he cites the text of aI cAyyäshi, preceded by the word wa nacuhu, 

which means, "its text is so and so. " When the citation of the text is finished, al-Zabädi 

IIbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, pp. 8-13. See some of this poem's lines given as an example on pp. 163-4. 

2lbn Näsir's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 73. 

3See al- Ayni's Rihla summarized by al-Süsi, p. 284. See also infra, p. 73. 
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indicates this by saying, "What I need from al-`Ayyäshi's Rihla is finished. "' 

Alternatively, in most cases they start by saying something like, "A1-Samhüdi or al- 

`Ayyashi says, or said or did". At other times they refer to the author only. When the 

quotation is ended, they put a sign such as the letter ha - or followed it sometimes by, 

"The speech of so-and-so, " as a mark of the end of the quoted text, and in a very few 

cases they put the clause, "Intahä kalämuliu" which means, "His speech is finished. " 2 

The travellers sometimes say, "I said, " as a sign indicating the end of the quoted text and 

the beginning of their own speech? 

The travellers also followed a strict method based on certainty, notarization and 

investigation, with regard to the quoted information and academic and literary texts 

recorded in their Rihlät. They are keen to indicate such information and texts by using 

such words as, "Anshadarni, kataba ff bi khatihi, q la li, akhbarani, salni`tu minhu, I 

heard from him, he told nee, he said to me, he wrote by his hand to me and he recited 

his poem. "' Moreover, when they quote a text from its source, they assert that the text 

was written in the handwriting of the author himself. Al cAyyäshi, for instance, says 

after completing the quotation from Ibn Rashid's Rihla that he has quoted from Ibn 

Rashid's Rihla, written down in his handwriting, which he saw in Mecca. ' 

Hearing, al-Samä; is one of the most significant sources in the travel literature because 

the traveller sees, or hears many things throughout his journeys but he must carefully 

judge these things. Therefore, most of the travellers, being educated people and 

scholars, did not accept what they heard, or saw without examining it, or referring to 

their doubts about its truth. Al `Ayyäshi, for example, was told by a friend when he 

visited Barqa that the inhabitants of the place claimed a prophet was buried there, but 

al-cAyyäshi rejected this claim and asserted that according to his historical knowledge, 

'Al-Zabädi's Rilila, p. 52. 

2For examples, see al-Zabädi's Rihla, pp. 14,18,361; Abü Madyan's Rihla, pp. 60,69,80,361; al-Isltägi's 
Ribla, pp. 19,34,38; al ̀Ayyishi's Ribla, vol. 1, pp. 162,227,140. 
'For example, see al , Ayyäshi's Rilila, vol. 1, pp. 240 and 241; al-lshägi's Rihla, pp. 33 and 38. 

For example, see al 'Ayyäshi's Ribla, vol. 1, pp. 350-1,419,445,451; al-IsIlägi's Rib/a, pp. 167,285,291. 

For examples, see al-'Ayylshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 227-8,347,392; AbO Madyan's Ribla, pp. 84,124. 
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the grave was that of Rüayfic b. Thäbit al-Ansär!. ' Al cAyyäshi says that when he 

returned from a>-Hafj, he was told by his friend cAbd Allah b. Ghilyun that he went to 

the grave and found written traces, which might confirm the truth of what al-cAyyäshi 

said, and his [Rüayfic al-Ansäri] name was written on a stone set on the grave by the 

ruler of Dirga. z 

Some of the travellers make every effort to find out the truth, such as asking the 

specialist scholars, or returning to academic sources, if they have doubt about some 

reports. When al ̀Ayyäshi, for example, doubted that Abü Lubäba al-Ansäri died and 

was buried in Qäbis, because none of the renowned historians had referred to that, he 

made great efforts to find the truth until he found, in the library of his friend, 

Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-Majrüni in Tunis, a clear indication in a book entitled 
Mukhtasar Mac lim al-Inn in wa Rawdät al-Ridwän )7 Managib al-Mashhirrin min 
Sulahä' al-Qayraw, n compiled by Ibn Näji that Abü Lubäba died and was buried in 

Qäbis. ' 

Despite these efforts the travellers were modestly cautious about insisting that their 

opinions were definitely correct. Ibn Näsir, for instance, when he reported the claim of 

the inhabitants of Qäbis that the Prophet's companion Abü Lubäba al-Ansäri was buried 

in their city, as mentioned above, he commented on that saying, "None of the historians 

indicate that Abü Lubäba entered Africa. " However, he was cautious of asserting that, 

saying, "If this claim is correct, the news of his entering Africa might have been 

neglected by historians. "4 

The travellers frankly show their doubt about some reports, when they were not sure 

about its authenticity. Al-Isl)ägi asked about the reason why the water well of al-115111a 
is very hot, but he found nothing except the speech of the common people, which he 

He is one of the Prophet Muharnroad's companions, who traveled to Egypt, then he was appointed as a 
ruler of Tripoli in 46/666 by Mul5wiya b. Abi Sufyän, after which as the ruler of Barqa by Maslama b. 
Mukhlid, where he eventually died in 56/676. Al-Zirkli, al-Ahem, vol. 3, p. 65. 
2Al ̀Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 104-5. 

3Ibid., vol. 2, p. 405. 
4lbn Nesir's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 159. Abti Lubiiba's full name is Rif5la b. rAbd al-Mundhir. The Prophet 

appointed him as his successor to him in Medina in two occasions; the first was during the battle of Badr 
and the latter was in the battle of al-Sawiq both in 2/624. He died in the era of `Ali b. Tälib [ruled from 
35/656-40/661] with no indication by the author to the place where he died. See ̀ Ali b. al-Juzari known 
as Ibn al-Athir, Usd al-Chiba RMacrifatal-Sahäba (Tehran: [n. pub. ], 1377/[1977]), vol.. 5, pp. 284-5. 
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said could not be trusted because there were contradictory views. ' Ibn Näsir when 

related a narrative told to him by the inhabitants of Qäbis, he stated frankly that, "it is 

superstition . 
712 Al `Ayyäshi relates narratives about the state of security in Mecca during 

the era of the Sultän al-Sharif Mubsin b. Hasan b. Zayd, 3 but he comments saying that 

nobody can distinguish between the false and the true in these narratives. ' 

Some of the travellers, such as al-PAyyäshi, al-Hashtiiki and Ibn Malib try to reassure the 

reader that they depend on trusted sources by saying, "Someone I trust told me. "' 

Although, the travellers keep firmly to a strict academic method with respect to referring 

to information, news or poems to their sources, authors or poets, as mentioned 

previously, there are a few cases in proportion to al-Rihlät as a whole in which the 

travellers, specifically al-Ishägi, Ibn Näsir and Ibn Malih, quoted texts without referring 

to their original sources. Al-Ishägi quotes texts from al-Tijäni's Rihla and al-`Abdari's 

Rih1a, sometimes without citing references. ' In addition, many poems are quoted by the 

travellers without referring to the name of their poets. ' This is because some poems 

became well-known, but their authors remained unknown. 

1.6. The Method 

The travellers identify clearly in the prefaces to their Rihlätthe main topics included, 

such as describing the stages of the road, cities and villages and recording the news of 

meetings with scholars and the academic issues discussed throughout the journey, as 

`Al-Ishägi's Rihla, p. 69. 
2lbn Näsir's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 158. The narrative was related by al-Bakri, who says that the diseases found in 
Qäbis dated back to that its inhabitants dig a hole, imagining they would find a treasure, taking out a 
dust-colored sand which lead to spread the diseases in the city. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 158. 
3For some details about his biography, see infra, p. 226. 
4Al-`Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 110. Such as the man who came one day to Sultän Mubsin telling him that 
he found a bag of coffee beans somewhere, the Sultän questioned him how he knew that it is a coffee 
beans? The man replied saying that he touched with his foot. The Sultän as a consequence of that 
ordered his foot to be cut. More examples have been already given about investigating the claims made by 
pilgrims, see infra, p. 213. 
5For example, see al-Hashtüki's Rihla, p. 69; AbO Madyan's Rihla, pp. 105 and 106; al 'Ayyäshi's Rihla, 

vol. 1, p. 304 and vol. 2, pp. 95 and 404. 
6See for example, al-Ishägi's Rihla, pp. 85-91 about some of the historian's opinions regarding the history 

of Tripoli, which is cited from al-Tijäni's Rihla from pp. 239 to 245; al-Ishägi's Rihla, p. 231 about the 
name of °Arafa which is taken from al , Abdari's Rihla, p. 185; also, Ibn Malih quoted the scholars' 
biographies of Aghmät and Rika from al-Tashawwuf compiled by al-Tädili as the editor of Ibn Malih's 
Rihla said. See pp. 14-21. 
7See For instance, Ibn Malih's Rihla, pp. 18,22,25; Ibn Näsir's Rihla, vol. 2, pp. 58,101-2,127. 
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well as visits to graves. However, in fact, although they claim to apply this clear plan, as 

Ibn Malib expresses at the end of his Rilhla saying, "Here, the purpose for which this 

book is compiled is fulfilled. "' we find that one or more of the main topics predominate 

over others according to the writers' interests. For example, much information is given 

about the graves visited, in aI-Shäwi's Rrhla. 2 

The travellers also clarify that their method depends on brevity in presenting the 

information and discussing academic issues. Ai-Zabädi, for instance, says that he has 

adopted the method of the brevity in recording his Rihla. 3 Therefore, they assert that 

what they recorded is brief. Ibn cAbd al-Saläm says that what he recorded about the 

merits of Egypt is by way of a summary of what had been said about it. 4 Moreover, they 

apologize for instances of expatiation, justifying it as being based on the importance of 

the topic or issue concerned. Al-Zabädi apologizes for his expatiation upon some 

scholars' biographies, for example, saying it is because they deserve it. 5 

The method itself is definitely influenced by the personality of the author. For instance, 

most of al-lsl agi's opinions and observations show a strong tendency to criticism, 

humour and sharp sarcasm. For example, he says that he met the jurist of °Ayn Madi 

village in Morocco and sharply criticizes him, saying that he was (gabr min qubiür al- 

jahl) one of the graves of ignorance criticising him that he does not know the difference 

between the past and the future. 6 He also says that if you misread the name of Jerba it 

becomes Khirba, which means ruins. ' In addition, he directs a sarcastic criticism at 

Tripoli, particularly its academic activities, ' to an extent that it provoked a strong 

reaction, not only by the Libyan scholars and poets, but also from the Moroccan 

travellers, such as Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, who refuted his opinion. ' 

'Ibn Malil}'s Rihla, p. 142. 

2This issue was discussed in detail according to the thematic study, see infra, pp. 203-6. 

3 Al-Zab5d is Rihla, p. 5. 

4Al-Ishägi's Rihla, p. 113. 

'Al-Zab5di's Ril11a, p. 228. 

6Al-Ish5gi's Rihla, p. 43 

7Ibid., p. 75. 

8lbid., pp. 94-7. For other examples, see humorous aspect, pp. 239-40 and see his sharp attitude towards 

the academic activities in al-Hijäz and Egypt as discussed previously on pp. 220-1. 
9Al-Täzi, Amir Maghribi, pp. 68-72. 
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2. The Language (The Style and Vocabulary) 

This section is an attempt to investigate the language in which a1-Rihlätwere recorded 

with respect to two elements. The first analyses the style with reference to the 

predominant characteristics, such as rhyme, normal and rhetorical decoration, in 

addition to narrative styles. The second investigates the vocabulary in relation to 

simplicity and the use of foreign and colloquial words. 

2.1. The Style 

The reader of al-Rihlät moves between three levels of style. The first is the rhymed style 

(al-saj) such as is found in the Rihlät of al-Qädiri, Ibn Malih, al-Ishägi and Ibn al- 

Tayyib. The second is the normal style, free of al-sajfexcept for very few cases, which is 

found in the Rihlätof al-Hashtüki, al cAyni and al-Shäwi. The third is a combined style 

found in the Rihlät of al-cAyyäshi, al-Zabädi, al-Hudayki, Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, Abu 

Madyan and Ibn Näsir. 

2.1.1. Rhymed Style, a1-Saj` 

Al-Qädiri, Ibn Abi Mahli, Ibn Malib and Ibn al-Tayyib showed a strong tendency 

towards using al-saf (a rhymed style) except in very few places where a1-sajcis difficult 

to use, such as when discussing academic issues, or describing the stages of the road. 

This style might be adopted in consequence of the musical effect which can stem from 

repeating the same letter at the end of the phrases of a passage. Alternatively it may be 

out of a desire to embellish the writing as many authors at that time used to do, or to 

show the writer's abilities and skills in using al-saj. It mainly comes in praising the 

scholars, in the prefaces of al-Rihlätand sometimes in describing cities. For example, al- 

saj` dominates over most parts of the Rihla of Ibn Abi Mabli, and he tends to use short 

passages and variations of the rhyming letter. He praises the Egyptian scholar Sälim al- 

Sinhüri asking him about an academic question saying: 

FLT' c >'ýc_. 
il ýL, c w, OLiI JlLo9 , t.. L--II 

L.. r L- j, a ý.. i lýl ýlel9 c 1. oýr `. 1e. lýl ý..: r 

c dý�_, ýýI Jlrý hý < ý. _ie jl ý°1ý-19 ,. mss l rl, < ýýL º L.. o. r' c cýL., 11 ý:,. tý ý:. r c ý±, A iI 

Jy. A1 aci_o ýý äl! wt J. S jta9i LL-iAj 

'Ibn Abi Mahli's Rihla, ed. al-Qaddüri, p. 155. Similarly, Ibn Malih in his Rihla, p. 22, praised the 
Moroccan scholar Muhammad b. °Abd al-Wähid known as al-Qirmid, enumerating his characteristics, 
saying: 

. tr: 
JI v. Ii o (j .. L,. A: + lo,.. JI ;. 5 u: l 0-+is , J, JÄ it YAI JtS 

[He is] well-mannered of noble descent, intelligent, humble, generous, pious and following the sharia 
(Islamic law). 
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He sometimes uses a short passage of one same letter. He continues praising the scholar 

Säliin, saying: 

-I ý- ýc.. - ! ýJI ü.: e11' cJI J19 ( . _. 
ý I )J. V 1 L, G c 4ýI 

v., il )I vcI I tm 

1 
ý36.: ý' a. L& ß. l! 9 

"This is the opinion of a destitute, who wishes for [the opinion of a] great authority and 
influential position, a tremendous bounty, the famous shaykh of Islam, and the moon 
among the crescents of Sinhür. "2 

However, he sometimes uses long passages. For example, he completes the above 

example saying: 

g, oý 11'ý9>! ý1W aAl UýýI 3" 4-12A, a°9"ýG ýIý c4-12A, 9r1' cý° ; e9 , 

"Allah, the Exalted, guided us by the light of his [the shaykh's] stars and bestowed upon 

us through His grace that which we desire from the essence of his knowledge. " 

In contrast, Ibn Malib tends to use long passages except in a very few cases4. The 

following example is taken from the preface of his Rihla: 

' }J ' L'JJ' (r-"B9 j" ý LPL-; -j ' tai' '. r äeji �s ji L. J-i 
y --ýýI jIj' *-. alit J j13-)Y A9 , jtA. j 4.. a tah! 

-p 
li 

"All praise is due to Allah who brought the creation into existence with wisdom and 
perfection, and created the creation whilst distributing their sustenance. He made the 
pilgrimage compulsory on those able to perform it, out of His generosity and gentleness. 
He measured the sustenance of the young and the old, as well as the great and the 
lowly, without it being compulsory upon Him and without them deserving it. " 

2.1.2. The Style of Combining al-Saj`and Normal Styles 

Some of the travellers, such as al-cAyylshi, Ibn Näsir, al-l ludayki, Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, 
Abü Madyan and al-Zabädi combined al-saj°and normal styles, but the quantity of al-saj` 

I Ibid., p. 155. See other examples on his Rihla, pp. 111,117,126,144,152-4. Similarly, Ibn Malih in his 
Rihla, p. 98 described the pilgrims in Medina enjoying doing the Ziyära rituals, saying: 

ý &; ý JU ýe-) I t-, " DL r1) ,, 4iß J l, t jjO 0j , -%-4-- 
One [of the pilgrims] is reciting in melodious voice, or stating that what he feels in his heart, or 
supplicating willing to gain his Lord's [Allah] mercy, or regretting what he committed from sins humbly. 
1The translations are mine. 

. Ibid., p. 155. 

4As in the examples given above. 
slbn Malih's Rihla, p. y. 
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differs from one Rihla to another. While al-sajris used frequently in the Rihlätof al- 

cAyyäshi, al-Hudayki and Ibn Näsir, it is used less in Rihlätsuch as those of Ibn cAbd al- 

Saläm, Abü Madyan and al-Zabädi. They tend to use al-saf in specific places where they 

feel that the style deserves special attention, such as the prefaces of al-Rihlät, scholars' 

biographies, describing and praising cities and their inhabitants. It is also used when 

expressing their feelings, particularly describing their feeling of happiness while coming 

very close to the holy places at Mecca and Medina or enjoying performing the worship 

at these places. They tend to use al-saj, al-tarsi; and luzJin mä 1ä yalzam, ' and keep 

balance between the words and passages in order to create a melodious rhythm and 

beautifully harmonious sound. So the travellers carefully restricted themselves to 

choosing words which end with a similar letter or letters to each other. In addition, they 

tended to use short passages and vary the rawiyy letter (rhyming letter). However, it has 

been remarked that this ornamented style mainly comes in clear, simple, melodious 

words and relies on spontaneity and simplicity, without any complexity. In contrast, 

these travellers do not continue with this ornamented style but leave it in favour of a 

very direct normal mode of expression, which differs little from the normal speech of 

ordinary people in daily life, as will be illustrated in the following examples: 

Al cAyyäshi for example, started his description of Tripoli and its inhabitants in a1-sajf 

style, dating his entry to it, saying: 

LJ y v, S 

c ,, f., ýyl 0. Jtt c sLailº än,. _ c sL. 1,0.0.; < 0.1J9 LB.., liw9 c äl lr lmLo' c ö:; ý'. l+ýu 1ý, 1ý; 9 c ö: s 

2. jL., 2; öl J-3. 'j 
JL0)Y 5-5 ,3 Ley ü'6"'' , 4j) `ljt. M', 9 c JI>AI 

"Our entry into Tripoli was close to midday on Wednesday the 17`x' of Rajab. [Tripoli] 
was a city whose area was small, its good things were many, its courage against its 
enemies was famous, its deeds were great and its faults were few. [It contained] 
beautiful buildings, spacious living rooms, high walls, befitting levels, wide streets, in 
addition to what its people had combined in terms of beautiful attributes and fairness. " 

It is very clear from the above example, that al-'Ayyäshi showed a strong tendency to 

pay great attention to his style. This is clear from his use not only of al-saf but also of 

al-Tarsi (balanced rhyming) which, "Is found when each word of one half of a [poetic] 

line or, in the case of artistic prose, of a phrase corresponds to another word in the other 

gas will be explained and clarified by examples later. 

2A1 , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 60. 
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syntactically and from a prosodic point of view". ' An example of which is ýs T ,L 

ands and between ö .o, i 
_g'5' and b and other words. In addition, a1 cAyyäshi 

restricted himself to ending all the phrases of the passage with two, or more similar 

letters, which is called luzüm mä lä yalzam (leonine rhyme) as is clear in the above 

example. In addition, he keeps balance between the words and passages, varies the 

rawiyy letter (rhyming letter) and uses short passages in order to create a melodious 

rhythm and beautiful harmonious sound. In addition, al-cAyyäshi aims to present his 

ideas and make them more vivid by the melodious rhythm. 

Then he leaves this ornamented style for a normal style free from any trace or effort of 

ornamentation; he aims to record his journey and express his ideas and feelings in a very 

simple, spontaneous mode of expression like plain speech. After describing Tripoli and 

its inhabitants in the ornamented style, as in the above example, al ̀Ayyäshi says: 

yI a9 S, 1J1 ßr, °31' LSler ý� --ý, hs J, c. 11 ý'ý JxJI ý! ýýý 1JI !i ýý ýýt, ä.;. _,. 11, I O-U) 

ý,, SI Je a19 Aw J wt äl. _<. ) 01% tAj Jx. 
JI J'9 44` 

- 
JI mil, ä rli ä.:,. dd J. Oi 

`�e VvlI . L: ýL. o ýä u J., 
l to 1. J 9ao ýs , ý''' J', T9 L` ,' to 

Jý 
I j) l+"x i 

-l . to 

"This city has two gates, the first is facing land and the second facing the sea, as the sea 
surrounds the city on most sides. The fortress where the ruler stays is attached to the 
city and is situated between the land-door and the sea. The ruler has courage in the face 
of the enemy, may Allah destroy them! He has ships prepared for jihad upon the sea 
and it's rare that they travel and return without spoils. It is equally rare that a ship is 
captured unless it is a trade ship and so, may Allah reward them! " 

2.1.3. The Normal Style 

As mentioned previously, there are travellers such as al ̀ Ayni, al-Hashtüki, and al-Shawl 

who tend towards simplicity and spontaneous expression, without using any kind of 

ornamentation such as al-saj; al-tarsi; al-tibäq or al-Jinäs except in very rare places 

where all the travellers feel that al-saf is required or demanded by custom. An example 

of which is the preface of al-Rihlätand scholars' biographies, or the feeling of joy when 

they enter or come very close to the holy places, though even then it comes in a 

'See Yüsuf b. Abi Bakr al-Sakkaki, Miftäh al-Ulirm, ed. Na'im Zarzür, 2"' edn (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al- 

'llmiyya, 1987), p. 431. The translation is taken from Ali Ibrahim Abdalla [sic], ` An analytical study of al- 
Safadi's Ghayth al-adab on Tughra'i's Lamiyya ' (unpublished Ph. D. thesis, the University of Leeds, 1991), 
p. 138. 
2A]-`Ayyashi' s Rihla, vol. 1, p. 60. More examples are given later. 
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spontaneous way. Ibn Abd al-Saläm, for example, used al-saj` to express his great 

gladness while he entered Mecca, saying: 

Ls OUS L. )L. ý- ULLtz 

äol, lli- J ýI j, y, 1 Lr1A Jj t3l v, o uil.. + uI ,o ýw äul al, er _S ýý. 
ý= ýýý" 19 iýlý ryI 

Lail A4P 4 : �--ý 

"On the morning of the sixth of Dhü al-Hijja we entered Mecca so happily that our 
hearts were about to fly. All the sadness and difficulties which were encamped in our 
hearts left. How could it not be so, when we were in the Holy Precinct, which Allah 
made a dispensation for previous sins? This is a bounty from Him, Exalted be His praise 
at the beginning and at the return, along as the sun rises and sets. " 

This example and others, as mentioned previously, are infrequent in Ibn cAbd al-Saläm's 

Rihla; when rhyme does occur, it does so in a very natural and unconscious manner and 

in long passages where the poetic rhythm appears closer to normal speech. He then 

leaves this style and describes Mecca in a natural way, without using any ornamentation, 

in contrast to the style adopted by al ̀ Ayyäshi in his describing Tripoli in the example 

given previously? Ibn cAbd al-Saläm says: 

&h, ý -. A; Njl yi rg. _. o. s ylA v; ý iýý9 öx.. s ; 

yý l q. _. ýr ý? ». r9 Laylýl ü a+ý : dýk4i yL Lb' Lä ýIg... 1lS L4 ä9d 

3. äs. ý. ý, uL ý9-ý"'" `9ý-ý. '- 

"Mecca is a large square in a blessed valley, containing innumerable inhabitants, and the 
surrounding mountains are like its bracelet. Mecca has old walls on its eastern side, to 
the west of a1-Mucalät gate, as it is at its highest point and walls at the western side 
known as the Shubayka gate. " 

2.1.4. Rhetorical style 

Other rhetorical devices, such as al jinäs (paronomasia), al-tibaq (antithesis), al- 

mugabala (opposition), al-tashbih (simile), al-isti`ära, (metaphor) and al-igtibäs 
(quotation) are not as much used by the travellers as al-sajc When they do occur, it is in 

a simple and natural way. 

Abü Madyan, for example, shows this unconscious tendency towards the use of a/ jinäs 

in the following example, in which we find complete similarity in form and difference in 

Ibn ̀ Abd al-Sal5m's Rihla, p. 219. 
zsee, infra, p. 257. 
3 Ibn 'Abd al-Salzm's Rihla, p. 226. 
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meaning between the three words al Gahm ý5'_. Ji. The first means the greeting, the 

second is one of the Haram Mosque's gates and the third is one of Allah's names. He 

says: 
I 

"I bid them farewell with "salary and I imagined the Saläm gate in front of me, seeking 
aid from the Sublime Sovereign, aI-Saläm. " 

The use of al-tibäq and al-muq Bala resembles that of al jinäs; in that the travellers use 
it in a normal and simple way. Thus, we find a word, or words and its their opposite 
introduced by them simply because the meaning demands them, without any obvious 
interference from the travellers, in order to introduce this figure of speech artificially. 

This is very clear in the following example where Ibn Malih contrasts st.. A and bl . o, 

evening and morning, +9. ý and V+9ý, coming and going, and between i_rw and 

t)t+- , openly and secretly, and between till and ýA night and day. He says: 

w1 dui jC... ý IrIJ)J d.: ý-I 
`-OJ) < LTL.. o J ; L... A =I 

2 
I)Lb j, 1)4-1 Ir-.. r 

"I stayed in that Noble Precinct morning and night, enjoying the garden of paradise 
whilst coming and going. Conversing with the beloved secretly and openly, night and 
day. " 

Ibn Malih himself makes simple mugäbala between the two clauses 

and between ' J' ; 1-ýI describing the two opposite cases of the Nile river, 

where its water overflows in the summer and decreases in the winter. ' 

Tashkhfs (personification) and tajsfm (embodiment) which the metaphor produces, 

need a more conscious and deliberate creativity to enhance the beauty of the imagery. 

So the images depending on these devices are very rare features of their writings which, 

as has been mentioned, depend mainly on spontaneity and simplicity. 

'Abü Madyan's Rihla, p. 120. 

ZIbn Malih's Rilila, p. 120. 
3lbid., p. 40. 
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The following two images will serve as examples of how the travellers use the 

metaphor. Ibn Malih personifies the Nile and makes it breath as a person. He says that 

when the Nile breathes, it fills up the land, whether a valley or a hill. ' Ibn Malib himself 

tends to use metaphor in describing the moment of entering Medina, saying that the 

pilgrims entered Medina on Friday the third of Muharram in 1042 A. H. while the youth 

of the day had elapsed and the sun was sick as nightfall approached. 2 It is clear from 

these examples that the metaphor is easy and simple to create. It is also worthy of note 

that Ibn Malih's attempt to depend on the metaphor in drawing this picture detracts 

from the meaning because this gloomy picture does not match the happiness which the 

pilgrims feel on arriving at Medina, the site of the Prophet Muhammad's grave and 
Mosque. 

Nevertheless, we rarely find a developed and vivid image like that of al-cAyyäshi 

describing the valley, which reflects his creative power. He describes the renowned river 

known by Nucmän al-Aräk in a1-Hijäz as a great valley with lofty trees which the breeze 

of Najd shakes, making the branches move exultantly and bend over to kiss the smooth 

tender flowers surrounding the verge of the valley, which is dressed in many colours by 

the flowers and the head of its hills is attired in a turban of daisy and purple. 3 

The travellers sometimes pay great attention to style by collecting as many rhetorical 
decorative devices as they can. AI ̀ Ayydshi, for example, expresses the happiness of the 

pilgrims when they arrived at the first inhabited places after a long journey through arid 
desert. He says: 

01 ya,! º ý; ºýi º: us öýLý 3 ö)t Jº 
.1 -º ýtýi' öýýi uýýlº 

lU 

üygbý öýý, ýJº =iUý., y . uJº J. 9 
VI l: r. 

MLº, mý ö) LwJº Li 7t ºýý rj' Lr9 Jö `" ýJer' ra'º ,, a8 L. J. 9 VL-L O)u. iU 
I- -S- 

a º, r ' >'U11 cJi'i º9r^'' ü1 LýAsy Ol: V L. 
_? 

i lpilrJ ü DUI >L. ̀..:; Ij oLiJ. L. s. º' Lll qIJ 

"The next day signs of life appeared to us and the world sent us a sign. The pilgrims 
shouted with delight at this good news. This was the first time that a populated area 
had shown us safety sights and we entered the Qasr Ahmar at midday, showing our joy 
and concealing our fear, as we had not seen buildings for years. We imagined that 
spread of people, buildings and date palms, were something unknown to us, as if we 
were the dead resurrected from the grave. " 

'Ibn Malih's Rihla, p. 41. 

Zlbid., p. 96. 
3A1 'Ayy, 5shi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 116. 
4 Ibid., vol. 2, p. 378. See other examples in his Rihla, vol. 2, p. 369, vol. 1, p. 45. 
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In the above example, there is a isti`ära in U 
_i. -' . Ai výýo, Jt J. )i I. L% this is the 

first populated area had shown us its safety sights, tashbih in 1iyoi t. (S9 We were like 

the dead who were resurrected from the graves, muq, bala between and r... +'9, 

L- show our joy and conceal our fear, jinäsbetween i-)Lat and i_)W, building and sight 

and between i9, + and and al-sajfbetween words such as 01.. ai and OUA .' 

As they rely on expressing their ideas in a spontaneous and direct way, the travellers 

present a series of brief, simple images depending on a simple simile, which is already 

considered known, is not complex, and does not involve any imaginative leaps but makes 

a fairly obvious comparison of like to like. Al-cAyyäshi, for example, likened the pilgrim's 

caravan of Tunis to the darkness of the night, introducing the simile with the particle )is 

(as though) to draw attention to the great number of the Tunisian pilgrims. He says: 

2I ý1+i91S ýl9ýJl J-UI ýýJ C 

"Whilst we were in Tripoli the Tunisian caravan entered [creating] a beautiful scene and 
a magnificent image, in huge numbers, like the darkness of the night, a torrent filling the 
streets, flowing like a river. " 

The travellers tend sometimes to insert in their speech the whole part of a verse or of 
Hadith to strengthen the meaning and ornament the style. It is worthy of note that al- 

'similarly, Ibn Malih in his Rihla, p. J described how he started recording his Rihla, saying: 

ý, _SIy. ý_tr L 41 
ve j' vW jl yl tx>i, L,. Lill , tbý jL :: Lw+yl 

_)j 
Wý 

L9y.. ", dj JI ýL. Jt ý yL S% 3 l; < ,. lall, ý, ISII 3 J, 

IýUll ((ý,, 

trL ýcI yl l SUS Jý x . Jl 

tlr'll o. la C Jt < jL1 j , ýl , 
ll slc I, 

"When the wind of longing unsettled me and the heart flew via the wing of the yearning to see these 
[holy] places [in al-l-lijäz], and Allah bestowed upon travel by means of facilitation to that great place, 
and was aided by divine Will in the resource, surrounded by fence of high repute in the going and 
returning, bounding by pavilion of safety and good health. I devoted my effort to record [the news of] my 
journey, reporting its first and last accounts, counting the number and navies of road stages. For that I 
compiled this Rihla. " 

In the above example, there is a istfýýra in jig--4Y i Jt JI r ý) , ; Alj 1i rt-- and 4Wi jai 

and ribägbetween yt"' and ul, yi and between lg, ýý, + and kAtg:; a j and jinäsbetween J3UI and 
JALJ-i 

. 
2Al-`Ayyäshi's Rihia, vol, 2, p. 382. 
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cAyyäshi and Ibn Näsir showed a strong tendency towards using images taken from the 

Qur'än. Al cAyyäshi, for example likens palm trees to the heads of devils, saying: 

Also Ibn Näsir likens the retreat of bandits after their failure to attack the pilgrim 

caravan to frightened wild donkeys fleeing from a hunter, or a lion, or a beast of prey. 

He says: 

I, 
-09 

j. ýl:, IL ei-A)9 te-9 Jlt"9i As JýI 
`slr" [j, W1 Ll{29] 19ý, g6 A.; 11 

ýa. ýl ll9 

2" 0ý9... 9 ý öýi:: ̂ . J'ý ýý ýýý 

2.1.5. The Narrative Style 

The point which we feel is worth stressing at the beginning is that by "narrative style" 
here we do not mean that the travellers managed to present a whole story according to 

the accepted artistic standards of the present time. Rather, the term refers to simple 

attempts to relate short stories that do not depend only on recital, but include some 

dialogue as well. They contain digressions from the main topic, which enrich the 

discussion and help to achieve the author's goals. 

Abü Madyan relates how he was attacked by a bedouin who tried to steal what he was 

carrying during the journey, saying, " When we arrived at the valley of `Asrän, I left my 

companions to urinate while they supplied the water and when I returned I found the 

valley was full of bedouins, who separated me from my companions, who were running 

away at the other side of the valley. So I rushed to hide under the trees, but one of the 

bedouins carrying a javelin followed me. I beat him to the trees where I found a woman 

gathering wood. The bedouin attacked me while I was trying to cross the valley, but I 

managed to return to the woman who strongly scolded the bedouin. Then a group of 
bedouins came and scolded the bedouin who stood like a dog looking at me, and they 

'Ibid., vol. 1, p. 101. Allah (the Great and Almighty) in s0ratal-S5ffät, verses. 60-70 urges people to work 
sincerely to gain supreme success, otherwise they will go to the flaming fire of Hell, saying as in the 
Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Qur'an, by M. Khan and M. al-Hilali, p. 639, "Is that 
(paradise) better entertainment or the tree of Zaggim (a horrible tree in Hell)? Truly, We have made it 
(as) a trail for the Zälimün (polytheists, disbelievers, wrongdoers). It is a tree that spring out of the 
bottom of Hell-fire, the shoots of its fruit-stalks are like the heads of Shayatin (devils); truly, they will eat 
thereof and fill their bellies therewith. Then on the top of that they will be given boiling water to drink so 
that it becomes a mixture (of boiling water and Zagqüm in their bellies. Then thereafter, verily, their 
return is to the flaming fire of Hell. " 
21bn Näsir's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 185; as Allah described in Süratal-Muddaththir, verses. 50-1 the disbelievers' 

turning away from receiving admonition, which can be translated as follows, "As if they were (frightened) 
wild donkeys fleeing from a hunter, or a lion, or a beast of prey. " M. Khan and M. al-Hilali, Interpretation 
of the Meanings of the Noble Qur'an, p. 840. 
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said to me, `Do not worry'. They gave me a ride to my companions. "' It is possible to find 

in this short simple story depending on a recital style, some artistic narrative elements 

such as excitement, fascination, critical development of event or plot and finally the 

denouement. There are other stories, which depend on the recital style and dialogue, in 

addition to the example given previously? 

2.2. The Vocabulary 

2.2.1. Simplicity 

The vocabulary of the travellers' prose, like that of their poetry, as mentioned 

previously, 3 is mainly simple and clear. This simplicity is because their aim was to 

express their ideas and feelings in a direct and spontaneous way, so the reader would 

not require a great effort to understand the meaning. Therefore, they did not try to 

choose words that are difficult, complex or harsh, except for a few cases that will be 

mentioned later. We find that even when they ornament the style by using rhetorical 

devices, they use them in a very direct and simple way as in the given examples in this 

study. 

It is worth noting here that some travellers are very eager to explain words which they 

feel may be difficult to understand. Al-`Ayyäshi, for example, explains the meaning of 

, 3jt_Ji al-bayäriq and' kahayliyya saying that the former means a group of 

horsemen with a leader in the front of them and the latter means a kind of female horse, 

known for its strength and nobility of descent. ' 

As mentioned above, it is unusual to find difficult words like 
,:?. L-_,. - rrnurrnidin which was 

used by Ibn Malih to describe how the bedouins came to receive the pilgrims, with food 

and drink in order to sell it to them. ' These are the most difficult words, for which the 

reader needs to use a lexicon in order to understand them. 

'Abü Madyan's Rihla, pp. 238-9. 

ZSee the stories related by al-Ishigi and al 'Ayyäshi in the humorous content, pp. 239-40. 

3See infra, p. 178. 

'AI , Ayyäshi's Rib/a, vol. 2, p. 304. 
5See Ibn Malih's Rihla, p. 127. r-J_i a means hurrying as was explained by the Rihlds editor. 
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2.2.2. The Foreign and Colloquial Words 

The language of the travellers in general is correct, eloquent and free from foreign and 

colloquial words, except in few cases. The language of Ibn Malih is pure, correct and 

eloquent. However, he does not disdain to use colloquial Moroccan words such asp 

yäti, ' in addition to other words whether colloquial such as AMM, a and a]-hi 

4 <, haska3 or not correct such as -.. jL: 5 kathä'1b 4 or foreign words such as J nawajff 

and O )ui a1-märstän, b which means the hospital! 

3. Content 

This section deals with the prose content with respect to two elements. The first is 

accuracy, persuasion, truth and exaggeration. The second discusses the travellers' 

learning with reference to its profundity. 

3.1. Accuracy, Persuasion, Truth and Exaggeration 

The travellers tend in some cases to draw accurate and complete pictures by relying on 

the personal observation, self-effort and objective method, in an attempt to persuade the 

public to accept the information they present. On the other hand, they sometimes give 

general judgments and exaggerated views. 

Ibn Malih for example, counts by himself the bulbs of one of the arcs of the external 

courtyard of Ibn Tülün's Mosque in Cairo, which numbered one hundred and eighty. 

However, he confesses at the same time that he did not manage to count the bulbs in 

'See lbn Malih's Rihla, p. 131, footnote. no. 1. L. 4-1 al-hiyäti is the plural of I hayti which means -as 
was explained by the Rihla' s editor- a curtain made from a coloured silk garment suspended on the wall 
and the origin of it is 1_-häiti. 

2It is used here as the plural of ý. IP A1am which means the flag, while the correct form is ? ACi A`lim . 
See 

the footnote of the Rihläs editor, p. 69. 
. It means among Moroccans' the candleholder' , see the footnote of the Rihla's editor, p. 103. 

4It is used here as the plural of k,;.. -: kathib which means a sand dune, while the correct form is bL.. tS 
kuthbän. See the footnote of the Rihla's editor, p. 36. 

''It is derived from the Berber word Jiyi Anwäl, which means the cottage. 
6It is a Persian word. See, Ibn al-Hanbali (d. 971 AH. ), Sahm al-AIM fi Wahm al-Alfäz, ed. al-Dämin, 
Hätam Sälih, 2"" ed. (Beirut: Där al-Risäla, 1985), p. 63. 
7 lbn Malih's Rihla, p. 67. 
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the internal nave because they cannot be counted. ' He also presented an accurate 

description of the Prophet's Mosque in Medina, measuring its length and width, 

reporting that the length was one hundred feet equal to three hundred cubits and its 

width was two hundred cubits, enumerating its columns which were three hundred, 

referring to its walls coated by gold. He even counted the number of stalks of the only 

palm tree found in the court. ' 

Al 'Ayyäshi presents an accurate, detailed description of the group known as al Aghwät, 

who were in charge of serving the Prophet's Mosque and his grave. He gives a complete 

picture by presenting comprehensive information such as their number, system, ranks 

and the duties, which they undertake. He says, for instance, that their number is around 

eighty divided into two groups; half of them called al-Kibär, who are higher level than 

of the second half group named al-Battälün who are employed in humble works. They 

apply a strict system based on certain principles. For example, each one has a certain 

rank and particular duty, at the top is the Shaykh al-Harain (the leader) who is replaced 

by another every two years. Under him is al-Nagib, then al-Mustalim, who is in charge 

of receiving gifts and donations for the mosque. al-Kibär are highly respected by al- 

Battähln. No one, whoever he is, has authority over them, therefore all decisions and 

regular policies such as appointing one, or removing or punitive procedure, are strictly 

made and carried out only by them. It is obvious, because it is not acceptable to impose 

an authority whatever it might be over people undertaking these notable duties of 

serving the Prophet's mosque and his grave as al-`Ayyäshi says. ' 

Ibn °Abd al-Saläm sometimes records the exact time at which the events took place. For 

example, he says, "We left Ayla when five hours of the day had gone. " 

One of the reasons for persuasiveness of these accounts, which encourages the reader to 

trust the accuracy of the information, is their objectivity in presenting the different 

aspects of a single issue. Al `Ayyäshi for example, visited an Egyptian scholar named 

Sultän and attended his lessons, praising him greatly, saying that he was the foremost 

scholars in reciting the Qur'än. Then he referred to his harshness with his students, 

I Ibid., p. 48. 
ZIbid., p. 100. 
3Al-, Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 305-9. 

4Ibn cAbd al-Saläm's Rihla, p. 185. See other examples in his Rihla, pp. 187,189,190,193. 
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saying that he would not tolerate any mistake from them, but scolded them excessively 

and might even swear at them. Then he praises him again, mentioning that they 

tolerate him because he is unique in this academic field; also because of his piety, 

asceticism and adherence to teaching and giving legal opinions. ' 

In contrast, some of the travellers tend sometimes to use exaggerated judgments such as 

"unequalled, incomparable" when describing a place or scholar. Ibn al-Tayyib for 

instance, says that the pilgrims had never seen fruits and vegetables like those displayed 

at the market organised by the inhabitants of Darna in Libya. ' Ibn Malih also describes 

al-Azhar Mosque in Cairo, saying that there is no mosque equal to it anywhere and none 

comparable to it in Egypt. ' 

Although the travellers mainly adopt a strictly accurate method of frankly expressing 

their opinion about the correctness of the news, or the information recorded in their 

Rihlät or their doubts about it, as discussed earlier. ' We also find however that most 

travellers ignore this method and accept some news without any attempt to verify it, if it 

is consistent with their Sufi belief. So, we think that many doubts surround the 

correctness of the stories recorded by most of them particularly al-Zabädi and al- 
Iludayki, which relate the Süfis' karäml7ätthat are extremely hard to believe, to an extent 

that al-Hudayki warned against having doubts about or denying it. ' In addition, most of 

the travellers exaggerate in their veneration of the SUFI scholars to the extent that al- 

`Ayyäshi for instance, believes that they never made a mistake, which leads to 

contradiction, as in the example given previously. ' 

The travellers, also could not give any information about some issues, or record some 

poems, or even remember the names of some of the places they passed through as a 

consequence of not noting these names when they started recording their Rihlät. 7 Al- 

ZabAdi, for instance, says that he visited the cemetery of al-Mahila al-Kubr1 in Egypt, 

'Al 'Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 127. 

ZIbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 51. 

3Ibn Malib's Rihla, p. 48. For more examples given previously, see infra, p. 216. 

See infra, pp. 251-3. 

This issue was discussed in details, see infra, pp. 206-8. 

6 See infra, p. 208. 

Most of the travellers such as al-`Ayyäshi, al-Zabädi did not record all the events of their Rihlat. 
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where a number of the Prophet's companions were buried, but he could not remember 

their names now. ' He also records some of his poems which he could remember when 

he started recording his Rihla, but unfortunately, he has forgotten others which he 

composed during the journey as he says. ' 

3.2. Profundity of Education 

The critical views which the travellers express in their Rihlät while discussing, or 

examining various academic issues, such as jurisprudence, grammar, linguistics and 
literature reflect clearly the high level of the travellers' education. This deep education 

enabled them to correct mistakes made by others, whether they were authors, or 

educated people, as will be mentioned later. 

The wide knowledge of jurisprudence the travellers displayed enabled them to discuss 

successfully the various issues, which faced them along their journeys. For instance, 

when Sultän `Abd Allah's mother Khunätha, decided to buy a house in Mecca, she was 

told that purchasing and selling houses in Mecca is not permissible according to a]- 

Shari'a (Islamic law). Therefore, Khunätha asked al-Ishagi for the legal opinion in this 

regard. He discussed this matter in depth and assured that it is permissible, supporting 

his opinion with many renowned scholars' opinions such as al-Qädi cIyäd who rely on 

the opinion of the Imäms Mälik3 and al-Shäfici. ' Al-`Ayyäshi engaged in strong academic 

debates with some scholars in Mecca and Medina, about religious issues such as the 

names and attributes of Allah. ' 

The travellers also show considerable literary, grammatical and lexicological learning, 

reflected in their distinguished ability to discuss issues related to these subjects and 

correct mistakes made by authors and speakers. Some of the travellers showed critical 

'Al-Labädi's Rihla, p. 160. 

2Ibid., p. 338. 

3His full name was Abü `Abd Allah Mälik b. Anas (c. 941/716-179/795). He gave his name to the Mäliki 
School of law whose real founder, strictly speaking, were MAlik's disciples. He is regarded as one of the 
great jurists of mediaeval Islam. His book al-Muwatta'is considered to be the first major book of law in 
Islam. He lived and died in Medina. For more details, see I. R. Netton, A popular Dictionary oflslam p. 
159. 
4Al-Ishägi's Rihla, pp. 316-20. For some details about al-Sh5fi`i's biography, see infra, p. 99. 
. Al ̀ Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, pp. 282-3 and 296-9. The names of the scholars are not mentioned by al- 
cAyy5shi. 
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views of al-cAyyäshi's poem given as an example previously. ' Ibn al-Tayyib says that 

likening the Ka`ba to a king standing to receive his visitors is a creative and unusual 

image. 2 Al cAyyäshi praised a friend's poem saying that it is creative and contains 

smooth words and eloquent meanings. ' AI-Hashtüki criticizes one of his poems, saying 

that it is improvised and flimsy. ' 

Moreover, they showed their proficiency in the prosody presented, whether in their 

deep debates on prosodic issues or their praise or disapproval of some poems on the 

ground of the rules of this subject. The following examples obviously clarify their wide 
knowledge in this field. Al-Hashtüki successfully discusses the issue of repetition of the 

same rhyme known as al-! tä'correcting the misunderstanding of his friend who believes 

that it occurs if a rhyme is a definite noun and the second is an indefinite noun, showing 

that is not itä' and supporting his opinion with specialists' views, until his friend is 

convinced that his opinion is correct. ' Al-`Ayyäshi shows deep understanding of the 

poetic licences, darvrät, such as inflection the indeclinable word when answering a 

question put to him by Ibrähim al-Süsi in Banü al-cAbbäs in Morocco. ' 

The opinions of the travellers depend on the lexicological base, such as the correct word 

and syntax, according to the rules of grammar and morphology, showing a high level of 

understanding of this field, and thus, their opinions are mainly correct. Al-cAyyäshi, for 

instance, corrected a syntactic mistake made by one of the scholars of Medina, Badr al- 

Din al-Hindi, while teaching grammar, because he often pronounced " ji rnna " which 

comes after haythu as ýA anna, while the correct form, as al-cAyyäshi says is ý)j ulna. ' 

'See infra, p. 164. 

2lbn al-Tayyib's Rihla, p. 78; Ibn `Abd al-Saläm also in his Rihla, p. 223, praised it saying that he created a 
unique extraordinary simile. 
'AI `Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 2, p. 385. See also his criticism to his poem in vol. 1, p. 139. 

4AI-I-iashtüki's Rihla, p. 68. 

. Ibid., p. 85. 
6 A1 , Ayyäshi's Rihla, vol. 1, p. 19. 
'Ibid., vol. 1, p. 450. 
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The travellers also showed a wide knowledge of the rhetorical devices. Ibn al-Tayyib, for 

example, analyses one of his poems according to its rhetoric devises such as simile and 

metaphor. ' 

Conclusion of the chapter 

In this chapter we have analysed the prose material of al-Rihlätaccord ing to its artistic 
features, which are al-Rih1a structure, the language (style and vocabulary) and the 

content. We have concluded the following: 

With regard to al-Rihlät structure, the travellers start recording their Rihlät in almost 

the same way such as thanking Allah, invoking peace and blessing upon the prophet 
Muhammad and mentioning their aims in recording their Rihlät, such as describing the 

roads, cities, villages, meeting with scholars and discussing academic issues with them, 

or students of knowledge. Then some of them indicate the rules about travel and its 

benefits or the wisdom of performing al-Ha, jj and some of them relate the story of going 

to perform al-Hajj. They end their Rihlät by thanking Allah again for helping them to 

record al-Rihla and indicating the date of completion. Al-Zabädi and Ibn Malih ended 
their Rihlät with prophetic poems. 

The travellers classify the material recorded under chapters and sections, or under main 
headings and sub titles. Some of the travellers started their Rmlätwith mugaddima 
(prefaces) and khätima (conclusion). As al-Rihlät contain multiple topics and varied 

aspects, the travellers sometimes digress, after which try to justify this elaboration, then 

they turn back to complete the discussion of the original topic, using connecting phrases 
such as " turning to ". 

The travellers tend frequently to record their poetry and that of others in their Rihlat, to 

exploit the power of the poetry in explaining and manifesting meanings and asserting 

and emphasizing ideas in a few phrases which might serve instead of many prose 

phrases. They are able to achieve harmony between the poetry and the prose, with some 

advantages, such as creating the pleasure of variation between them, which prevents the 

reader from becoming bored. Also, the poetry can convey deep emotion and a warm true 

feeling. Thus, many poems whether compiled by the travellers themselves or by others 

are included in al-Rihlät. 

I Ibn al-Tayyib's Rlhla, p. 21. 
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The method adopted by most of the travellers regarding citation, whether from other 

sources or people, and notarization of this information, is accurate and strict, based on 

verification, caution and investigation. Although a few of them cite a whole text from 

another source without mentioning its source, but these cases are very few. The 

travellers also followed a strict method based on certainty, notarization and investigation 

with regard to the information and academic and literary texts recorded in their Rihlät 

AI-samä` (hearing) is one of the most significant sources in the travel literature because 

the traveller sees, or hears many things throughout his journeys. However, most of 

them, as educated people and scholars, did not accept what they heard or saw without 

examining it, or indicating their doubts about its truth. Some of the travellers such as al- 

`Ayyäshi made extensive efforts to check information by asking specialist scholars, or 

turning to academic sources. Despite that, the travellers were modestly cautious about 

asserting that their opinions are definitely correct. They clearly express doubt about 

some information. Some of the travellers try to assure the reader that they depend on 

trusted sources by saying, "Someone I trust told me. " although they keep firmly to a 

strict academic method with respect when referring to information, news, or poems in 

their sources. There are relatively few cases in al-Rihlätas a whole when the travellers, 

specifically al-Ishägi, Ibn Näsir and Ibn Malih, quoted texts without referring to the 

original sources. 

Although they identify clearly in the preface the main topics included in al-Rihlät, we 
find that one, or more of the main topics predominate over others, according to their 

interests. The travellers also clarify that their method depends on brevity in presenting 

the information and discussing the academic issues. In addition each work reflects the 

personality of its author. 

With respect to the language, the reader of al-Rrhlätmoves between three main stylistic 
levels, which are rhymed style, the normal style free of saj`, except for a very few cases 

and a style that combines the two. In addition, the writers use other rhetorical devices 

and a narrative style. Al-Qädiri, Ibn Abi Mahli, Ibn Malib and Ibn al-Tayyib showed a 

strong tendency towards using al-saj` , except in a very few places where al-safis 
difficult to use, such as when discussing academic issues, or describing the stages of the 

road. Some of the travellers, such as al ̀ Ayyäshi, Ibn Näsir, al-l-Iudayki, Ibn `Abd al- 
Saläm, Abii Madyan and al-Zabädi combined al-saj`and normal styles but the quantity 

of al-saf differs from one Rihla to another. While al-saf is used frequently in the Rlhlät 
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of al ̀ Ayyäshi, al-Hudayki and Ibn Näsir, it is used less in Rihlätsuch as those of Ibn 

cAbd al-Saläm, Abü Madyan and al-Zabädi. They tend to use al-. sajin specific places 

where they feel that the style deserves special attention, such as the prefaces of al- 

Rihlät, scholars' biographies, describing and praising cities and their inhabitants. It is 

also used when expressing their feelings, particularly describing their feeling of 

happiness while, for instance, coming very close to the holy places at Mecca and 

Medina. Travellers such as al-cAyni, al-Hashtüki, and al-Shäwi tend towards simplicity 

and spontaneous expression, without using any kind of ornamentation such as al-. say al- 

tarsi; a1-tibäq or al-Jinäs, except in very rare places mentioned above, where all the 

travellers feel that al-saj` is required or demanded by custom. Other rhetorical devices, 

such as al jin, s; al-tibaq, al-mugäbala, al-tashbih, al-isticära, and al-igtibäs are not as 

much used by the travellers as al-say. Abü Madyan, shows this unconscious tendency 

towards the use of al Jinäs. When they do occur, it is in a simple and natural way. The 

narrative style used by the travellers means a simple attempts to relate short stories that 

do not depend only on recital, but include some dialogue as well. They contain 

digressions from the main topic, which enrich the discussion and help to achieve the 

author's goals. 

The vocabulary of the travellers' prose, like that of their poetry, is mainly simple and 

clear, except in a very few cases. This is because their aim was to express their ideas and 
feelings in a direct and spontaneous way to an extent that some travellers are very eager 
to explain words which they feel may be difficult to understand. The language of the 

travellers in general is correct, eloquent and free from foreign and colloquial words 

except for a few exceptions. 

With reference to the content, the travellers tend in some cases to draw accurate and 
complete pictures by relying on personal observation, self-effort and objectivity to 
convince the public to accept their presentation. On the other hand, they sometimes 
give general judgments and exaggerated views. Although the travellers mainly adopt a 
strict, accurate method expressing frankly their opinion about the correctness of the 

news, or the information recorded in their Rihlät or their doubts about it, we find that 

most of the travellers ignore this method and accept some news unquestioningly, if it is 
in keeping with their Sufi belief. The travellers also, could not give any information 

about some issues, or record some poems, or even remember the names of some of the 

places they passed through, as a consequence of not noting these names when they 

started recording their Rihlät The criticisms which they record in their Rihlät while 
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discussing, or examining various academic issues such as jurisprudence, grammar, 
linguistics, literature and rhetoric, reflect clearly the high level of the travellers' 

education. 

The next chapter is the final chapter. It is a general conclusion of this work. It contains 
the findings discovered in conducting this study as well as suggesting recommendations, 

and areas for further research. 
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Chapter Seven 
Conclusion and Epilogue 

This final chapter consists of two sections. Section One states some of the findings that 

have been discovered in conducting this study. Section Two makes recommendations, 

which I would like to suggest, and lists some areas for further research that can be 

carried out. 

1. Findings 

Contrary to the preceding centuries, the counting of written Rihlät in these two 

centuries studied here is difficult. This is due to the fact that the documented Rihlät 

were kept not only in public libraries but also in private libraries belonging to al-Zawäyä, 

or the collections of travellers' families or relatives. In addition, there are a number of 

recorded Rihlät, which are counted among the missing travels or have not been lost 

completely, but exist as a few fragments, or paragraphs included in some general works. 

Therefore, an accurate count of al-Rihlät al-Hýäziyya is very difficult. However, the 

number of written Rihlät in these centuries, which we found, have reached eighteen 

Rihlät. In chronological order of the date of the first journey to al-Ilijäz, in which they 

recorded their Rihlät, they are Ibn Abi Mabli (1002/1593), lbn Malih (1040/1631), al- 

cAyyäshi (1059/1649), al-Muräbit (1069/1659), al-Midi and al-Hashtüki (1096/1685), 

Ibn Näsir (after 1096/1685), al-Qädiri (1100/1688), al-Yüsi (1101/1690), lbn al-Tayyib 

(1139/1728), al-Shäwi (1141/1730), al-Ishägi (1143/1732), Ab5 Madyan and al- 

Hudayki (1152/1741), al-Zabädi (1158/1746), al ̀ Ämiri (1162/1750), lbn `Abd al- 

Saläm (1196/1783) and al ̀ Ayni (1198/1785). 

A1-Rihlät were compiled in order to record the incidents and news of the journeys that 

were made primarily to perform al-Ha. jj and visit the Prophet's mosque and his grave. 
Secondly, a1-Rihlät were compiled to meet renowned scholars and attend their lessons, 

in addition to that most of the travellers were originally Sufi scholars. As a consequence, 

we have found that the amount of poetry composed on one theme varied, according to 

these aims. Due to the nature of the journey, themes such as prophetic commendation, 

consisting of supplication and entreaty to the Prophet, praise and entreaty to the kin of 

the Prophet's house, his companions, scholars and Sufi awliyä' and brotherly 

communication, predominate over other themes. These include supplication and 

entreaty to Allah, description, yearning and complaint, which appear in fewer poems and 

satire is found in a few lines within verses concerned with other themes. 
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Although the impact of Sufism was felt in all aspects of academic life because education 

was based on Sufism and most scholars and poets were originally Sufis, the travellers 

did not compose separate poems on Sufi themes in their Rihlät However, the influence 

of Sufism is apparent in their poems, in the use of Sufi expressions and in the reflection 

of Sufi beliefs, particularly in prophetic commendation. Thus, if this poetic theme 

occupied a key position in the life of the travellers, as Sufi scholars, it is to be expected 

that the travellers' Rihlät would be filled with prophetic commendations. Prophetic 

commendation is one of the three dominant themes in the poems. Prophetic 

commendation poems, in al-Rih1a, were not isolated examples composed for a special 

occasion, such as the Prophet's birthday celebrations, rather, the travellers turned to this 

theme on various occasions. For example, when they saw a pilgrims' caravan leave for 

al-Hijäz, and for some reason they were not able to accompany them, they wrote of their 

wish to do so. Alternatively, and when they were able to do so, they celebrated this great 

opportunity by composing prophetic commendations from the beginning of the journey 

until they came near or saw, or entered, or left the holy places. 

Visiting graves of scholars and Awliyä; is a common theme in the travellers' Rihlät. 

They express their desire to start their journeys by visiting such graves in order to obtain 

the blessing resulting from entreating the Awliyä' as to achieve their goals on the 

journey. Besides the large number of poems in which praise is linked with entreaty, and 

numerous praises included in brotherly poems, there are a few poems that are 

considered as pure praise poems, without entreaty. 

The poets exchange poems with others on various themes, such as friendship, asking 

about religious, or academic questions, asking for jäza, or borrowing books, apology, 

complaint and congratulation. 

Although the Moroccan pilgrim travellers expressed their great desire to go to al-Hijäz 

to perform a]-Hay and visit the Prophet's mosque and his grave, particularly in prophetic 

commendations, when they took their first steps and their long awaited hopes became a 

reality, they experienced feelings of separation, nostalgia and yearning for home. These 

feelings remained to some extent even when they came to the holy places and were 

enjoying these ritual forms of worship. However, some of the travellers tried to comfort 

themselves by remembering the great duty for which they were leaving their loved ones. 
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So, a number of yearning, complaint and separation poems are included in al-Rihla, from 

the first moments of the journey until they came within a few miles of their homeland. 

Other themes such as satire, admonition, eroticism, wisdom and advice come as a few 

lines within poems composed on other themes, or in very few poems of just a few lines. 

Bedouins who attacked pilgrims' caravan, or who were used as guides in the desert were 

the only target of satire in the poetry of al-Rihlät. Admonitions of a few lines appear 

only in a1-cAyyäshi's Rihla. The travellers never rhapsodized about women. The few 

lines which were included within other themes were purely symbolic. Poems composed 

to praise, or entreat someone, are often likened to a beautiful girl, whose attractions are 

enumerated. Al cAmiri's Rihla, which was compiled entirely in poetic form as a guide for 

pilgrims, was full of invaluable advice on how pilgrims should behave, in order to be 

respected and dearly loved by their companions. He provides the pilgrim with some 

significant advice. 

The great majority of Rihlät of those travellers were compiled in prose form, whereas 

only two Rihlät, those of al-Muräbit and al-'Amiri were composed in poetic form, in 

addition to a long poem composed by al-Zabädi, which can be considered as a small 
Rihla. The length of the poem in most cases ranged from two to five lines in al-magtü`a, 

and between ten and thirty lines in al-gayida. A few poems extended beyond a hundred 

lines, such as those of a1-, Ayyäshi and al-Zabädi and Rihla of al-`Amiri is the only poem, 

which reached three hundred and thirty-five lines. Regarding the connection between 

the theme of a poem and its length, it was found that a variety of themes are contained 

within longer poems, which exceed a hundred lines. In contrast, poems of medium 

length, i. e., forty to sixty lines, concentrate on a single theme. With respect to the 

organic unity, which means that the poem should be an integrated, vivid complete 

composition, which has a unity of feeling including ideas and images, we may consider 

that al cAmiri's Rihla is the best example of achieving the main conditions of that unity. 

Some of the travelers including al 'Ayyäshi and al-Zabädi paid tremendous attention to 
beautifying the opening of their poems by using repetition, rhetoric, or ornamental 
devices. Almost all poems enter directly to their main theme, although a few poems 
open with various kinds of introductions, such as praise and blessing, romantic prelude, 
jjý ziyya and symbolic introductions. Various methods were used by the travellers to 

connect the introduction to the next or to the main theme. 
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The travellers ended most of the poems with, "Peace be upon the Prophet", and 

sometimes added praise for his glory. Some of them ended their poems by invoking 

their family, the praised person, or by praying for them. In a few cases, the poems were 

ended by other conclusions, such as praying for rain to sprinkle the grave of the dead, or 

dedicating their poem to the praised person. 

The ideas included in the travellers' poetry reflect clearly the Sufi education they had 

received in Sufi Zawaya, such as entreaty and al-tlagiga al-Muhammadiyya. Entreaty, to 

the prophet Muhammad, other prophets, or to Awliyä' predominates over other ideas, 

themes, or issues. The travelers composed a huge number of poems entreating such 

persons while visiting their graves. The travelers call upon the deceased Awliyä'and 

pious occupants of graves for assistance, requesting them to fulfil their needs, such as 

removing distress, curing illness and granting them a safe return to their homes. It was 

common practice among them to visit graves, compose poems of entreaty and suspend 

these over the graves, seeking the blessing of the dead person. Even when they 

composed poems, which should have been pure supplication and entreaty to Allah, they 

ended with entreaty to the Prophet's right, or rank. The travelers used to entreat 

through imploring the Prophet or other Awliyä; to whom they sometimes supplicate, or 

entreat directly, without mentioning Allah. These ideas are discussed in detail 

concluding that this significant dogmatic issue, and this kind of tawassul(supplication) 

in particular, is indeed prohibited and forbidden according to Islamic Sunni teaching. 

Some travelers, in particular al ̀ Ayyäshi, al-Zabädi and Ibn al-Tayyib, believe in the so- 

called al-Hagiqa al-Muhammadiyya, which means that the Prophet is the basis of 

creation and source of generosity, which prevails in all aspects of life during all ages. In 

addition to that, he is Allah's light from which all people obtained light. Some Sunni 

scholars, intellectuals and Orientalists assert that the idea of al-Hagiqa aJ- 
Muhammadiyya is taken from other religious texts prior to Islam, under various forms. 

Muslims undoubtedly see the Prophet as the greatest example of human dignity, 

courage and wisdom. He was the one who was chosen by Allah to be the last Prophet 

and messenger to receive divine revelation, bearing the significant duty of calling people 

to worship Allah alone. Indeed, neither Sunni Scholars nor ordinary people believe in 

the concept of al Hagiqa al-Muhammadiyya; they believe that the Prophet is Allah's 

Messenger and slave and that he possesses the most honorable and most exalted 

character which is described by Allah in many verses of the Qur'än. Even the Prophet 

himself warned Muslims against exaggerating in his praise. 
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Love is considered one of the Sufi doctrines and the center of Sufi literature. So, we find 

that the travelers' poetry is full of expressions of love, such as the terms ardent, 

passionate, longing and fondness. The travellers express their love and longing for the 

Prophet, his family, and his companions in words which are very similar to that used by 

poets of love. They used of the words `intoxication', `cups' and `wine' as symbols of love 

and passion. It seems that these words became customary in travellers' poetry as poetic 

images since the early SÜC poets, such as Ibn al-Tärid 

However, through other ideas the travellers maintained the true Islamic spirit, and the 

meanings of their poetry were characterised by their education. Therefore, their poetry 

did not contain explicit love, or bacchanalian poetry, except for the two cases, which 

were poetic images in customary use. It was truthful and avoided flattery, they never 

praised anyone to receive a reward, and their panegyrics were mostly restricted to 

scholars. If they admonished someone, they did so in a friendly and gentle manner. 

Modesty and self-denial were distinctive features in their poetry. The traveller 

frequently praised moral virtues, and did not praise any physical attributes, except 

brightness of the face. Except in a few places, the travellers' poetry is mainly 

distinguished by clarity and ease of understanding. 

The travellers' poetry did not show a great deal of creativity in the field of imagery, 

especially as their work mostly consists of religious and brotherly poetry. It seems that 

these poets only aimed to express their feelings, without making any effort to excel in 

depicting them by creating original images. This also may be due to their lack of poetic 

talent, or to the nature of the theme itself. Nevertheless, there are some poets who are 

creative in this way including al ̀ Ayyäshi, Ibn al-Tayyib and al-Qädiri. The travellers 

employed the commonly known types of imagery such as rhetorical, psychological, 

symbolic, and intensive imageries. Rhetorical images, in particular simile and metaphor, 

predominated in the imagery of the travelers' poetry. Simile was used more than 

metaphor. Poets sometimes expressed their deep psychological feelings by drawing an 

artistic picture that expresses these feelings in an enjoyable literary form. The travellers 

sometimes use symbols to clarify the meaning because if the symbol, whether it is a 

place, person, wisdom or proverb, is familiar to the listener or reader, the meaning gains 

another dimension based on the connotations of that symbol to the receiver. Therefore, 

this meaning gained by the symbol will attain acceptance and pleasure. The Hjäziyya 

places including Najd and Tayba, for instance, are considered in people's minds as holy 
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places. Reference to these places, therefore, is not mere literal description, but is used as 

a symbol of the poet's love and attachment to the Prophet and his companions, who 

lived and moved around in these places. Also, the names of some desert plants, which 

grow in these places, are sometimes included in poems with a similar symbolic effect. 

Some poets, in particular Ibn al-Tayyib, make use of wisdom and proverbs to explain the 

meaning. The travellers drew intensive pictures composed from various components, 

which cannot be dislocated from each other because the picture loses its meaning and 

becomes useless, if any part is removed. 

Most of the words are easy and understandable. In the rare cases where strange and 

difficult words are used, it seems to be acceptable because the poets are in a position to 

use a special diction to portray something, which is known to them by a particular 

vocabulary. Most of these words are taken from an Eastern heritage, which confirms the 

Eastern influence on them. 

The travellers used religious, academic, civilized, literary and lexical terms, which reflect 

the education they had received. 

The use of repetition of certain letters and words, paronomasia, diversity and recital 

styles sometimes give the meaning further clarification, or enhances the rhythm; 
however, it weakens the meaning in some cases. 

Long and medium length sentences are predominant, and shorter sentences are not rare 
but are fewer in comparison to the long and medium ones. 

The sentences of the travellers' poetry are predominantly in the recitative style. 
However, there are a few poems that depend on diversity in proportion to the recitative 

style. 

The language of the travellers' poetry is easy, clear and understandable, except for very 
few poems. In addition, most of their poetry was spontaneous, without affectation, 
varying considerably in quality. This seems to be acceptable if strong high quality verse 
is ascribed to a certain group of poets, who can on that basis be placed in the category of 
illustrious professional poets, while the remainder is in the amateur category who only 
dabble in poetry. We find a poem of one of them is written in an abundant eloquent, 
Marvelous style and evocative rhythm, but when we read another poem we find it weak 
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and flimsy, as if it were not by the same poet. This might arise out of matters such as 

weak or strong passion, or experience and difference in theme. This can be said only in 

the case of prolific poets such as al-cAyyäshi, al-Zabädi, al-Qädiri and Ibn al-Tayyib. This 

is because such general judgments cannot be made from the few poems composed by 

travellers like al-I-ludayki, Abü Madyan and Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, whose little poetry is 

nearer to be poetry of the jurisprudence, resembling plain speech and lacking in poetic 

suggestive, musical melody and vivid imagery. 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that, apart from a few lines of al-Zabädi and Al- 

`Ayyäshi's poems containing strange words, the whole of the poetry is simple. This 

simplicity is due to the poets' tendency towards expressing their feeling and ideas 

directly and spontaneously, without trying to choose words that are difficult. They use 

everyday poetic resources, which suit the situation. This simplicity does not mean 

vulgarity or weakness, nor does it mean that there is a resemblance between those 

traveler poets, because the language differs even between poems of the same traveller, 

according to the theme, or for some other reasons. 

AI-Bad? (Ornamentation) is not much used by the travellers, except Ibn aI-Tayyib, who 

shows a strong tendency towards al jinäs (paronomasia) or repetition in general. The 

use of al jinäs in most cases comes in a normal and simple way. It is used sometimes by 

the travellers as a consequence of the musical nature, which it can impart to a line of 

poetry. Furthermore, it strengthens the meaning and confirms it in the attention of the 
listener. However, it was sometimes used by artificial way, which corrupts the meaning. 

The style is divided into four types according to the dominant features. These are 

simple, ornament, recital and narrative styles. Simplicity is a distinctive feature, due to 

the poets' tendency towards expressing their feelings in a direct and spontaneous style, 
without affectation, except in rare cases. The Recital style is used frequently by the 
travellers, particularly in prophetic commendations, entreaty, descriptions of performing 
al-Haff and al-Ziyära rituals and panegyric, because these themes require listing the 
Prophet's miracles and praised person's virtues, or acts of worship. Ibn al-Tayyib is 

considered one of the main users of recital style. The narrative style used by the 
travellers does not mean presenting a whole story, including the known main artistic 
elements, but it means a simple attempt to relate an event in a short poetic form. 
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The travellers expressed their emotions and experiences in life. Some poems were free 

from the emotion and experience, either because of the theme of the poem itself, such as 

poems of academic purposes, or because the poet failed to convey his emotion or 

experience to the receiver, as a result of his lack of poetic talent, or his tendency towards 

an affected style. 

Al-RihI t present eyewitness accounts of the various aspects of life in the territories the 

travellers visited, or passed though, during their journeys. These aspects include 

religious, geographical, academic, political and security, economic, social, literary and 

humorous. 

Obviously, the religious and particularly the Süfi aspect predominate, as one of the three 

main aspects in al Rihlät, specifically in some Rihlät such as those of al-`Ayyäshi, al- 

Zabädi and al-`Ayni because the journey was undertaken to perform a religious duty. In 

addition, some of the travellers were Sufi scholars who adhered to visiting Süfiis' shrines, 

meeting Sufi scholars and performing the Sufi rituals, such as reciting al-dhikr, wearing 

the khirqa and relating Süfi miracles. The only exception is Ibn cAbd al-Saläm's Rihla, 

which is free of any reference to Süfi rituals. Graves were greatly venerated by some of 

travellers including Abti Madyan and Ibn Malih who started their journey by visiting the 

graves, and never left any grave they were able to visit throughout their journey. 

Travellers such as al-Zabädi, al-Shäwi, al 'Ayyäshi and Ibn al-Tayyib devoted a huge 

part of their Rihlät to recording the graves they visited. Besides that they visited graves 

essentially to supplicate to the deceased to obtain baraka. The veneration of graves was 

prevalent in the age of the travellers, which makes the action of the traveller al-Yüsi in 

reminding people, in many messages, of the prohibition against veneration of pious men 

and entreaty to them very brave. However, we have found those among the travellers 

themselves, who fought steadfastly against these heresies related to the graves of a1- 

awliyä' and pious men, such as Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, which led to his being neglected by 

biographers. This chapter provided a detailed discussion confirming that, visiting graves 

was totally forbidden in the formative years of Islam and not until Tawhidwas firmly 

established among Muslims was the ban lifted by the Prophet. However, in spite of this 

permission, the Prophet placed certain restrictions on the visiting of graves in order to 

avoid its deterioration into grave worship in later generations. 

Some travellers, particularly al-Zabädi and al-Hudayki, paid considerable attention to 

relating karämät(miracles) of al-awliyä'. Careful consideration these karärnätconfirms 
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that despite believing in karämät, proved in the Qur'an and the Sunna, and miracles 

brought by the Prophets and pious men, many Safi stories are very hard to believe. We 

believe that either they can be sometimes traced back to satanic psychological and 

emotional states or they are fabricated stories. Al-Qadiri's Rihla, which was compiled 

basically to record the journey of his shaykh, the Süfi scholar Abü al-cAbbäs b. cAbd 

Allah, is the best example, which obviously demonstrates the high status of the Sufi 

scholar in the community. 

Some of the travellers, in particular, al-Zabädi paid considerable attention to recording, 

in accurate detail, the Süfi orders and their rituals, customs, and states. In addition to 

this he recorded his observations on meeting Sufi scholars to such an extent that his 

Rihla is considered a significant resource that represents the Süf movement at that 

time. Other travellers such as al-`Ayyäshi, Ibn Näsir and al-Hashtüki, paid great 

attention to this matter, but not as much as al-Zabädi did. In fact, the travellers 

themselves such as Ibn Näsir and al-Zabädi, as Sufi scholars, played a role in spreading 

their tariga and instructing people in al-dhikrand giving ijäzät. It is worthy of note that 

except for al-Zabädi, who indicates once that he reached the state of al-wajd during 

halagat aI-dhikr, the travellers confined themselves to teaching al-dhikrand wearing al- 

khirga and never participated in the rituals of the dance, al-. sairtä`or al-hadra. They, 

indeed, rejected them, in particular al-Hashtüki who stated frankly that it is forbidden 

according to Islamic teaching. 

The travellers also recorded other religions such as Christianity and Islamic doctrines 

such as Shi`ism and the Khärijites, which they encountered during their journeys, in 

addition to claims and customs and ordinances, ahkäm, and advice related to travel and 

al Haýj. The travellers carefully investigate the claims made by pilgrims and the customs 

they observe during their journey to perform 71-Uajj, such as hearing the sound of 
drums and lighting candles. 

The travellers compiled their Rihlät in order to be, as Abü Madyan states, a complete 

useful guide for those in need of knowing the hard stages, places of wells, the dangerous 

places, and where highway robbers were likely to be encountered. For these significant 

aims, they gave detailed descriptions of the road stages, cities, villages, and in particular, 

the wells, springs and valleys, due to the urgent need for them during the journey. The 

travellers also describe the cities and villages including their streets, schools, hospitals, 
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seaports, virtues and antiquities. The travellers recorded various aspects of the weather 

such as winds, dust, snow, rain, heat and cold that they encountered on their journeys. 

Obviously, the travellers as scholars, state in the prefaces to their Rih1ätthat one of the 

two most significant aims for which they compiled their Rihlät, is to record their 

meetings with the scholars and the academic issues, which they discussed with them. 

Therefore, they strictly devoted their time to achieving this purpose, to such an extent 

that such a Rih1a as that of al-`Ayyäshi is considered to be an encyclopedia on academic 

issues and Sufism. Thus, Moroccan Rihlät have become unique resources on many 

various aspects, since the original sources from which the travellers quoted their 

accounts have been lost. The travellers received a warm welcome and were treated with 

hospitably by the scholars and students of knowledge in most countries, as a result of 

their great reputation as scholars. Some of the travellers, particularly al-Ishägi, al- 

Zabädi, al cAyyäshi and Ibn Malib are interested in recording scholars' biographies. Ibn 

Malih's Rihla, for instance, is full of information about deceased scholars, specifically 

Sufi scholars. The travellers also paid great attention to describing academic activities. 

However, they differed in giving details. A1-cAyyashi, for instance, hardly ever passed, or 

stayed in a place without referring to the academic activities in detail and Ibn cAbd al- 

Saläm presents a complete picture about the academic activities in Libya, while 

travellers such al-Yüsi were less interested in giving details. Although the travellers give 

detailed descriptions of the academic movements in Cairo, Mecca and Medina which 

were among the most significant centres of learning, if not the most significant in the 

Islamic world for centuries, the travellers' attitudes towards these activities varied 

considerably. While al-Ishägi and his shaykh al-Yusi alone adopted a very critical 

position towards these centres, the rest of the travellers were enormously impressed by 

their activities. A point which is worth noticing here is that some of the travellers, 

including Al `Ayyäshi and Ibn al-Tayyib, did not confine themselves to description, as 

observers, but they effectively participated in teaching in Cairo and Medina. Therefore, 

both of them were influenced and affected by these activities and thus, their accounts 

sometimes acquire a special significance. These Rihlätemphasise the scholarly position 

of the travellers and reputation in the countries they visited, or passed through. 

Also the travellers paid considerable attention to libraries and books, recording the 
books and manuscripts they found, borrowed, read or bought. The travellers desired to 

visit libraries and write down books or manuscripts, particularly those which were 

scarce, or which they had borrowed. Some of the travellers were deeply attracted to 
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purchasing books, despite their bad financial circumstances, which forced them to 

borrow the money from their friends. 

The Moroccan travellers' Rihlät accurately reflect the various security situations, the 

dangers they encountered and the political events they experienced along their long 

journeys. Also al-Rihlät reflect the attitude clearly shared by almost all the travellers 

towards Turkish rulers, who ruled most Arab countries during this period, or the bad 

security situation in general, even within Moroccan borders. However, discussion about 

the rulers, or Moroccan security is very limited in proportion to that of the situation in 

other countries. Therefore, we rarely hear from the travellers, as we read, a single praise, 

or thanks to any of the rulers. Most of the few exceptions were recorded by al-`Ayyäshi. 

Beside these few indications we hear nothing except complaint about the injustice and 

oppression of the Turkish rulers, their officers and other rulers, the lack of security and 

the dangers of being robbed, or even killed in raids carried out by the bedouins along 

the journey. The travellers refer to the hardship imposed on the pilgrims, or the 

inhabitants of the cities or villages, by the heavy tolls, which were collected by the 

Turkish rulers, or their vassals. In addition, they accuse these rulers of not applying the 

law, or imposing security in the territories located under their authority. Instead, they 

allowed the bedouins to attack pilgrims and steal their goods, and the traders to increase 

prices, without any punishment, which did not help to provide stability and security. In 

addition, al-Rihlät compared the security circumstances at the time of their travels and 

those described by their predecessors, which is considered a significant point to know 

the security situation throughout successive periods. So, the political and security 

observations, which were presented by the travellers, have been highly appreciated as 

significant documents, as the travellers recorded these events as eyewitnesses. 

AI-Hajj season presented great opportunities to bedouin robbers, who carried out raids 

along the road, causing great, danger and considerable concern for the Moroccan 

pilgrims, even before they left their borders. Consequently, the caravans were heavily 

equipped with weapons, such as field guns and muskets, for protection. Ibn cAbd a]- 
Saläm, Abü Madyan and Al ̀ Ayyäshi are the travellers who refer most to the security 

state along al-Ha_lj road. The travellers refer to the tribes and places known for robbery 

such as cAyn Mädi, in addition to other pilgrim caravans that encounter much worse 

treatment, such as the Egyptian caravan. Revenge was one of the motives for attacking 

the pilgrims, as happened with the Egyptian caravan. These attacks were not restricted 

to stealing goods or animals; sometimes pilgrims were kidnapped and sold as slaves. The 
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travellers' Rihlät showed the width of the Turkish Empire and their authority in that 

time, which, extended for example in 1152/1740-1 from Biskra in Algeria along al-Haff 

road until al-l-Iijäz. 

The travellers' Rilhlit reflect the various aspects of the economic life such as commerce, 

agriculture and pasture. AI-Hajj season was an enormous opportunity, not just for the 

traders in the cities and villages or the pilgrims but also for the bedouin shepherds who 
depended on these caravans to establish mobile markets which, for some of them 

provided their main source of revenue for the year. Therefore, the travellers paid 

considerable attention to describing the commercial markets, whether in the urban, rural 

or bedouin areas. Al-Hashtüki, al-Hudayki and al-Qädiri show a strong commercial 

sense by presenting invaluable advice regarding money exchange and trade. 

The travellers did not only visit scholars, but also met ordinary people, and spoke to 

them in the places they visited or passed through. This enabled the travellers to have a 

wide knowledge about the state of the people, their customs, characteristics, commercial 

activities, genealogy, accents and health conditions. 

Obviously, this research which deals with al-Rih1a, in both its poetic and prose texts, as 

one of the literary genres, demonstrates the considerable significance of al-Rihla in this 

respect. With respect to the poetic part we have found that the travellers recorded in 

their Rilrlät a large number of the poems composed by them or by others. Regarding the 

prose part, we believe that the literary style of the prose texts in al-Rihla, whether 

compiled by the travellers or others, is very important to understand the literary 

movement at that time. In addition to that, the travellers recorded biographies of some 

poets, or men of letters in general. Therefore, al-Rihlätare considered a fundamental 

literary source on which researchers depend to study the literary movements in the 

countries the travellers visited during their journeys. 

AI-Rihlät are not confined to serious matters only, but contain some humorous elements. 
Al-cAyyäshi himself explains that his main aim in compiling his Rihla is to produce a 
source of learning, but also a source for humour and entertainment that would stimulate 
the reader, especially if he likes variety. Therefore, some of the travellers relate amusing 
incidents which happened during their journeys. 
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With regard to al-Rihlät structure, the travellers start recording their Rihlät in almost 

the same way such as thanking Allah, invoking peace and blessing upon the prophet 

Muhammad and mentioning their aims in recording their Rihlät, such as describing the 

roads, cities, villages, meeting with scholars and discussing academic issues with them, 

or students of knowledge. Then some of them indicate the rules about travel and its 

benefits or the wisdom of performing al-Hajj, whilst others relate the story of going to 

perform al-Hajj. They end their Rihlät by thanking Allah again for helping them to 

record al-Rihla and indicating the date of completion. Two of them ended their Rihlät 

with prophetic poems. 

The travellers classify the material recorded under chapters and sections, or under main 

headings and subtitles. Some of the travellers started their Rihlätwith mugaddima 

(preface) and khätima (conclusion). As al-Rihlät contain multiple topics and varied 

aspects, the travellers sometimes digress, after which they try to justify this elaboration, 

then they turn back to complete the discussion of the original topic, using connecting 

phrases such as " `awda i1ä (turning to) ". 

The travellers tend frequently to record their poetry and that of others in their Rihlät, to 

exploit the power of the poetry in explaining and manifesting meanings and asserting 

and emphasizing ideas in a few phrases which might serve instead of many prose 

phrases. They are able to achieve harmony between the poetry and the prose, with some 

advantages, such as creating the pleasure of variation between them, which prevents the 

reader from becoming bored. Also, the poetry can convey deep emotion and a warm true 

feeling. Thus, many poems whether compiled by the travellers themselves or by others 

are included in al-Rihlät. 

The method adopted by most of the travellers regarding citation, whether from other 

sources or people, and notarization of this information, is accurate and strict, based on 

verification, caution and investigation. Although a few of them cite a whole text from 

another source without mentioning its source, these cases are very few. The travellers 

also followed a strict method based on certainty, notarization and investigation with 

regard to the information and academic and literary texts recorded in their Rlhlät. Al- 

, sarrlä` (hearing) is one of the most significant sources in the travel literature because 

the traveller sees, or hears many things throughout his journeys. However, most of 

them, as educated people and scholars, did not accept what they heard or saw without 

examining it, or indicating their doubts about its truth. Some of the travellers made 
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extensive efforts to check information by asking specialist scholars, or turning to 

academic sources. Despite that, the travellers were modestly cautious about asserting 

that their opinions are definitely correct. They clearly express doubt about some 
information. Some of the travellers try to assure the reader that they depend on trusted 

sources by saying, "Someone I trust told me. " although they keep firmly to a strict 

academic method with respect when referring to information, news, or poems in their 

sources. There are relatively few cases in al-Rihlät as a whole when the travellers, 

specifically al-Ishägi, Ibn Näsir and Ibn Malih, quoted texts without referring to the 

original sources. 

Although they identify clearly in the preface the main topics included in al-Rihlät, we 
find that one, or more of the main topics predominate over others, according to their 

interests. The travellers also clarify that their method depends on brevity in presenting 

the information and discussing the academic issues. In addition each work reflects the 

personality of its author. 

With respect to the language, the reader of al-Rihlätmoves between three main stylistic 
levels, which are al-saj (rhymed) style, the normal style free of saj, except for very few 

cases and a style that combines the two. In addition, the writers use other rhetorical 
devices and a narrative style. Al-Qädiri, Ibn Abi Mahli, Ibn Malih and Ibn al-Tayyib 

showed a strong tendency towards using a rhymed style, al-saj; except in very few places 

where al-saj` is difficult to use, such as when discussing academic issues, or describing 

the stages of the road. Some of the travellers, such as al ̀ Ayyäshi, Ibn Näsir, al-I, ludayki, 

Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, Abü Madyan and al-Zabädi combined al-saj`*and normal styles but 

the quantity of al-sajcdiffers from one Rihla to another. While al-sajýis used frequently 

in the Rililät of al ̀ Ayyäshi, al-I. Iudayki and Ibn Näsir, it is used less in Rihlatsuch as 
those of Ibn `Abd al-Saläm, Abü Madyan and al-Zabädi. They tend to use al-sajfin 

specific places where they feel that the style deserves special attention, such as the 

prefaces of al-Rihlät, scholars' biographies, describing and praising cities and their 
inhabitants. It is also used when expressing their feelings, particularly describing their 
feelings of happiness while, for instance, coming very close to the holy places at Mecca 

and Medina. Travellers such as al ̀ Ayni, al-Hashtüki, and aI-Shäwi tend towards 

simplicity and spontaneous expression, without using any kind of ornamentation such as 

al-saj, al-tarsi, al-tibäq or al jinäs except in very rare places mentioned above, where all 

the travellers feel that al-saj` is required or demanded by custom. Other rhetorical 
devices, such as al jinas, al-tibäq, al-mugabala, al-tashbih, al-isti`ra and al-igtibäs are 
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not as much used by the travellers as al-saj`. Abü Madyan, shows this unconscious 

tendency towards the use of al jinäs. When they do occur, it is in a simple and natural 

way. The narrative style used by the travellers means a simple attempt to relate short 

stories that do not depend only on recital, but include some dialogue as well. They 

contain digressions from the main topic, which enrich the discussion and help to achieve 

the author's goals. 

The vocabulary of the travellers' prose, like that of their poetry, is mainly simple and 

clear, except in a very few cases. This is because their aim was to express their ideas and 
feelings in a direct and spontaneous way to an extent that some travellers are very eager 

to explain words which they feel may be difficult to understand. The language of the 

travellers in general is correct, eloquent and free from foreign and colloquial words 

except for a few exceptions. 

With reference to the content, the travellers tend in some cases to draw accurate and 

complete pictures by relying on personal observation, self-effort and objectivity to 

convince the public to accept their presentation. On the other hand, they sometimes 

give general judgments and exaggerated views. Although the travellers mainly adopt a 

strict, accurate method expressing frankly their opinion about the correctness of the 

news, or the information recorded in their Rihlätor their doubts about it, we find that 

most of the travellers ignore this method and accept some news unquestioningly, if it is 

in keeping with their Sufi beliefs. The travellers also, could not give any information 

about some issues, or record some poems, or even remember the names of some of the 

places they passed through, as a consequence of not noting these names when they 

started recording their Rihlät. The criticisms which they record in their Rihlätwhile 

discussing, or examining various academic issues such as jurisprudence, grammar, 

linguistics, literature and rhetoric, reflect clearly the high level of the travellers' 

education. 

2. Recommendations and Suggestions for Further Studies 

At the close of this study, I find myself inclined to provide the following 

recommendations and proposals for further areas of research on the same topic: 

In order to serve this invaluable and relatively under researched field, a team is needed. 

The team should include scholars representing these fields: Arabic language (literature 
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and rhetoric), religious, historical, geographical and social studies. Each one of the 

concerned scholars should extract from these Rihlät what falls within their field of 

special interest and make his academic contribution to a more comprehensive 

appreciation of them. 

Since most of al-Rihlät studied here are still in manuscript form and have not been 

edited, or were printed as lithographs many years ago and are now out of print, there is 

a great need to establish a team, or an organization to edit these invaluable Rihlät using 

modern academic methods and publish them, in order to provide accessible resources 

for those who are concerned with such studies. 

A number of researches can be carried out in various fields. In the literary field (as in 

our case) many topics can be studied. 

Firstly: in the course of this work a number of areas and topics were identified which 

were beyond the scope of this research but are seen to merit further research: 

Some of al-Rihlät which are still in manuscript form, such as those of Ibn al-Tayyib, a]- 
Zabädi, al-Ishägi and Ibn cAbd al-Saläm, should be edited with a literary study. 

Some of the travellers such as Ibn al-Tayyib, al-Yüsi and al-Muräbit can be studied as 

poets because they have a number of poems spread in their other works, in addition to 

their poems included in their Rihlat, ' and thus, they can be studied as writers. 

The literacy activities whether in Morocco or other countries the travellers visited or 

passed through can be studied in the light of the invaluable information recorded by the 

travellers, in connection with these activities, poets and men of letters in these 

countries. ý 

'Al-'Ayyäshi was studied as a poet by Muhammad Binsir al ̀ A1awi to obtain a doctoral degree at the 
University of Sidi Muhammad b. °Abd Allah in Fes in 1984. 
2As mentioned previously, those great travellers are poets of literary taste who recorded in their Rihlat 

their poetry and the poetry and biographies of scholars whom they met in such countries. `A'id al- 
Raddädi, for example depended in his study, " AI-Shier al-Hjäzi Ral Qarn al-H, 7di `Ashar" upon travel 
books, Rihlät, specifically those of the Moroccan pilgrims studied here, and considering them as one of the 
most significant sources of his research. 
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Secondly: this work which is mainly devoted to the study of, "The Travel Literature of 

Moroccan Pilgrims" during the two centuries studied here analysed and investigated a 

number of issues, some of which I believe should be investigated in more depth: 

Artistic poetic issues related to the poetry of the travellers such the imagery or the 

language (style and vocabulary). 

Topics such as the religious poetry including the SÜC poetry, Prophetic commendations, 

or brotherly poetry. 

Topics related to the prose material such as the language (the style and words). 
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